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ABSTRACT

Chapter 1 summarizes the debate over the age and authorship of 
the Artha^astra and proposes to test the common assumption 
that it is the work of a single author*

Chapter 2 analyzes the five versions of the story of Candragupta
and Ca^akya or Kau^ilya and finds that the Jain version best 
preserves the original legend, being closely paralleled by 
the Pali; that the Kashmirian version is late, and the Mudra- 
rak^asa largely fictive; that the Classical version, while 
betraying its Indian origin, gives uncertain testimony as to 
the content of the original legend; and that Ca^akya is an 
historical figure*

Chapter 3 finds, in the structure of the Artha^astra* a priori 
grounds for supposing a composite authorship; summarizes 
some previous studies of authorship using statistical methods; 
and reports the results of a pilot study of the Artha^gstra 
which throws doubt on the assumption of a unique author* 

Chapter *1- examines the distribution of certain words in Sanskrit 
works of known authorship, and having found that eva, evam, 
ca, tatra and va are safe discriminators of authorship, 
examines their distribution in the Artha^astra* Books 2, 3 
and 7 of the Arthadastra* by this test, are homogeneous within 
themselves but are the work of three different authors* The 

affiliations of the shorter books are discussed*



 3
Chapter 5 inquires whether sentenoe-length and compound-length

may he used to discriminate between different authorsy and 
finds the former unacceptable but the latter promising*

Chapter 6 examines Artha£astra passages used by Bharuci and MedhS- 
tithi in their commentaries on Manu and finds in the latter*s 
reference to an Adhyakgapracara a possible predecessor of the 
Artha^astra*

Chapter 7 reviews the conclusions as to the composition of the
Artha^astra in the light of a statistical study of Yatsya- 
yana*s KamasfCtra and briefly comments on the date and author
ity of the Artha£astra«

*
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CHAPTER Is KAUJILYA AND THE ARTHAMASTRA

It is now just over 60Jy©arj3 since an anonymous pandit 
handed over a manuscript of the Kautillya Arthatfgatra to H# 
Shamasastry, chief librarian of the Mysore Government Oriental 
Library, Madras# The world of scholarship is greatly indebted: 
to Shamasastry for having recognized the importance of this tex̂ t; 
for having published by installments an English translation of 
the text in Indian Antiquary and the Mysore Review between 1905 
and 1909; for having published the text in 1909» going into 
further editions in 19199 1924, and, since his death, in i960; 
and for having completed and published an English translation in 
1915 which has gone into six editions*

Since Shamasastry*s editio princeps several editions of the 
text have appeared: In 1923*4 a new edition with extensive notes
by Julius Jolly and Richard Schmidt appeared in the Punjab Sanskrit 
Series, based on a copy of a manuscript in Malayalam script 
acquired by the Staatsbibliothek of Munich. In 1924-5 a threes 
volume edition, based chiefly on the original of the Munich manus
cript of the Jolly-Schmidt edition, with Sanskrit commentary by 
MM* T. Ganapati Sastri, was published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit 
Series* The monumental German translation of J*J. Meyer belongs 
to the same period (six parts, 1925*6), as do the three volumes 
of Kautallya Studien by Bernhard Breloer (1927*34).

Since the Second World War there have been two events of 
the first importance for the textual study of the ArthadSstra:



the discovery of the only known northern manuscript of the text 
(in Levanagari) at Patan Bhandar in Gujarat, published by Muni 
Jina Vijay in 1959; und the appearance in i960 of a critical edition 
of the text, the work of Professor R# P. Kangle* Kangle*s edition, 
taking account of all the manuscripts and commentaries now avail
able, and executed with a thoroughness and accuracy sometimes 
wanting in previous editions, has put the study of the text on 
an altogether firmer footing than it has had hitherto, and will 
not be substantially improved upon until more manuscripts turn 
up, if then# It has been followed by an annotated English trans
lation (1963) which, drawing as it does on some five decades of 
research on the Arthadgstra by Indian and Western scholars, has 
already become the standard, and by a study (1965) which provides 
an excellent survey of the Arthadgstra and a summary of research 
on it*

The bulk of scholarly literature that has grown up round 
the Arthadgstra since its rediscovery gives some measure of the 
interest and even excitement it has aroused* Kangle lists 10 
different publications containing the text and commentaries, not 
counting further editions; 19 translations into 13 languages, 
including English, German, Italian and Russian (the rest being 
Indian languages); 11 books devoted solely to various aspects of 
the Arthadastra. one of these being Breloerfs three volumes; 45 
books dealing in part with the Arthadgstra. including the literature 
on ancient Indian political thought and institutions which its 
publication inspired; and 96 articles on particular points of



1Arthadgstra scholarship* Since the publication of Shamasastry^
edition in 1909 an average of almost two articles of importance
and rather more than one book concerned in part or in whole with
the Arthadgstra has appeared every year*

It is not difficult to account for the interest generated
and the attention received by the Arthadgstra* The main indolog-
ical concerns of the 19th century, philology apart, had been myth,
religion and philosophy* The picture of a changeless India, its
inhabitants preoccupied with meditation and metaphysical specular
tion, neither experiencing history nor writing it, prevailed;
and no one was able to gainsay the remark of Max MtUler that
"The Hindu enters this world as a stranger; all his thoughts are
directed to another world; he takes no part even where he is driven
to act; and whenkhe sacrifices his life, it is but to be delivered 

2from it*11 The rediscovery of the Arthadgstra proved a corrective 
to this notion, and within two decades over a dozen Indian scholars, 
and a few Western, had written books on ancient Indian political 
theory and institutions as if in direct response to Max Mttllerfs 
dictum# None of these works or those which have subsequently 
appeared could have been written had the Arthadgstra remained 
unknown#

1# Kangle, Part 3, p* 285 ff*
2+ A History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature. p# 18*



The growth of scholarly interest in ancient Indian politics 
and history itself had causes, of which the most fruitful for 
Arthadgstra studies was the nationalist movement of India# Her
mann Jacobi, writing in the Sitzungsberichte der kdnigliohe
preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften in 1912 (an article which 
gained an Indian public when it was translated and published in 
Indian Antiquary for 1918), called Kaujilya 'the Indian Bismark'# 
A#B« Keith, the Scots indologist and constitutional lawyer, 
writing two years after the outbreak of the First World War, was

idecidedly not taken by the comparison; but the expression found
a receptive audience in India, and enjoyed a considerable vogue
in scholarly literature* Nationalist aspirations seemed somehow
fortified when the existence of ancient empires and schools of
political theory was shown# On the other hand, to Vincent Smith,
for whom the lesson of history was that India was most blessed
when under a strong imperial rule, the Arthadgstra told a different 

2moral# Nationalism, a powerful stimulant but often a baleful 
influence on scholarship, has doubtless relaxed its hold on

1# Keith, JRAS, 1916, p* 131* "Kaujilya was not Bismark, and 
India is not Germany*11
2* See Johannes Voigt's excellent article on the Arthadgstra 
and the nationalist movement, "Nationalist Interpretations of 
Arthadgstra in Indian Historical Writing,1' St# Antony's Papers# no* 
18, South Asian Affairs no* 2, 1966#



Afrthadgstra studies since Independence, though not entirely*1 
Given the popular reputation of Cg^akya or Kaujilya, its suppos
itious author, as a machiavel, the new name for the diplomatic 
quarter in New Delhi, 1Chanakyapuri1, may he regarded as somewhat 
equivocal; hut we helieve the motive behind the choice was patriotic 

To a large extent the reasons for the scholarly stir ahout 
the Arthadastra may he found in the work itself* It holds a 
special position as the earliest extant work of its kind, to 
which all later arthadgstrae are indebted; and besides its primacy 
in time, it is more extensive and fully worked out than any of 
its successors* It is, in its legal portions, an important source 
for the study of dharmadgstra* Most importantly, it is a rich 
store of information on numerous aspects of ancient Indian life*
In the judgement of Moritz Winternitz, "The Kauiill.va Arthadgstra 
is a unique work, which throws more light on the cultural environ
ment and actual life in ancient India than any other work of

2Indian literature*"
Winternitz goes on to say, "This hook moreover would he of 

truly incalculable value if, as previous scholars have accepted, 
it really had as its author the minister of the famous king

1* Prof* Gautam N* Dwivedi observes, "Patriotic sentiment favours 
at least a respectable antiquity for K(aujjilya)*" Agra University 
Extension Lectures * Agra, 1966, p* 8*

Seschichte der indischen Litteratur* vol* 5, p* 517*



Candragupta Maurya and were it to be regarded as a work of the
fourth century B.C* It would in that case he the first and only
firmly dated product of Indian literature and culture from so 

1early a time*" When a peasant finds an ancient coin and sells 
it in a distant bazaar, half the information it could yield to 
a numismatist is destroyed; similarly, when a piece of literature 
cannot he dated within limits suitable to his purpose , its value 
to the historian is greatly diminished* It is over the dating 
of the Arthadgstra and its ascription to Kau$ilya (alias Cg^akya, 
alias Vi$$ugjipta) that the fiercest controversies have raged*
What is the hasls of this ascription, and what reason is there 
to doubt it?

There are four passages in the work Itself which make the 
ascription. At the end of the very first chapter (1*1*19) *e 
read, "Easy to learn and understand, precise In doctrine, sense 
and word, free from prolixity of text, thus has this treatise been 
composed by Kaufilya*" At the end of the work we are told, "This 
science has been composed by him, who, in resentment, quickly 
regenerated the science and the weapon and the earth that was 
under the oontrol of the Nanda kings" (15*1*75). There follows, 
after the colophon, a verse (marked as a later addition in Kangle*s
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text) which says, "Seeing the manifold errors of the writers 
of commentaries on scientific treatises, Viq^ugupta (i*e# Kaujilya) 
himself composed the stttra as well as the bhgqya*" Pinally, the 
chapter on edicts ends with the statement, "After going through 
all the sciences in detail and after observing the practice (in 
such matters), Kaujilya hasjmade these rules about edicts for the 
sake of kings" (2*10*65)* There are, in addition, numerous places 
in which the opinion of Kau^llya is given, oftenest in retort to 
the quoted opinions olT predecessors, with the expression iti 
Kau^il.vah* fthus says Kau^ilya1 or neti Kautilyah. *Not so, says 
Kau^ilya1* Only one Kau^ilya is known to literature, of whom 
the PurSoas say, "A brahmin, Kau^ilya, will uproot them all (the 
Nandas) and, after they have enjoyed the earth one hundred years, 
it will pass to the Mauryas* Kaujilya will anoint Candragupta 
as king in the r e a l m . C l e a r l y ,  the initial presumption must 
be that this is the author of the Kautilfya Arthadgstita.

Why then has this ascription been challenged? To begin with, 
the passages mentioned are not sufficient testimony in support 
of Kaujilyats authorship* All are terminal verses, of a sort 
easily added in later times* Kangle is almost certainly right in 
regarding one of them, the very last verse of the work, as such

1* F*E# Pargiter*s ed*, pp. 26-8, trans. (with slight alterations) 
pp* 69-70*
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an addition, because it is in a metre otherwise unknown to the 
work (SrygQ, because it follows the final colophon and because 
it is the unique instance of the personal name Vi$$ugupta rather 
than the gotra name Kau^ilya in the Arthadgstra* The expression 
iti Kautilyafr (net! Kaulfilyah)* if anything, gives weight to the 
view that the Arthadgstra is the work of a later hand quoting the 
opinions of a venerated predecessor, to judge by parallel expressions 
in other works*

Objections to the ascription of the Arthadgstra to Kau^ilya
have been many and detailed; we shall mention only the more salient*
The agreement between the Arthadgstra and the Megasthenes fragments,
a major source for the Mauryan period, is nowhere very good or
detailed and, while the Arthadgstra has been of aid in elucidating
the Adokan inscriptions, few strong points of agreement on matters
specific to the age have emerged* The Arthadgstra presumes the
use of Sanskrit in royal edicts in any case, and Sanskrit inserip-
tions do not become general in northern India until the Gupta 

2period* The book contains no reference to the Mauryans or their 
capital Pg’Jaliputra and seems to presume a number of small states 
struggling for hegemony rather than a large empire*^ Its geograph

ic See especially 0* Stein: Megasthenes und Kautilya* Vienna,
1921, passim*
2* Stein, ZII 6, 1928, p* 45 ff*
3* Jolly in Jolly-Schmidt, p* 42*
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ical horizons are broader than seems likely for the Mauryan period,
and a number of place-names in the second book are probably late*
Ctna for China (2*ll*ll4*) is thought to have originated only after
the Isin or Chin dynasty extended its dominion over the whole of
China in the late third century B*C*; whereas Tgmpaparjji in the
Adokan edicts refer to Ceylon, in the Arthadgstra it refers to a
river in South India (2*11*2), Ceylon being here called Pgrasamudra
(2*11*28-59)$ *hile the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea refers to
Ceylon as Palaesimundu, wformerly called Taprobane”; coral from
Alakanda must be the Mediterranean red coral of Egyptian Alexandria
which Pliny remarks was as highly prized in India as were pearls
in Home, the trade with Home scarcely dateable before the first
century A.D*; Hgrahttraka (2*25*25) and Pr^jtX^aka (v*l* PrggghtX-
$aka, 5*18*8) probably refer to the Hftyas, Huns, not known in Iniia
before the late fourth century A*])*’*' Creek loanwords have been
pointed out, the most notable being suruAga, Underground passage:,
tunnel*, to be derived from Greek <5 V p  c y  « first noted in

2Polybius, c* 180 B*C« Ihe legal portions of the Arthadgstra 
(Books 5 and 4-) show many correspondences with passages in the 
Ya.iffavalkya Smyti and it is asserted that the Arthadgstra is more 
likely to have borrowed from the dharmadgstra than vice-nyersa;

1* For a summary of the arguments, see Gautam V* Dwivedl, XXVI 
Congress of Orientalists, 1964*, and Agra University Extension 
Lectures, Lecture 2, Agra, 1966*
2* Stein, 211 5* 1925» P* 280 ff*, English abstract by Winternitz, 
in 1 M  if 19251 P* 4*29 ff.



Jolly argues, indeed, that the dgstras of artha and kgma were
developed later than the dharmadgstras ♦ under the influence of
the trivarga scheme#^" The strong affinity of Vatsygyana*s Kama-
sfltra to the Arthadgstra shows that no long interval separates
the two, and though the KgmastXtra cannot he firmly dated, it is

2usually assigned to the fourth century A#D# No work antedating 
the Christian era mentions Kau$ilya as author or unmistakably 
quotes from the Arthadgstra; indeed, the earliest such works (the 
Faffcatantra and AryadCEraf s Jgfrakamglg) are probably of the Gupta 
period or at most just previous#

To all of these arguments, objections have been raised#
The testimony of Megasthenes, Jfor instance, is fragmentary, in 
part fabulous, and, on several points of detail, such as the six 
boards of five governing the military, highly dubious# The Artha- 
dg3tra deals in typical situations, and so its lack of reference 
to the specificities of the Mauryan empire signifies nothing#
The arguments from geographical data and the supposed presence of 
Greek loanwords are more or less vulnerable to criticism# The 
dependence of arthadgstra on dharmadffstra has been questioned on 
the basis of an attractive alternative theory, according to which 
the eighteen titles of law and the theory of royal administration 
originated in royal, arthadgstra circles and was incorporated into

1# Jolly-Schmidt, pp# 12-21#



*kke dharma smrtis as vyavahgra and rg.iadharma » together with 
material on hrahmanical (ritual) law from the older dharma efltras*

In addition to such criticisms, those who support the 
ascription to Kau^ilya of the Arthagastra add more positive arguments 
in favour of their view by identifying archaisms in the text*
These may be stylistic or linguistic (gerunds in -tva in compound 
verbs, Prakritisms, archaic terms), or they may deal with points 
of law (the Arthaggstra permits widow remarriage and divorce on 
grounds of incompatability) or matters such as coinage (the Artha- 
ggstra appears to be speaking of punch-mark coins, certainly not 
the Greek portrait coins or the dtngras of Roman provenance or 
inspiration*

The debate continues* After six decades of scholarship 
there has been no general agreement on the date or authorship of 
the Arthaggstra or even on any of the major points at issue* Some 
seven centuries, from the time of Candragupta Maurya through the 
fourth century A*D*, separate the opposite poles of this debate*
The only point on which there has been a large measure of agreement, 
tacit or express, is that the Arthaggstra* though drawing on older 
works, has a single author* Jolly, no proponent of the traditional 
ascription of the Arthaggstra* has said, “The arrangement of the 
subject-matter is very careful and a rare unity of plan and structure 
pervades the whole work, with an exact table of contents at the 
beginning, a list of particular devices used at the end, and many 
cross-references being scattered through the body of the work to 
which may be added the 32 references to previous?; chapters in the



last Adhikaraata*1*1 ,fThe whole work*** is likely to have been
composed by a single person, probably a Pandit belonging to a

2school of Polity and law**.*1* More recently Louis Renou ,
referring to the way in which the text is enclosed between the
table of contents in the first chapter and the Tantrayukti or
analysis of rhetorical figures in the final chapter, has said,
^his enclosure attests the wish of Kau’Jfilya to compose a work
which was coherent, closed to all additions, very advanced, in
sum, from former treatises which in general possessed neither
introduction nor conclusion and seemed to have been made up of
successive layers* In short, it confirms the presence of an 

3author*”  ̂ Professor Renou has elaborated his meaning in a notes 
MWhile it is a strongly composed work, revealing the presence of 
a single author, the Kautilfya has had to integrate materials of 
earlier provenance, as the archaisms of vocabulary and language 
reveal***It does not follow that a passage has been composed in 
a certain period (under the Mauryans, let us say), nor that the 
work had undergone a second, amplified edition very much later:

1* Introduction to Jolly-Schmidt, p* 5*
2# Ibid*, p# 44*
3* !,Sur la forme de quelques textes Sanskrits11, JA 2ff£, 1961,



that is undemonstrable and perfectly improbable,M^
Not only has unity of authorship been assumed, but inferences 

about the author*s personality have been mUde from the text, and 
compared with the traditions concerning Kau-Jfilya* Jacobi, elucid
ating the verse which follows the final colophon of the ArthadStetra« 
mentioned above, said, "The sense of Kau^ilya's words very probably 
is that he is vexed Over the narrow-mindedness of his predecessors, 
and that he has without a moment*s hesitation (Sdu) thrown over
board their dogmatism: it implies the sense of contempt in which
the Professors' are held by the statesman, which even Bismark was 
at no pains to conceal," This is further illustrated in the 
polemical* portions of the work* "The agreement obtaining between 
the words of Kau^ilya and the character of his work, and the
personality that characterises them would be difficult to under-

2stand, if those were not the very words of the author,"
Kangle writes of the 'polemical1 portions in a similar vein:
We do not have in this work a mere juxtaposition of the 
views of different authorities including the one claiming 
to be the author of the entire work, but almost invariably 
a resolute assertion, in a controversial tone, of this 
person's opinion against those of others which are rejec
ted as unacceptable. This reflects a rather unusual temp
erament in an author, implying impatience with the opinions 
which the author considers to be wrong and an eagerness 
to assert his own opinions in their place?. Such indeed, 
was, according to tradition, the temperament of Kau^ilya, 
who, in his intolerance of injustice and wrong, is said 
to have destroyed the ruling Nanda dynasty and placed 
his own prot^gd on the throne in their place* 3

Sbid * * p* 19^ n, 6,
2. Jacobi, SPKAW, 1912, pp, 8*f7-8; trans* IA 1918, p, 19^, 
3* Kangle, Part 3, p* 102*
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It is not our purpose to review each point of controversy 

over the age and authorship of the Kautilfya ArthadSstra* thus 
prolonging a debate so long barren of consensus* The prospects 
of reaching anything like universal agreement, of finding compel
ling arguments along the lines + W  debate has proceeded so far seem 
faint* Perhaps the assumption of unique authorship, so widely 
held, requires investigation* Perhaps the complex structure of 
controversy built up over six decades rests on inadequate founda
tions* Certainly further progress will not be made through the 
further elaboration of arguments conceived for the most part in 
the 1910*8 and the 1920's*

In this thesis we address ourselves only to those problems 
to the re solution of which we believe we can contribute* Much 
has been said about the legend of CS^akya, but its literary history 
has not been systematically studied, and this, with certain conclu
sions about its historicity, forms the subject of our second chapter# 
The central chapters (3-5) present the results of a stylistic 
analysis of the prose portions of the Arthadgstra* to determine 
whether the assumption of unique authorship is justified* Chapter 
6 deals with the relation of the ArthadSstra and two commentaries 
on Manu, the Yivarana of BhSruci and the ManubhSs.va of MedhStithi, 
which has a bearing on the question of the sources of the ArthadSstra* 
The final chapter summarizes the results of our researches and 
takes a fresh look at the date and authorship of the Kautillva 
ArthadSstra*



CHAPTER 2 s THE CjQfAKYA-CATORAGIJPTA-KAIHA

To say that the Arthadastra is ascribed to an historical 
character is to strain the term 'historical1* Rather, Kau^ilya, 
or Ca^akya as he is more generally called, is a figure of legends 
which assign him an historical role; the historicity of the person, 
and much more so of his role, is a matter of some douht* This 
question must be considered prior to the question of the ascrip
tion of the Arthadastra* and can easily be separated from it*
For to legend he is known as Canakya, while in his character as 
author of an arthadastra he is generally referred to by his gotra
name, Kau^ilya* It is true that of the four Indian versions of

1the legend, the Mudrgrgkgasa refers to *Kau$ilya the cunning1,
but this derives from its author's knowledge of letters, not
legend* The only important exception to this generalization is

2the Puranas , which very briefly summarize Canakya's career. The 
purpose of this chapter, then, is to study what legend tells ua 
of CE^akya; in a later chapter we shall consider what literature 
tells us of Kau$ilya#

The legends concerning CA^akya are preserved to us in works 
which for the most part must be dated during or after the Gupta

1 * Kaut i l.y ahtCut i lamat ih, 1*7* 
2* See above, ch. 1,



empire and thus are separated from the times to which they 
refer by many centuries, in some oases by more than a millenium* 
Nevertheless two versions which can be presumed to be indepen* 
dent show sufficient similarity to permit us to posit the existence 
of a popular cycle of tales concerning Nanda, CS^akya and Candra* 
gupta, a *CSnakya-Candragupta-Katha*, from which these and other 
versions were drawn* These two versions, the Pali and the Jain, 
will be analysed first, followed by a consideration of the Kash
mirian version, as preserved by Somadeva and K§emendra, and then 

MudrSrSksasa of ViifSkhadatta and its ancillary literature*
Next we will give a summary of our conclusions regarding these 
four versions and the contents of the primitive CSnakya-Candra- 
gupta-Katha» Then we shall examine the Classical version which 
is at once the earliest notice and the most garbled telling of 
the legend* Finally we shall attempt to assess the historicity 
of the story*

The Pali Version

Neither CS^akya nor Candragupta are known to the earliest 
work of the Ceylonese chronicle literature that remains to us9 
the Dfpavaipsa* but they are mentioned in the MahSvamsa and the 
legend is given in some detail in the commentary thereto, the 
Vamsatthappakasinl or Mahavaysa TtkS as we shall henceforth refer



The story of the origin of the nine Nandas need not detain
us* Suffioe it to say the nine were brothers, that the eldest,
born of obscure family in the marshland, was captured by robbers
and soon became their chief* The eight brothers joined the band:
and the eldest, dissatisfied with the mean business of plunder,
led them against Pa^aliputta and captured the sovereignty* The
nine ruled in succession for a total of twenty*two years* Their

2names are given in the MahSbodhivaipsa*
Only the youngest of the nine, Dhanananda, is named in the 

Mahgvaysa $IkS and his story forms part of the Canak.va-Candragupta* 
KathS*^ He received his name (*the Wealthy Nanda* or *delighting 
in riches*) because he had become rich through hoarding wealth* 
After his anointment he was overcome with avarice (macchariya*) x 
and when he had amassed 80 crores he secreted them in a hole in 
a rock in the Ganges* By taxing hides, lac, trees, minerals and:

ftso forth he amassed a similar fortune and hid it as before s and

1* Commy. on MV 5*lft,15; JK 177 <^-179 #26*
2* P. 9&t Uggasena*, Panduka-, Pa$gugati~, Bhfttapala-, Ra$$hapSla~, 
Govindaea^aka-, Basasiddhaka-, Keva^a-, and £hana~nanda*
3# MS 179*27-180*10*
ft* camma-.iatu~rukkha-Pasana~pava 11 gpana-karanSdIhit ?*by (taxes) 
on hides, lac (or resins), trees, minerals (or stones) and (licensing) 
the opening of shops (apana) and occupations** Skt. karana takes 
the sense *traditional occupation of a caste**



hence hie name*
1Then come two verses from the Mahgvaigsa: “When filled with

bitter hate, he had slain the ninth Nanda, Dhanananda, the brahmin
C&gakya anointed him called Candagutta, born a khattlya of the
Moriyas, possessed of the royal splendour, as king of Jambudlpa*11
In the gloss the ^fkg gives two explanations of the name Moriya*
According to the first, “the splendour of the city in which they
were raised gave them great 3oy (modgpi), and changing the letter
•d* to frf the word became Moriya5 khattlya refers to their *ances>

2tral vocation1*
According to the second, the Moriyas were a branch of the 

SSkiyas who, during the Buddha1s lifetime, were all but exterminated 
by Vi$€t$abha (the son of king Pasenadi of Kosala idiom the SSkiyans 
had grievously insulted)* The Moriyas managed to escape to Himava&t, 
where they built a well-walled city surrounded by a moat in a delight
ful place abounding in forests and rivers* The tiles of the buildings 
were a blue, the shade of a peacock's neck, which attracted the 
birds, and the city became filled with the cries of peacocks (mora)*

1* !EI 5*16-17* Moriygnam khattiyanam vamsa.iStam sirldharam /
Candagutto ti paffffgtam Canakko brgfamano tato // 
navanam Dhananandam tam ghatetvg candakodhavg / 
sakale Jambudl pasmim ra.i.ie samabhisigci so // 

Translation adapted from that of Wilhelm Geiger (PTS) » London, 11912*
2* M$ i80*l6 ff*s Moriygnan ti* attanaip nagarasiriyg modgpfti,
Qttha safljgtg tî , da-karassa ca ra-kgram katva Moriyg tig laddha- 
vohgranam khattiyanan ti attho*
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Henceforth this people hecame known throughout Jambudfpa as 
Moriyas* This is a transparent attempt to link the family of 
the Buddha, the SSkiyas, with that of Aifoka, the Moriyas#

Following the gloss the Canakya-Candragupta-Kathg proper 
begins♦’*’ But before relating the tale it is well to warn the 
reader that we are going to find in it inconsistencies which have 
an important bearing on the question of its affiliation to the 
Jain version#

CSgakka was a native of Takkasilff, the son of a brahmin,
learned in the three Vedas and in Mantras . skilled in political
expedients (up&yakusalo). deceitful, a politician (nttipuriso)#
After his father's death he supported his mother* The opinion
became generally accepted that he bore the marks of one deserving
of the royal umbrella, and on learning this his mother began to
wail, for kings have no Hove for anyone, and she feared he would
become king and neglect her# When he heard this Cfiyakka asked
her where she thought this mark of royalty resided, and she told
him it was his canine teeth\ so out of filial piety he broke the
teeth and continued to care for his mother* And he was plagued
by all manner of human afflictions, not only broken teeth, but

1also ugliness, crooked feet, and the like*

1* MJ 181.12-186*26*
2* vaftka8 an allusion to the name Kau^ilya? "The Dhtp 5 gives 
?fkofilya" as meaning of vank11. FTS Diet., s.v* vanka.



One day he went to Pupphapura to take part in a disputation* 
for Dhanananda had given up his obsession for stowing away riches 
and the vice of avarice (-macchera-) had yielded place to the 
virtue of liberality# The king had constructed an almshouse and 
had arranged gifts for a crore of brahmins and a hundred thousand 
novices* When the almsgiving had begun Capakka entered and sat 
down among the brahmins* When the king entered, accompanied by 
aa large retinue, he was offended to see CSpakka seated amongst 
the brahmins of the assembly and ordered, "Throw this ugly brahmin 
out of here, and do not let him in again*" in spite of the remon
strances of his alms-official* The king's men could not bring 
themselves to tell Ca^akka to leave* He did so of his own accord, 
but not without wryly observing, "Kings are difficult indeed to 
sit on (i*e# to deal witlj"**1 He broke his sacred thread, dashed 
his drinking pot against the threshold and cursed the king*
"May there be no welfare for Nandin to the four ends of the earth*

1# M!J 182*26* ra.iano nama durgsadg hontl ti* The v. 1* kuddho 
would be better than the du'frtho of the same line as a gloss for 
Ca^akka's attribute candakodhava in MV 5*17,
2* Indakhilams the threshold was the foundation stone, its laying 
attended with mantras j to kick or stamp on it brought bad luck to 
the house*
3* iiaaya £a -Cfturantaya pathaviya Handing va^hi nSma ma hotfl ti*



The king angrily cried, "Capture the slave, capture himl" But 
Ca^akka foiled his pursuers by adopting the guise of an Ajfvaka 
and went unnoticed in the palace precincts of the king himself, 
and the search was given up as fruitless*

CSijakka gained the friendship of Pabbata, the son of Bhana- 
nanda, whom he filled with ambitions to sieze the throne and with 
the help of a signet ring which the prince got from his mother, 
fled the palace through a secret trapdoor to the VigjhS forest* 
There, by a method the details of which are not given, he made 
eight hahSnanas out of every one and thus amassed 80 crores, 
which he hid# Searching about for another worthy to be king he 
came upon the youthful Candagutta of the Moriyas*

Candagutta's story is then related* lis mother was chief 
queen of the Moriya king* She was pregnant when her king was 
killed by a usurping vassal and had to flee to Pupphapura# Thera 
she was delivered of a son but the devatgs* by their magic power, 
caused her to abandon him in a pot near the gate of a corral* 
There the devatSs caused a bull named Canda to stand guard over 
the infant, as the bull had stood over the young Ghosaka* And 
as Ghosaka had been taken home by a cowherd, so, too, a cowherd 
found this baby and, taking a liking to him, brought him home*
On his naming day he called him Candagutta because he had been 
protected (gutta) by the bull Canda*

1* An allusion to a story which is preserved in the Bhammanada 
Commentary* 1*174- ff#



Candagutta was adopted and taken home by a hunter, a 
friend of the cowherd* One day while tending the cattle the 
boys of the village played kings Candagutta was chosen king, 
some were made vassals, others ministers, still others robbers#
The robbers were caught and brought before Candagutta, who ordered 
that their hands and feet be cut off* An axe was improvised and 
their feet cut off# The king then said, "May they be rejoined" 
and the feet were miraculously restored to the legs# CSgakka saw 
this deed, astonished* He took the boy to the village and gave 
his foster-father 1000 kahgpanas with a promise to teach the lad 
a trade, and bore him off#

To both Candagutta and Fabbata, Cagakka gave a golden amulet 
worth a hundred thousand on a woolen thread, to be worn around 
the neck* Once while Pabbata was sleeping the others called out 
to him, and he prophesied in his sleep* "Of the two, Prince 
Pabbata will be abandoned and Candagutta will soon be highest 
king in Jambudfpa#" On another occasion CS^akka wished to test 
the youths, so while Candagutta slept he ordered Pabbata to remove 
his woolen thread without breaking it or waking the owner* which 
Pabbata was unable to do# When Candagutta was set the problem, 
however, he solved it after the manner of Alexander and the Gordian 
knots he cut off Pabbata1 s head, and C&qakka was not the man to 
be displeased at this* By the end of Candagutta's seven years' 
training, when he had reached manhood, CE$akka had found much in 
his prot£g£ of which to be satisfied, and so he dug up the treasure



he had hidden long ago and levied an army with it which he 
presented to Candagutta*

They invaded the kingdom hut were hadly beaten by the popu
lace and were forced to fly# The army disbanded and CSpakka and 
Candagutta returned disguised to the kingdom to aaout things out# 
While wandering about they listened to the conversations of the 
people* At a certain village they overheard a woman scolding her 
son, to whom she had given a cake, when he asked for another after 
he had eaten the middle and thrown away the edges* "This boy 
acts just like Candagutta trying to get the throne*" "How so?" 
the boy asked# "You, love, eat the middle of the cake and throw 
away the outside just as Candagutta, eager for kingdom, neglected 
to subdue the border villages and attacked the villages in the 
kingdom itself straightaway* So the villagers and others rose 
up and surrounded him and destroyed his forces* That was his 
mistake#"

Cg$akka and the young prince took this to heart, and again 
raised an army* They subdued the countryside starting from the 
borders until they reached PSJaliputta, which they took, and slew 
jDhanananda*

Before Candagutta was anointed CS^akka ordered a certain 
fisherman to find the place where Dhanananda had hidden his great 
wealth# When in a month he had done so, CSpakka killed the poor 
fellow and anointed Candagutta#

There follow four verses of the MahSvaigsa, a statement of
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sources which we shall discuss presently, and the remainder of

Caiaakka ordered a certain .jatfla named Pa^iyatappa to rid 
the kingdom of robbers (or rebels) which he soon did#

He then took steps to render the king immune to poison by 
mixing small doses of it in his food, without the.king*s knowledge# 
One day the chief queen (daughter of Candagutta*s maternal uncle) 
who was due to give birth in seven days* time, ate with Candagutta., 
and C&i^akka arrived just in time to see the king giving her a. 
morsel from his own plate# Judging the queen was as good as dead 
but hoping to save the unborn child, he cut off her head and slit 
open her belly with a sword to remove the foetus* He put it in 
the belly of a freshly-killed goat, replacing it with a new one 
for each of seven days, after which the boy was *born* and named 
Bindusara on account of being spotted with drops (bindu) of goat*s 
blood# CStyakka then drops out of the narrative and is heard of 
no more#

Let us see how far back we can trace these stories#
The Mahgvamsa or threat Chronicle* and its commentary deal 

with the history of Ceylon, both ecclesiastical and political,

the Cafyakto*Candragujta~Katha

1. M  187«5-188#12#



from the visit to the island of the TathSgata to the time of
iking Mahasena who reigned in c* A*B* 325-52} the kings of

Magadha are included only for their bearing on the early history
of Buddhism* Little is known of the author of the Mahgvamsa* a
certain Mahanama, and estimates of its date vary between the

2fifth and sixth centuries A»D* The author of the MahSvamsa
TIka is unknown and the date of its composition is set as late

3as A*D* 1000 * 1250^ or as early as the sixth or seventh centuries 
A*D* This wide divergence in dating depends on whether one holdss 
with Geiger, that the author knew the Mahgbodhivamsa» or with 
Malalasekera, that the parallel passages in the two works are the 
result of the Mahavamsa Tlkg drawing on an earlier version of the 
Mahgbodhivaysa in Old Sinhalese, of which the extant work is ai 
Pali translation* Apart from this, Malalasekera argues for an 
earlier date from the fact that the MahSvamsa TlkS drew upon Oldi 
Sinhalese chronicles which were the basis for the Mahavamsa and 
which were superseded by that work; hence the TIka must have been 
written shortly after the Mahavamsa* because these Sinhalese works

1* Geiger*s date in MV trans* p* xxxviii*
2* G*P* Malalasekera, The Pali Literature of Ceylon* pp* 139-^5}
Geiger, op* oit* * p* xii*
3* Geiger, oj>* oit** p* xi*
*f* Malalasekera, op* cit*, pp* 14*2*4; but in his edition of MJ
he ascribes it to the eighth or ninth centuries A*B*, pp* civ-cix*



probably disappeared soon after*
It is these Old Sinhalese chronicles which we must now

consider* Mahavamsa 1*1-4 says that it followed the MahSvamsa
compiled by the ancients and from the ^Ika we learn that this
earlier work was in prose with Pali verses interspersed, and that
Mahanama1s chronicle was a translation into MSgadhI (i*e* Pali)

1verse, preserving the content but improving the style* This
2lost work is generally referred to simply as AtthakathSs it hadi 

the character of the medieval ©hronciles of European monasteries, 
and was a part of the Old Sinhalese commentataries on the Tipi,taka, 
also called Atthakathlu whether integrated with or independent 
from them* The latter were drawn upon and superseded by Buddha- 
ghosa’s Pali commentaries on the Canon; and Malalasekera aptly 
remarks, ****the Mahg-vamsaibore to the Sinhalese va^satthakathff 
exactly the same relation as Buddhaghosa1s commentaries did to 
the scriptural atthakathS*15 The Sinhaleses commentaries according 
to tradition were begun by Mahinda, who introduced Buddhism to 
Ceylon under Arfoka, and both commentary and chronicle are partic
ularly associated with the MahavihSra of AnurSdhapura, the ancient

1* Malalasekera, M$, pp* lvi-lxi#
2* Also SIhalatthakatha or SIhalatthakathg Mahavaqisa* and 
probably the same are Mahavamsatthakathg and PorSnatthakatha* 
3« Pali Literature of Ceylon* p* 14-4*.



capital* The MahSvih&ra is said to have heen huilt by Devanam- 
piya Tissa, Mahinda!s patron, and the compilation of the chron
icles prohahly continued to the time of MahSsena when the persecu
tions of the king caused the monks to leave the monastery and 

brought about its demolition in order to provide building material 
for the AbhayagirivihSra, with an account of which the Mahgvamsa 
closes*

These chronicles composed in the MahavihSra then, were
probably added to year by year from contemporary events and the
tales of visiting monks and pilgrims, and from this heterogeneous
collection monographs may have been compiled on single topics such
as the story of the Bodhi Tree, the foundation of the ThCLpas and

2the deeds of DuJ-JhagSmaî lJ* From the material in these chronicles 
the Dfpavamsa. the Mahavamsa. the Mahavamsa Tlka, the MahSbodhi- 
vaysa and the historical introduction to Buddhaghosafs commentary 
on the Vinara. the Samantapasadika * mainly drew*

®ke Mahavaiysa TtkS has other sources besides, of which we 
need only concern ourselves here with the BtrfcaravihSratthakatha. 
the chronicles compiled by the monks of the TJttaravihSra, more 
commonly called the AbhayagirivihSra* This monastery was founded

1. MV 15.
2* Malalasekera, M(J, p* lx*
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Xby Va^JagSma^i Abhaya after his restoration (29-17 B*C«),
"when two hundred and seventeen years ten months and ten days 
had passed since the founding of the MahavihSra,n on the site

7Lwhere the TittharSma of the Jains (Nigaq^has) had stood,J outside 
the north, uttara,gate of Anuradhapura* MahStissa became its 
abbot, and as he grew in the royal favour the influence of the 
MahavihSra declined until, as if the ghost of heresy hovering 
about the site had been reanimated, the monks of the Abhayagirivi- 
h^ra fell away from the true faith and broke off relations with

ifthe MahavihSra*
There are several bits of evidence which suggest that the 

doctrines entertained by the monks of the AbhayagirivihSra not 
only diverged from those of the MahSvihSra, but that they were 
Mahgyanist in tendency* None of these is unequivocal, and the 
canon of the AbhayagirivihSra appears to have been substantially 
the Pali Tipi taka of the MahavihSra which we know* However that 
may be, in the course of a long existence from the end of the 
first century B*S# to the end of the twelfth century A*B#, during

1# Geiger, MY trans*, p* xxxvii#
2* MV, 53*80*
3* MV> 33*^2, 03*

M2* 33*95 ff# See the discussion in Mtienne Lamotte, Histoire 
du Bouddhisme indien, pp# ^-06-7* and see Andr& Bareau, Lea sectes 
bouddhiques du Petit Yghicule . ch. 30* "Les AbhayagirivSsin ou 
Bhammarucika•"



which it at times overshadowed its rival, the AbhayagirivihSra 
was in more or less constant communication with various monas
teries of the Sub-continent with whose doctrines the hierarchy 
of the MahSvihSra was out of sympathy*

The Mahavamsa emanates from the MahSvihSra, and draws
freely on its Atthakatha* But it has drawn as well on the Attha- 
kathS of the Uttaragiri- or AbhayagirivihSra, chiefly for materials 
on Indian history, which in some cases differed from those in the 
MahavihSra*s AtthakathS. and in others were not to be found in 
the latter* The two diverge, for example, in the details of the^ 
kings from Mahasammata to the Buddha; and the AbhayagirivihSra 
supplies stories of Susunaga, of the nine Nandas, and of CSpakka 
and Candagutta which are not found in the other chronicle* The 
chronicles of the two monasteries were undoubtedly much the same, 
since the monks of AbhayagirivihSra were drawn in the first place 
from the MahSvihSra* It is probable that divergence of traditions 
came about quite naturally through faulty transmission of one 
species or another; but the stories not found in the MahSvihSra 
chronicles must have come from outside Ceylon, hence from the Sub
continent, som&ime after the founding of the AbhayagirivihSra 
in the last quarter of the first century B*G*

It would seem that the nine Nandas, CStyakya and Candragupta 
were known to the chronicles of both monasteries, although the 
Mahavamsa TIka chiefly draws upon that of AbhayagirivihSra for 
its narrative* In its gloss on Mahavamsa it states that the
names of the ten sons of KSlasoka are preserved in the (MahSvihSra)
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Atthakatha. and it is from that source that the Mahabodhivamsa 
no douht also drew them# This makes it probable that, in spite 
of the fact that the TikS ascribes the story of the origin of the
nine Nandas to the BttaravihSratthakatha» at least the names of

2the nine, since they are preserved in the MahSbodhivamsa , were
also preserved in the MahSvihSra chronicles# The TlkS professes,
moreover, to abridge the AbhayagirivihSra account, and tell only

3what does not conflict with the orthodox tradtion* When we come 
to the Canak.vaandragupta~Kath5 proper, we are told, “Both the 
subjects of the anointment of Candagutta and the time previous 
to it are told in all detail in the UttaravihSratthakathg# Those

ij.who wish may look them up there# We have presented only the 
most important matter which is immediately taleworthy and does 
not conflict with the orthodox tradition. There,(in the Uttara- 
viharatthakathg)« moreover, the story of CS^akka and the story 
of the taking of Candagutta by the cowherd and so forth differ#

1# MBV, p# 98 s Budhhasena, Kora$$ava$£a, MaAgura, SabbaHjaha, 
Jalika, TJbhaka, Sanjaya, Korabya, Nandivaddhana and Pancamaka.
2. Bee above.

5* »#.tesam navannay uppattikamafi ca TTttaravihSratthakathgyam 
vuttanu Mayam pi sa&khepena tesam uppathimattaqi samaySvirodhamattam 
kathaySma#
4. I



The rest we have presented as told in the (MahSvihSra1 s) A$"Jha- 
1kathS*11 Thus while it is not necessary to suppose that the 

nine Mandas, Ca^akya and Candragupta were entirely unknown to 
the MahavihSra chronicles, the details therein must have "been 
very meagre; for the Tfka1s author clearly hesitated to draw 
upon what in his eyes was a heretic tradition, and we must assume 
he has done so only for stories and episodes unknown to the MahS
vihSra*

The inconsistencies in the story as we have it are unlikely 
to have arisen through differences in the accounts contained in

TcLthe two monasteries, for as we have seen the MahSvihS^ preserved 
little more than a mention of it, and the TlkS1s author professed 
to tell nothing at variance with the orthodox MahSvihSra tradition* 
Abridgement accounts for some inconsistencies. Probably the Uttara- 
viharatthakatha» for example, explained the method whereby Ca^akka 
made eight kahgpanas out of one, and it may be due to carelessness- 
on the part of the author of the MahSvamsa TXka that the boy *kingf 
Candagutta orders the lrobbersl hands and feet cut off, while 
actually only their feet are cut off and restored#

1* Mf 187*5 ff*« yo Candaguttassa abhisificitakalo ca anabhisifl- 
cltakalo ca tesam ubbhinnay adhikaro ca, so sabbakarena TJttaraviharat 
thakathayam vutto. atthiken^tam oloketva gahetabbo* may am pana 
accantam kathetabbam samaystvirodham mukhamattam eva dassayimha# 
ettha pi CSnakkassa adhikaro ca Candaguttassa dhanagopena gahita ti 

adhikaro ca viseso* itaray Atthakathayam eva vuttam dasaayimhati 
^ke gopena of most MSS* would be preferable to dhanagopena*



But, making allowances for anomalies arising from abridgement 
and reworking by the author of the Mahgvaqtsa the story gives
on closer inspection, the appearance of a number of disparate anec~ 
dotes collected and arranged in chronological sequence without 
having been made wholly consistent, and this accords with the 
Tfka*s testimony that even within the bt taravihgratthakathg there 
were various stories of CS^akka and Candagutta# An excellent
example of this is the story of the breaking of the teeths Ca^akka
himself breaks them, moved by his mother's fears that he will 
become king and neglect her; yet in the very next episode he leaves 
for Pupphapura, and his poor mother is never again heard of* Indeed 
after the flight from the Nanda's palace, he goes about looking for 
someone else ,fworthy of the royal umbrella**, that is, he intends to 
be a power behind the throne— so much for his mother's fears# The 
anecdote is a perfectly good one in itself, but it does not agree 
with the rest of the story#

Again, consider Dhanananda's avarice: Ca^akka is drawn to the
capital attracted by the king's generosity, and the commentator
(we take it that it is he who speaks here) is constrained to explain 
that Dhanananda has changed his ways and is no longer avaricious#
The use of both the alternate forms, mac char iy a and macchera in the

•itwo places probably points to a change in sources, though, of

1. MT 179.29, 181.52.



course, both anecdotes could have been preserved in the chronicles 
of the same monastery# Another alternation, that between the 
forms Pgtaliputta and Pupphapura, may have a similar explanation? 
the use of both in the Mahavamsa can be attributed to metrical 
reasons which do not hold for the Tlka#̂  A third is of undoubted 
significance 5 Ca$akka*s curse is laid on Nandin while everywhere 
else the form is Nanda, Dhanananda*

Etymologizing tales are rarely necessary to the narratives 
they accompany, and the etymologing of the name Moriya is no excep
tion to this* The explanation of the name Candagutta, however,
actually harms the economy of the narrative by requiring a double

oadaption: he is found by the cowherd who loves him as a son and
gives him his name, but is then adopted by a hunter* The rather 
lame etymology of Candagutta, 1 protected by (the bull named) Candaf

1* If this alternation has any significance, it would be necessary 
to show why •Pupphapura* occurs in M$ 181.10 (gloss) and *30 
(linking sentence probably from the Mf*s author) while the M!J*s 
author elsewhere prefers the form ip&tallputta* » 198*26 (against 
the Pupphapura of MV 5*39) and 199*21 (gloss)* The other passages 
for PS^aliputta are 179*21 (nine Nandas), and 186*25 (killing 
of Dhanananda) and for Pupphapura, 183*25 (Moriya queen)*
2* puttasinehaqi uppadetvg. 18^,1*



is explicitly fashioned on the story of Ghosaka which required:, 
that he he found hy a cowherd, and was evidently inserted into 
the familiar story of the abandonment of a royal babe and his 
adoption by the rustic, in this case a hunter, who finds him#

These inconsistencies are, we think, sufficient to vouch for 
the anecdotal character of the Canakya-Candragueta~Katha as it 
was preserved in the chronicles of the AbhayagirivihSra and as 
they have been preserved for us, in more or less connected sequence, 
by the Mahavamsa Tfka# This catalogue of faults is, however, not 
yet complete, and can only be made so by comparing the Pali version 
of the story with the Jain, to which we now turn# Before doing 
so it only remains to add that this rather harsh critique of the 
Pali sources in no way detracts from the value of the Mahavamsa 
Tlka or the pleasure we have derived from its stories#

The Jain Version

The Jain version of the Canakya-Candragupta-Kathg is found
in several of the exegetical and commentatorial works of thev
S?vetambara canon, but it is convenient to deal in the first place 
with the legend as presented in Hemacandra*s narrative of the 
Jain elders posterior to MahSvira, SthavirSvallcarita« also called 
the Pari^igtaparvan or 1appendix1 to his long Sanskrit poem on 
the lives of the sixty**three eminent figures of Jain hagiology,



1the Tri^asti^alakapurusacaritaw
C&^akya was horn to the hrahmin Cgujin and his wife Ca^etfvarr, 

hoth pious Jains (^ravaka) , in Ca^aka, a village in the Golla 
district* He was horn with a complete set of teeth, which the 
monks explained as; an omen that he would become a king; hut his 
father, fearing the pride of kingship would lead him to perdition, 
ground down his son*s teeth, whereupon the monks foretold that he 
would he *a king concealed behind an image*, a power behind the 
throne (bimbgntarito rjyg)* Canakya became a £ravaka proficient 
in all the sciences and married a brahmin girl of good family* 
Once, when attending the marriage of her brother, her relatives 
teased her on account of her poverty. This spurred her husband 
to go to Pa-Jaliputra, to the court of King Handa, who, he had 
heard, was liberal to brahmins* When he entered he went straight
away to the king*s seat and sat down* Nandafs son, entering with 
the king, saw the brahmin tread on the king*s shadow and sit down* 
A slavegirl graciously offered Canakya another seat, but he merely 
put his drinking pot on itf on the third he set his staff, on the 
fourth, his rosary and on the fifth his sacred thread* The d5sT 
in exasperation kicked him from his seat. This roused CS^akya 
to a fury, and he vowed: ”1 will uproot Uanda, together with his
treasure and his servants, his friends and his sons, his army and

Sthavirgllcarita or P a r i staparvan (2nd ed.) ed. Hermann 
Jacobi. Cited as PP* The story is found at PP 8.19*f to the end 
of the sarga*



1his chariots, as ai great wind uproots a tree#'* With this he
fled the capital*

Remembering he was to he a ’king concealed behind an image1
he went looking for one worthy of kingship* He came upon a village
where dwelt the wardens of the king’s peacocks (maytXrapoeaka)*
The chief’s daughter was pregnant and had a craving (dohada) to

2drink the moon* Ca^akya agreed to satisfy this craving on condi
tion that the child should belong to him* He took the girl to a 
shed on a full-moon night and had her drink a bowl of milk in 
which the moon was reflected through a window* as she drank, his 
confederates slowly drew a blind over the window* Her craving 
was satisfied, and the child was born, a boy, who was named Candra- 
gupta* Thus his name (’protected by the moon1) is accounted for 
by the dohada story* and the surname Maurya is accounted for by 
making him son of a mayCtranosaka• Ca^akya, with the object of 
amassing gold, resumed his wanderings, seeking those proficient 
in alchemy (dhatuvgdavii^aradgn) *

Candragupta as a boy was recognized as king by his playmates* 
Caijakya, returning to the village one day, saw the boy-king, whom 
he did not recognize, and in order to test him asked for a gift*

1* PP 8*225* sako^abhrtyam sasuhrtputram sabalavahanam /
Hand am tmmtXlayisyami mahavgyur iva drumam //

dohada motif is discussed by Maurice Bloomfield in JAOS, 1920, 
pp* 1 ff#and by Penzer, The Ocean of Story* Appendix III, p* 223



The boy stoutly told C&pakya he might take the herd of cows 
nearby, because no one would presume to disobey his order*
Capakya was pleased at this display of power and, learning who 
the boy was and promising him kingship, took him off to lay siege 
to Pa^aliputra with troops hired by the wealth he had, acquired 
by alchemy* The attempted invasion was easily repulsed and the 
two were forced to flee# They were about to be overtaken by a 
pursuivant when they came upon a lake* CSpakya dismounted and 
assumed the posture of an ascetic in deep meditation# ordering 
Candragupta to jump into the lake# The soldier came up and asked 
the •ascetic* where Candragupta was, to which Canakya replied hy 
pointing to the waterj and while the soldier was throwing off his 
armour Canakya decapitated him with the soldier1s own sword# Con
tinuing their flight C5$akya asked Candragupta what he had thought 
when he pointed him out to the soldier| Candragupta said he thought 
his master would know best, and^CStyakya inferred that Candragupta 
would remain under his influence as king# A second pursuivant was 
similarly outwitted when CSpakya chased away a washerman and resumed 
his work* To allay Candragupta*s hunger he slit open the belly of 
a brahmin who had just eaten and fed his prot^gd with the contents* 

Entering a village in search of food, CS^akya overhead a 
mother scolding her child, who had stuck his finger in the middle 
of a bowl of hot gruel and got burnt, for being a big a fool as 
Canakya# He asked her what she meant; she replied that the child 
had stuck his finger in the middle rather than starting from the 
edge, which was cooler, just; as Ca$akya had struck at the capital



before securing the surrounding regions* Taking this to heart 
Canakya went off to secure the allegiance of Parvataka, king of 
HimavatkH'ja, to whom he offered half Nanda*s dominions if they 
were successful#

One town raised a stubborn resistance# Capakya entered it 
disguised as a jfaiva mendicant, and •foretold* that the siege 
would last as long as the idols of the Sevan Mothers remained in 
the temple# The credulous people removed them and the forces 
withdrew at Capakya*s order, hut returned to take the town by 
surprise when the people were celebrating their •deliverance1#
When the countryside was subdued they took Pa$aliputra and Nanda 
was allowed to go into exile with as many goods as he could carry 
on one cart# As Nanda was driving off he met Candragupta on the 
road, and his daughter instantly fell in love with the new ruler, 
and chose him as husband by svayamvara* As she climbed off the 
heavily laden cart nine spokes of the wheel broke# C&pakya inter
preted this omen to mean that Candragupta*s dynasty would last for 
nine generations#

Parvataka fell in love with a girl whom, unbeknown to him,
Nan da had fed on poison from birth (vigakanya) • CSi^akya approved 
his desire to marry# During the marriage ceremony, when he clasped 
herhand before the sacred fire, Parvataka was stricken from contact 
with the poisonous sweat which she exuded; and CSpakya prevented 
Candragupta from calling the physicians with the timely observation 
that he who owns half a kingdom and does not kill his partner is 
himself killed# So Candragupta became the sole ruler of Nanda*s



former realm, 155 years after Mahavfrats nirvgna#
Those of Nandafs men who remained in the kingdom were 

harassing the people* Ca^akya discovered a weaver who, whenever 
he found roaches in some part of his house, immediately set fire 
to it; him he put in charge of the suppression of rebels, which 
was soon accomplished#

C&pakya paid off an old grudge against a village where he had! 
once been refused food by issuing them an order capable of two 
interpretations, and burnt the village to the ground on the pretext 
of punishing disobedience#

To fill the treasury CSpakya took to gambling, staking eight 
dlnaras against one, using loaded dice* He also invited wealthy 
merchants to his home and plied them with wine; he took to boasting 
to them of his wealth, and when the merchants followed suit, CSpakya 
used this information to increase the king's treasury*

During a twelve year famine, two Jain neophytes made themselves 
invisible by nibbing their ©yes with a magic ointment and ate off 
the king's plate# CSpakya strewed the palace floor with fine powder 
in which footprints appeared during the meal* Capakya saw through
the trick and ordered that thick smoke to made in the diningroom at

/
the next meal, which caused the neophytes1 eyes to water, and when 
the ointment was washed off by their tears they became visible* 
CS^akya complained about the young monks1 behaviour to JEcarya 
Susthita who, however, blamed the laity for neglecting the duty of 
charity# And so Caijakya gave liberal alms henceforth*

Capakya proved to Candragupta that the heretic teachers he



patronized were frauds, given to sensual pleasures, by strewing 
the floor of a part of the palaoe near the women's apartments 
with fine powder, and leaving the teachers there before bringing 
them to the king to discourse upon their doctrines; their foot
prints showed that they had sneaked to the window of the women's 
apartments to peep* The same test was applied to Jain monks the 
next day, but they remained seated the whole time* Candragupta 
made them his spiritual counsellors*

On Capakya's order Candragupta's food was mixed with increasing 
doses of poison to make him clmpletely immune to it* Queen DurdharS, 
who was pregnant, one day dined with the king and was almost instant
aneously killed by the poison* CSpakya at once ripped open the 
queen's belly and extracted the foetus, a son, who had already 
been touched by a drop (Bindu) of the poison and was therefore 
called BindusSra* Capakya anointed him king when Candragupta died 
by samSdhi*

t

Another minister, Subandhu, was jealous of CSpakya's ascen
dency and turned BindusSra against CSpakya by telling him that he 
had killed the queen* Capakya fell from favour and turned his 
mind to aupramundane things; but he resolved that his enemy should 
get his due reward for his pains# Accordingly he pronounced mant&as 
over a perfume which he placed in a casket together with a note, 
and retired to a dunghill to starve himself to death* BindusSra 
had meanwhile learned the truth of his mother's death, and was 
very angry with Subandhu# The latter promised to conciliate CSpakya 
and approached him ostensibly with that purpose, but left a glowing



coal in the dunghill, and C£$akya went up in flames*
1But Capakya*s revenge was accomplished! Subandhu entered 

Capakya1s house, hoping to find hoarded treasure* He opened the 
casket containing the rich perfume, which he breathed* He then 
read the note: whoever breathes this perfume must become an
ascetic, least he die* Subandhu chose the former alternative*

* * *

The similarity of this story to the Pali version will have 
been noticed, but it needs to be shown that where the Jain version 
differs it is almost always superior*

In the first place the contradiction of CSpakya1s breaking 
of his teeth out of filial piety and then leaving his mother does 
not arise in the Jain version where it is his father who grinds 
them down from concern for his soul* There is no particular 
reason why teeth should be a royal omen anyway: what is remarkable
is that, like Richard III, CSpakya was born with a full set, a 
detail lacking in the Pali version* The prophesy, after the 
grinding of the teeth, that he will be a ,king concealed behind 
an image1, provides the motivation for his search for another 
worthy to be king, after his flight from Nanda, the search being 
mentioned in both versions; nor has this prophecy, which the Mahji- 
vagtsa TikS lacks, dropped out of the Pali version through abridge-



_____

ment#'*’
In the Pali version Capakya merely takes a seat among many 

in the almshouse* his ugliness, a result of the breaking of his 
teeth, is enough to throw the Nanda into a passion# In the Jain 
story he offers the king two excellent reasons to fly into a. rage* 
he steps on the king*s shadow and sits on his throne and then, 
piling insult on insult, puts his belongings on adjoining seats#

There is perhaps not much to choose between the two versions 
when we come to the etymologizing stories concerning Candragupta 
Maurya# The moon in the dohada motif does not •protect* Candra
gupta and the story of the bull Canda is inept. The Jain story 
is probably inserted, aŝ  the Pali one was, since after satisfying 
the dohada and acquiring the boy, CSpakya leaves in search of a 
teacher of alchemy, and returns to find that the boy, whom he 
does not recognize, shows signs of royal worth; here the Pali 
version which does not involve Capakya in Candragupta1© birth is 
better# There is, again, little to choose between the two versions 
of the *boy-king*; but the Pali version, with its appeal to the 
supernatural, is perhaps later. Probably C£$akya*s making eight 
coins from one in the Pali version is due to alchemy (dhatuvada).,

1# so pana pitari mate matuposako ti ca ra.iachattSramahgpuftffo ti 
ca loke sambhavito ahosi. And after breaking out his teeth: Evam
£2 matuposako ti loke sambhavito ahosi« with no mention of his royal 
worth (M!J 181.16-17, 27).



the Jain version supplying the answer*
The Jain version excels the Pali in its telling of the 

•unconsciously given advice* motif: in the Pali the hoy eats the
centre of the cake and throws away the edges, while in the Jain, 
the hoy sticks his finger in the middle of a howl of gruel and 
gets burnt; this and the advice he is given exactly correspond to 
the campaign of CSpakya and Candragupta*

The Pabbata of the Pali version only serves to secure Ca$akka 
escape from the palace, after which he is discarded* Although he 
lingers tfn after the finding of Candragutta, Ca^akka was already 
looking for 1 another worthy of the royal umbrella1 after the 
flight* from this it is clear that Pabbata is not the man, and 
the Heat* is superfluous in his case as in that of Candagutta, 
who has already shown signs of a royal future in his childish 
games. By contrast Hemacandra's Parvats^ is as his name should 
indicate, a hill-king of Himava^tM{a, rather than Nanda1 s son#
An alliance with him is most fitting as Capakya has just seen that 
he must subdue the border regions before taking the capital, and 
once victorious he is discarded in a way worthy of CSpakya*s repu
tation*

The story of Nanda*s hidden wealth and the search for it is 
lacking in the Jain version, which therefore does not present 
Nanda as avaricious on the one hand and generous on the other*
The Pali version of the pacification of the country-side is very 
cryptic, and it is possible that its source made the choice of a 
.jatiia to accomplish it seem more appropriate. But the Jain



version provides us with an appropriate agent in the person of a 
weaver who carries his zeal in destroying roaches to extraordin
ary lengths, and explains, moreover, that the trohherst are the 
remaining adherents of Nanda#

The anecdote of Bindusarafs bii*th is the one etymologyzing 
story which the two versions have in common, and they are so close 
as to leave little basis for choice*

There is little that is specifically Jain in the story#
True, CSpakya and his parents are made out to be adherents of 
Jainism, and Candragupta and Capakya are both said to have ended 
their days in the manner of Jain ascetics, though involuntarily in 
the ease of the latter* That Candragupta was attracted to Jainsim 
may well be true: in Jain legend he occupies the place of A^oka
in Buddhis*b# Then there are the two anecdotes of monkish misdemean
ors which do not serve to advance the story#

The remainder of the stories found in the Paridista Parvan 
but not in the Pali works are also loosely attached to the thread 
of the narrative and can be considered inessential* Such is the 
case in the episode where Nanda*s daughter, smitten by love for 
Candragupta, gets off the cart to mount his chariot and in so doing 
nine spokes of the cartwheel are broken, signifying a duration of 
nine generations for the new dynasty# Prognistications of this 
sort would seem to be obligatory in describing the rise to power of 
the founder of a line of kings# Of the first Nizam of Hyderabad, 
it was said that when at his coronation he gave a mere seven chappatis 
to a mendicant holy man for his blessing, the holy man foretold that



xas many Nizams would reign, a prophecy which has heen realised*
But this episode in our story serves further to legitimize the 
usurper Candragupta hy marrying him to a Nanda princess, an end 
which other versions achieve hy making Candragupta a son or grand
son of the Nanda#

The mocking of Capakya*s wife for her poverty, since it 
provides motivation for his going to the court of Nanda, may he 
an exception to this# It is possible, too, that Capakyats rivalry 
with Subandhu formed part of the original CSnakya-Candragupta-Katha* 
since this finds mention in Pali literatures from Bhammap^la*© 
commentary on the Theraggtha we learn that the thera TekicehakSni 
was the son of the hrahmin Subhandhu# This Subandhu displayed 
wisdom in deeds and skilfulness in means; and Capakka, out of 
jealousy and a fear that Subandhu would surpass him at court, got 
Candagutta to throw the poor man into prison, whereupon his son 
fled and took holy orders# Subandhu does not figure in Capakka's 
demise as remembered in the Samstharaka and other edifying Jain 
collections on the deaths of famous men, according to which, though 
a wicked man, he died by voluntary starvation in the approved Jain

1# Taya 2inkin in The Guardian, 25 February, 1967*
2* Baramattha DIpanI (TheragathS AtthakathsQ , commy* on TG 6# 2 
(commy# vss. 581-6), p. 165*



1manner, but this is understandable*
In composing the Pari gist a Parvan Hemacandr% drew chiefly

on what has been called the kathgnaka literature, legends and
anecdotes concerning the deeds of Jain patriarchs and famous men,
which are preserved in the cilrnis and $XkSg, attached to the canon-

2ical sutras and niryuktis* The CSnakya-Candragupta-KathS from
the birth of Capakya to the filling of the treasury is preserved
in Prakrit in the Ut t ar adhygyana T£ki§ and the Cflr&i and ^Ika on

IIthe Avatfraka Niryukti: of the remainder of the stories, which, as 
we have seen, are only loosely connected to the main narrative, 
"many details can be traced in the Avarfyaka-, TJttaradhyayana- and

1* Padaliputtammi pure Canakko nama vissuo gsl savv&rambhaniyutt o 
imginlmaranam aha nivanno /
Quoted in An Illustrated Ardha-Magadhi Dictionary* s*v* CSpakko; 
#he passage is given as Samstharakapraklrna 73» Pindaniryukti 500 
and Bhaktapratyakhygnapraklrna 162*
2* See Jacobi, PP, p* v ff* The other source of the PP is the 
Prakrit poem Vasudevahindi on Vasudeva, Ky§$a and the like.
3* 2U 3«1 printed in PP, p/ 536 ff* Prakrit prose interspersed 
with Prakrit and Sanskrit verses*
***• 9*6*f.38, Jacobi, PP, p* ix* I have not been able to ascer
tain whether this story is identical to the above*



1other KathSnakas •11
The S thaviravail car i t a was composed sometime between A.D* 1159

and 1172* Its source, the KathSnaka literature, belongs to a
period beginning with the end of the first century A*D* and ending
with Haribhadra, c# A*D* 750*^ 2?he antiquity of the Jaina SiddhSnta
and its exegetieal literature is a subject of much controversy, as
tradition has it that the canon was first fixed at the Council of
PSJfaliputra in Candragupta Maurya*s time, but only set down in
writing at the Council of Valabht in the 5th-6th century A*D*, i#e*

k9B0 years after the nirvana of HahSvIra* It is generally agreed 
that at least some of the canon must have been in written form 
from early times, but the opinions vary as to how accurately the 
present canon represents that of the Council of Pajaliputra* How
ever, there is general agreement that the Kathanaka literature is 
old; and Haribhadra, who wrote a Sanskrit tlka on the-&va£.vaka and 
other sfltras and niryuktis » relied on ancient Prakrit commentaries, 
and "retained the narratives (Kath&nakas) in their original Prakrit 
form*M^

It might be asked whether the greater coherence and consistency 
of the Jain version of the CSnakya-Candragunta-Katha has been on

1* Jacobi, PP* p* ix*
2* Bithler1 s reckoning in Jacobi, op* cit* * p* xxv*
5* Ibid* * p* vii*

See M. Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, vol. 2, pp. ^31-2.



imposed on it by Hemaeandra, binding together diverse anecdotes 
much as the author of the Mahavamsa $fka did* Hemaeandra was, 
after all, a veteran storyteller by the time he began the Parirfieta 
Parvan* But in the first place the bulk of the story is preserved 
in connected form in Hemacandrafs Prakrit source, and in the second, 
it can be shown by compari&onr of the two that he is here as else
where true to the essentials of his original, casting it into a 
more polished and smoothly flowing narrative and filling it out 
with description and dialogue* By way of illustration we refer 
to one of the choicest episodes, where the dasf asks Cankaya to 
take another seat* This is the Prakrit versions

The slave-giri spokes "Sir, take the second seat*"
"Be it so*" On the second seat he puts his water-pot5 
likewise on the third his staff; on the fourth his ros&ry; 
on the fifth his sacred thread* "Impudent!" she said, 
and expelled him* He became angry and says to her***l

This is what Hemaeandra makes of the scene:

Capakya was politely addressed by a certain slave- 
girl of the king: "Take thou this second seat, Oh twice-
born*" "My water-pot shall stay here," he said, placed

££ P* 337* The English scarcely does justice to the compression 
of the original: bhanio dasle* bhayavam biye asane nivesShi*
evam hou. bitie asane kumfliyam thavei, evam tale dais flayam* catttth© 
ganettiyam* pamcame .janovagyaqt* dhittho tti nicchtEdho* pad os am 
avano* anaya ya bhanai*



the water-pot there and did not leave the first 
seat# Likewise he obstructed the third with his 
staff, the fourth with his rosary and the fifth 
with his sacred thread* The slave-girl saw this*
"Oh, impudentI He does not leave the first seat; 
on the contrary, he obstructs the other seats as 
well* What sort of a brahmin is this impudent 
fellow?" and, kicking CSpakya, ejected him* Capakya 
flew into a rage like a snake beaten with a stick, 
and in full view of everyone made this vow****

The repetitions of Hemaeandra ("water-pot here", "water-pot 
there") are perhaps lapses occasioned by fatigue after the 3^#000 
dlokas of the Trigâ ftidalakapurusacarita; but there is no denying 
that the flat Prakrit version has been enlivened*

It might further be argued that this merely displaces the 
problem one step back without solving it* But if the Prakrit 
version is coherent and self-consistent, that is the only literary 
merit it has* When the episodes of a story disengage themselves 
from each other and are transmitted as anecdotes they suffer alter
ations which make them discordant when reunited, as we have argued 
has happened in the MahSvamsa TIkS with regard to the Cgpakya- 
Candragupta-KathS* But when the story is transmitted as a whole 
it may well undergo changes but the integrity of the whole is 
preserved and tends to conserve the original features* For these 
reasons we are inclined to consider the Jain version not only the 
better but the older of the two*



The Kashmirian Version

XTwo works, Somadeva*s KathSsarltsagara and K§emendrafs 
2Brhatkathamafi.iari , retell the Canakya-CandraAupta-Kathg as it 

was presented in an earlier Kashmirian version of the lost 
Byhatkatha of Gui^S^hya* Our story here is merely an episode of 
the tale of Vararuci, which in turn forms a part (though indeed 
a dispensible part as we shall see) of the legend of how Gu^S^hya^ 
came to write his ByhatkathS*

Vararuci (who is identified with KStyayana, the grammarian) 
and his two f el low-pupils, Indradatta and VySdi, journey to king 
Nanda at Ayodhya to ask for a crore of dlngras as fee for their 
guru Var§a* When they arrive Nanda has just died? hut Indradatta 
manages hy yoga to slip into Nanda*s hody and reanimate it, and 
grants Vararuci*s petition* The minister Sfaka'fSla guesses the 
true state of affairs and has Indradatta*s abandoned hody burnt, 
thus permanently imprisoning him in Nanda*s; hut tYoganandat, 
fearing ^aka’Jala*s revenge, casts him in a dungeon* together with 
his hundred sons and gives them rations sufficient only for one; 
the sons give all the food to their father, so that he may live 
to take revenge, and starve to death* Yogananda takes Vararuci

1* Vss* 1*%108~25; trans*, p* 55 ff* 
2* Vss* 2*213m>18*



as his minister* In the course of time Yogananda1s character
deteriorates and Vararuci quits the court for the forest to
become an ascetic; J?aka$ala is restored to his office but secretly
thinks of revenge* Vararuci learns of the fate of Yogananda and
the accomplishment of Sfaka$alals revenge from a brahmin recently
come from Ayodhya*

#One day Saka$eCla happened upon a brahmin, CSpakya, digging 
up the earth in his path and on inquiry learned that he was rooting 
up some darbha grass because it had pricked his foot* £aka$ala 
decided that one so resolute in satisfying his anger was the man 
through whom to destroy Yogananda* He invited Capakya to preside 
over the king*s draddha♦ occupying the seat of honour, for a feec 
of 100,000 dlnaras* jfaka^ala lodged Capakya in his own house and 
secured the kingfs approval of the priest; but when the feast day 
arrived and Capakya assumed his seat at the head of the assembled 
company, another brahmin, Subandhu, grudged him the honour*
âka-fcSla referred the matter to Ybgananda who awarded Subandhu thes 
seat rightfully belonging to Capakya; £aka$ala, who told him the 
king*s decision, told him also that he, *?aka$ala, was not to 
blame# Capakya blazed up in anger and unbound his top-knot, 
solemnly vowing that Yogananda would be destroyed within seven 
days, and until that came about his hair would remain unbound*
He escaped Yogananda1s wrath by fleeing to &aka$Sla!B house unnot** 
iced, and there, with materials supplied by £faka$ala, performed 
a magic rite which caused Yogananda a burning fever which killed 
him on the seventh day* tfakafala then had Yogananda's son,



Hirapyagupta, put to death, and established instead Candragupta, 
a son of the true Nanda, in the kingship; he made Capakya,
*equal in ability to Bphaspati*, the new king*s purohita; and 
considering his vengeance complete and weighed down by sorrow for 
his sons, killed by Yogananda, he retired to a forest to practice 
austerities*

K§emendra, the indefatigable abridger of the Mahabharata 
an^ RsPnayana * gives us a cramped and crabbed telling of the story 
which is so brief it can be quoted in fulls

At my (Vararuci*s) request he explained: "After
you left, the king and his son were destroyed by the 
craft of jSakaJala# He saw in the path kuda grass 
uprooted on account of anger at the wounding of a foot; 
and purposefully (invited) the wrathful brahmin to the 
king*s draddha* This unendurable man, Capakya by name, 
with loosened top-knot, was ushered in and seated at 
the foot of the assembly* &aka$3tla told him, *You are 
despised by the king,' and he blazed up at these words* 
Capakya then (went) in secret to daka$&lafs house* He 
performed magic; and the king, together with his son, 
was thereby killed, after seven days* Then, while 
the fame of Yogananda yet remained, Candragupta, son 
of the previous Nanda, was established in sovereignty by 
the energetic Capakya* Thus burning within through 
hatred $?aka$ala having ruined the king and his following, 
went with wisdom to the forest and did penance*"
Three Sanskrit versions of the lost BrhatkathS of GupSphya,

written in the 1 demons* language* Pai^aci, are extant: the
Nepalese Brhatkathadlokasamgraha of Budhasvamin and the two Kash
mirian versions of Somadeva and K§emendra which derive from the



1 2 loBt Brhatkathasaritsggara in late Prakrit# Of Budhasvamin
nothing is known, and his date is judged to he about the eighth

%or ninth centuries A*D# K§emendrafs work belongs to the second
kquarter of the eleventh century and thus antedates Somadeva*s,

5which is assigned to the third or fourth quarter;x from this it 
follows that the K§emendra*s extremely cryptic* version must be 
based on the Prakrit original and not on Somadeva*s work*

A comparison of the Kashmirian and Nepalese versions shows 
that Somadeva preserved most of the contents of his original in

1* F^lix Lacote: Essai sur Gunaflhya et la Brhatkatha, Paris,
1908, p# 65# Cited as Lac&te#
2# Lacote: Apabhra^i^a (p# 65)5 Prakrit (p* 123)#
3* Lacote, p* IV7*
4* Lacote, p* 145: his Bharatamafijari is known to have been
composed in 1037 * his Da^avatgracarita in 1066; the other two 
mafl.iaris« on the RamSvana and the Brhatkathg* are then early 
productions closer to the former date (Btthler)*
5* Boc* cit* : Somadeva, according to the pratfasti with which 
the work opens, wrote for the pleasure of Suryavatl, mother of 
king Kala£& and grandmother of Har§a* Since Kala^a is there 
called king but Har§a merely £rt, the work must have been composed 
between the accession of Kala^a and the death of Stlryavati (who 
died before Har§afs accession), i*e* 1063-4 to 1081 or* 1082



rearrangement, while K§emendra compressed it drastically
(though he preserved some material not in Somadeva) but adhered
to the confused order of the original* It further shows that the
legend of Gu#a$hya, and therefore the Capakya episode it contains,
was found in the Kashmirian ByhatkathasaritsSgara but not in the
Nepalese version nor, it follows, in the original Byhatkatha*
Finally, it is very probable that Vararuci*s story and all it
contains (including the Capakya episode) is a M e  addition to the
Gu^adhya legend* Let us consider the evidence for this conclusion*

Although the Nepalese Brhatkathaidlokasamgraha lacks the
legend of Gu$a$hya, there is a Nepalese version of the legend in

1the Nepalamahatmya* which differs in omitting the tale of Vararuci 
with its Capakya episode* Internal analysis of the legend shows 
the Nepalese version to be the older* In the Kashmirian version 
Jifiva relates to Parvatf a long story about the vidyadharas, but 
it is overheard by the gana Pu^padanta who is foolish enough to 
tell it to his wife* Parvatl learns this from her and in her 
anger lays a curse on Pu§padanta to the effect that he must become 
a human, Vararuci, in Kautfambl; likewise the gafla Mfilayavat, for

1* Chh* 27-9, text in Lacfite, p* 291 ff# There is also a third 
Kashmirian version, R^janaka Jayaratha*s HaracaritacintSmapi * 
which, however, is based on Somadeva and K§emendra: Lacfete, p* 61*



his temerity in interceding on Pu§padanta*s behalf, becomes 
Gu$a$hya of Suprati§-Jhita in Pratisg-Jhana* The curse is to be 
lifted when Pu§padanta-Vararuci tells the tale to the pitfaca 
Kanabhtlti in the Vindhyets (who, as if things were not complicated 
enough, is a yaksa suffering under a curse from Kubera), and when 
Malayavat~Gu$a$hya receives the story from Kanabhtlti and publishes 
it to the world* And so it fell out. Vararuci, after leaving 
Yogananda*s court passes on the story to Ka^abhuti, and Gu§a$hya, 
who had become minister to king Satavahana and who, as a result 
of losing a wager, yielded his post to a rival, sfarvavarman (who 
had succeeded in teaching the king Sanskrit in six months), had 
forsworn the use of Sanskrit, Prakrit or the vernaculars, hears 
the tale in PaidacI from Ka^abhCCti* Eventually a part of the 
tale is published by king Satavahana, who composes the KathSpUha, 
containing the Gu$a$hya legend, by way of introduction* This, 
then, is the Brhatkatha* In the Nepalese version the transmission 
of the story is much more direct: a bee, Bhyhgin, overhears ^iva*s
tale and is reborn as Gu$a$hya at Mathura$ he becomes pandit to 
king Madana of Ujjain but loses his office to Jifarvavarman (omitting 
the business of the wager) and at the advice of the £§1 Pulastya, 
writes the tale in Pai^acI* Lacote concludes with justice that 
the tale of Vararuci "is a whole, perfectly distinct from the 
story of Gujja^hya" which could not originally have been part of 
it: there is no point of contact between Vararuci and GuijS^hya
save through an intermediary, the pii^Sca KS^abhUti, who is himself



superfluous to the legend.1
The story of Vararuci is loosely affiliated to the Jain

story of the ninth Nanda as told by Hemaeandra, where the rivalry
of the minister ^aka^ala and the poet, philosopher and grammarian

2Vararuci is described* But the differences are enormous* In 
the Jain version it is not Sfaka$81a, for example, who is imprisoned 
with his sons, but Kalpaka, minister to the first Nanda; there is 
no Yogananda, and £aka$ala, who does indeed fall out of favour 
with his king, does not live to carry out his revenge, but soon 
dies and passes on his office to his son* As for the Kashmirian 
Capakya episode, it agrees with the Jain only in the circumstances 
of Oa$akya*s curse, and even there only distantly* CSpakya1s 
rivalry with Subandhu, moreover, properly belongs to the period 
after Candragupta*s anointment*

The material is lacking to account fully for these great 
differences* What can be discerned, however, is that we are 
presented here not so much with the Cgaakya-Candragup ta~Kathg as 
with a tale which would better be titled “jJaka’Jala^ Revenge”* 
Capakya*s resolve to root up the darbha grass because it had 
pricked his foot, as a hyperbolic illustration of his irascibility, 
is successful, but it belongs to a story in which the dominating 
figure of Capakya has shrunk to that of an unwitting tool in SakaJ-

1* Lac&te, pp* 51**2



ala's hands, much as the weaver who exterminates roaches in the 
Jain version is the tool of Capakya* It is not indeed CSpakya 
here who is “equal in ability to Byhaspati1', &ufru of the gods 
and author of an arthadastra* but dakaj&la* It is difficult to 
see why sJaka'fcala should here have become so important that the 
Caaakya-Candragupta-Katha has become a pendant to the story of 
Nanda and Saka^ala* But if we approach the story from the direction 
of the Guqa^hya legend, we can see that once Vararuci is brought 
in, his rivalry with ’̂aka’Jala, known to folk-lore, must be incor
porated too, and that £aka$aia must be a dominating figure* Thus 
is Capakya made to serve the needs of the story*

But why was Vararuci brought in in the first place? For 
grammarta sake* The two features of the Kashmirian Gujja^hya 
legend lacking in the Nepalese version, that is, the story of 
Vararuci and the wager, serve the greater glory of grammar*
Vararuci, also known as Ktyayana, is identified with the author 
of the Varttikas or P£§ini, and indeed Pacinifs grammar is revealed 
to him on account of his severe penances in the Kashmirian story; 
to him are also ascribed a Prakrit grammar, the PrSkrtaprakadai; 
the fourth book of the Katantra and the Liflggnudaaana; the Vararuca-
samgraha; a lexicon; the Vedic Pugpastttra and, in addition to these

1grammatical works, a VararucakSvya mentioned in PatafCjali* In 
the legend one of Vararuci *a fellow-pupils is Vya^i, author of a

1* A.B* Keith, A History of Sanskrit literature * p« 427#



lost Vya^isaijgraha on P a c i n i a n d  they and their guru Vargai 2are mentioned hy Raja^ekhara as composers of grammatical £astras«
To ^arvavarman is ascribed the Katantra by which he is enabled to
teach king Satavahana Sanskrit in six months and so win his wager

3with Gu^a^hya; the Katantra was very influential in Katfmir#
Finally Gu$a$hya himself was, if not a grammarian, certainly a 
renowned author in Prakrit# "En accouplant les deux l^gendes, on 
obtenait un cycle de contes qui englobait les plus c^lbbre gram
marians, mani&re d f6pop6e bien fait pour flatter les pedants,

4glorification des hdros de la grammairel”
Thus the Caftakya-Candragupta-Katha« a late arrival to its 

vehicle, has suffered distortions due to the special interests 
of the Kashmirian legend of Gu$a$hya, so that it has been changed; 
almost out of all recognition from its original form#

1# Mentioned in Patafljali# Keith, p* 426# 
2# Keith, p# 339.
3* Keith, p* 431*
4# LacSte, p# 32#



_ _ _ 7 2
The Mudrargksasa. and Xti3 Ancillary Literature

Mudrarakgasa « or *The Signet-ring of Rakfasa* is the title 
of the only extant drama of Vidakhadatta* It is in seven acts, 
and depicts the conciliation of Rgk^asa, the hereditary minister 
of the Nandas, hy Canakya, the cunning minister of Candragupta 
Maurya, whom Capakya had raised to the throne of PSfaliputra after 
engineering the destruction of the Nanda dynasty* Lying in the 
■background of the action of the drama are the military operations 
of Malayaketu and his coalition of barbarian chiefs against Pa^ali- 
putra and Candragupta1s army5 but the foreground is dominated by 
the strife between Rak§asa and Capakya, in which Capakya succeeds 
in defeating Malayaketu*s advance not by force but by keeness of 
intellect and craftiness of policy, and in this he is shown a 
good practitioner of the dicta of arthatfastra* where devious 
stratagems are advocated in preference to the use of force, which 
is of uncertain outcome* It is consistent with this that the 
princes of the play are only of secondary importance: the intended
invasion of Pa^aliputra never materializes and Candragupta is the 
humble pupil of Capakya, much as Malayaketu is mere putty in the 
hands of Rak§asa, which he shapes to his purposes, until Canakya 
intervenes* In the prologue the angry C$$akya enters with his

1* Mudrarakgasa by Vidakhadatta, ed* Alfred Hillebrandt* See 
also the trans* by E*H* Wilson, Select Specimens of the Theatre 
of the Hindus * vol, 2, p* 137 ff#



1top-knot undone, an allusion to his vow to destroy the Nandas;
only at the end of the last act does he hind up his hair in
token that the vow had been fulfilled* When the play opens the
Nandas have already been annihilated, but their minister Rak§as«t
has escaped, to whom we must now understand the vow extends:
"While Hakjgasai is at large, is Nanda’s line truly uprooted or

2Candragupta1s fortunes made secure?"
The events proceeding the opening of the play are sketched 

to Ra^gasa- by one of his agents, Viradhagupta, in the second act: 
CSpakya had*aLlied Candragupta with Parvate^vara (Parvata, Parvataka), 
a mountain king, against Nanda* They led their victorious forces, 
which included Sakas, Yavanas, Kiratas, K&mbojas, ParasIkas and 
Bahllkas, against Kusumapura (Pajaliputra)• Rak§asa left the 
capital after the Nandas had been destroyed to raise the resistance, 
and sent a ’poison maid’ (visakanya) to assasinate Candragupta5 
but, as we learn in Canakya®s first soliloquy in Act 1, the 
latter deflected the plan and got Parvata killed instead and the 
blame fixed on Rak§asa into the bargain* Parvata*s son, Malayaketu, 
knows the truth about his father’s death and has fled to Rak§asa’s 
camp with Bhaguraya^a, who poses as a friend but is in fact a tool 
of Canakya* Returning to Viradhagupta’s narrative in Act II we 
further learn that Canakya had persuaded Vairodhaka, brother of

1* P# tatah pravi^ati muktam dikham parHmr^an sakopa£ Canakyah* 
2* p* 7* agghite Rgkgase kim utkhatam Nandavam^asya kiiy. va 
sthairyam ut pad it am Candraiiuptalaksmygfa ?



Parvata, that his death was the doing of R£k§as&, and as a
consequence Vairodhaka and Candragupta were reconciled and a
division of Nanda*s empire agreed upon# Ca$akya, knowing the
chief architect to he faithful to Rak§asa, ordered him to prepare
a triumphal arch for Candragupta*s progress to the palace, which
was to he held at midnight, ostensibly for astrological reasons#
He had Vairodhaka lead the procession, heavily decked with rohes
and jewels and mounted on Candragupta1s elephant, attended hy
Candragupta*s bodyguards# Rak§asafs agents arranged that the
temporary arch fell on Vairodhaka, whom they mistook for Candra~
gupta, and in this way he, too, was eliminated and his death
ascribed to Rak§asa* Returning once again to Ca$akya*s soliloquy
in Act I, we learn that Malayaketu with RSk§asa*s guidance seeks to
avenge his father*s death, and in this project has got the aid

1 2of a great army of barbarian kings and later the foremost of 
these are specified as Citravarman of the KaulHtas (i#e# KCElu); 
Hysiqiha of theMalayas; Pu§karSk§a of the KS^mlras; Siqtdhu§e$a of 
the Saindhavas (i.e. Sindh); and Meghak§a of the Paraslkas (i.e. 
Persia)# In Act V R£k§asa, detailing the disposition of the 
troops, adds to this list the Khatfas, Magadhans, Gandharans, Cedis, 
Saakas, Yavanas and Htfr̂ as*''* some, at least, of these had been

1* P* 6* mahatg mleccharajabalena.
2# pp* 21-2*

p* l*f2#



allied with Candragupta under Parvata*
The play itself proceeds as follows: In Aot I an agent

informs Caijakya that there remain in Pa^aliputra three persons 
sympathetic to Rak§asai the Jain monk Jfvasiddhin (who in truth 
is another of Ca^akya1 s many agents), the scribe ^aka’jjadasa, and 
the head of the jeweller's guild CandanadSsa* The last-named 
harbours RSk§asa's wife; and Ca^akya's agent has recovered her 
husband's signet-ring, which she dropped unawares* Canakya then 
writes a letter to Malayaketu, in very vague terms, warning him 
of the treachery of his barbarian allies, has it copied by the 
unsuspecting scribe, sfakatad&sa, and seals it with Rakfasa's ring*
He orders the supposed monk Jfvasiddhin to be 'banished1; arrests 
Candanadasa; and orders ^aka^adasa to be impaledf but arranges 
for an agent posing as the scribe's friend to rescue him and take 
him to Rak^asa* At the end of the act we find that several of 
Candragupta's princes have fled to Malayaketu's camp; but this 
is merely part of the strategy of the wily Canakya*

The second act takes place in Rak§asa*s house* A servant 
brings the minister a present of jewels from Malayaketu* His 
agent, Viradhagupta, apprji.ses him of the failure of several 
attempts on Candragupta's life: Vairodhaka has mistakenly been
killed by the assassins intended for Candragupta; Canakya has foiled 
a poisoning attempt by his shrewd observation; bravos concealed 
in an underground passage leading to the king's bedroom were discov
ered from a trail of ants carrying fragments of a meal, coming 
through a wall, and the bravos were burnt to death; and so Canakya



has foiled each plan in turn* The scribe, SlEka^adEsa, arrives 
accompanied by his 'rescuer* Siddharthaka* The latter presents 
Hak§asa with a signet-ring which he claims to have found at 
Candanadasa*s doorstep; it is, of course, the minister's own 
ring, and as a reward Siddharthaka is given some of Rak§asa's 
jewels, orginally presented him by Malayaketu* At the close of 
the act a merchant arrives selling jewels* The unsuspecting 
Rak§asa is pleased with them, and purchases them.

Act III takes place in Candragupta's palace in Ps^aliputra*
The business of the act is for Canakya and^GAhdragupta to feign 
anger with each other for the benefit of Kak^asa's agents, who 
are in the court disguised as musicians* The occasion is the 
preparations for the festival of the autumnal full moon (Kaumudl- 
mahotsava), which Candragupta has ordered and Canakya has forbid
den on account of Malayaketu's approaching invasion* Candragupta, 
in a show of pique at the overruling of his command, pretends to 
dismiss Canakya from office and in so doing he suggests that 
Eak^asa is the better minister* R£k§asa*s spies leave, convinced 
that the two have parted company forever*

In Act IV we are again at Rakigasa's house* The minister 
suffers from a violent headache and fatigue from sleeplessness 
over his projects* Malayaketu approaches, conversing with Bhagura- 
ya#a, one of Candragupta!s seemingly disaffected princes, who 
suggests to the king that the other princes* distrust of Rak§asa 
is due to his hatred more toward Canakya than toward Candragupta!



they fe&l, Bhagurayana insinuates, that once Caijakya were discarded, 
Rak§asa might he tempted to cast his lot with Candragupta, since 
he is the hereditary Nanda minister and Candragupta is a son of 
Nanda by a lesser queen# Before entering Rak§asa«'s house they 
hear the messenger report that Candragupta has dismissed his 
minister and praised the superior merits of Rak§asa, and Malaya
ketu* s suspicions are fully aroused# Nevertheless he departs to 
prepare for an immediate march on Pa^aliputra before it is too 
late# Rak§asa then consults a Jain monk— none other than JIva- 
siddhin, Caijakya's agent— to determine whether the time is auspi
cious for beginning military operations# The monk assurest him 
that, albeit it is a full-moon day, as the other signs are propi
tious, only a lunar eclipse would prohibit the undertaking# 

Malayaketu*s camp is the scene of the ensuing act* The 
seeming monk JXvasiddhin convinces Malayaketu that it was Rak§asa 
who hadnhis father murdered, not Ca$akya; but Bhagurayana prevails 
on him to leave Rak§asaaunharmed while the invasion lasts* Then 
Siddharthaka, the 'rescuer* of the scribe J?aka$adasa, is caught 
with the letter which Ca^akya has devised, bearing Rak§asa*s seal, 
copied in the scribe's hand, and addressed to Candragupta# The 
burden of the letter is that the five mleccha princes can be 
bought off with promises of land and wealth; and Rak$asa, the 
'writer', wishes for himself only Ca^akya's exile and the ministerial 
office# As Siddharthaka wears the jewels Rak^asa had given him* 
Malayaketu is convinced that he is really the minister's agent and 
that he is guilty of treachery# R5k§asa is summoned# He arrives^



wearing the jewels which earlier he had purchased from the 
travelling merchant; they are in fact the jewels of Parvata, 
Malayaketu*s dead father, and are recognised as such* The 
upshot is that Rak§asa is dismissed and the five barbarian kings 
put to death: those who coveted land by being buried beneath a
mountain of it; those who coveted elephants and wealth by being 
trampled by elephants*

Act VI reverts to Pa'Jaliputra; we learn that Malayaketu*© 
allies have left him in disgust at his brutal treatment of the 
five mleccha kings, and that the plan of invasion has been dropped; 
Rak§asa has fled to the capital, but not unobserved by CaijLakya's 
numerous spies; and Ca^akya himself has publicly been 'reinstated* 
in Candragupta*s favour. Enter Kak§asa, who learns through one 
of his arch-enemy's agents, posing as a friend of the jeweller 
Candanadasa, that this last is about to be executed for refusing 
to yield Rak§asa*s wife and children to the state. Rak§asa hastens 
to the execution grounds determined to give himself up in exchange 
for his noble friend's life* This he does in Act VII, the final 
act of the play# Ca^akya, victorious at last, farces Rak$asa to 
accept his own ministerial dagger (^astra) for Candanad^sa's 
freedom# Malayaketu has been captured by the seemingly disaffected 
princes; and Rak^asa extracts a pardon for him from Candragupta#
His vow now fulfilled, Cetyakya at last binds up his hair and 
retires from public life* Candanad&sa is freed and his goods 
restored# At the very end of the p3ay Ca^akya gives this benediction:



"Once the Support of Creatures, the Earth, 
encompassed by destruction, clung to the tusk of 
the Self-Born Vi§$u who hadLessumed the form of a 
might hoarj now she, set atremble by the barbari
ans, (flies) to the stout arms of the true king#
May His Majesty King Candragupta long protect 
relatives, servants and Earth!11 1

* * *

There is very little in the drama by which one can arrive 
at a date to which to ascribe it, but J# Charpentier has fixed on 
this final passage, taking it to be addressed to the reigning 
monarch for whom the play was written, and sees in itt an exhorta
tion to protect the realm against the threat of barbarian invasion

pfrom the northwest, in particular by the Hildas* He specifies

1# varahlm atma.yones tanum atanubalam Ssthitasyanurttpgm
yasya prak potrako^im pralayaparigata tfitfriye bhtttadhatrl / 
mlecchair udve.jyamana bhujayugam adhung pfvaram rajabhHrteh 
sa £rlmad bandhubhrtya£ ciram avatu mahTip parthiva^ Candraguptah //

(7.29, p. 202)
Wilson, op# cit*, pp# 251-2, puts the speech in Rak§asafs mouth#
2. JBAS 19259 P. 585 ff. Wilson (op. cit* , vol# 2, p# 251) wrote, 
"This allusion to Mlechchas is corroborative of the Drama*s being 
written in the eleventh or twelfth century, when the Patan princes 
were pressing upon the Hindu sovereignties*" Jacobi ascribed it to 
2 December, A*D* 860, on astronomical data and a (now known to be 
corrupt) reading of Avantivarman for Candragupta in the final verse.



that monarch as Skanda Gupta, who in fact did repel the Hildas1
onslaught. A number of scholars have preferred the reign of
Candra Gupta XI Yikramaditya, the namesake of Candragupta Maurya
of the play, which is all the more fitting when it is remembered:
that Yi^akhadatta is said to have written another drama, Devi-
Candragupta< dealing with the expulsion of the Sakas of IJjjain by

1the Gupta king# The difficulty is that the Hildas were not menac
ing India at so early a date, two generations previous to Skanda 
Gupta. But if, as is the generally accepted view, we take KalidSsa 
to be contemporary with Candra Gupta II, we can at least say the 
HlX$as were known at that time, for the great poet places them on 
the Yaftkfgu (Oxus) in the Raghuvam^a. Yi^akhadatta may merely have 
added these Hildas to the list of peoples threatening Gupta power, 
while their chief contemporary rivals were the £ak&s.

But whether the play is a Gupta or post-Gupta composition, 
it is its affiliation with other versions of the Canak.ya-Candra- 
gupta-Katha which chiefly concerns us. And here it is of cardinal 
importance to remember that, unlike the other versions, the Mudra- 
rak^asa was composed for a limited and highly sophisticated audience 
whose members we must suppose too have been thoroughly familiar 
with artharfastra through their education and with intrigue through 
experience; and it is artha£astra and intrigue, not the charming

1. Konow, Speyer and Hillebrandt in Sten Konow, Das indische Drama« 
p. 70 ff.; K.P. Jayaswal in IA 1913i p* 265 ff; Sastry in IHQ 7# 
p. I65 ff*; rejoinder by Gharpentier in ibid*, p* 629*
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tales of popular legend, which form the substance of the Mudra-
rgkjasa* No doubt its setting is drawn from legend, and it belongs
to that class of plays called nataka« the subject of which, accor-

1ding to the Sahityadarpana« should be mythological or historical*
But the Da^arupaka admits of fictitious or partly fictitious and

2partly traditional na^akas# and the Mudrargkgasa is of this latter 
sort# The problem, then, is to separate what is legendary from 
what is fictitious-fictitious, that is, in the sense of being a 
conscious product of the artistic imagination#

Three motifs in the events which preceed the opening of the 
play are found in the other literature and are easily recognized 
as traditional, Ca$akya*s vow, the alliance with Parvata, and 
Candragupta*s paternity* As to the vow, CS^akya*s wrath is every
where referred to, the untying of the top-knot is found in the 
Kashmirian version, but the extension of the vow to include Rfk§asa*s 
capture is an invention to serve the requirements of the play# 
Similarly the alliance of Candragupta with the hill-king Parvata 
against Nanda, and his subsequent ^accidental* death in the embrace 
of the poison-maiden is traditional, and supports the Jain version 
as against the Pali# But Parvata*s brother Vairodhaka, the agree
ment to divide the kingdom, and his assasination are all inventions

1# Wilson, op* cit*, vol# 1, p# xxiv* 
2* Idem#



by the simple process of dittography: the Parvata episode has
been told twice over, and both times the result is that Rak§asa 
gets t&e blame# Finally it is briefly mentioned that Candragupta 
is a son of Nanda, and so has some claim to legitimacy in his 
seizure of power# This is legend, but probably late legend, as 
it is otherwise found only in the Kashmirian version and the 
literature ancillary to the Mudrargkgasa#

It is not possible to decide whether the main theme of the 
play, the conflict of the ministers, has any legendary basis# The 
name Rak§asa is unknown to the other versions, nor do any of them 
bring Ca^akya into collision with Nandafs minister; the Kashmirian 
version, on the contrary, have the two working hand in glove,
Nandafs minister £aka$ala in this case being the hand# On the 
other hand the conflict of ministers is a popular theme, and it 
is possible that Ca$akyafs rivalry with Subandhu of the Jain and 
Pali versions has somehow been displaced so that Subandhu becomes 
minister to Nanda under the name Rakigasa# The Kashmirian version 
would then represent a half-way house in such a displacement#

The composition of the barbarian hos+ is also problematical#
But the mention of the KCtyas is a grave anachronism, and whether 
one believes with Charpentier that it is purposeful (i#e# fictional), 
as relating to circumstances contemporary with the play*s first 
performance, or embodying a received tradition, it has no historical 
significance whatsoever# The earliest form of the story on which 
Vi^Skhadatta based his play knew only one ally, Parvata, and again 
by a sort of dittography, this time repeated over and over, all



the known varieties of barbarians have been confederated to make 
the threatened clash louder and more magnificent* One would 
be hard put to think of a barbarian people who had been overlooked—  

the Chinese perhaps?— ikbme manuscripts include them. We are 
reminded of the host assembled at Kuruk§etra (in which Clnas and 
Htujas also occur), Nor could they have come, in Indian historical 
experience, from any other direction but the northwest# If, then, 
the troop lists are a part of legend, the legend used was in a 
late form; if fiction, it is of no use in the study of legend, 
much less of history# What remains of the Mud r gr gk g as a is, we 
contend, fiction#

* * *

Not only has the Mudrgrakgasa attracted sufficient interest 
through the centuries to ensure its survival to the present day, 
but a fair amount of literature has grown up around it, not only 
proper commentaries with line-by-line glosses and Sanskrit *shadow1 
(chaya) for the speeches in Prakrit, but also more or less indepen
dent works dealing with the story of Nanda, Cgi^akya and Candragupta 
previous to the events of the play# The commentaries generally 
summarize events leading up the the action of the play in •prefaces1, 
pflrvapfthikaa, and we may conjecture that these prefaces, because 
of the inherent interest of their contents and because the Canakya- 
C an dra gupt a-Kathg proper deals with the events leading up to Candra
gupta1 s anointment, before the beginning of the play, gave rise to 
independent works containing no coramentatorial material# We shall



"briefly note two such independent works, the prose Mudrarakgasa-
1 - —ptErvasamkathanaka of Ananta^arman and Ravinartaka1s Canakyakatha

2xn verse*
In Ananta^arman1s work the Nanda Sudhanvan reigns at Fa'fr&ii- 

putra with £>akatara as his chief minister, and Rak§asa as another 
of his ministers* When the Kanda dies, an ascetic enters the 
dead body by magical means and bestows liberal alms on his pupils* 
But Rak§asa is suspicious of his master's new generosity and dis- 
covers the ascetic's lifeless body, which he burns, thus imprison- 
ing the imposter in Nanda*s body, and takes up service with King 
Parvataka (Parvate^vara)* ^akatara secretly kills the Nanda on 
a hunting expedition when he reads an incription prophesying that 
Lak§mf would abandon either the king or the minister, and the heir, 
Ugradhanvan, is installed on the throne* The new king, however,

1* Ed* Dasharatha Sharma (Ganga 0*S, no* 5)> containing as an 
appendix the "still later perhaps and certainly much balder in 
style" anonymous Mudrarakgasangtakapttrvaplthika* the contents 
of which are similar to Ananta^arman1s work*
2* Ed* with Bengali trans* by Satish Churn Law (Calcutta 0*jS* 
no* 6) , based on a manuscript from the library of the Rajah of 
Cochin* Wilson, op* cit* * p* l4l ff*, has translated a similar 
Sanskrit work from a manuscript in Malayalam characters*
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discovers the murder of his * father1 and throws *Sakatara together 
with his hundred sons into prison, with rations sufficient only 
for one. The father and sons decide to give all the food to 
Vikatara, the youngest, who promises to avenge their deaths.
Vikatara is released, and Rak§asa returns as chief minister*
Vikatara one day happens upon a wrathful hrahmin, Ca^akya, who 
is energetically trying to destroy all the ku£a grass in the 
world because his father had been wounded by ku^a and died. He 
thinks Ca^akya a suitable tool for his revenge and invites him 
to chair the king*s £raddha* When the king sees him in the seat 
of honour he turns him out, and Ca^akya unbinds his top-knot, 
vowing not to tie it up again until the Nanda dynasty is destroyed* 
Candragupta, here presented as a son of the late king, joins forces 
with Ca$akya andParvataka, and they take Pa'Jaliputra and vanquish 
the Nandas*

The entire story is very similar to that in Somadeva*s 
Kathasari tsagara* Most of the motifs can be traced to the original 
Kashmirian version, to which Anantagarman1s work must stand in 
close' relation* probably via the Kathasaritsggara itself. Thus 
the minister sfakatara (£faka$£la), the Yogananda episode with the 
burning of the imposterfs body, the imprisonment of the minister 
and his sons with rations sufficient for one (though here the 
youngest son survives rather than the father) , the wounding by 
grass, the vow and the unbinding of the hair ar& held in common*
The alliance with Parvataka comes direct from the Mudr&rakgasa>



butt Rak§asa, who is a double for sJaka’Jala of the Kashmirian 
version in the burning of the imposter^ corpse, and whose role 
as a minister of Parvataka accords badly with the Mudrarakgasa» 
plays a role which Ananta^arman has perhaps invented for him in 
the absense of any traditions about him. The prophecy of Lak§ml 
is of unknown origin*

In Ravinartaka*s Canakyakatha Nanda is given two wives, one 
a k§atriya and the other a ^udra* The £ftdra queen, Mura, gives 
birth to a boy who is named Maurya, but the high-born queen gives 
birth to a lump of flesh, which the minister cuts into nine pieces, 
putting each into a jar, whence nine sons are born. The nine sons 
reign in rotation, a year at a time, determining the order by lots; 
Maurya becomes commander~in-chief of the army. The nine brothers 
become jealous of Maurya1s continual power while they have to wait 
their turn for the kingship; so they cast him and his hundred sons 
into prison with rations for one* They give their rations to the 
youngest, Candragupta, who promises revenge* The king of Siijhala 
(Ceylon) sends the Nandas a cage containing a lion with instructions 
to make the lion run out without opening the cage* The nine Nandas 
are nonplussed* and fetch Candragupta out of confinement to solve 
the riddle* He perceives that the lion is of wax, and pokes a red-
hot iron rod into itf whereupon the lion melts and runs out of its 
cage* Candraguptars opportunity for revenge comes when he meets 
the wrathful Ca$akya uprooting the grass which had pierced his toe* 
He invites the brahmin to preside over the £raddha where he is 
turned out of his seat of honour by the Nandas, and, unloosening



his top**knot, vows to accomplish their destruction#
The similarity of this southern work to the Kashmirian 

version is very tenuous, hut we may remark that of the four main 
versions discussed, only the Kashmirian contains the *wounding hy 
grass* motif, so a relationship may exist# The nine sons from a 
lump of flesh may derive from the story of GandharX in the Mahg- 
bharatas the sources of the wax lion episode is unknown#

The Primitive 0anakya~Qandragunta-KathS

Let us briefly recapitulate what we have said with regard 
to the Indian versions of the Ganakya-Candragupta-Katha before 
looking at the Classical version*

Of the four versions the Pali and Jain are very close in 
content and because of this, since we have no reason to suppose 
one is borrowed from the other, we conclude that they drew indepen** 
dently from an early version of the QSnakya-Candragupta-Katha#
These versions, then, may have originated in Magadha, or at any 
rate, in eastern India or the Midlands, and cannot be regarded as 
indigenous to Gujarat and Ceylon# The Pali version, on internal 
evidence, is the reunion of separately transmitted episodes or 
anecdotes, while the Jain was handed down more or less as a whole, 
and this would tend to conserve its original features and its con** 
sistency# The Jain version is by an large superior to the Pali, both 
as a story and as a guide to the primitive form of the C5nakya~
C and ragupt a~Katha #

The Kashmirian version cannot be traced to early times, nor 
can its origin be traced outside Kashmir* The story is here distorted



to suit the special needs of its vehicle, the story of Vararuci, 
in which it is preserved as a mere anecdote, The story of Vara
ruci fs rivalry with Nandafs minister &aka$ala is fairly old and 
not restricted to Kashmir since Jain sources preserve a version 
of it. Taking the Vararuci story in an earlier form, the Kashmir
ian version adds the Yogananda wiotif and relates his downfall in
the episode of "Sfaka^ala's Revenge1' which is our Canakya-Candra-

/gupta-Katha with the emphasis displaced from Canakya to Saka'Jjala.
This change of emphasis shows among other things that the motif 
of Canakya destroying the grass because it has wounded his foot 
is not original to the Canakya-Candragu pta-Katha because it requires 
that Canakya be the instrument of someone else's revenge. Finally, 
because Vararuci was known as a great scholar and poet, and in 
particular as the author of a Prakrit grammar, his story was inserted 
into the legend of Gu$a$hya, another renowned figure of Prakrit 
letters, with further alterations, by making Vararuci a gapa 
suffering under a curse.

Vi^akhadatta has also distorted the Canakya-Candragupta-Katha 
in the Mudrarakgasa. but for different reasons. His play is a
consciously artistic creation and as such freely has recourse to
invention. Besides, the play opens after the events of the Canakya-
Candragupta-Katha proper have taken place, its theme being rather
the application of the rules of artha^astra in intrigue. It 
preserves little of the original story, but where it does (Parvataka 
and the poison-maiden) it gives independent confirmation of the 
superiority of the Jain version to the Pali. Its ancillary litera



ture is of little value in determining the original fora of the 
Capakya-Candragupta«»Katha. though a thorough study of this litera
ture and of current folk-tales might he revealing*

The minimum elements of the primitive Canakya-Candragupta- 

Katha can then be listed as follows
Breaking of the Teeth* The brahmin Canakya was bom with 

a complete set of teeth, which was interpreted as an omen that he 
would become king* His father, out of regard for his salvation, 
grinds them down. It is prophesied that he will rule through 
another. As he grows up he learns all the brahmanical lore (he 
must be a learned brahmin to be able to expect a gift from the 
Nanda)•

2* Teasing of the Wife* Her relatives teased Canakyafs wife 
for her poverty. Canakya learns this and sets out for the court 
of Nanda, noted for his generosity. (This is somewhat doubtful 
since the Pali version lacks it.)

5* Ejection from the Assembly. GStyakya arrogantly sits on 
Nanda *s seat in the assembly. Nanda, insulted, roughly orders 
him expelled. Canakya, in anger, vows Nanda1s destruction, and 
flees. (The untying of the top-knot may be original.)

Canakya1 s Wanderings. In the course of his wanderings
his plans for revenge mature in two waysj he learns alchemy, by
which he amasses a fortune to hire mercenary troops, and, looking
for a puppet king (in keeping with the prophecy), he finds Candra**
gupta Maurya, a boy playing fking*, who shows promise when put to 
a test. (Etymologizing stories were easily inserted here when the 
need for them came to be felt.)



5. TJnoonsciously Given Advice# Canakya and his prot^gd 
lead their troops against the centre of the kingdom (or against 
Nanda’s capital) and are defeated. The army disbands# Wandering 
incognito they overhear a woman scolding her son for being as big 
a fool as Canakya: he has put his finger in the middle of a bowl 
of gx*uel and burnt it, rather than starting from the cooler edges, 
just as Canakya has attacked the centre without first subduing 
the hinterland#

6# Parvata. Acting on this advice Canakya concludes a pact 
with Parvata, a hill-king, promising him half the kingdom# The 
allies succeed but Canakya arranges (or does not prevent) the 
death of Parvata by the embrace of a poison-maiden* Candragupta 
is anointed#

7* Pacification of the Kingdom# The next logical step is 
to rid the kingdom of the remaining elements loyal to Nanda* For 
this Canakya enlists the services of a fanatical weaver whose 
suitability for the job is illustrated when Canakya sees him set 
fire to the roach-infested parts of his house.

Bindusara* Canakya, to make Candragupta immune to poison 
puts increasing doses of it in his food# His pregnant queen eats 
from his plate# Canakya slits open the queen’s belly with a knife 
and thus saves the heir, who is named Bindus&ra because a drop of 
poison or goat’s blood from the carcass in which he is kept until 
fbirthf touches him# (This is somewhat doubtful, but is common to 
the Jain and Pali versions, and contributes to the story of C^akya1 
downfall.)



9* Rivalry with Subandhu# That stories of a rivalry with 
Subandhu leading to Canakya1s death belong to the original Canakya- 
Candragupta-Katha is quite likely, though their content cannot be, 
determined since the Pali sources give only meagre details which 
show no agreement with the Jain#

The Classical Version

It has been usual to regard Classical notices of Nanda and 
Candragupta as deriving from contemporary eye-witness accounts, 
and thus as having a character altogether different from, as well 
as independent of, the Indian legends we have been discussing#
But this is by no means the case. Pour of the five Alexander- 
historians, Diodorus, Curtius, Justin in his epitome of Trogus 
and Plutarch (the fgood* Arrian being the fifth), preserve material 
which in the case of Nanda is probably derived from Indian legend, 
and in the case of Candragupta is certainly so.

In these accounts Nanda appears as Agrammes (Curtius) or
Xandrames (Diodorus)# Whether Agrammes represents Ugra, Ugrasena,

1 2 ^Augrasainya , or Agrama , or Xandrames, Candramas , or some other

?HAI, p# 233* Uggasena (Ugrasena) is the name of the first 
Nanda in MBV (see above); his descendants would have the patronymic 
Augrasainya.

2. Christian Lassen, Indische Alterthunskunde, vol. 2, 2nd# ed., 
p# 210, fn# 2#
3* J.W. M 1Grindle* The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great» 
London, 1893, p. 4-09#
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name, it is not necessary to decides it is clear that he is a 
predecessor of Candragupta and contemporary with Alexander, that

1is, a Banda* Diodorus and Curtius give the story in great detail# 
King Phegeus (Phegelas, in some manuscripts of Curtius) 

described to Alexander the country beyond the Beass first there 
is a desert which takes twelve (or eleven) days to cross; beyond 

is the Ganges, which Diodorus gives as 52 stadia broad; and on the 
further side of the river are the Praisioi and Gandaridai (Gangar- 
idae and Prasii) whose king Xandrames (Agrammes) has a standing 
army of 20,000 horse, 200,000 foot, 2000 chariots and *K)00 (5000) 
elephants# Alexander treated this intelligence with some scepti
cism and referred it to Porus, who verified it and added that this 
king was held in contempt by his subjects, as he was the son of 
a barber who had become the paramour of the queen# The reigning 
king was assassinated by this woman (or by the barber who, under 
the pretense of acting as guardian to the royal children, usurped 
the throne and murdered the princes)# Diodorus is not clear as 
to whether this barber actually reigned, but we may take it from 
Curtius that he did so. It is here, partly as a result of these 
reports, that Alexander's men refused to advance further into India* 

In Plutarch's compressed account the mutiny takes place after 
the battle with Porus when the army balks at Alexander's intention

1# Diodorus 17*955 Curtius 9*2* Where the details in Curtius 
differ they are put in brackets#



9 3
to cross the Ganges, and the forces of the Gandaritai and
Praisiai on the opposite hank have been swollen to 80,000 horse,
200,000 foot, 8000 chariots and 6000 elephants, in contrast to

1the 20,000 foot and 2000 horse of Alexander* We are clearly-
dealing with the same story here? Plutarch makes the Ganges 52
stadia broad; he recognizes that the forces on the further bank
are enormous, but interjects that they are not exaggerated, for

not long afterwards Androkottoe (Candragupta) "made a present to
Seleucus of five hundred elephants, and with an army of six hundred
thousand men overran and subdued all India"; and has Androkottos
refer to the hatred and contempt in which his predecessor was
held by the subjects, "for his baseness and low birth*" Justin
has Alexander defeat the Praesidae and Gangaridae among others,
before reaching the Cuphites (Beas?) where the enemy awaiting him
has 200,000 cavalry, whereupon his men beg him to go no further,

pan impossibly garbled account of the same tale*
The fundamental difficulty in accepting this story as histor

ical is its impossible geography* If there is a desert to cross 
on the eastward march, Phegeus belongs on the lower Indus, and it 
is mo longer a mere eleven or twelve days to the Ganges, nor is

kife of Alexander, ch* 62, Bernadotte Perrin*s trans. Note 
that Plutarch does not precisely say what scholars have sometime 
attributed to him, that Alexander had reached the Ganges* See 
Schachermeyr, cited below*
2* 12* 8 *



Pa*faliputra on the opposite hank. If it is eleven or twelve 
days from the Beas, the upper Ganges must be intended, and while, 
the sway of Magadha may already have been established in that 
region, there is in any case no desert to cross* If, finally, 
Pa/Jaliputra is to be approached from the north bank, having crossed 
the upper Ganges, it will take much longer to reach and again 
there is no desert to be traversed* This is the fundamental 
difficulty, but there are others*

Could we trace the Phegeus story with certainty to one of 
the members of Alexander!s expedition its credibility in spite of 
its weak geography would be greatly enhanced. But we cannot* The 
five extant historians wrote three hundred to five hundred years 
after the events they describe had taken place. If we are not 
mistaken, there is a fair measure of agreement nowadays that Diod
orus and Curtius consulted a common source for those parts of Alex
ander1 s progress through India where they show close agreement, 
as in the Phegeus episode; that Diodorus* principle source on India 
for Book 17 is Cleitarchus; that Cleitarchus did not accompany 
Alexanders expedition, but drew on the histories of Onesicritus, 
Nearchus and others, perhaps including Aristobulus, who did* None 
of the named fragments of these primary historians mentions Phegeus.

1* See, e.g., Lionel Pearsons The Lost Histories of Alexander the 
Great, p, 22k 9 and ff. But each of these statements except the 
first has its opponents. W.W* Tarn, Alexander the Great, vol* 2, 
section F: Aristobulus the main source of Diod. Bk. 17; Wells, intro, 
to Pliny, Hist Nat., vol. 2 (Loeb): Cleitarchus accompanied Alexander*



The story perhaps derives from Cleitarchus* book, but beyond
that we cannot go. Some scholars consider it possible that

1Cleitarchus made it up#
Further difficulties are found in Arrian, the best of the 

five historians* He knows nothing of Phegeus, but has something 
quite different to say: report had it that the land beyond the
Beas was fertile, not desert; that its populace was brave in war, 

and ruled by an aristocracy, that is, in Indian terms, a gana or 
sailgha« not the kingdom, ra.jya, of Nanda; that this aristocracy 
governed with moderation; and, what most worked upon the imagina
tions of the Macedonians, that it had a great number of exceedingly
large and fierce elephants* Arrian*s Alexander intended to reach

■5the Ganges and the Eastern Sea, a matter on which we shall have
more to say later on* Nor was Porus on hand to corroborate Phegeus1
intelligence, for he had been sent back to garrison the cities

Lwhich had surrendered before Alexander reached the Beas*

1* Fritz Schachermeyr: “Alexander und die Ganges-Lander”, ch* 7,
in Alexander the Great: The Main Problems * ed* G*T* Griffith; see
also Tarn, ibid*, app* lA.
2* Anabasis %25* Strabo 15*1 states that the country across the 
Hypanis (Beas) is very fertile, that little of accuracy is known of 
it, and that the government is aristocratic, consisting of 5000 
councillors, each of whom provides the state with an elephant.
3* Anabasis 5*26*

Anabasis 5*2A#



. . . 9 6
There are many instances of a fundamental disagreement

among the Alexander-historians over Alexander's itinerary, a dis**
agreement which "begins in 527 B*C# and ends some time in the follow**
Ing year, when Alexander was on, or setting out for, the lower Indus#
It seems that the royal Journal for that period did not survive
the expedition with the result that, unfortunate for historians of

1India, the accounts of the Punjab are very discrepant# Consider,
as another instance, the disagreement over the location of Sopei~
thes, who in Diodorus and Curtius, is king of the territory immedi**
ately before Phegeus1, of which, luckily, the materials for a reso-

2lution are available* Strabo remarks that some put the Cathaeans 
and Sopeithes, one of their kings, between the Hydaspes and Acesines 
(Jhelum and Chenab), some beyond the Acesines and Hyarotis (Chenab 
and Ravi)* The first case corresponds to Sopeithes* position in

1* Charles Alexander Robinson, Jr*s The Ephemerides of Alexander*s 
Expedition* Robinson attributes the beginning of this disagreement 
to the arrest of Callisthenes, through whose history, it follows, 
the Journal for the first part of Alexander's expedition was 
preserved for later historians* The disagreement itself is attributed 
to the burning of Eumenes' papers (i*e* the Journal) mentioned in 
Plutarch's Life of Eumenes* The Journal for the remainder of the 
expedition was probably published by Strattis of Olynthus after 
Alexander's death*

15*1.50*



1 2 3Arrian, and second in Diodorus and Curtius# Strabo further
says that in Sopeithes1 kingdom there is a mountain of salt
sufficient for the whole of India, whether on the authority of

iOnesicritus who very probably had something to say of Sopeithes,
5or some other such as Aristobulus, who certainly did* The 

mountain of salt settles the matter: Sopeithes1 kingdom must
have included the Salt Range between the Jhelum and Indus, some 
miles downriver from Jhelum city where the battle with Poros is 
supposed to have taken place, in agreement with A'rrian*

Prom this it might be supposed that Phegeus, too, has been 
transposed, and that he belongs somewhat further along the river

1* Anabasis 6*2*
2* 17.91, 92*
3. 9.1.
4* Strabo 15.1*30 = Onesicritus P 21 (PGH 13*0, but "wie weit 
das exzerpt aus 0 geht, ist nicht zu sagen", etc*, (Jacoby, oommen~ 

tary). Cleitarchus knows of the mountain of salt (PGH 137 P 28 = 
Strabo 5.2*6)* Sopeithes in Diodorus and Curtius is probably 
Onescicritus via Cleitarchus.
5* PGH 139 P ^0 « Plutarch Pro Hob* 19 on the dogs (of Sopeithes)*



from Sopeithes. But this is out of the question. Phegeus would 
have to go much further south, on the Indus, to find the Rajasthan 
Desert to the east of him. His intelligence concerning the east 
could hold little interest for an Alexander who was now bent on 
determining once and for all whether the Indus was the upper 
course of the Rile or whether it emptied into Ocean. But above 
all, such information given at such a place would lack the dramatic 
sequel which the mutiny provides, which in turn would impress it 
upon the minds of the members of the expedition who wrote the 
first histories* It is anyhow likely that some of the information 
Phegeus is made to impart was known to Alexander before he reached 
the Beas*

Let us try to reconstruct what happened. We must, first of
all, steel ourselves against the subtle wiles of Tarn!s dialectic
and assert that in all probability Alexander had heard of the
existence of the Ganges and had presumed from what he heqrd that
it emptied its waters into Ocean, before he set out eastward from 

Xthe Jhelum* For centuries India from the Punjab to the Gangetic

1* Tarn, op. cit* In the following three paragraphs (and else
where) we have made use of Ssshachermeyrfs excellent article cited 
above*



Valley had been a single culture area with numerous cities and 
plenty of contact from one end to the other* In Taxi la especially 
Alexander could have got the information he needed* Not only were 
traders from the Ganges attracted by this important emporium between 
India and Persia, but princes and scholars went there for study9 

because the region was renowned for the purity of its speech* 
Geographic and political information on the Gangetic valley, then, 
was to be found in Taicila* and it is unthinkable that a man of 
Alexanderfs ambitions and interests would not have sought it out, 
or could not get it for want of good interpreters* This information 
must have included, at a minimum, the fact that the Ganges flowed 
into the sea, which Alexander took to be 1 Ocean1; something about 
the Nanda as the dominant power and penhaps his capital, P5$aliputra; 
and probably the name Prasioi (PrScySh, <Easterners1) by which the 
Greeks henceforth referred to the Magadhans*^

This is in accord with the fact that Alexander's progress 
from the Jhelum to the Beas was no small excursion but a full-scale 
expedition in which the main body of the army accompanied him*

1* Whether the name Gangaridai was known to Alexander, on the 
other hand, is very problematical# In Megasthenes it refers to 
inhabitants of what is now Bengal, but elsewhere they are bracketed 
with the Prasioi* The name has no recorded Sanskrit equivalent*
2* See Schachermeyr for proof*



His goal was the eastern edge of the world, or in any case a
distant one, else the army would have no reason to revolt, as
they most certainly did#

So far, Alexander*s knowledge of the Ganges and his resolve
to reach it is a matter of a priori considerations and inference

1only# But Arrian has Alexander say in the course of his harangue 
to the mutinous soldiers on the Beas that the Ganges and the Eastern 
Sea are not far away (an understatement suited to the occasion), 
that this Eastern Sea was connected with the Hyrcanian (Caspian), 
and the Hyrcanian with the Persian and Indian Gulfs, since Ocean 
encircled the earth* It is clear that Alexander wished to explore 
the Indus, to decide whether it flowed into Ocean or into the Nile; 
but his doubt on the matter made the Ganges the better means by 
which to settle the problem of Ocean*

To the best of our knowledge, then, Alexander had determined 
to reach the Ganges long before he reached the Beas; and it follows 
from this that Phegeus is represented as having told him What he 
already knew, at least in large part* What Alexander needed to 
know was the nature of the peoples immediately across the Beas*
This is what a local chief would be best informed about; and this, 
we believe, with Arrian, is what Alexander learned on the banks of 
the Beas* The reports of a we 11-governed people, brave in war and 
possessed of elephants sufficed to spark the mutiny among the war-

1* Anabasis 5#26*



weary troops and officers*
Even if the words with which he is credited were not his,

there is some reason to believe that Phegeus himself is not ficti
tious* In the first place historians, however bad, are not in the 
habit of creating characters, especially characters with names* 
out of thin air* In the second, the name itself seems to, corres**
pond to a Sanskrit Bhaga or Bhagala, attested in the Ganapatha# a

1work not too distant in time and probably composed in the Punjab*
We now come to what Phegeus and Porus said* We have argued

that they did not say it; we would argue further that it is not
a Greek invention, for it has an Indian ring to it* To an Indian,
an army had to have four * limbs1, infantry, cavalry, chariots and
elephants, to be an army* It was a matter of definition; long
after chariots disappeared from the battlefield, *army* was catur- 

2afea* four-limbed, as in the Indian game of 1 chess1, which is 
the same word* The Greeks had indeed observed that the Indian 
army contained chariots, but the battle of the Jhelum left them 
profoundly indifferent to them, so indifferent that Pliny regularly 
lists the numbers of foot, horse, and elephant of the princes of

1« Bahvadi* The variant Phegelas or Phegelis is found in some MSS* 
of Curtius* See Sylvain L£vi in JA 15 > 1690, ’’Notes sur l*Inde h
lfepoque d1Alexandre”, p* 259* But the Greeks have probably not 
observed L£vi*s *lois de transcription^ with such precision as his 
article suggests#

2* There is a 16th cent* ntti text entitled Hari-Hara-Caturaflga*



1 0 2
1India, but passes over the chariots in silence* Somehow these 

limbs have escaped amputation in Diodorus, Curtius and PlutarGh; 
had Trogus* history not been condensed by Justin, we might have 
found the four limbs there, too*

Another element provides a. possible point of contact with
2Indian legends, the Handa*s barber-father, found also in Hemacandra* 

Raychaudhuri raises various objections against seeing agreement 
here: Hemacandrafs Nanda is the son of a barber and a common cour
tezan, ganika* not a queen; he becomes king without their interven
tion; and he is the first of the nine Handas, not the last, Alex-

«

ander*s contemporary* The first point is minor, and indeed given 
the low reputation of the Nandas, it is easy to see how his mother 
might be downgraded with the passage of time from queen to courtezan; 
but it is somewhat ungallant to describe a ganika, known for her 
beauty, character and decorum, and her skill in the 6k arts,

1* Pliny, Hist* Hat* 6*21*8-23*11, cf* Solin* 52.6-17* Neither 
Pliny nor Solinus ennumerate chariots, so that their source is 
unlikely to have mentioned them, while on the other hand, his Indian 

informants undoubtedly did* Schwanbeck regarded these passages as 

Megasthenes fragments (see M*Crindlefs trans*, F 56 and 56B), 
though Mtlller and Jacobi did not*
2* PP 6*231-2*
3* PHAI p* 232*



rereaded "by kings and praised by the noble, the highest represen- 

tstive of her class, as fcommon** The second and third points 
must be taken together* ^he Indian sources are in complete dis
accord on the number of generations the nine landas are to be
spread over* Hemacandra says they ruled in succession as father 

2to son, but relates stories only of the first and the last5 the 
Mahavamsa Tika similarly relates stories only of the first and the 
last, but makes the nine Nandas brothers while the Furanas take

La middle course, dividing them into Mahapadma and his eight sons#
Bad as they are, the Furanas are least likely to be entirely false, 
and agree with the Classical version in giving the Nandas two gene
rations* Given these conflicting traditions we cannot be certain 
how distant from Alexander the first Handa was, but it is reasonable 
to suppose that the Greeks, hearing this legend of a predecessor 
of Candragupta, whom they knew to have come to power after Alex
ander^ departure, made him a contemporary. It remains true that 
the Classical accounts make the first Handa to rule a barber, 
while Hemacandra makes him the son of a barber* But with the confu
sion in the matter of generations and weighed against the striking

Kamastltra 1.5*20-1; 6*6.54-.



agreement of the barber **father motif, this detail must be considered 

of lesser importance* If there is one note of agreement in the 
Indian traditions concerning the first Nanda, it is that he was 
of obscure, even ĈEdra origin, and in Indian society a barber ranks 
low indeed*

The Phegeus episode, then, is not historical as it stands,
nor is it Greek invention* Perhaps we can get closer to the true
state of affairs if we separate Porus* testimony from Phegeus1;
for Porus would have known something of Nanda and as a member of
the old Vedic aristocracy of the Punjab, as his name (PGru, Paurava)
indicates, he would quite naturally have held in contempt the
upstart Magadhan dynasty* Thus Porus could have told Alexander
something of the sort, though not at this juncture, and the silence
of Arrian is in that case somewhat surprising* But it may be that
Plutarch holds the answer when he says that Candragupta noften said11
that Alexander could easily have conquered Magadha, since the king,
Nanda that is, was hated and despised for his evil disposition and 

1mean origin* The barber-father business sounds as natural in the 
mouth of Candragupta the usurper as in that ofPorus the man *of 
family*, and the story could have been transmitted westward in 
Seleucid times by one of the ambassadors* But taken as a whole, 
the Phegeus episode is a later contruction as the garbled geography,

bife of Alexander, ch. 62*



impossible in Seleucid times, shows* It is an attempt with the 
aid of hindsight and legend to heighten the drama of the mutiny 

on the Beas*

* * *

In the story of Candragupta*s rise to power we are on firmer
ground* Here it is Justin who gives the fullest account, in his

1section on Seleucus:
(II) After the division of the Macedonian empire 

among the companions (of Alexander, Seleucus) carried 
on many wars in the east. First he took Babylon; then, 
his strength increased by this success, he subdued the 
Bactrians* (ill) He then passed over into India (II) 
which after Alexanderfs death, as if it had shaken the 
yoke of servitude from its neck, had slain his prefects*
The author of this freedom was Sandrocottus, but after 
the victory the title of freedom changed to servitude; 
aince, having seized the throne he oppressed with servit
ude the very people whom he had freed from foreign domin
ation* (i) This man was of mean origin, but was prompted 
to aspire to royal power by the divine will* For when he 
had offended king Uandrus by his impudence, and was 
ordered by the king to be slain, he sought safety in the 
swiftness of his feet* When from fatigue he lay down 
and fell asleep, a lion of enormous size approached the 
slumberer and, having licked from him the freely flowing 
sweat and gently waking him, left him. This prodigy 
first inspired in him hope of royal power and gathering 
together (a band of) robbers^ he instigated the Indians

1. 15*^.10-21.
2* Hot *mercenariesf (PHAI p* 265, fn* 2), since latro in that
sense is ante-classical, being found in Ennius (died 169 B*C*) and 
Plautus (died 18*f B*C*), but not later (Lewis and Short)5 while 
Trogus must be later than 20 B.C. (Tarn, Alex* * vol. 2, p. 126).



to a new sovereignty* (il) thereafter (deinde), 
when he was preparing for war against Alexander!s 
prefects, a wild elephant of great hulk came up 
to him of its own accord and as if tamed to gentle
ness took him on its hack and hecame his leader in 
war and conspicuous in the battlefield* (i) Having 
thus acquired the throne (il) Sandrocottus was in 
possession of India when Seleucus was laying the 
foundations of his future greatness* (ill) Seleucus 
having made a treaty with him and composing his 
affairs in the east, went to war with Antigonus.
Plutarch merely mentions that Androcottus, as a youth, saw

Alexander, and afterwards frequently said that Alexander could
easily have conquered the country because the king (Nanda) was

1despised, etc*
That Candragupta offended *Nandrus* and not Alexander (as

the older editions read) is quite certain* ^he honour of this
discovery goes to Alfred von Gutschmid, who made it over a hundred 

2years ago* Gutschmid found that where Bongarsius* edition (Paris,
1581) read procacitate sua Alexandrum* the variants given were
(l) procacitate Talenauandrum* (2) procaoetade sua nandrum and
(3) procate tale sua nandrum* from which he inferred an original 

ate
procacitale (s)ua nandrum* Referring the matter to J* Jeep, who, 
at the time, was preparing an edition of Justin for Teubner, he 
learned that four of the five good manuscripts read Landrum1 , and 
of the five worse manuscripts one read *Nandrum*, a second had

1* Cited above*

2* "Kttnig Nanda von Magadha in 15ten Buche der Historien des 
Pompejus Trogus", Rheinisches Museum fttr Philologie 12, 1857, P*



*'Alexandrum*' in the margin, a third had. it in the text, a fourth 
ka(* mandrfl and a fifth taleuandrum. 1 Nandrum* subsequently 
appeared as the preferred reading in Jeepls edition and again in 

the 1955 Teubner edition of Otto Seel, wherein three classes of 
texts totaling seventeen different manuscripts read 1Nandrum*, 
*Alexandrum* being noted for one manuscript and a siglum represen
ting "codices deteriores aut aliquot aut singuli". But we dwell 
on the matter because the opinion has got abroad that the reading 
*Nandrum* is merely an emendation of modern editors, due to a rather
cross remark once made by so influential a scholar as Hemachandra 

2Haychaudhuri•
We have inserted Homan numerals in the text of our translation 

of the Justin passage to indicate three spans of time: (I) from 
the birth of Candragupta to his overthrow of Nanda, (il) from the 
death of Alexander (?2̂ f B.C.) to Seleucus* capture of Babylon,(312 
B.C.) and beyond, to the time (ill) of his crossing into India (305 
B.C.?), his pact with Candragupta and war with Antigonus which 
terminated at Ipsus in 301 B.C. The first two spans may overlap 
somewhat, that is, the passage gives us no reason to believe that

Sditio minor, Leipzig, 1872.

2* il, 1935-6, p. 558> and to the same effect, PHAI, p. 265? fn. Is 
"Such conjectural emendations by modern editors often mislead students 
who have no access to original sources and make the confusion regarding 
the early career of Chandragupta worse confounded."



the overthrow of Nanda was accomplished before or after Alexander*s 
death*

Let us take Justin*s testimony in chronological order* (l)
He mentions Candragupta*s low birth, his flight from Nanda, his
encounter with the lion, his collecting a band of brigands* What
follows is awkwardly worded, but nevertheless clear in meaning:
Indos ad novitatem regni sollicitavit, that is, in place of the

regnum of Nandrus Rex, he established a new regnum of his own,
or in other words, he "instigated the Indians to overthrow the

1existing government" as M'Crindle had it. It is implied that he 
succeeded in this, for the story now enters a new scene marked by 
deinde. (il) Candragupta, then, was saluted by a wild elephant 
in an auspicious manner, and went to war with Alexander's prefects, 
killed them, and liberated the Indians (of the Punjab) from Macedon
ian rule, completing the conquest, in all likelihood, by the time 
Seleucus took Babylon* (ill) Some time after, Seleucus went into 
India, but made a pact with Candragupta and withdrew to make war

1* Op. cit. , p* 328. Prof. D.J.A. Ross points out that a parallel 
to this unusual phrase would be novae res, 'revolution1, 'constitu
tional change* in novei rebus studere.
2. So Gutschmid, op. cit*



!  1 0 9on Antigonus.
A good deal of controversy has arisen over the question

whether in Justin Candragupta first takes the throne of Magadha
and then attacks the Punjab, or whether he gains the Magadhan
throne from the Punjab by virtue of his successes there* In this
connection we must consider the ingenious argument of N.K* Bhatta-
sali, that after collecting a band of robbers Candragupta cannot
yet have become king, for the elephant-omen which follows signifies
that he is, to be a king, not that he already is one; thus the

2conquest of Magadha must fullow that of the Punjab* The Matter

1* Tarn, The Creeka in Bactria and India, pp* 46-7> has drawn an 
incredible amount of misinformation from this passage. Parvataka 
was not Porus (see below); Justin does not say that "Candragupta 
got his kingdom at the time when Seleucus was laying the foundations 
of his future greatness", but that having got the throne Candragupta 
f,was possessing India" (the position of Sandrocottus shows that ea 
tempestate goes with Indiam possidebat: Tarn achieved his interpreta
tion at the cost of straining the word-order and the sense and tense 

possidebat)t 9Jhe Jain dating of Candragupta*s accession (512 or 
515 B*C*) is unlikely to be exact because it is expressed in terms of 
the Vikrama era, which was not yet in existence, let alone known 
by that name, or in terms of the nirvana of the Mahavlra, for the 
date of which traditions vary by 60 years* For two other remarks on 
this remarkable paragraph, see below*
2* "Mauryya (sic) Chronology and Connected Problems", JRAS 1932, 
p. 273 ff.



can be settled if we concentrate on the question of whose was the 
kingship by seizing which Candragupta became king*

Now in the main Justin speaks as if Candragupta became king 
as a result of a victory over Alexanders prefects, and this is 
only natural from a Greek or Homan point of view* He states that 
"having seized the throne he (Candragupta) oppressed with servitude 
the very people whom he had freed from foreign domination"; the 
regnum here is clearly that of Alexanders men, for the populum 
°£ regnuin is the people of the Punjab under foreign domination, 
not the Magadhan people under Nanda*s rule* Justin goes on to say 
that Candragupta "was prompted to aspire to royal power by the divine 
will" and elaborates by giving two omens: the flight from Nandrus,
leading to the lion-omen which "first (primum) inspired in him hope 

of royal power", followed by preparation for war against the prefects 
of Alexander and the elephant-omen* "Having thus acquired the throne" 
would at first seem to refer to the whole of this action, and were 
it the case that Candragupta fled from Alexandrus Rex, we could 
only conclude that Justin has Candragupta acquire the throne by 

wresting it from Alexander1s successors, without reference to the 
throne of Magadha* Yet as we have seen, Alexandrum regem is merely 
a lectio facilior for Nandrum regem * and it is against Nanda!s sover-

■ieignty that Candragupta "instigated the Indians to a new sovereignty*"

1* Bhattasali is in error when he says "the existing government" 
refers to the "Greeks government, since the term is M*Crindle*s, not 
Justin*s, while ad novitatem regni must refer, by contrast, to Nandrum 
regnum*



The conclusion seems inescapable that according to Justin1s 
testimony Candragupta became king, king of Magadha, that is, by 
overthrowing the Wanda, and again that he became king of all India* 
by virtue of a victory over Alexander*s prefects* Were it the case 
that Justin regarded the seizure of Wanda*s throne as the sole test 
of kingship, but meant to imply that the seizure took place after 
the war with Alexander*s prefects, his opening statements would no 
longer make sense* The duplication of royal omens probably means 
that we are here dealing with two separate stories combined into 
one narrative, the beginning of the second marked by deinde*

That the royal omens which befall Candragupta--the lion which 
licks his sweat while he is asleep and the elephant which takes him 
on its back--that these are Indian legends has been recognized before 
though without very full documentation* The lion as a royal beast 
is well-illustrated by the Adiokan pillars; the throne is regularly 
called siiphasa* ,lion-seatl; and lions coupling with princesses

1* Lassen, op* cit*, p* 207» fn* 5* "Lass diese dichterischen 
Ausschmttckungen Indischen Ursprungs sind, ergiebt sich sicher daraus, 
dass eine Lbwe, der als Kbnig der Thiere gait und mit dessen Namen 
die Krieger Sinha oder Ldwen genannt werden, so wie ein Elephant, 
der als besonders den Kbnigen und Kriegern zuhbriges Thier betrachtet 
wurde, in dieser Erz&hlung auftreten*M More vaguely M*Crindle, op* 
cit*, p* 4o6: the omens "reflect the true spirit of oriental romance
and were no doubt derived from native traditions which somehow 
found their way to the west*"



to procreate kings are found in the legends of Vijaya and Satav&hana. 
The other element, waking to sovereignty, is found in the story of 
the auspicious chariot which comes upon the sleeping Bodhisattva, 
which we shall describe presently, and the motif common in Indian 
hagiology, in which a cobra spreads its hood over a sleeping man, 
signifying that he is to become a saint or a king, is somewhat 

similar* Thus the elements of the lion-omen can be paralleled, 
though we are unable to provide a parallel for the ensemble* It 
should be remarked that the lion is equally a Persian and Hellenistic 
royal beast, and lions are more frequent in stories west of the 
Indus than east, so that until an exact parallel is found there 
must be some doubt as to its provenance# But not very much? a 
story of Candragupta and Handa in Latin literature must necessarily 
have an Indian source*

1* MV 6*8-9*
2* J[S£*
3* The A^okan lion-capitals are of Persian inspiration; Philip 

of Macedon dreams he has fixed a seal bearing the image of a lion 
on his pregnant queen*s womb, which means that she will give birth 
to a lion-like son, Plutarch, Life of Alexander, ch* 2*



For the elephant-omen we have reasonably good parallels,
for it is a variant of the very common and well-defined motif of

1"choosing a king by divine will*' of which the fullest form can
2be illustrated from Hemacandra*s story of the first Nandas

The Nanda, as we have seen, was the son of a courtezan and a
barber* He had a dream that his entrails surrounded the city, and
told this to a learned brahmin, who, perceiving it to be a royal
omen, married his daughter to him, adorned him and led him in a
marriage procession around the city* At the same time king Udayin
died leaving no heirs; so his counsellors anointed the five instru-

3ments of divine will, the royal elephant, the royal horse, the

1* See N*M* Penzer, KSS, p* 175 and especially Franklin Edger- 
ton, "Pancadivyadhivasa or Choosing a King by Divine Will'1 in JAOS 
53« 19131 P« 158 full discussion and referen©es* See also
Stith Thompsons Mbtif Index of Folk Literature* and Stith Thompson 
and Jonas Balys s Motif and Type Index of the Oral Tales of India* 
entries H171, "King selected by elephant*s bowing to him"; N683* 
"Stranger accidently chosen king* Picked up by sacred elephant"; 
and T63, "Princess^ husband selected by elephant bowing to him"* 
References in Thompson and Balys are very numerous, and the tales 
come from all parts of the Sub-continent«
2* PP 6.231-^3.

3* 6*236s pancadhivyany abhisiktani mantribhih; more usually the
instruments are 1 imbued1 (adhivasitani) with divine power, Edgerton,



umbrella, the water pot and the two chowries. These instruments 

began wandering about the king's household, but then left the 
palace and came upon Nanda*s procession. The elephant trumpeted 
loudly, anointed Nanda with the contents of the water-pot and 
lifted him up on to its neck; the horse neighed "as if pronouncing 
a benediction"; the umbrella opened over him "like a lotus at dawn"; 

and the chowries began to shake "as if dancing"; whereupon he was 
made king.

This motif, common in ancient literature and in modern folk 
tales from Kashmir to Ceylon, admits of several variations: the
number of 'divine instruments1 may be only three or even one, 
typically the elephant, sometimes the horse* The elephant may 
place a garland on the new king's neck. Or it may simply lift 
the man onto its back without sprinkling him with the waters of 
consecration, as in the KathlEsaritsagara story where in a certain 
city it was the settled custom that on the death of the king the 
citizens would set an auspicious elephant to wander, and whosoever 
the elephant lifted to its back was anointed king. The man so 
chosen in the story was a partial incarnation of the Bodhisattva*2 
The new king is generally of humble origin and he may be sleeping 
when he is found* This last element is found in a story in the

3** Vikramacarita story l̂ f, in the Southern and Metrical Rescensions 
cited by Edgerton, ibid.* p. 159*
2# %SS 10*9«23~^, trans. vol. 5? P* 155*



1Kathakoda; and in the Jatakas, when the king dies without heirs,

the chariot of state, loaded with the five royal insignia and
yoked to four lotus-coloured horses, is sprinkled by the house-
priest and, attended by the fourfold army and followed by musicians,
comes upon the sleeping Bodhisattva, who at first turns over on

2his other side, but finally accepts office.

The fact that the elephant in Justin*s story picks Candra
gupta up and puts him on its back recalls these selection stories; 
but the fact that the elephant was wild, but approached Candra
gupta "as if tamed to gentleness" suggests that the story may also 
have been influenced by that of Nalagiri. This was the name of a 
fierce elephant from the royal stables of Ajatadatru, whom Devadatta

1. Tawney*s trans., p. *f.

2, The phussa- or mafigala-ratha motif in Jat* 31 &, ^5> 529 and 
especially 559* Similarly the idol is regarded as being 1asleep* 
until the installation, by awakening songs and dances, it is Hmbued* 

with divinity (adhivasya). So Varahamihira*s Byhatsaiflhita 60*15 
quoted in Edgerton, ibid., p. 1655 suptam (sc. pratimam)

sungtyagitair .jagarakaih samyag evam adhivasya« daiva.inapradiste 
kale samsthapanam kuryat. This is the sense of the adhivasana 
ceremonies daily performed in the great South Indian temples, which 
begins with the playing of music and exhortations to the god to awake. 
5* DffPN sv« Nalagiri.



caused to be intoxicated and set upon the path of the Buddha*
When the elephant was bearing down upon him, a woman dropped her 
child in terror at the Buddha1s feet; and as the elephant was about 
to attack it, the Buddha spoke to him, suffusing him with love, 
and stroked his head* HSlagiri, overcome, sank to his knees and 
learned the dharma from the Buddha* In this way was the wild

elephant "tamed to gentleness". Here, too, an exact parallel to
Justin*s story has yet to be found, but the existing parallels are
sufficiently close to permit no doubt as to the Indian origin of
the classical tale.

We may note in passing that Tarn assigns a passage from
Plutarch which is of undoubted Indian provenance to the same source
from which the Justin extract we have been discussing has come:
"But when a certain man named Menander, who had been a good king
of the Bactrians, died in camp, the cities celebrated his funeral
as usual in other respects, but in respect to his remains they put
forth rival claims and only with difficulty came to terms, agreeing
that they should divide the ashes equally and go away and should

1erect monuments to him in all their cities." Menander was of

1* Moralia 821 D, E, trans, Harold Horth Fowler. Tarn, op. cit., 
PP« *Trogus* source*.



course a king of India, not Bactria, and the quarrel about who
should have his ashes, their divisionam#ngst several cities, and
the raising of stupas over them is a replica of the story of the
Buddhafs funeral. Here, then, is another clear instance of Indian
legend in Classical literature, in this case from the cycle of
legends which gave birth to the Milinda Paffha and Menander*s posthum-

1ous fame throughout Buddhist lands. Thus about the beginning of 

the Christian era fragments of the Cafeakya-Candragupta-Katha and 
also of a Milinda-Katha reached the West*

Finally we must briefly look at Plutarch*s testimony that 
Candragupta, when a mere yout̂ x, met Alexander. Such a story, if 
true, cannot be of Greek origin; the members of Alexander’s expedi
tion would not have remembered an obscure Indian youth* It oculd 
have come from an Indian source, even from Candragupta himself; or 
it could be a Greek fabrication, to bring Alexander into contact 
with the greatest Indian king known to the Greeks, much as Plutarch, 
in the same passage (and this is undoubtedly invention), says that

1. It is of course unnecessary to suppose (Tarn, op. cit.« p# V?) 
that *Trogus* source* knew the story of the Mahaparinibbfina Sutta 
and that sttlpas were raised to dead cakravartins . unless *Trogusf 
source* was the Indian with whom the legend began .--Since in the 
course of this section we have had several occasions to differ from 
Tarn, perhaps this is the appropriate place to record our admiration 
for his writings, which, while at times misleading, at times madden
ing, we have always found stimulating*



even to the present day the kings of the Praisiai (of whom Candra- 
gupta had been one) cross the river to make offerings "in the Hel
lenic fashion” on the twelve altars Alexander had erected to mark 
the limit of his eastward advance. We believe the story is false.
It could be true; but to see in this doubtful meeting the source of 
Candragupta*s vision of empire is in the same spirit as, and only a 
little more credible than, Plutarch*s stretcher about the altars.

The earliest dateable fragments of the Canakya-Candraguota- 
Katha, then, are preserved in Classical literature. The question 
arises whether we can infer anything from these fragments about the 
original form of the Kathgt more primitive than that we have arrived 
at by a comparison of Indian literary sources. What, to take the 
most striking example, are we to make of the fact that C§nakya is 
not known in Classical literature, and that Justin ascribes to Candra
gupta what the extant Indian versions ascribe to his minister-- 
for Canakya did offend Nanda by his impudence, Nanda did order him 
killed, or rather captured, in the Mahavamsa TIka. and the brahmin 
did "seek safety in the swiftness of his feet". Mqy we conclude that 
Canakya was unknown to early legend and is a later invention to 
whom were ascribed certain of Candragupta*s exploits in the earlier 
form? Or has Trogus made one character out of two?

1* George MacDonald in CHI, p. 386; Charles Alexander Robinson, Jr.; 
Alexander the Great, p. 173. Taken rather differently in PHAI, p. 268*



We believe it would be most unwise to infer anything from the 
silence of the Classical texts* Not only are the passages we have 
been considering brief and secondary (we would especially like to 
know what Trogus himself said), but they are foreign as well, so 
that the chances for the survival of characters who were otherwise 
unknown and episodes which were unintelligible to the Classical 
authors were small# Where some agreement is to be found between an 
Indian and a Classical story, as in the story of ^anda*s barber- 

father, and the fact that Diodorus and Curtius on the one hand and 
the Puraiias on the other divide the Nandas into two generations, 
they reinforce each other; but where there is no corroboration 
from Indian sources, for example as to whether the lion-omen is 
original and central to the Katha, we have no basis for judgement, 
and the mere priority of the extant Classical sources is of little 
consequence# With the elephant-omen we are in a better position, 
for at least we have enough material with which to construct a 
theory, namely that the Greeks have transferred the motif from the 

story of the Nanda to Candragupta, the Magadhan king best known to 
them* Por Nanda*s baseness and tyranny are well known both to 

Classical and Indian literature, and when in Justin we find these 
characteristics attributed to Candragupta, together with the elephant- 
omen proper to Nanda, we may at least suspect that distinct elements 
of Indian legend have coalesced to make them compact and portable 
for their long journey westward*



The Gaij.ak.ya of History

A good dea,l of ancient Indian history seems to have heen 
written on the principle that when good sources are lacking, bad 
sources become good* Consider the proposed identification of 
Porus of the Alexander-historians with the Parvata(ka) of the 
Indian sources* This identification is made on the grounds that 
the Mudrarakgasa places Parvataka in the Horthwest, giving him 
Yavana or Greek allies (ignoring the jJakas, Httyas and their ilk)5 
the Pali and Jain versions are said to substantiate this to the 
extent of sharing a tradition of attack from the edges of Nanda1s 
domain (the bowl of gruelj)* But, as we have argued, the troop 
lists of the Mudrarakgasa show a proliferation of barbarians, 
which is itself a sign of lateness (in addition to the anachronisms) 
and these are quite naturally, if not designedly, drawn from those 
in the Horthwest* Not only do the Jain and Pali accounts fail to 
corroborate this detail, they contradict it? according to the 
Jain version, Parvata was king of Himava^tkuja, which should be 
vaguely north, not the Punjab, and the Pali apparently makes the 
campaign begin from the Vindhyas (ViH jhatavi) *1 Yet the tale that

1# Canaklta and Pabbata fly to the Vinjhatavi; thence Canaklta and 
Candagutta attack Nanda; when their army is broken they wander 
through the .janapada and start afresh on the edge of the kingdom# 
The place is not specified*



Porus helped Candragupta, while it is not explicitly fostered
today, still survives under the surface of historical writing, not
only in the most commonly accepted date of Candragupta*s accession,
321 B.C., hut even that of the Buddha*s Parinirvana# 4-83 B.C.,
derived from it with the aid of the Ceylonese traditions# Actually
the Ceylonese tradition dates the Buddha quit© independently in 4-86
or 4-85* giving Candragupta a date of c* 3̂ 4- B.C., a fact tooseldom 

1recognized# It is much more likely that Candragupta seized Magadha 
first, before advancing on the Punjab which, in the wake of Alexan

der *s death and with the growing power of Magadha, was falling into 
anarchy#

There are other sources from which to reconstruct the history 
of Candragupta*s reign, especially the fragmentary account of Megas- 

thenes, however difficult to interpret, and brief passages such as

1# We refer to the *Botted Record* which is a Ceylonese document 
in China, not an independent Chinese dating# P.H*L. Eggermonts 
The .Chronology of the Reign of Asoka Moriya. ch# 6, scrutinized 

the Record, but fails to take sufficient account of its Ceylonese 
origin, or to recognize that Geiger*s date of 4*83 B*C* for the 

Buddha is approximate only, resting on the (also approximate) date 
of 321 for Candragupta. See now W# Pachow, "A Study of the Dotted 
Record1*, JAOS 85» 19&5> P* 3^2 ff. for some further ambiguities in 
the testimony# The claims for the Dotted Record are not, of course, 
historical, but it shows the existence of a Ceylonese tradition for 
the date, which otherwise would be a matter of inference only.



Pliny*s, to the effect that Seleucus ceded Gedrosia, Arachosia, 
Paropamisadae and Aria to Candragupta, with which Tarn has dealt
so harshly and recent archeology so kindly* But there is nothing
exterior to the Qanakya-Qandragupta-Katha, we would argue, which 
provides the story of Candragupta*s rise to power with the indepen
dent support it so Badly needs*

The idea that the attack on Banda began on the frontier, even 
the idea that a preliminary attempt on the heartland was repulsed, 
could well be historical, since they can be told without recourse 
to the !bowl of gruel* story, while the *bowl of gruel* story cannot 
stand without them, and might therefore be seen as a later develop
ment in the career of the Katha* But given the charming butprepos
terous story of the gruel and the vague, descriptive name of Parvata, 
the hill-king, we can only adopt a cautious course and say, it may 
have been. The Ca&akya-Candragupta-Kathat provides evidence* What 
we need is something more like proof*

The entire legend can, of course, be called in question*
Scepticism, however, is a poor substitute for criticism. For in a
legend such as this, concerned with historical figures, apparently
of early origin and of great duration and geographical scope, it 
is more economical to suppose that it has a basis in fact than that 
it is a pure product of the imagination, Bo doubt it has the charac
ter of folklore and has suffered the common fate of folklore in its 
transmission. But we believe it provides sufficient grounds to 

believe that Ga^akya is as historical a figure as Banda oat* Candras- 
gupta. His name, unlike Parvata*s, gives us no reason to doubt



1 \ this, and although as hero of the story his role vis-a-vis
Candragupta is no doubt exaggerated, it must have been a prominent
one to have become current in folk literature* To doubt Canakyafs
existence places a greater strain on the imagination: some other
origin for the stories of him would have to be found*

Quite another matter, however, is the question of Kau^ilya
and the Artha^astra*

1. From canaka» ’chick pea’, in PP*



CHAPTER 5* THE ARTHAgASTRA AND THE STATISTICAL METHOD IN 
AUTHORSHIP PROBLEMS

Content and Style
The opening chapter of the Artha^Sstra ie a table of 

contents, giving a complete list of the topics contained in 
each book and a reckoning of the total number of books, chapters, 
topics and glokas in the entire work* The remainder of Book 1 
contains a definition of arthatfgstra in its relation to other 
works, a discussion of ministers, royal agents and princes, and: 
rules for the king*s personal life* Book 2, entitled Adhyakfapga* 
Cara (^Activity of the Overseers1) is much the longest and most 
important in the entire work; it deals in great detail with all 
subjects of the internal administration of the kingdom* Book 3» 
one of the longer ones, is a systematic exposition of the law, 
while Book k 9 concerned with the detection and punishment of 
crime, also contains a good deal of legal material# Book  ̂±e & 

miscellany which concludes the discussion of the internal affairs 
of the kingdoms secret punishment and replenishing the treasury 
by dubious means; the salaries of the king’s men; the conduct 
proper to servants and courtiers; and the steps the minister 
should take whan the king dies to secure the integrity of the king** 
dom* The sixth book introduces foreign affairs in two short chfip «•* 
ters, leading to the long Book 7 on the six measures of foreign 
policy (gfidgupya). Book 8 interrupts the scheme somewhat by 
discussing the vices which kings must avoid, together with



calamities of the various elements of the state* Book 9 
discusses marching to wars the proper times, the types of 
troops, the dangers, etc*, and Book 10 takes up the subject of 
war itself* camps, battlegrounds, battle-arrays* The eleventh 
book is very short, consisting of a single chapter on means by 
which the king should dndermine the tribal states* Book 12 
advises the weaker king on how to deal with his enemies, by 
assassination, instigation, fire, poison and trickery* Book 13 
describes the taking of a fort and the pacification of newly 
conquered lands* Book 14- contains spells, potions and occult 
means generally by which the enemy may be deceived and his troops 
harmed, and one’s own troops protected9 very much in the spirit 
of the Atharvavedic lore# The final book (Tantrayukti) analyses 
the types of rhetorical figures used in the Artha#Astra into 32 
types, such as indication, analogy, implication, and the like, 
quoting passages from the body of the work in illustration of 
each of these* Similar analyses may be found in the medical 
samhitfis of Caraka and Surfruta#

1The language of the text shows some archaisms* gerunds 
in -tva of compound verbs in the causative, potential passive 
participles used in an active sense, and words or senses for 
known words which if they cannot with confidence be called archaic 
are, in any case, peculiar, and some of them remain obscure#
There is a good number of words hitherto known only from the

1* See Kangle, Part 3i PP* 58**95 J* Jolly, Indo-Germaniache 
Forschungeru 31* 1912-13, p# 20^ ff.



lexicons, and these "illustrate the connexion of the ArthaAgstra 
with the popular language, and may indicate a later rather than

ian earlier date" for it* There are some Prakritisms and de£i 
words*

Cross-references within the Artha#5stra are fairly numerous 
and heighten the economy and sense of unity of the text* Typically 
a subject dismissed with an expression ending in vygkhyatafr (e*g* 
2.29*3*0 , indicating that the subject is to be understood by exten
sion of the proceeding* More rarely references are made to later 
parts of the book usinfc vygkhyasygmafr (e.g* 7*l***ll)# Reference 
is sometimes made to other topics or books by title (e*g* 5*6*15»
17i 22), sometimes not (6*1«7» 9)* References to other topics or 
books tend to increase in frequency as one progresses through the 
text*

One of the most striking characteristics of the Artha^gstra
is the frequency and manner with which earlier authorities are 

2cited* These authorities may be the schools of the tfgstra* 
individual teachers, or the teachers (ScSryfih) generally* In 25 
places opinions are cited which are^attributed to the schoolss 
Barhaspatyas, Au^anasas, MSnavas, Parg^aras and Ambhtyas* In 28 
places the views of individual teachers are given, and the order

1* T* Burrow, JRAS* 19&7, P* *f0*
2* See H. Jacobi, SKPAW* 1912, p. 852 ff.j Kangle, Part 5» P* ^2 ff 
and above all, F* Wilhelm, Politische Polemiken im Staatslehrbuch. 
des Kautalya*



of citation is generally the same, though the whole list of 
authorities may not he cited on any one occasion: BhSradvgja,
Vid’Slak^a, Piduna, Kauijapadanta, VStavyffdhi, Bahudantlputra*
Except for the ParSAaras who are usually cited after VidSlak§a 
amongst the individual teachers, the two classes of authorities 
are not qioted together* Finally, in 59 cases the opinions of the 
Acaryas are quoted, twice those of eke and once anare* Usually 
one or a number of authorities within a group are cited, followed 

Kautilyah and the concluding view# The opinions of the 
schools are stated dogmatically without justification or discussion# 
Occasionally the individual teachers are made to refute? the opinion 
of the teacher just quoted (l#8, 1*15# 1#17)# In the third chapter 
of Book 8 there is a very intricate scheme of dhbate in which 
Kau*Jilya refutes singly the opinions of the individual teachers 
as to the relative gravity of a pair of vices, giving arguments 
in favour of the better and against the worse, treating thus the 
first two, then second and third, then the third and fourth of 
the list of lust-born vices* The scholarly debates which emerge 
have an air of artificiality about them, and Wilhelm has slhown 
that the style and vocabulary of the individual teacher's opinions 
are uniform with that of the rest of the text# Sometimes the 
view of an individual teacher or of the ficSryas is quoted without 
rebuttal, and sometimes an opinion is followed by iti Kauj?ilyafr*

1# Wilhelm, p# 10 et passim*



even where no opposing views have previously been cited#

Structure

The text of the A'rtha^gstra is broken up into 15 books 
(adhikaranas). 150 chapters (adhygyas« literally JlesBone1), and 
180 topics (prakaranas)*^

Each book deals with a different subject, and has a title 
which is named in the table of contents (1#1) and in the colophons 
at the end of each chapter# They are numbered one to fifteen in 
the table of contents and the colophons# The books vary greatly 
in length, and may contain only one chapter and topic#

Chapters are numbered serially from the beginning of each 
book} they have no titles, and they vary considerably in length. 
Each chapter ends with at least one £loka« typically a summarizing 
or a memorial verse (kgrikg); where the argument of the prose is 
continued in the concluding verses, the very last verse or two 
is generally of the summarizing kind* Verges occasionally appear 
within the prose portion of the text, and some of thes* internal 
verses occur in the citations of earlier authorities# There are 
» few trl9Jubhs and .iagatTs in Book 2 and a few hypermetric or

1# See Kangle, Part 5» P* 25 ff*? L« Renou, MSur la forme de 
quelques textes Sanskrits”, JA 2^9• 1961, p# 185



otherwise irregular tflokas are met with, chiefly in Book !***•
Only once (10*3*29) are verses introduced with a standard 
formula, in this case apiha tflokau bhavatah* Each chapter ends 
with a colophon giving the title and number of the book, <fche 
title of the topic or topics and the number of the chapter, 
reckoned both from the beginning of the book and from the begin
ning of the entire text*

The text is further divided into topics by subject matter*
In general the topics contain a single, well defined subject*
They may be very short, often dismissing a subject in a single 
sentence by reference to proceeding discussion* Where a chapter 
contains more than one topic, the end of the first topic is often 
marked by a simple iti or an expression in iti (e*g* 1*18*12 
where the end of the topic entitled aparuddhavrttam is announced 

3-'Ey aparuddhavrttam) or some other device such as a nominal 
construction with iti/tu defining the end of one topic and the 
beginning of the next (e*g* 3*16*28-9* ity asvfimivikrayah/ 
svaevgmisambandhas tu *•*)• Some of the endings are unmarked and 
difficult to identify* Topics have no colophons of their own, 
and are not numbered in the chapter colophons*

This triple division of the text of the Arthadastra 
contains a number of anomalies which call for explanation* The 
chief of these ii that the chapter and topic boundaries overlap* 
At the one extreme topic 116, mitra-hiratyysjbEflmi-karma-sandhayafr* 
fPacts for Securing an Ally, Money, Land and an Undertaking1, is 
spread over four chapters (7f9~12) by dividing it into sub-topics



(mitrasandhi and hiranyasandhi * bhflmisandhi, anavaeitasandhi and 
karmasandhi): at the other extreme five topics (103-7) are fitted 
into a single chapter (7*4-) • Occasionally a single chapter 
contains part of a topic and the whole of the next (e*g* 1.12 
containing part of topic 7 and the whole of 8).

The scheme of books and topics is quite clear and rational, 
being based on subject matter, but it is difficult to see on 
what principle the division into chapters was made* Certainly 
it was not subject matter, for then there would be no need to 
duplicate the scheme of topics, nor, for instance, would the 
offices of the superintendent of passports and of the superinten
dent of pastures have been lumped in one chapter (2*3^> topics 
52, 53)• One would presume the object to have been to group 
topics into 'lessons1 of equal length, so nearly as that is 
possible without disturbing too much the integrity of the topics# 
But if so, it is difficult to account for such things as the 
spreading of topic 1 over three short chapters (1*2 *4) totalling 
55 sfltras on the one hand, and the failure to subdivide 2*12, 
topic 30, the longest chapter of the text at 117 sfltras« into 
two or more chapters, as elsewhere has been done#

There is one remaining anomaly# The first chapter of the 
Artha^astra is unique in containing no topic* One of the manus
cripts (the BevanSgari) gives it a title in the colophon, prakar- 
anadhikaranasamudde£a# although no other chapter has a title, 
only the books and topics; and yet it is clear from the faot 
that according both to the statement in 1*1*18 and from a count



in the te*t itself that there are the right number of topics,
180, without considering chapter 1#1 to contain a topic.

When we turn to two works which are heavily indebted to 
this-text, so much so that we can call them heirs bf the Artha- 
j£gstra, we find the scheme of internal divisions has been ration
alized# The NItiaSra of Kamandaka draws from the Arthadfatra 
more by the way of content than of form; VStsySyana's Kfimaslltra 
closely follows its form but is naturally different in content#

The Nltisara opens by invoking Vi§$u (l«l) , then Vi§$u- 
gupta (l#2-6), "who, resembling &aktidhara Skanda, by his power 
and the power of his counsel brought the earth to that moon 
among men, Candragupta11 and "who extracted the glorious ambrosia 

nltirfgstra from the ocean of arthad&stra# This abridgement," 
i+ continues, "preserving the sense, (has been made) out of love 
for the kingly science from the system of him who, of keen intel- 
lect, fathomed the depths of the sciences"# The Nltisgra (unlike 
the Artha^Sstra) is a wholly metrical work, containing some 1224- 
verses, or about a quarter of the extent of the Artha^Satra as 
we now have it* Book 1 of the Artha^Sstra* apart from the table 
of contents (l#l), is best preserved in the NXtisSras Books 2,
3 and 4- are almost entirely passed over, in spite of the fact 
that Book 4— Kaatakatfodhana—  shares its title with Nltisara 6, 
topic 15# Books 5 to 10 are represented in whole or part in the 
Nitisara but very little if anything of Books 11 to 15# The

1* dar^anSt tasya auddr^o vidyangqi paradr^vanafr / 
rg.javidyapriyatayg saftksiptagrantham arthavat // 1#7



Arthatfastra material is often much compressed hut there is 
additional material from the Epics and from other arthadSstras * 
including the quoted views of authorities which cannot he traced 
in the Arthadgstra*^ Yet, perhaps 70# of the Nltisgra derives 
directly or indirectly from the Kautilfya Arthadgstra•

Nltisgra is divided into chapters (sargas) andttopics
pprakaranas). Colophons occur at the ends of chapters. There 

are 20 chapters and $6 topics; a chapter may contain as few as 
one and as many as six topics, hut topics are never spread over 
more than one chapter. The hody of the chapter is in d’lokas, with 
verses in ornate metres at the end (there are a few exceptions) , 
generally of the summarizing kind; a few verses in these metres 
are sometimes found in the hody of the chapter. Thus while Kaman- 
daka departs considerably from the form of the Artha^gstra# it 
is possible to see formal analogies, and a simplification and 
rationalization of the scheme of textual divisions.

5*88 B^haspati 8 . 28 Viifglgkfa
8.5 Byhaspati 8.59 Pgrg£ara
8.20 Maya 9.57 BharadvSja
8.21 Puloma 9.60 B^haspati
8.22

j
U^anas 10*18 B ghudanti suta

8.25 Maya or Mahar§i 10.19 Manavas
8.2^ Manavas 11.39 B^haspati
In Ganapati Sastri^ ed., there are topic colophons

lighter type.



The Kfimasfttra of Vgtsygyana shows great stylistic affin-
1ities to the Arthadgstra# The opinions of earlier authorities 

are quoted, then rebutted, in the Arthadgstra manner# Though 
the content is, of course, much different, the Kgmasfttra uses 
enough of the rarer terms of its predecessor that a translator 
ignores the Arthadgstra at his peril# KSmastttra for
example, tells us how the sfltrgdhyaksa should approach widows, 
unprotected women and women who have left their homes# K# Ranga- 
swami Iyengar translates stltrgdhyaksa as ’law officerf# But 
the topic of the Arthadg&tra (2#23t topic 40) devoted to this 
functionary makes it clear that he is a superintendent of yarns, 
in charge of the kingfs looms, employing widows and other sorts 
of women who are cast adrift and who otherwise would be without 
protection and work# It thus becomes clear who the stttrfidhyakqa 
is and how he has access to these women# Some of the expressions 
characteristic of the Arthadgstra recur here, as samgnam pdrvena. 
fand so on, exactly as before1, and constructions with yygkhy&tafr# 

Of interest to us is that the KSmastttra preserves the three** 
fold divisions of its text into adhikarapas« adhyayas and prakar- 

or kooks, chapters and topics, with the usual features such 
as titles only for books and topics, memorial verses and colophons 
only at the ends of chapters, as in the Nltisgra#

1* See Shamasastry’s translation of Arth •, 6th ed#, Preface, pp* xi- 
xii; F, Wilhelm, "Arthadgstra unci KgraasStra"*
2# Lahore, 1921#



But each chapter consists of one or more topics; a topic 
is never parcelled out amongst several chapters, and chapter 
size does not vary so enormously as in the Arthadgstra# There 
are, no doubt, formal differences between the two works# The 
Kamastitra has no Tantrayukti at the end, and though it has a 
first chapter containing a table of contents, it differs in 
listing the number of chapters and topics in each book, and in 
giving a geneology of the dastra# The opening chapters of the 
two works are similar in giving a reckoning of the total number 
of books, chapters, topics and dlokas (units of 32 syllables 
each) in the respective works and in opening the table of contents 
with identical expressions: tasygygm nrakaranSdhikaranasamuddedab
(Arth# 1#1#2, Kam# l#l#19f#)# They differ again, however, in 
that the first chapter of the Arthadgstra contains no topic (and, 
in all but one manuscript, no title) while the first chapter of 
^ke Kgmastttra is also the first topic, entitled precisely: 
prakar anadhikaranasamudde da # Thus the anomalies in the structure 
of the Arthadgstra have been resolved in the Kgmastltra.

The anomalies^ of the Arthadgstra1s scheme of chapters and 
topics has only seldom been remarked upon# Winternitz did so in 
a footnote and concluded that the division into chapters seems 
to be the work of a later redactor# Keith drew the same conclu-

Creschichte der indischen Litteratur vol# 3, p* 510, n#ls "In 
dem Buch selbst ist aber jeder Hauptabschnitt in eine Anzahl
Kapitel (adhyaya) eingeteilt, die nur teilweise ait den Prakarapas 
zusammenfallen• Bs scheint, dass diese Adhyaya-Kinteilung das 
Werk einer spgteren Redaction ist#"



1 2 si on, but Kangle drew none* Renou, sensible to the implica
tion that if the division into chapters was a secondary develop
ment, the verses terminal to the chapters must be regarded as 
**a foreign corpus adjoined to a received text**, found that Mordin
arily they are of no use to the argumentation and certain formal 
indices show that the end of the prose coincides with the end of 
the reasoning* Nevertheless certain compact groups of verses 
have their utility in perfecting a doctrine; and, what is more 
telling, there are several signs indicating that there is a 
continuity in sense between the prose and the verse#11 He concluded, 
"The question cannot be resolved without nuances*"^

No doubt there are nuances* Nevertheless we hold that 
there is excellent reason to regard the division into chapters, 
the terminal verses, the entirety of Arthadgstra 1*1 with its 
table of contents and its ennumeration of book, chapter, topic 
an<* totals and, since it refers to the first chapter, Book
15 (Tantrayukti) * as the work of a later, tidying and organizing 
hand, reworking a text already divided by books and topics, andt 
already possessing an adequate introduction in Arthadgstra 1*2*

***• History of Sanskrit Literature (2nd* ed., Oxford, 19̂ -1), p* ^52* 
"There is the possibility that this division (into adhygyas) is 
secondary, possibly also the verses which mark it out*11 
2* Kangle, Part 3t PP* 25-6*
5* Renou, op* cit•, pp* 185-6, paras* 2, 3»



When one considers the significance of the anomalies of the 
work!s structure, beside the clear structure of the Nltisgra 
and above all of the Kamastttra* one can say not merely that the 
heirs of the Arthadgstra have rationalized its organization in 
their own works, but thqt no single author would himself be 
likely to create such anomalies*

Once it is accepted that the division into chapters is 
secondary, it follows that the terminal verses and colophons 
must also be secondary, for they would have no place in a work 
divided by topics* The occasional usefulness of the verses to 
the argument of the prose, or occasional continuity with the 
prose scarcely weighs against their usual lack of utility and 
continuity in this* Then, the first chapter of the book could 
not have been completed, and need not have been composed before 
this reorganization, since the following chapter (l*2) forms a 
suitable introduction to a pre-existing work, and the table of 
contents and enumeration of books, etc*, presuppose a finished 
work# Finally, if 1*1 as a whole is the work of a later redactor, 
it follows that Book 15 is as well, since in quoting 1*1*1, 3 
(15*1*5, 6) it presupposes a finished opening chapter* In 
particular this organizing hand must be the author of l*l*18i 
"The enumeration of this treatise amounts to fifteen Books, one 
hundred and fifty Chapters, one hundred sad eighty Topics and six 
thousand ^lokas*" This reorganization must have taken place 
before Vatsygyana, whose work duplicates its every feature 
(except the Tantravukti)* including the passage just quoted,



which finds a correspondence in Kgmastttra 1*1*88, which says
the work contains 7 hooks, 56 chapters, 6k topics and 1250 

1dlokas* The commentary on the Kamastttra suggests that these
numbers are not arbitrary* there are 6k topics, for example,
because there are 6k kfilas or arts of the courtezan* And this
gives us a clue to two of the anomalies) of the Arthadgstra
structure; for, given the desire to redivide the work in chapters
or lessons of reasonable size, the desire to achieve significant,
round numbers of chapters and topics may have compromised the
principle of (roughly) equal size and the first chapter was then
not made a topic so as not to exceed the figure of 180 topics*

To this organizing hand must also be ascribed the opening
passage of the Arthadgstra (1*1*1)*

•pythiv.va labhe pglane ca ygvanty arthadgs trani 
pgrvgcgryaifo prasthapitgni prgyadas tgni saqihrtyaikam 
id am Arthadastram krtanu

Kangle translates thus*
This single (treatise on the ) Science of Politics 
has been prepared mostly by bringing together (the 
teachings of) as many treatises on the Science of 
Politics as have been composed by ancient teachers 
for the acquisition and protection of the earth*
The phrase Hhe teachings of1 is a gratuitous emendation

1* And before Da$$in who says (Padak, p. 151, 11*10-12)* adhtgva 
tgyad dandanltim* iyam idgnlm gpgrya-Visaugupt ena Maurygrthe 
gadbhifr dlokasahasraih samk^iptg* uPearn, therefore, the science 
of politics* Now this has been abridged in six thousand dlokas 
by the teacher Vi§$ugupta for the Maurya*11



which interprets the passage in a way which the hare wording
of it does not warrant* On the other hand Kangle is probably
right in taking the gerund samhrt.va in the sense of *having
brought together, collected*, though the sense *having condensed*
cannot be ruled out since Daj($in, equating it with samkgip-*

1♦abridge* takes it so. In any case, many arthadgstras of 
previous (not necessarily *ancient*) teachers were brought together 
or condensed, to make a single Arthadgstra* This oould be under
stood in two ways: either the contents, the * teachings* of these
arthadgstraa were digested and a new arthadgstra composed; in this 
case we could not deny the composer the style of 1author** Or, 
these arthadgstrae» understood as monographs, have been brought 
together (or perhaps condensed) between two covers to form a 
single comprehensive work* We assert that the second best fits 
the meaning of the words, without the aid of emendation*

This theory of the composition of the Arthadgstra then, 
ascribes to the organizing hand we have inferred this task of 
selecting and assembling previous works into a larger Arthadgstra; 
and since the verses were added (though not in every case composed) 
by him, it further involves that this organiser— or rather, compos
er-called himself Kau$ilya (1*1*19, 2.10.65, 15*1*73) whether 
rightly or wrongly*

1* See the proceeding footnote. Kamandaka calls his a aamksip* 
tagrantha (1*7).



It may be objected that the various observable features 
of style, the ’polemics1, the cross-references, the peculiar 
expressions and terms, which pervade the work and give it its 
appearance of unity, could not have been found in independent 
works; and it must be conceded that a certain amount of reworking 
and even original writing to provide linkages between the indepen
dent works is probable in this theory# But the various stylistic 
features which have so far been mentioned are not evenly spread 
throughout the work# There are no citations of earlier author
ities in Books 4, 6, 11, 15 and 14, for example, and only one in

1Book 5 and two in Book 2, while Book 8 is overloaded with them# 
It is difficult to see how the theory thus outlined could be 
verified by appeal to traditional methods of stylistic analysis# 
But toother method exists— the statistical#

The Statistical Method in Authorship Problems

Some thirty years ago G. Udney Yule in inaugurated the 
statistical study of authorship problems with a paper entitled*
^On Sentence-length as a Statistical Characteristic of Style in 
Prose: With Application to two Cases of Disputed Authorship*1,2
This paper was Yule’s first attempt to resolve by statistical 
means the problem of the authorship of Dje Imitatio Christi as

1# Kangle, Part 5* P« 53*
2# Biometrika 20* 1939, P* 363 ff*



between Thomas h, Kempis and the Sorbonne theologian F6lix Gerson# 
The method consisted in comparing the sentence-length distribu
tions within the work with those in the known writings of Thomas 
and Gerson and to assign authorship where the agreement was 
closej the second attempt consisted of a comparison off the size
of noun Vocabularies in the three, and resulted in a book entitled

1The Statistical Study of Literary Vocabulary# In this book 
Yule proposed a characteristic off vocabulary size, K, which is 
independent of the si^e of the text under investigation#

Since Yule’s work appeared, a number of authorship studies 
employing statistical methods have been made# William C. Wake 
has been the most active in divising means of using sentence- 
length distributions as discriminators of authorship, and has 
done further work in comparing noun vocabularies# Wake’s work 
on the Hippocratic Corpus enabled him to define a group of works 
in the Corpus emanating from one hand which on other grounds can 
reasonably be identified with Hippocrates# Of particular interest 
to historians of India is Alvar Bllegard’s study of the &unius 
letters, which Ellegarde was able to show were written by Sir 
Philip Francis, member of the Council for Bengal and instrumental

1# Cambridge, 1944*
2# Greek Medicine in the 5th and 6th Centuries B#C# * MSc# 
Dissertation, London, 1946; The Corpus Hippocraticum* Ph#D# 
Thesis, London, 1951#



! 1 4 1in securing the impeachment of Warren Hastings. Ellegarde rejec
ted the sentence-length test and the K-test as having insufficient 
discriminating power to distinguish the author of the Junius letters 
from all possible candidates. Instead he confined his attention 
to those preferences of word and expression which we usually think of 
as constituting an authorfs peculiar vocabulary or style. The Junian 
material was read through and a tentative list of distinctively Junian 
words and expressions (1plus-words1) was drawn up, and a million 
word sample (109 text items by 90 different authors, including all 
Junian candidates, all contemporary) was read through and a list of 
words and expressions distinctive of them but not of Junius was drawn 
up. Preliminary testing showed Sir Philip Francis was linguistically 
the best candidate, so a 231,300 word text mass of his was also read. 
Four hundred eighty-five items of the original list were then regis
tered on charts, according to where they occured in Junius, Francis, 
and the million-word sample. The items were grouped according to 
their distinctivehess-ration, i.e. the percentage of occurences 
in Junius divided by the percentage of occurences in the million 
word sample, giving Junius plus-words (distinctiveness ratio 1+) 
and minus-words (between 1 and 0). Alternatives (burden/burthen, 
has/hath, farther/further) were separately treated. Francis fell 
within the 1Junian range* in each 1 distinctiveness group*; he 
was the only writer to do so,

!• Who was Junius?. Stockholm, 19&2, and A Statistical Method for 
Determining Authorship; The Junius Letters. 1769-1772. Gtiteborg,
1962. The first is more historical, the second, statistical.



though some others fell within it in some of the groups* The 
probability of more than one author having all the Junian charac
teristics thus defined was calculated at one in ^62,000* If it 
is accepted that Francis belonged to that *01% of the population 
of Britain who wrote like Junius, then the bag containing Junius; 
and Francis must be reduced to 300 for the identification to "be 
made at the 99% level of confidence* "Francis, as well as Junius 
was among the public audience who heard Lord Chatham's speeches 
in the House of Lords on the Middlesex election, as well as on 
the Faulkland Islands, in 1770* That fact in itself is enough
to place them both in the same group of at most a few hundred 

1persons*"
Ellegard's method, while most admirable in its workings, 

is unlikely to have many imitators, because it requires large 
masses of text, because it is extremely laborious, and because 
easier approaches have been found# Ellegard says, "The words 
most frequently used in the larguage— articles, prepositions, 
con junctions, and pronouns, as well as the commonest verbs, nouns, 
adjectives and adverbs, are necessarily about equally frequent 
in all texts, whoever the author* And this means in effect that 
the large majority of the positively or negatively distictive 
words will belong to the frequency ranges below 0*0001, or one 
per ten thousand*"2 By and large, therefore, the most frequent

1* A Statistical Method for Determining Authorship, p* 63*
2* Ifrid♦* pp. 15-16*



words— making up perhaps 80# of any normal text— will be of
1little use for identification purposes♦ **

Subsequent studies have shown> however, that there can
be great differences in the frequency of common words between
different authors, that indeed it is the “utterly mundane high-

2frequency function words** which prove the best discriminators#
And besides the obvious advantage that high-frequency words have 
in yielding a sufficient number of occurences for statistical use 
from smaller samples, such words are the least affected by the 
subject-matter under discussion, being distributed more or less 
evenly from one work to another within the corpus of a single 
author regardless of context#

A study of this sort which deserves to become a classic 
was made by Frederick Mosteller and David L. Wallace in which 
the authorship bf the disputed Federalist papers was decided 
between Madison and Hamilton* Discriminators were chosen from 
a Screening set1 of texts, half of them written by Madison and

1# Ibid * # p# 18#
2# Mosteller and Wallace, (below, n# 5) » P# 30***•
3# “Inference in an Authorship Problem** in of the American 
Statistical Association 58 # 1963 > P» 275 ff* Methods of Inference 
Applied to the Federalist # Heading^Mass#, forthcoming#



half by Hamilton, words such as an, of, upon# which had markedly 
different rates of occurrence in the two authors# These words 
were weighted according to their discriminating power, and 
grouped; their performance was then observed in a 1 calibrating 
set* of texts from both authors, to observe and correct the 
effects of selection and weighting# Finally the disputed papers 
were examined and scores assigned according to the occurrence of 
the discriminators in them# The main part of Hosteller and 
Wallace*s study waa^based on Bayes* Theorem, and is at once more 
powerful and unfortunately less comprehensible to the scholars 
most interested in the Federalist Papers as documents#

Of more direct relevance to our own work, because it deals 
with authors for whicfeno outside works exist, is the study of 
the Pauline Epistles# by the Rev# A.Q* Morton* Morton*s problem 
was to separate the Pauline Epistles from the non-Pauline# His 
chief method was to compare the distributions of kai, en, autos, 
einai and de (occurrences per sentence) in the various Epistles 
by the chi-square test, together with sentence-length statistics. 
He found that Romans, 1st and 2nd Corinthians and Galatians can 
be regarded as homogeneous and, on other grounds, as Pauline, but 
no other Epistle with the possible exception of Philemon# which 
is too short to reach a decision#

1* “The Authorship of Greek Prose“, J. of the Royal Statistical 
Society, Series A 128, 1965, p# l69ff*



The only studies of this sort which have so far been made 
in Sanskrit texts are those of Prof* R* Morton Smith on the 
stories of Amba, Nala and dakuntalg in the MahabhSr at a» Smith 
explored a number of possible tests by which to separate the 
variousohands in these stories* the vipulg pattern and vipulg* 
pathya ratio; the ratio of vocatives which refer to characters 
within the story to those which refer to the listener; the frequency 
of the different forms in the past tense; the frequency of suppressed 
asti. gerunds, absolutes and participles; the kinds of nominal 
compounds; and the frequencies of particles such as atha, api# 
eva* Smith1 s studies, useful as they are, suffer from a lack of 
verification of the supposed tests in material of known authorship, 
and from a lack of significance testing to help decide which differ
ences are merely due to sampling variation and which are due to 
differences of authorship*

^ Pilot Study of the Arthadgstra

When we were first attracted to the problem of the author
ship of the Arthadgstra# the studies of Morton and of Smith came 
to our attention. We decided to make a simple pilot study to find

1* “The Story of Amba in the Mahabh&rata", Adyar- Library Bulletin 
1955> ,fThe Story of Bala in the Mahgbharata", J. of the Oriental 

Institute# Baroda g,# i960, p# 357 ff*5 “The Story of sfakuntala in 
the Mahabhgrata“, J. of the Bihar Research Society 46, i960, p* I63 ff«



whether the statistical method could here he. applied*
We drew up a list of particles* First ca (fandf) on the 

anology of kai* which had. proved so useful in Morton’s work on the 
Epistles; then a list derived from Smith’s Nala article; atha* 
ani * eva, evam, tatas* t atha * tada* tu, hi; finally yS (’or*), 
which in going through the text we quickly found to he of high 
frequency•

Two samples of 30 0  sentences each were taken from the 
second hook of the Arthadgstra* starting from the first stttra« 
the second sample beginning where the first left off (Samples 2-1 
and 2-II)* The third sample, of the same siae, was taken from 
Book 7» which seemed to us very different in character from Book 
2* A fourth came from Book 9* Book 7 being not quite long enough 
to yield two samples* Only the prose portions were included in 
the samples; verses were passed over, even where they occurred 
within the prose hody of the text*

In Table 3*1 we give total occurrences for the 11 particles 
in the four samples*

Table 3*1
H t M n w a i i i  M w i w

Total occurrences of particles in four samples from the Arthadgstra* 

Sample atha api eva evam ca tatas tatha tada tu vfi hi total
2-1 0 5 5 1 102 5 0 0 1 5*f 6 177
2—II 0 1 9 3 111 h 2 0 0 73 1 20k

7 0 16 11 12 65 1 0 8 16 182 CVJ 3^3
9 2 6 9 6 71 11 1 3 7 135 21 272



Most of the particles have a fairly loir frequency, with 
the brilliant exceptions of ca and vSj atha. tatha and tadS are 
so rare as to he of little use in samples of this size. Amongst 
the remainder, there is a fair measure of agreement between the 
figures for samples 2-1 and 2-II an the one hand and between 7 
and 9 on the other, and something of a difference between the 
two pairs, except for eva where the two pairs overlap, and tat as 
where 7 and 9 differ by 10 occurrences, the samples from Book 2 
falling in between. Samples 7 and 9 use considerably more of 
the particles listed than 2-1 and 2-II. A striking difference 
between the two pairs of samples is the fact that 2-1 and II use 
more oa's than ya!s while the reverse holds for samples 7 and 9*

Table 3*2

Ca s va ratio in four samples from the Artha^astra.

Sample ca s va

2-1 1.9 * 1
2-II 1.5 * 1
7 .36: 1
9 .53* 1

A more detailed picture of the treatment of the two 
particles with the highest frequency, ca and vg, can be got by
considering the number of occurrences per sentence. In Table 3*3
we give the figures for ca, in Table 3.̂ f, those for vS.



(Table 3*5

Occurrences of ca per sentence in four samples from the Artha- 
£astra« In sample 2-1 there are 209 sentences containing no 

81 sentences containing 1 ca, etc*

Occurrences 2—1 2-II 7 9
0 209 200 255 246
1 81 90 52 41
2 9 9 12 9
5 1 1 5 4

It will be seen that samples 2-1 and 2-11 conform to each 
other very closely, that 7 and 9 are much alike and that the two 
pairs differ markedly from each ofcher, 7 and 9 dropping more 
abruptly between no occurrences and one, and presenting a slightly 
thicker tail*



(Table 3mk

Occurrences of v§ in four samples from the Arthadfestra*

Occurrences Sample 2-1 2—II 7 9
0 258 257 192 2lk

1 56 3k 7^ 61
2 2 8 19 15
5 2 1 7 k

if 2 3 2

5 - ■a* 2 1
6 - 1 2
7 mm mm - 1
o

9 - mm 1 m

10 m mm mm mm

11 mm - mm m

12 «*■ mm 1 mm

Considering the distribution for va, again the agreement 
between 2-1 and 2-II is good (though not so close as was the case 
with caj; that between 7 and 9 is goodj and the divergence 
between the two pairs is striking* In particular 7 and 9 (especial
ly 7 with its sentence containing no less that 12 vafs) have much 
longer tails*



The question arises whether the differences between the 
two pairs of samples is significant of anything other than sampling 
variation, whether they are not merely due to chance, as we like to 
say# Everyone will concur that, given a bowl containing those marbles 
so beloved of statisticians, of which 10% are blue and the rest 
white, one. would not in every case draw precisely one blue marble 
in every handful of 10 taken when blindfolded# At the same time, 
the probability of drawing 8, 9 or 10 blues is rather small, and 
the probability o,f drawing, say 10 blues in three successive tries 
is so remote as to make us regard it as a highly significant depar
ture from our expectations, such that we would be well advised to 
see whether the marbles are well mixed between tries, and whether 
the blindfold is securely tied# Significance testing is just this 
measuring of the probability of the departure from the expected of 
observed values*

These probabilities tell us the likelihood of so large a 
divergence or larger occurring through sampling variations and form 
a continuum from 100% (in the case of perfect agreement between 
observations and expectation) to 0% (in the case of perfect diaa- 
greement)* We cannot say dogmatically at what level of prob
ability a divergence must be regarded as * significant * in this 
sense, of course; but for practical reasons we must fix such a level,

and it is usual to regard the 5% level (that is, a divergence 
between observ©^ and expected values such that it could occur 
through sampling variation in one out of 20 or more cases) as 
•probably significant1, the 1% level (one out of a hundred cases)



as ‘significant1, and the •1% level (one out of a thousand or 
more cases) as ‘highly significant *«

A significance test of great versatility is the chi-square.
(X ) test* Let us suppose that our four samples are drawn from 
a single statistical population and that the divergence between 
the observed distributions of ca fs due simply to sampling varia
tion. The expected values will then lie between the four samples, 
and since the samples are of equal size, the expectation can be

icalculated by taking simple averages of the rows, as in Table 3*5*

Table 5*5

Observed and expected values for ca in the Arthad&stra*

Sample
Occurrences 2-1 2-II 7 9 Expectation

0 209 200 253 2 k6 227
1 81 90 32 kl 61
2+ 10 10 15 13 12

The chi-square test tends to exaggerate the divergence where 
the expectation is very small, say below 5 for any cell of the

1. Where samples are of different sizes the expectation is calcul
ated by finding row and column totals, and the grand total; the 
expectation for each cell of the table is found by multiplying its 
proper row and column total, and dividing by the grand total*



table, and so we have had to pool the figures for 2 and 3 occur
ences per sentence, thus making the comparison son©what less 
detailed*

Chi-square is given as

or the sum of all quantities obtained by squaring the differences 
between the observation and the expectation, and dividing by the 
expectation* For example, sample 2-1 has 209 sentences containing 
no ca's, which is the observed value, or 'observation1* The expec 
tation is 227 sentences containing no ca's* Substituting in the 
above equation we get*

—  - ^ ?"2^72?,7) * ""It7" = 1#if approximately*

Computing in this way for each of the values in Table 3*5 and 
summing the results we find that chi-square has a value of 51 
The next step is to determine the number of 'degrees of freedom' 
(d*f*)* We <find that the 12 values of Table 3*5 are arranged in 
three rows and four columns* We then multiply one less than the 
number of columns (*f columns - 1 » 3) by one less than the number 
of rows (3 rows - 1 « 2) to find the number of degrees of freedom 
(2x 3 * 6 d*f*). It is then necessary to consult tables of chi- 
square to evaluate the result* There we find that at six degrees

1* E.g# those in Biometrika Tables for Statisticians * vol# 1, 
ed* E*S* Pearson and E*0* Hartley*



of freedom, chi-sqaare is 22*5 at the *1% level. With the calcul
ated value of chi-square at 51.^ greatly exceeding the *1% level, 
we can say that the probability that the differences between the 
samples is merely sampling variation is extremely small, such as 
would occur less than one out of a thousand cases, or, in other 
words, that the differences are highly significant. We conclude 
that the samples do not come from the same population.

Now let us look at the two sampless from Book 2. Assuming 
that they came from the same population, observation and expecta
tion are as in the following table*

Table 3.6

Observed and expected values for ca in the Artha^Sstra.

Sample
Occurrences 2-1 2-II Expectation

0 209 200 204.5
1 81 90 85.5
2+ 10 10 10

X2 « .675 d.f. = 2

Entering the results in tables of chi-square we find that 
it falls somewhere between the 50$ and 75$ levels, i.e. random 
variations of this magnitude could be expected to occur in over 
fifty out of a hundred cases. The result is therefore non-signif
icant. It is important to note that a non-significant result does



not prove the hypothesis that the two samples come from a single 
population; it merely means it is not disproven, or in other 
words, that we have no reason to doubt the hypothesis on the 
basis o£: the available data*

The samples from Books 7 and 9 also very close to eacjx
other*

Table 3*7

Observed and expected values for ca in the Artha£&stra«

Sample
Occurrences_____J_____9 Expectation

0 253 24*6 24-9*5
1 32 4*1 36*5
2+ 15 13 14*

x2 = 1.35 5 d.rf. = 2

This result is almost precisely at the 50% level (X « 
1*386)*^ Our hypothesis that the two samples come from a single 
population has not been disproved*

The ehx-square test yields similar results when applied to 
the figures for v5* Observation and expectation for samples 2~I

21* It may help the reader to evaluate X by inspection if
2he remembers that X and d*f. are roughly equal at the 50# level, 

and that the probability diminishes as X2 exceeds d*f*



and 2-II are these:

Table 5.8

Observed and expected values for va in the Artha&Sstra*

Sample
Occurrences 2-1 2-11 Expectation

0 258 237 247.5
1 36 54 45
2+ 6 9 7.5

X2 - 5.09 ! d.f. m 2

The result falls between the 10% (X^ ■ 4*6) and 3% (X^ » 6*0) 
levels; hence the differences between the values for 2-1 and 2-II 
are such as could occur in one out of 10 to 20 cases, were they 
from the same statistical population* We may t&ke it that there 
is no reason to doubt the hypothesis.

For the samples from Books 7 and 9 "tbe figures are given 
in Table 3#9*



Table 5*9

Observed and expected values for vg in the Artha^astra*

Sample
Occurrences 7 9 Expectation

0 192 214 203
1 74 61 67.5
2 19 15 17
3 7 4 5.5
4+ 8 6 7

X2 - 4*02 ; d.f. => 4

This result, lying between the 50% level (X2 *» 3*6) and the 25% 
level (X * 5*4), is non-significant* The longer tails of the 
distributions for va in these two samples permit us a more 
detailed comparison, and hence a more exacting test*

Taking all four samples together the figures are as follows*



Table 5*10

Observed and expected values for va in the Artha£&stra»
_______ S a mpi e.________

Qcourrencess 2-1 2-II 7 9~ Expectation
0 258 257 192 214 225.25
1 36 5^ 72 61 56.25
2 2 8 19 15 11
3+ k 1 15 10 7.5

X2 = 55.5 ; d.f. - 9

Differences of this magnitude in a single population are 
practically beyond the pale of possibility* For at nine degrees 
of freedom, in one out of a thousand or more cases a value of 
27^9 chi-square would result; how much rarer a result of 55*3 
would occur may be imagined* And the results for ca and vS taken 
together must surely be proof enough that a great disparity exists 
between Books 2 on the one hand and Books 7 and 9 on the other, 
that the Artha£astra is not a homogeneous work*

Strategy

In performing this pilot study we had assumed that the 
source of divergence was difference in authorship* And this is 
a reasonable assumption to make* If the statistical method will 
work in Latin, Greek, and English, we may presume it will work 
in Sanskrit; and ca and va are just the "utterly mundane, high-



frequency function words" which have shown themselves so useful 
in other, similar studies* Nevertheless, this assumption cannot 
pass untested, for there are other possible sources of signific
ant divergence, of which the most serious is context* Books 2 
and 7 of the Arthurstra are very different in content, after all, 
and though it may seem probable that an author uses <ca, let us 
say, at a given rate regardless of the dUontext, the matter must 
be verified in texts of known authorship, covering a variety of 
subjects*

Though the assumption that a given word is a good discrim
inator of authorship can be tested, it cannot be proved, but only 
disproved. No matter how much control material we use, a non-sig
nificant result always has the character of a verdict of *not- 
guilty*f not a proof of innocence* The conclusion we finally 
reach on the structure and composition of the Artha££stra« then, 
are always subject to further verification and, perhaps, disproof*

It should further be borne in mind that even where we have 
a competent discriminator, a non-significant result for two works 
by no means proves common authorship; for it will often turn out 
that two authors will have similar rates for some words just as 
a great number of people, probably the greater part of the world*s 
population, will answer to the description, rbrown eyes and black 
hair1* If two works show non-significant differences for a number 
of characteristics, the presumption of common authorship is 
strengthened* But again, it can only be disproved, never proven*



Our strategy will be to draw up a sizeable list of potential 
discriminators) to test them for homogeneity within works of 
known authorship, and for differences between authors; and to see 
whether we are justified in seeing more than one hand at work in 
the prose sections of the Kautillya Artha^astra* We want also 
to determine whether sentence-length is a useful discriminator 
in Sanskrit, as it has proved on occasion in English and Greek* 
Finally, since Sanksrit makes frequent recourse to lengthy com
pounds, we want to see whether compound-length is a characteristic 
which can distinguish one author's work from another's* With this 
variety of approaches, our theory of the composition of the Artha- 
^astra can be put to the test*



CHAPTER 4s WORDS AS DISCRIMINATORS

In the classical form of an authorship problem the choosing 
of words which are good discriminators of authorship is greatly 
simplified* In that form, a text is ascribed variously to two 
or more writers for which we have other works, more or less exten
sive, whose ascription is not in question* Undoubted works of 
the candidates form the control material from which to select 
words which are (l) of high frequency and (2) of even distribution 
within authors but (3) of different rates of distribution between 
authors•

In the Artha^Sstra problem, however, things are much different* 
All its^;authors, if there are more than one, must be assumed to 
have left no other surviving works, and thus we must look else
where for control material* Let us see how that affects the search 
for good discriminators, according to the three criteria we have 
named* The requirement that the word bw of high frequency is of 
increasing importance the smaller are the texts under study*
Since we will wish to treat the authorship of each book of the 
Artha^Sstra separately, evidently we want words of the highest 
frequency* Without examining word frequencies in the Arthatfastra 
itself, and thus jeopardizing the independence of our selection 
of words, we can easily find high-frequency words in a complete 
word-index to a representative Sanskrit work* But the requirement 
of high frequency needs qualification* we are looking for words 
which occur at high frequencies in one author, but low in another,



and to restrict ourselves to high-frequency words from an outside 
work may deny us the use of some words which are rare in that 
outside work hut abundant in the text we wish to study* This 
difficulty does not arise in the classical form of the problem, 
since the control material includes writings from the authors of 
the disputed text* As for us, we can never be sure that words 
occurring at high rates in the Artha^Sstra are not eliminated on 
account of their rarity in the control material* This difficulty 
cannot be overcome; it must be lived with*

The second criterion of a good discriminator is that it be 
evenly distributed within an author's work* Here the form of our 
problem offers us no disadvantages over the classical form; at 
the same time, we can never prove the proposition that a given 
word is always evenly distributed within authors, regardless of 
context, and other possibly disturbing factors* We can, from a 
preliminary word list, eliminate those which are unevenly distrib
uted in any one of as many authors as we include in our control 
material, and have confidence in the residue corresponding to 
the size of that control material, but there must always remain 
a doubt, however small, that in some author or some text these 
words may not be evenly distributed* This, however, is the status 
of any scientific propositions it has not been disproved in exper
iment, but the critic can always seek to do so*

Finally, a good discriminator must occur at different rates 
in different authors* Clearly, to establish a small difference in 
rates, the disputediext must be large, and this is not the case



with the books of the Artha^gstra; hence we will want words with 
very different rates in different authors* The non-occurrence 
of such a word in one work may be of great importance, if it 
occurs at a high rate in another (we give an example below)* But 
here the student of an authorship problem in its classical form 
has the great advantage that he can determine the rates for a given 
word for the two or so candidates from the control material, and 
assess words for their discriminating ability, so that suitable 
words may be selected and weighted according to their usefulness 
in the problem at hand* In our form of the problem the best we 
can hope from our control material is some idea of the relative 
value of different discriminators; we cannot assign weights, and 
we select what appear to be good discriminators, and hope that 
they prove effective in the problem at hand*

This catalogue of difficulties suggests that a fair measure 
of luck, as well as a great deal of careful work, is essential to 
the successful outcome of an authorship problem of our sort* For 
what is a good discriminator on some occasions is poor on another* 
Colour of eyes is a poor discriminator of mens a great number 
share the same colour, just as a fair number must share rates 
identical or indistinguishable from each other for the use of a 
certain word* (We may hope to improve the position by using 
several discriminators in combination.) It also suggests a plan 
of procedure* the drawing up of a preliminary word-list; the 
elimination from that list of words which prove to be unevenly 
distributed in control material; and a rough assessment of discrim-



inating ability between the various words of the control material* 
Let us cross our fingers and proceed.

The Preliminary List

Although no studies of this sort had previously been made 
on Sanskrit works, we were not entirely at sea in drawing up a 
preliminary list of words* Studies by Mosteller and Wallace in 
English prose suggested that it is the "utterly mundane high-

1frequency function words" which prove the best discriminators* 
studies in Greek offered in kai enanology to Sanskrit ca; and 
our own preliminary skirmish with the Artha^Sstra added vS* We 
had, besides, in Pathak and Chitrao's word-index to Patafijali1s 
great grammatical work, Mahabhagya* what must be a rarity for any 
work in any language, an absolutely complete word-index*^ Every

Boc* cit*
2* Pt* Shridharashastri Pathak and Pt* Siddheshvarashastri Chitrao* 
Word Index to Patannali's Yyakarana Mahabhagya* A sentence from the 
Forward (p. 2) by V.G* Paranjpe seemed to have been written for us* 
"The Index, even in those portions which appear to be useless, would 
furnish very useful data to the student***who wants to study the 
frequency of the common words of the language like api * evam, or ca 
or of the different verbs, or of the prepositions which accompany 
them*" Shamasastry1s Index Verborum to the Published Texts of the 
Kautillya Artha^astra omits the very words which interest us*



word, however commonplace, is given a page-line reference to 
Kielhorn's edition* Where the word occurs more than once on the 
same line, the reference is repeated as many times* A spot-check 
failed to reveal any errors in the index; indeed where there at 
first appeared to be discrepancies the fault was in every case ours* 

Another consideration in drawing up the preliminary list was 
the need to limit it to a manageable length, in search of that 
accuracy which Pathak and Ghitrao have so admirably achieved*
How long a list is manageable? We found that about thirty words; 
are a sa-fe limit, for that allows columns running the width of 
foolscap markwsheets of sufficient breadth to avoid the danger of 
entering words in the wrong column when tabulating fby hand1, and 
is about as many words as one can keep watch for simultaneously 
when entering the mark-sheets or preparing texts for the electronic 
computer to make the collection of data* No doubt a good number 
more would have been eminently desirable, but bitter experience 
has repeatedly impressed us with the difficulty of achieving accurate 
counts of even so few words, and we thought it better to strive to 
build solidly than grandly*

What sort of words? Indeclinables, for their high frequency 
and probable independence of context, certainly; nouns, for the 
opposite reasons, certainly not. Verbs offer the possibility of 
examining the use of compound verbs, suppressed ascti and the like, 
but they seemed to hold out much less hope than indeclinables, and 
promised only to complicate the process of collecting the data, 
with attendant dangers to accuracy* Pronouns were given up only



with much regret, for a variety of reasons, of which the decisive
1one was the desire to keep the scheme as simple as possible# We 

restricted our list, then, to indeclinable particles#
No single clear criterion by which to choose the words 

presented itself# Some were chosen by leafing through the word- 
index to spot the high-frequency words by the number of entries; 
many, by hunch, a frail but necessary guide in the absense of any 
other; and some, the correlatives (yatas#*»yfivat), for completenessr 
sake (they proved worthless later on)*

We give in Table 4#1 a list of some words in PataHjali 
arranged in order of frequency, including all the 32 wordd of our 
preliminary list preceeded by their number in Sanskrit alphabetical 
order, as well as four pronouns and one noun (£abda) for the sake 
of comparison. We estimate the word-index, and hence the Mahabhasya. 
contains 278,000 words, based on the average number of words in a 
spread sample of forty columns multiplied by the number of columns 
in the word-index# It will be seen that iti, the commonest word;

Mahabhasya * occurs five or six times a hundred words, and 
few have rates higher than 1%#

No doubt the preliminary list thus arrived at is imperfect#
The word tarhi is of high frequency in Patafljali, but it was 
excluded on the belief that this was idiosyncratic, a decision

1# A subsidiary one was a doubt that pronouns are less free from 
context than particles. Surely their rates must differ according

&enre* us between narrative and expository writing#



Table 4.1
Some word frequencies in Patafijali. Words included in the 
preliminary list are preceded by a code number*

Word occurrences frequency
5. iti 15778 .0568

19. na 9466 .0341
11. ca 6995 .0252

tat (all forms) 5851 .0210
idam (all forms) 4360 .0157

4* api 4316 .0155etat (all forms) 4106 .01488. eva 3086 .0111
9. evam 2331 .00838
7. iha 2105 .00757
29. va (with athava) 2073 .007462. atra i960 .00705
25. yathS 1688 .00607
32. hi 1625 .0058514. tqtra 1506 .00542
3. atha (with athava) l4ll .00508

22. punar 1306 .00470
27. yadi 1139 .0041020. nanu 617 .00222ilabda 607 .00218
18. tu 543 .0019517. tSvat 524 .0018812. cet 517 .00186
13. tatas 475 .00171adas (all forms) 427 .00154
1. atas 315 .0011324. yatra 313 .0011310. khalu 297 .0010721. nama 286 .00103

15. tathS 256 .000921
26. yada 237 .00085316* tada 209 .00075230. vai 134 .00448228. ySvat 119 .0004286* iva 104 .000374
23. yatas 45 .00016231. ha 16 .0000576



we have never come to regret. On the other hand, katham, of 
moderate frequency (five out of a thousand in Patafijali) was 
excluded by oversight. The correlatives could have been profit
ably replaced by some of the commoner pronouns. But for better 
or ill a decision had to be taken*

Now the Mahabhagya is, of course, a commentary, and it is 
the purpose of commentaries to explain the text to which they 
are attached, in this case Pg^ini's AstSdhygyT. Because they are 
not 'pure1, that is, because the text of the original conditions 
and 'contaminates' the commentary, we did not expect to find the 
words of our list to be evenly distributed throughout the Maha- 
bha^ya. But because we had recorded for each word the number of 
occurrences in the commentary on the Pratyahara Stltras and each 
of the eight chapters of Pacini, it was a simple matter to deter
mine the discrepancy between observed and expected values by the 
chi-square test. Taking Kielhorn's edition, the number of lineH 
of commentary in each chapter were counted and then divided by 
the total number of lines to arrive at the proportions of the 
whole work represented by each chapter. These proportions multip
lied by the total occurrences of a word gave the expected number 
of occurrences for each word*

The result abundantly confirmed our doubts. Of the 32 words 
of our list, only seven showed non-significant, deviations from

1. 'Non-significant' here and throughout means a probability 
greater than



the expected values, none of them words of very high frequency; 
atas, tatas, tathS, nanu* yatra. yadi, yavat; while 18 were 
significant at .1%. The only satisfaction gained from the exer
cise was the fact that the noun £abda ('sound', 'word') had the 
highest value of chi-square of all the words, an astronomical 
920*3, as compared with 144,2 for ca, the runner-up, both at 8 
degrees of freedom* Of the pronouns only etat was non-significant, 
the other three being significant at .1$, The performance of 
three words is shown in Table 4,2*

Table 4*2

Distribution of three wofeds in Patafljali's Mahgbhggya♦
P - Pratyahara Sfltras; there are 8 degrees of freedom in each case*

proportion 
of total work
yadi

observed
expected

chapter
1 1 8

.0339 .2551 .1057 .1309 .0929 .0684 .1627 .0828 .0672

44 296 110
39 291 120

147 116
149 106 7578

2X a

176
185
3.60

94
94

81
77

ca
observed
expected

£abda
observed
expected

289
237

147
21

2080
1784

219
155

729 1000 
739 915

69
64

5780

626
650

14
56

484 952 458
478 1138 579
x2 « 144.2***

31
42

39
99

18
50

375470

13
41

x « 920.3***

1. It is of little interest to reproduce the full table; figures 
may easily be recovered from Pathak and Chitrao.



Such then is our preliminary list of words. We must now 
test them for homogeneity in original works.

Control Materials Metrical Works

In analyzing prose texts we are faced with the dilemma 
whether to gather our data in the form of occurrences of words 
per sentence, and so have two variables (occurrence of words and 
sentence length) which may show some correlation, or, on the 
contrary, to divide the text up into blocks of even length and 
record the occurrences of each word in each block. On the face 
of it the second is preferable, but the greater difficulty in 
collecting data in that form— it can scarcely be done without 
recourse to the computer— has to be weighed against it.

This decision was deferred by resorting in the first 
instance to metrical works. These texts were all in dlokas« that 
is, were already divided into blocks, or sentences if you like, 
of equal length. A second factor leading to this course was the 
large number of texts in ^1okas t we believed a contribution to 
authorship studies in metrical texts could thereby be made* Finally 
it is much simpler to collect data from metrical works, since this 
can be done directly onto mark-sheets, while for prose texts it 
was necessary to prepare a skeleton text for the computer, which 
then did the collection. Inaccuracies can be made in mark-sheets, 
but this can equally occur in preparing and punching a text for 
the computer, which moreover takes a good deal of time. In the



end, the use of metrical texts had an unexpected bearing on the 
choice of prose texts.

We wanted, then, texts which were entirely in £lokas; 
which were not commentaries 5 the single authorship of which we 
were reasonably assured; of a fair length, to allow us an adequate 
test of homogeneity within works; and for which satisfactory 
editions existed* It is very difficult to adhere rigorously to 
all of these conditions, especially the. lafct, and we shall have 
more to say on the problem of dealing with badly edited texts.

1Three metrical texts were selected. K&lhaija's RS.jataraftginl
was chosen for its all-round excellence, especially its length,
and the opportunity it afforded of contrasting its distribution

oof particles with that of its continuator, JonarSja. For something 
more akin to the Artha^astra in range and su&jett-matter, we chose 
the ManasollSsa ascribed to Some^vara III C&lukya, though perhaps 
written by one of his pandits* Samples were in every case of 300

1. Kalhana*s Ra.iataraflginT or Chronicle of the Kings of Kashmir, 
ed* M.A* Stein, vol. 1, Sanskrit Text with Critical Notes, Bombay, 
1892. Stein's translation (2 vols*, Westminster, 1900) was helpful*
2. The Ra.iatarafiginl of Kalhana . ed* Durgaprasada, son of VrajalEla, 
vol. 3, containing the supplements to the work of Jonarffja, jfrtvara 
and Prajyabha-fc-fca, ed. P. Peterson (Bombay S.S. no. HtV) Bombay,
1896*

3. Mjnasollasa of King Some^vara. ed. G.K. Shrigondekar; 3 vols., 
(Gaekwad's O.S. nos. 28, 84, 139), Baroda, 1925, 1939, 1961.



dilokas; where ornate metres intruded, they were passed over*
Except for the second, eadh book (taraAga) of Kalhana provided 
a sample, starting with the first dloka of each book* The text 
of JonarSja has no divisions, containing about 1500 ^lokas 
numbered from beginning to end without interruption* Three 
samples were taken, beginning with the verses numbered 2, 500, 
and 1000* The five books (vim^atis* 'scores1) of the Manasollgsa 
yielded four samples, Book 1 being too short*

Mark sheets were prepared by drawing a grid of 32 columns 
running the breadth of a foolscap sheet and 15 rows the length*
The columns were rubricated with the words of our preliminary 
list* A stencil was cut to this pattern and some 300 mark-sheets 
thus reproduced* Each dloka of each sample was assigned a row, 
and the figures for the occurrences of words were entered in the 
appropriate cells of the grid* We found it reasonable to do an 
hour and a half of such marking a day, first thing in the morning# 
Two hours were difficult, and in three, words were overlooked, 
columns began to change places, and the work had to be done over# 
Thus for getting on two months these mark sheets were our daily 
portion# In spite of all precautions, such is the nature of 
tedious work, that errors have probably crept in unnoticed; but 
we believe that they are not so great or so imevenly distributed 
as to significantly affect the result.

We present in Appendix Tables 1 and 2 the distribution of 
the words of our preliminary list An the 4200 £lokas or perhaps 
70,000 words of text examined in this way* We reserve comment on



them for the present, except to say that serious difficulties 
appeared in Kalhana due to the presence of large amounts of 
dialogue in some hooks, which had important consequences in our 
choice of prose material* Kalhana will be fully discussed at the 
end of this chapter*

Control Material; Prose Works

Our original plan had been to use the works of Baija for 
control material* The stability of rates for words could then 
be examined not only within and between the Hargacarita and the 
Kadambarl, but tested for their ability to distinguish Bana's 
prose from that of his son BhCt§a$a Bha^^a or Bha^^a Pulina, who, 
in writing the concluding portion of the unfinished Kadambarl« 
strove no doubt to imitate his father's style* Ba^in would 
furnish a similar opportunity as between the genuine portions 
of the Daifakumaracarita and one or other of its later supplements.
But the evidence from Kalhaija, alluded to in the foregoing and 
fully discussed in the final section, to the effect that dialogue 
has an upsetting effect on the rates of words, made us abandon 
this otherwise excellent plan* While ways of overcoming this 
difficulty may be devised, or other statistical tests unaffected 
by the presence op dialogue may be found, it seemed the course of 
wisdom to confine oneself to expository prose*

1The works chosen were Somadeva StCri's Nltivakyamyta,

1* 2 vols. with anon, commentary, ed* &rlmat Pa$$ita Pannalala SonI
(Mgfoikacandra Digambara Jaina GranthamSla nos. 22 and 3*0 * Bombay, 
Saijvat 1979> 1989* Vol. 2 contains important corrections to the first«



1 i o
an arthaaSastra heavily indebted to the Kautillyat and GaAge3ars 
important treatise on logic, Tattvacintamani. Samples of $00 
sentences each were taken* The N1tivakyamrta was found to con
tain 1519 sentences in the edition used, so that the last 19 were 
discarded, giving five samples; three samples were taken from 
Gaftgega's work, from the beginning of Books (khaii^as) 1, 2 and 4,
Book 3 being too short. In all, this amounted to about 20,000 
words of text (10,042 for Somadeva, 10,222 for Gaftge^a, reflecting 
the much longer sentences of the latter)*

Our original intention had been to prepare the texts in 
full for the computer, so that they might be of use to anyone 
wishing to prepare word-indexes of these works and of the Artha- 
jfastra. But the complications this plan involved, leading to an 
enormous amout of additional labour which would only bear fruit 
in a hypothetical future, persuaded us that the plan would delay 
the work in hand so much and impose on aur almost unaided efforts 
so great a burden as to be impractical. Therefore, with considerable 
regret, we took counsel in the maxim, varam adyafr kanotafo £vo 
mayurat* 'better a pigeon today than a peacock tomorrow*, and 
prepared a skeleton text of the samples.

Since were were interested in the words outside our list of 
32 anly as counters in drawing up tables of sentence-length and 
the like, and not at all in their identity or semantic content, 
such words were replaced by an *X!. Nominal compounds were repres
ented as a string of contiguous X's corresponding to the number of 
members in a compound, to enable us to study the usefulness of

1. Ed. Pt. ICamakhyanatha Tarkavagl^a (Bibl. Ind. N.S. nos. 512, etc.), 
Calcutta, 1888-1901.



compound^-length as a test of authorship* (Proper names were 
not counted as compounds.) The words of the preliminary list 
were represented as upper case without diacriticals. Thus a 
sentence of the skeleton text might look like this:

XX X API NA X X X.

This represents NTtivakyamrta 2^.1^:

dhana-hlne Kamadeve 1 pi na prftim hadhnanti vedySh* 
•'Courtezans have no affection for a pauper, he he the God 
of Love himself.”

The skeleton allows us to find that the sentence contains seven 
words, one of which is a two-member compound, and two of which 
are words of our list* When patterns of holes corresponding to 
the characters of the skeleton text are punched in paper tape, 
the text is in a form which enables the computer to collect the 
data and arrange it in table©*

Use of the computer allowed us to gather data on our prelim
inary list in two ways and thus base our choice of method on a 
comparison of the two: occurrences per sentence and, what would
in itself by impracticable unaided by computer, occurrences per 
block of 20 words* In the second method the computer itself 
divided up the text into lengths of 20 words, artificial Sentences 
of equal length. Any remainder after the text was so divided was 
ignored, involving a wastage of nine words on average at the end 
of each sample, and accounting for occasional discrepancies between



the total number of particles in a given sample as counted by 
sentences on the one hand, and by 20-word blocks on the other#

The 20-word block method proved the more suitable in two 
ways# In the first place there is a small but undoubted positive 
correlation between occurrence of particle and length of sentence# 
Contingency tables for the occurrence of ca in the five samples 
of Somadeva and the three of Gaftge^a may be found in Table 4#3#

Table *f#5

Sentence-length and occurrence of ca in Somadeva and GaAgetfa#

(a) Somadeva

Sentence*- C_a (occurrences)
length — ... ..... .. ........
(words) 0 1 2  5

1 ** 584* 36 mm

6- 602 122 b 1
11- 71 b6 2 -
16— 8 8 5 1
21- b 2 1 -
26- 2 mm 1 mm

31* 1 mm - m

36— mm mm mm mm

*fl- m m mm mm

*f6- ** mm mm rnm

51- mm mm mm M

56 - 61# mm mm 1 mm



gable 4.3

Sentence length and occurrence of ca in Somadeva and Gaftge^a#

(b) Gailge^a

Sentence" Ca (occurrences)
length     - —  1 11 1 "".....— -—
(words) 0 1 2 3 4 5

1~
6-

11-
16-  

21-  
26- 
31- 
56- 
41- 
46- 
51- 
56—
61-66 «

ghe correlation coefficient for Somadeva is #341 and #552 for 
Gaftge^a, where a value between 0 and 1 indicates positive correla
tion. Both these proved extremely significant by Student’s t- 
test (t » 14.0, d*f# ® 1498 for Somadeva? t = 19«9> d#f# « 898 
for Gaflge^a), extremely significant, that is, of a weak correla
tion, for only a small amount of the variability of the values on

215 53 •Ml - - •Mt

149 104 4 mm - mm

98 80 20 2 - mt

27 27 14 3 m wm

21 20 7 2 1 mm

9 8 11 3 1 -
1 3 5 6 1 -
5 2 2 1 2 • *

- M k 5 2 - 1
- 1 1 « * - mm

- 2 mm 1 -

mm 2 mm



the tables must "be ascribed to correlation* The results of an 
analysis of variance are given in Table *4*

Table 4*4

Correlation of ca and sentence-length*

total regression residual 
mean variance variance variance

Somadeva
ca .163 *160 .019 .141

sentence-
length 6*695 13.1 1*5 11.6

GaAge^a
ca *564 .633 .193 .440

sentence-
length 11.359 85.4 26.1 59*5

This result is no more than one would expect. But sentence- 
length itself proved extremely variable in Gra&ge^a, from one 
sample to the next.

In Table 4.5 we ftive the sentence-length distribution for 
the various samples of Somadeva and Oafige^a; it will immediately 
be apparent that an enormous difference exists between Gaftgeifa, 
Book lt soldi the two other books* To explain this we need look 
no farther than to the editor of the text* It is clear to anyone 
who glances at the text that the wider spacing of the dandas in 
Books 2 and 3 signifies no change in the natural periods of the



1 7 8
ffable 4*5

Sentence-length in Somadeva and Gaftge^a, samples of ^00 
sentences each*

(a) Somadeva
Sentence-
length
(words)

Sample 
1 2 3 4 5

1— 139 15^ 107 121 99
137 12^ 161 147 160

11- 22 16 2k 27 30
16- nut 5 5 3 7
21- 1 ** 3 1 2
26— - 1 m 1 1
31- 1 - - - -
36- m i Mi *“*
41— mm Ml M* Mt Ml

46- #4 mm «* ## «M

51- M* M ** Ml Ml

56 - 61. - Ini MK - 1

(*) Gaftge^a
Sentence — -
length
(words) 1 2 4

1- 108 65 75
6- 103 70 84

11- 59 74 67
16- 17 335 21
21- 9 22 20
26- 1 15 16
31- 3 8 5
36- - 5 5
41- ** 3 5
46- *m 1 1
51- •m 2 1
56- M* Ml

61 - 66* - 2 M*



author. The facts presented in Table 4*5 are more revealing of 
the history of punctuation in printed Sanskrit texts and the 
failure of editors than of the sentence-length distribution of 
ancient authors in Sanskrit. (We deal with this matter fully 
elsewhere.)

The results of this can be disastrous on our study of word- 
distributions, if we base our calculations on occurrences per 
sentence. We illustrate this in Table 4.6, where the distribu
tion of ca in sentences as given in the text contrasted with its 
distribution in 20-word blocks. The discrepancies of the first 
distribution prove extremely significant by the chi-square test. 
Those of the second distribution, however, are non-significant.
What the first actually measures is the discrepancies in sentence- 
length*

Table 4.6
Distribution of ca in three samples of Gafige^a's Tattvacintgmani«
(a) by sentences, (b) by 20-word blocks. .Thus in Book 1, there 
are 194 sentences with no ca's, 93 with one ca, etc.; and 44 blocks 
of 20 words with no ca's, 50 with one ca, etc. Note that in (b) 
the samples are of unequal length.

(a) sentences
Book 1 2 4 Book 1 2 4

o 194 153 176 44 64 62
1 93 102 85 50 85 77
2 11 31 29 25 38 33
3 2 9 8 7 13 8
4 4 2 mm 3 2
5+ 1 m mm mm mm

300

X 2 « 25*3***
d.f« *1 6

300 300 12(> 

x2 = 1.63
d.f. <□ 6

203 182



For these reasons we ignore the distribution of words in 
sentences in favour of 20-word blocks* One important effect of 
this is that the samples are no longer of equal length, so that 
it becomes difficult to interpret them by inspection* But this 
in no way affects our calculations# The data for Somadeva and 
Gaftgerfa may be found in Appendix Table 3#

Testing the Preliminary List

We are now in a position to examine whether the words of 
our list are evenly distributed within the authors comprising 
our control material* and to do this we use the chi-square test# 
This test is of greqt versatility and simplicity# One of its 
greatest advantages is that it can be applied without first deter
mining the form of the distribution being tested, whether normal, 
binomial, Poisson or negative binomial, if there is a simple way 
of calculating the expected values which correspond to the hypothe
sis one wishes to test* At the same time it has its limitations, 
and the one which raises practical issues for us is that it tends 
to exaggerate the significance of variability in small numbers#
We therefore follow the usual practice of considering a cell of 
a contingency table as below the testable level where its expecta
tion is less than five* We then resort to pooling, adding together 
the cells of our table from the bottom upwards, until an expecta
tion greater than five is achieved# Where pooling is not possible, 
we regard the data as being below testable level* Pooling is 
resorted to only to the extent that it is necessary, for the less
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pooling, the more detailed the distribution, and the test is 
thereby more exacting; the number of degrees of freedom is a 
guide to this* Finally, Yates1 correction is applied to 2 x 2 
contingency tables, to reduce tfee error due to the fact that the 
distribution is discrete* Significance at the '$% level is indic
ated with an asterisk; at the 1% level with two asterisks; and at 
the #1% level with three*

Table 4*7 gives the result of these calculations for four 
authors of the control material (Kalhaija is separately dealt with)* 
Seven words failed to occur at testable level in any of these 
authors (iha, tavat * .vatas * yad£t * yavat, vai * ha) ; a further ten 
occurred at testable level in only one author (atas, atra, khalu * 
cet, tada, nanu, nama, punar, yatha« yadi)* Clearly these are 
not suitable for inclusion on the final list; even where, in the 
second group, non-significant results are achieved, they cannot 
be regarded as having been given an adequate test. The correla- 
tives yatas***ygvat as a class are unsuitable for this reason, 
and, in the case of yatra* there is a highly significant result* 
Choosing the words which appear at the testable level in *&£ least 
three of the authors, and have no significant results, our list 
of 32 is reduced to five: eva> evamt ca « tatra and vg*

Since each of the chi-square results for authors In Table 
4*7 is independent of the others for the same word, r̂e may add 
the results to get an over-all measure of reliability* Indeed 
it is highly important to do so, for a series of high but non
significant results might, when added, prove significant* This 
is done in the last column of Table 4.7« The five words eva,



Table 4*7

-i o n  J-OaC

Chi-square results for the distribution of words within authors*

1 *
9X

d.f*
2* atra

x2
d.f.

Jon* Man. Som.______ Gaftg< Total
*.32.
X

6* 68*  
2

*3X.
X

6*6 8* 
2

3* atha
X2
d.f.

4. api
X2
d.f.

5* iti
2

yr
d.f*

6. iva
X2 
d*f *

7* iha 
2X

d*f*

5.25
2

6.61*
2

7.21*
2

2.49
4

3.22
3

2.30
3

4.62
8

7.26
4

24.15*** 13.98** 
3 4

1.85
2

7.10
4

3.47 17.92
4 17

21.54*** 28*31* 
6 15

3.13 43.75***
2 13

8. eva
X2 2.96
d.f. 2

9. evam
X2 0.89
d.f. 2

10* khalu 
v2A —
d * f * —

2.59
3

2.27
5

1.374
6*19
4

20.92*** *
4 —

13.11
13

3.^3 6*592 7

20.92***
4
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11* ca
X
d*f •

12 . Ofitt 
?X

d.f.
13* tgtas

x2
d.f.

14. tatra
v2X
d.f*

15# tatha.
X2
d.f.

16. tada
X2
d.f.

17* tavat 
2X

d.f.

Jon.

2t91
2

Man. Som.

2.69
2

2*28
2

0.06
2

10.73 7*31
9 8

20.20***
3

4.08
3

5.24
3

Gaftg. total

1.63 22.58
6 25

3#81
2

2.33
2

8.26*
2

3*81
2

20.63***
5

9.10
7

15.78*
7

0.06
2

18. tu

d.f.
19. na

2X*
d.f.

20. nanu
X2
d.f.

21* nama 
2

d.f.
22. punar

X2
d.f.

2.932

8.30
4

13.58***
3

1.70 30. 39** 
3 12

2.00
4

.38
4

.33 16. 84-* 2 7

12.44- 52.83***
6 25

5.4-1 5.4a
2 2

2.00
4

.38
4
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23*

24.

25*

26.

27*

28.

29*

30.

31.

32.

yatas
2X

d.f.

Jon. Man. Som. Gaflg, total

yatra
2X

d.f.
19.45*** .17 19.62**
4 2 6

yatha
X2
d.f.

6.56* 6.56*
2 2

yada
2X

d.f.
yadi

2X
d.f.

• 64 
2

.64
2

yavat
2yr

d.f.
va
X
d.f.

2.28
2 1.95

3
5.754

.18
2

10.16
11

vaa. 
.2X‘ 
d.f.

ha
X^
d.f.

hi
X
d.f.

2.06
2

7.26 24.63*** 33.95***
4 2 8



e vault ca, t atra t and va all give non-significant totals# A pi 
although giving a result significant at 3% in Jonaraja, has a 
non-significant total for chi-square5 yet it would be wrong to 
ignore that warning and include it in the short list on the basis 
of the total# Better to prune the doubtful words#

Generally speaking, the greater number of degrees of 
freedom, the more exacting the test, and the more useful the 
discriminator is likely to be, since it must occur at high frequen
cies to achieve a high number of degrees of freedom* The words of 
our short list have a minimum of seven degrees of freedom, and we 
would expect evam and tatra to prove the least effective discrim
inators, and ca the best#

Let us see how these words performed in Kalha^a#

Particles in Kalhana

Doubts about the usefulness of Kalha#$;for our study arose 
in the course of entering the mark-sheets for the Rg.jataraftginl; 
we gained the distinct impression that the passages of dialogue 
contained rather more particles than the narrative portions# If 
it were true that these words were distributed at one rate in 
narrative and at another in dialogue, we could only hope to find 
homogeneity if each of our samples contained equal amounts of 
dialogue, which was not the case# Inspection of the distributions 
(Appendix Table l) show that Book 3 usually has the highest number 
of observations and longer tails to the distributions than the 

others, and to a lesser extent this was true of Book 4- also# As



a rough guide we counted the number of ^lokas containing 
dialogue and compared them with the total number of particles 
of all kinds in both narrative and dialogue, as shown in Table 4*8*

Table 4*»8

Dialogue and particles in Kalhax^s Rg.iataraftginS»

Bk* 1 3 4* 5 6 7 8
£lokas containing
dialogue 39 155 90 36 38 11 27

total no# of 322 4*35 384- 267 319 276 373
particles in 
300 ^lokas

Books 3 and 4* do indeed have the highest proportion of 
dialogue and the largest number of particles, while Books 5 
and 7 have the lowest, although 7 ought to show less particles 
than 3*

When chi-square was computed for Kalhana, the results 
showed a disappointingly high proportion of significant results, 
eight out of sixteen, and we decided to remove the dialogue 
portions and recalculate for the remainder# *Dialoguef is rather 
widely defined, to be on the safe side* All direct speech is 
included under that term, whether spoken to another or not, and 
thoughts in the form of direct speech (such as are, or could be 
concluded with iti) were also included# Quotations from previous 
writers, however, are allowed as narrative, unless in direct speech 
and are anyway so few as to have little effect# If the ^loka



contained any dialogue in that sense, however little, it was 
excisBd#

In computing chi-square we were faced with the problem 
that some of the particles fall below testable level when dia
logue is removed from the samples# The calculations were made 
in spite of this, but it must be remembered that such results 
are rather unreliable and tend to exaggerate the significance of 
divergence from the expectation. The results may be found in 
Table 4#9,; together with the totals for the other four authors, 
and for the five together*

We do not expect an improvement in every word of our list 
by the removal of dialogue, since our previous results show some 
of the words to be unstable, and others are insufficiently tested# 
Comparison of columns (a) and (b) of Table 4*9 show the improve
ments are more or less evenly matched by disimprovements# Taking 
the five words which previous testing suggested should have reg
ular distributions, two show a marginal increase in the value 
for chi-square when dialogue is removed (eva# evam), one shows 
a small decrease (ca), and the remaining two show a substantial 
decrease (tatra# vg)» Tatra and va, which had significant results 
became non-significant when dialogue is removed*



Table 4*9

2X results for Kalha^a, (a) v/ith and (b) without dialogue, 
with totals for Jonaraja, Manasollasa, Somadeva and Gafigesfa.. (c)* 
Totals of columns (b) and (c) are found in (d)* Only words 
occurring at testable level in (a) are given* Figures in column
(b) enclosed in brackets indicate occurrences fell below the 
proper testable level*

3. atha
2X

d.f*
4. apl

2X
d.f*

5. iti
X2
d.f.

6. iva
X 2
d.f.

8* eva
X2
d.f.

9* evam
X2
d.f.

11. CQiv
y2A
d.f.

13* tatas
X2
d.f.

li1 Isl
1+2.58*** 62.1+7*** 7.10

6 6 4

32,63***
12

31.6k*** 
6

16.52*
6

10.12
6

1.62
6

7*36
6

6.82
6

26.39*** 17*92
6 *7

26.99*** 28.32* 
6 15

10*89 13*11
6 13

(1.81) 6.59
6 7

5*80
6

9.87
6

22.59
25

20.62***
5

m _____
69.57***
10

44.31**
23

55.31***
21

20.19** 43.75*** 63.94***
6 13 19

24.00
19

8.40
13

28.39
31

30.49**
11
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(*) 0 0  (o) (d)

14. tatra
X2
d.f.

16.^2* 7.82 9.10 
6 6 7

15* tatha
X2
d.f.

16. tada
X2
d.f.

10.58 (11.82) 15.78*
6 6 7

13.62* (12.57*) .061 
6 6 2

18. tu
X
d.f.

19. na
X2
d.f.

22. punar 
X
d.f.

25. yathS
2

yr
d.f.

5.66 7.11 16.84*
6 6 7

35.25*** 30.43*** 52.84***
6 6 25

9.976

4.07
6

(10.73) .380
6 b

(b.bl) 6.56* 
6 2

29# V01
X c
d.f.

17.49** (8.18) 10.16
6 6 11

16.92
13

27.60*
13

12.63
8

23.95*
13

83.27***
31

11.11
10

11.03
8

18.24
17



Excursus: A Test of Authorship for Narrative Verse

This discovery of the upsetting effect of dialogue in 
Kalhaijta is a disappointing one. Simple excision of dialogue 
leaves a mutilated text, and it is doubtful whether it would be 
proper to adopt this as a standard procedure. Moreover in works 
with large amounts of dialogue the tests would become unworkable, 
as the discriminators would occur at only very low levels. This 
would scarcely be of importance if only a handful of narrative 
works in ^lokas existed* But we need only cite the Epics and 
Puranas to show that suoh works are many and important in Sanskrit 
literature. The purpose of this excursus is to show that other 
methods of examining narrative works in £lokas. little affected 
by the presence of dialogue, exist.

It is well known that different contemporary authors, and 
authors of different ages, often differ considerably In their choice 
of metre in the second pada of the £loka» The preferred choice is 
everywhere the pathya form (# - - -), and the four vipulas are 
the variants mainly resorted to # # ; - * * i j 1 •

The fourth vipula almost entirely disappears in the 
classical authors while it is well-represented in the older strata 
of the Mahabharata. There is a tendency too for the proportion 

vipul&s to pathysts to diminish in the course Of time, but there 
are exceptions to this. There are more exceptions to the prefer
ence for the third over the second vipula attributed to classical 
authors* The chi-square test is a means of judging the



significance of divergence between distributions of pathygs and 
vipulas tabulated for different texts, and by taking account of 
the over-all shape of the distribution it allows us to avoid 
separate calculations for the vipula ratios (all vipulas : pathy5s) 
and vipula preferences (e.g* second to third vipula) with which 
the literature on the subject is laced.

Of the five classical poets, K&lidasa, Bharavi, KumaradSsa, 
Magha, and Bilha^a, suppose their works had come to us anonymously* 
W o u M  we find significant divergences between the two works of 
Kalidasa, Raghuvam^a and Kumarasambhava? And, if not, would, we 
be able to distinguish the five authors from each other? Table 
4.10 shows the answer is yes— almost*

The result for the two Kalidasa works admittedly borders 
the 3% level of significance, perhaps attributable to changes in 
style with the passage of time. Between the five authors the 
£loka proves itself an efficient discriminator, except that it 
fails to distinguish Kalidasa and Bharavi from Bilhana.

These failures are instructive* In the absense of signif
icance testing one would be tempted to say that Kalidasa prefers 
the third vipula to the second, and Bilhana the reverse; or that 
Bilhana prefers the first to the third while Kalidasa treats them 
alike. Neither conclusion is warranted by the available data: we
can only say that they do not differ significantly from each other. 
Bharavi and Bilhana have so few vipulas, we had to pool them, forming 
a 2 x 2 table, in effect, testing the vipula-ratio♦ with one degree 
of freedom, a procedure which was adequate to distinguish two other



Table k.10

The £loka as discriminator. The fourth vipula, occurring once 
only, was dropped in testing. Where one of the vipulas had 
8'ceurrences below the testable level, all three vipulSs were 
pooled and contrasted with the pathya verses.

Kalidasa
Raghuv, Kumaras, total Bharavi Kumaradasa Magha Bilhag

pathya 1019 276 1295 225 *fl*f 339 391
I 32 Ik k 6 15 8 ^7 20
IX 18 9 27 8 1 10
III 27 14- kl 2 1 34 7
IV 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

X2 d.f.

Kalidasas Raghuvam^a & Kumaras ambhava 7.72 3
Kalidasa & Bharavi 9*71* 3
Kalidasa & Kumaradasa 17.5*** 3
Kalidasa & Magha 117.1*** 3
Kalidasa & Bilhana *ul5 3
Bharavi & Kumaradasa 17,1*** 1
Bharavi & Magha 51,6*** 3
Bharavi & Bilhana .205 1
Kumaradasa & Magha 105.7*** 3
Kumaradasa & Bilhana 15.0*** 1
Magha & Bilhaiia 52.V*** 3

Sources A, Berriedale Keiths A History of Sanskrit Literature
Oxford, 1928, p, 108 (Kalidasa); pp. 115-6 (Bharavi*s Kiratar.juntya) s 
p, 125 (Kumaradasa*s Janakikarafta): p, 131 (Magha*s >l?i£upalavadhaj7 
p, 157 (Bilhana*s Vilcramaflkadevacarita)♦



pairs of authors , but not this*
The distribution of pathya and vipula is clearly useful

in authorship discrimination, provided account is taken of upset- 
1ting factors, and the distributions are subject to significance 

testing*

Discriminating Powers of Particles

To examine the ability of our five particles to distinguish 
different authors, we first total the distributions within each* i
author, so that within-author variability is eliminated from our 
test for between-author variability* These totals may be found 
in Appendix Table

Taking the three metrical works, the rewult of comparing 
them in pairs is set out in Table *f#ll*

1* E* Washburn Hopkins has a discussion of these factors in 
$he Great Epic off. India, pp* 220-39*



Table *f.ll

Discriminating power of particles in three metrical works.

Kal* & Jon* Kal. & Man* Jon, & M8n*
eva

X
d*f *

evam
X
d.f.

ca
X
d.f,

tatffa

vS

X*
d.f*

X
d.f*

1.96
1

#01
1

2.90
2

*10
1

1.^3
1

1*03
2

7.81***
1

121,95***
5

6.15*
1

31.^7**
2

5.11
1

5.95*
1

103.29***
5

3.1^
1

10,60**
2

Our tests easily distinguish the Manasollasa from Kalhaga 
and Jonaraja. It is, of course, a very different work from the 
other two, and the tests fail to distinguish the author of the 
Ra.jatarahginf from its continual. Evidently Jonaraja has succeeded 
in emulating his predecessor*s style in this respect* though it 
must be remembered that dialogue has been removed from Kalha^a 
before computing chi-square. Still, it is preferable that our 
tests should sometimes fail to distinguish different authors than 
that they should mislead us into finding differences in authorship 
where they do not really exist* and such is the case with the words



of our short list,
Turning to the two prose works, all except va indicate a 

highly significant difference in distribution.

Table -̂,12 

Somadeva and GaAge^a

X2 d ,f-
£va 115.^2*** 5
evam 4-7.25*** 1
ca 95.63*** 5
tatra 57.65*** 2
va 1.35 2

The case of evam is instructive, for it does not occur at all in 
Somadeva, so that we may reject the ascription to Somadeva of any 
work containing a high proportion of that word, Gafige^a has altog
ether 55 occurrences in the material used.

Taking metrical and prose works together, ca appears to be 
the best discriminator, followed by evam, tatifea, va, and eva*
This may not hold in other cases, however, since we cannot predict 
in what respect two unknown authors will show the greatest differ
ences.



Testing the Artha^astra

In testing the homogeneity of the Artha^astra by means of 
the five discriminators derived from our examination of the control 
material we will wish to treat the books (adhikaranas) as if they 
were independent treatises in the first instance. Thus, each 
sample shall consist of not more than one book. Next, the verses 
with which each chapter ends and which occasionally intrude into 
the body of the prose must be removed, since distributions of the 
discriminators are undoubtedly different as between prose and 
verse, and memorial verses are anyway apt to be derivative. Thirdly 
the first chapter of Book 1 must be removed from the remainder, and 
considered together with Book 15« The correctness of this procedure 
will be obvious when we remember that Arthadastra 1,1 contains a 
1 table of contents* and a reckoning of the number of books, chapters 
topics and 1£lokas1 contained in the entire work, and this must 
have been the last addition to the Artha^astra, if additions there 
were, while there is no reason to presuppose that it is integral 
to the remainder of Book 1, It is best, therefore, to treat Book 
l,2ff*as if it were composed independently from its first chapter.
As for Book 15> since in illustrating the various types of argument 
employed it refers to and therefore presupposes the existence'of 
the entire work, it, too, must be part of the final layer, assuming 
there are strata of different age. Finally, since in the table of 
contents in 1,1, Book 15 is referred to, and itself refers to 1,1 
in two of its illustrations (l5*l*5i 7)> it is reasonable to suppose 
that 1,1 and Book 15 were composed by one person, Unfortunately



these two are too short for statistical analysis, and even if 
they were not, it may he doubted whether it would be appropriate 
to study distributions of words in texts of such a special charac
ter, It is important, however, to disengage 1,1 from the remainder 
of Book 1, before testing the latter.

These considerations give us l*f samples, each comprising 
one of the 14 books. But three of the books, the second, third 
and seventh, are long enough to permit them to be divided up into 
two or more samples, and to test for homogeneity within books 
before comparing tnae book with another. It is convenient to 
divide each of these books into samples containing an equal number 
of sentences, which make them os somewhat different length when 
measured in terms of 20-wordL.blocks, with the wastage of about 9 
words at the end of samples which is unavoidable in following this 
method. Book 2 is thus divided into four samples, and Books 5 and 
7 into two each, samples in every case amounting to 295 sentences 
or more.

The distributions fox' the five words may be found in Appendix 
Tables ’5 (dealing with the three long books) and 6 (all books)*

Books 2, ^ and £

The results of testing within Books 2, 3 and 7 are set out 
in Table *f,13*



gable 4.13

Chi-square results within three books of the Artha^Sstra.

Book 2 Book 3 Book 7
eva

X2 3.98 .00 .12
d.f. 3 1 1

evam
X2 .00
& * f • ** —1 1

oa
X2 8.67 3.49 3.26
d.f. 9 3 2

tatra
X2 - -
d#f • «• — —

v|i
X2 8.91 .33 15.57**
d.f. 6 3 4

Evam and tatra are of little use because of their low rate 
of occurrence. Books 2 and 3 give us no reason to suppose that 
they are not homogeneous within themselves# The only significant 
result is that for va between the two halves of Books 7> which 
shows a divergence which would arise through sampling of a randomly 
distributed characteristic in somewhat less than one case in two 
hundred* This is rather pusgling since the other discriminators 
are non-significant, and if the variability of va reflects a 
change in authorship, we should expect some of the discriminatorss



to show significant divergences, too; nor does the content of 
Book 7 arouse suspicions of contamination, The actual distribu
tions are as under*

Table

Distribution of vS in 20-worddblocks in Artha^astra, Book 7*

vjj (occurrences) Bk# 7a Bk* 7^

0 36 52
1 44 35
2 28 18
3 22 6
4 4 9
5 1

In computing chi-square the cells for no occurrences per 
20-word block contribute about 5* and those for three occurrences 
about 7 toward the total of 15*57* reflecting the fewer blocks 
with no occurrences and the greater number with three in the first 
half of the book* Va occurs at the very high rate of 7% In the 
first sample, but drops to some 5% in the second; yet it remains 
the commonest word in the book, exceeding its rates in Books 2 
and 5 (5 and 4%)* Typical of the style of Book 7 is the construc- 
^ on f̂ ndi va pa^yet**»v&*♦ *va»♦»1 (*0r if he were to find that 
thisiis the situation, or that, or that***1) or cognate expressions 
in which a series of different circumstances are described, followed



2 0 0
by a recommended course of action in the optative, which leads 
to clusters of va’s in a single sutra. An extreme easels 7*1*52, 
in which 12 va's occur in a single sentence. That the use of 
this construction tends to fall off, or becomes less extravagant 
op va*s as the book progresses, may have nothing to do with author
ship. We incline to regard this as one of those 1 outrageous 
events;' which the statistician is bound to meet from time to time, 
and to place more confidence in the unity of the book itself and 
the homogeneous distributions of the other discriminators. f,A 
crow lights under a plam tree; a palm fruit falls*11 Wot all contin
gencies are casually related, nor all unusual events significant#

Turning now to between-book variability, we lump the figures 
within books to eliminate within-book variability and test for 
significance between pairs* There are no grounds on which we can 
decide whether the 'true* distribution of va for the author of 
Book 7 is better approximated by the first or the second half, 
hht once it is agreed that we have here to do with only a single 
author, the true distribution ought to fall between the two 
extremes and lumping should give us an improved estimate of the 
population distribution* (Consult Appendix Table 2 for the figures.)

Chi-square results are given in the following table.



Table -̂*15

Chi-square results between three books of the Arthadastra, by pairs.

Bks* 2 & 3 2 & 7  3 & 7

eva
X2 10.43** 1.55 2.75
d.f. I l l

evam
X2 - 2.60 4.85*
d.f. 1 1

ca
X2 28.65*** 74.17*** 9.60*
d.f. 4 4 5

tatra
x2 .59 .00 .25
d.f. I l l

va „
X 13.26** 46.93** 12.41*
d.f. 3 ^ ^

The variability between books is of altogether a different 
order from within-book variability* In spite of the poor discrim
inating ability of three of the words (eva, evam, tatra), the 
overall picture is one of great divergence between the three 
books* Even that between Books 3 and 7> which may, at first 1 
appear modest, is very considerable when one considers how unlikely 
it is that several events, themselves unlikely, should coincide*
If it were permissible to add the chi-square results for the differ
ent words (as it is not, since the words are not quite indepen
dent of each other), the probability would be of the order of one



out of a thousand e&ses* This may be a higher probability than 
that expressed in the maharnava-yuga-cchidra-ktlrma-grXvarpana- 
nyaya, the chance that a tortoise (which is said to surface once 
in a hundred years) would put his head through a yoke floating 
about on the ocean, but it nevertheless represents a degree of 
certainty enormously greater than that with which the historian 
of ancient India usually contents himself*

We conclude from this that three hands are discernible in 
the Artha^astras one of them responsible for Book 2, dealing 
with the internal administration of the kingdom, one responsible 
for Book 3» & kind of dharma-smyti dealing with law, and the 
third responsible for Book 7* concerning the struggle for power 
between states* That the divergences noted are not due to subject- 
matter we believe we have already demonstrated*

The Remaining Books

What of the remaining books? We give in Table ^.16 the 
chi-square results when each of Books 2, 3 and 7 are compared 
with each of the others* One of the problems besetting the inter
pretation of these results is that oP sample size, for it is likely 
that while words may be evenly distributed in large samples, this 
is not true in detail* so that the author*s characteristic pattern 
cannot emerge when the sample is small* A sample of 2000 words, 
or 100 20-word blocks, should surely be sufficient; less than 1000 
may be too few* Apart from the three long books, only Books 1, 
and 9 contain more than 2000 words, with Book 5 just under this



20
figure at I860 words* Books 6 and 10 with 420 and 440 words 
are on the other hand probably too short for us to reach any 
firm conclusion about their affiliation with other books, and 
Book 14, with just over a thousand , is perhaps a border
line case.

Looking first at Book 2, the chi-square results offer grave 
objections to linking it with any other book except for Book 8 
(where the results for va borders on significance at 5%) and 
Book 1, where the divergences are non-significant except for 
evam, with a probability of perhaps three cases in a hundred*
Both Books 1 and 8 yield highly significant results when compared 
with Books 5 and 7, and, on the principle that it is preferable 
not to multiply sources beyond need, we could initially consider 
Books 1, 2 and 8 as forming the work of a single author*

Turning now to the affiliations of Book 3> i*t appears that 
Book 4 belongs to it, since both Books 2 and 7 reject it* Book 5 
shows a slightly significant divergence in respect of va when 
compared with Book 3> and the same fo® eva and jcat when compared 
with Book 7» though it clearly cannot be grouped with Book 2*
Books 6 and 11 are too short to reach any conclusion, also perhaps 
Book 14* Of the rest, objections to grouping Book 3 with any 
other appear in every case but Book 10*

As for Book 7> it stands apart from Books 1, 2, 3* 4 and 
perhaps 5* The result for the short Book 6 must be indecisive.
Book 8, strangely, is rejected* Book 9 probably belongs to it, 
and Book 10 may do so, in spite of a slightly significant result 
for va.



Table 4.16
Chi-square results comparing each of Artha^Estra Books 2, 3 
and 7 with the remaining Books.
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(^) Book 3
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Table 4.16
(e) Book 7s

Bk. 1_______£_________ 5_________ 6_________ 8_________ 2 _
eva

X2 .85 .82 5.87* - .35 .11
d.f. 1 1 1 - 1 1

evam
X2 .16 1.99 1.32 - - .60
d.f* X 1 1 •* •* 1
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X2 32.82*** 12.68** 6.07* .01 16.04*** 5.86
d.f, 3 2 2 1 2 5
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x2 *00 *50
d. f * 1 *"• ** **» X
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Books 12 and 13 are rejected by each of Books 2, 3 a^d 7* 
and may well form a group of their own, representing a fourth 

hand in the Artha^astra*
To summarize the resultss The separate authorship of Books 

2, 3 and 7 is well established. When it comes to grouping the 
remaining books around those three, the interpretation of the 
results btecomes less obvious* It is conceivable that Books 1 and 

2 belong together, both from the statistical results as well as 
from the fact of their contiguity and the similarity of subject 
matter* To add Book 8 to that group, however, would make less 
sense since it is neither contiguous nor is it obvious that its 
subject (vices or calamities) fits in well with the first two 
(ministers and overseers)* It is stylistically unique in the 
extent to which it employs the polemical technique, which is rafce 
is Book 1 and almost absent from Book 2* Books 3 send 4 (law and 
crime) clearly form the core of a second group, to which Book 3 
(*secret conduct1) might logically be added* Book 6 would perhaps 
be put in a third group with Book 7» to which it serves as a preface, 
but could also for the same reason be a later composition added by 
the compiler* The third group, then, whose general subject is 
interstate relations, would consist of Books 7i 9 and 10* Books 
12 and 13 form a fourth group of miscellaneous subjects under the 
heading of interstate relations, to which one would be inclined 
to add Books 11 and 14*
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S entence-length

One feels that length of sentence characterizes the style 
of a writer* This author prefers the immediacy of short, staccato 
sentences| that author, the polished and languid style of long 
periods with frequent appositions, subordinate clauses, and paren
thetical phrases* Sentence-length is, moreover, easily measured
(or ©o it seems, at first glance), and the studies of Yule, Wake 

1and Morton provided reason to believe that it could be a useful 
test of authorship in Sanskrit* We decided to investigate the 
matter.

Sentence-length distributions characteristically form a 
unimodal curve, positively skew, often with a long, thin tail* 
Their shape can be summarized (following Yule) by calculating the. 
first quartile (Q^)> a measure of short sentences}, the median, a 
measure of the central tendency; the third quartile (Q^)* measure 
of the longer sentences; and the ninth decile (D̂ ) , a measure of 
the longest sentences* (Yule also gives the interquartile dist
ance, , as a measure of the central spread*) We give
these quantiles for sentence-length distributions in Somadeva in 
Table 5»1.

1* Cited above, ch. 3*



Table 5.1

Quantiles of the sentence-length distributions in Somadeva in words

Sample 1 2 3 5

3# 20 2,93 4*00 3.60 4-, 28
Median 5.91 5.37 6*93 6.82 7.09

8*64 8*36 8*66 9.03 9,Mf
10.48 10.1? 10.91 10.87 12.33

Since the methods for calculating these quantiles is only 
approximate, and that of calculating their standard errors is 
even more so, they do not form a very satisfactory basis for sig
nificance testing. Yet they serve to illustrate the considerable 
divergence which exists between Sample 2 at one extreme and Sample 
5 at the other, in every part of the distributions.

Grouped sentence-length distributions for Somadeva (as well 
as GaAge^a) have been given in Table 4*5* above. Calculating for 
chi-square from this table yields a highly significant result, 
well beyond the .1% level (X2 « 55*0$ at 12 d.f.).

This result is confirmed by comparison of means and variances 
(These have been calculated from the ungrouped data.)



Table 5* 2

Means ana variances for sentence-length distributions in Somadeva* 
n « number of sentences*

Sample 1 2 _____2_____  ^ 5
n 500 500 500 500 500
mean 6*17 6*14- 7*10 6*74- 7*29
variance 11*22 9*93 10.59 10*04- 19*24-

Standard error of the difference in means ( ^ w) is given bys

\l i 0
2where S is the variance, n the size of sample, and the subscripts 

i, j denote the two different samples* Calculating for the two 
extremes, Samples 2 and 5s we find the standard error of the differ 
ence is *512, with a difference in means of 1*15, or 5*69 standard 
errors* Referring this to tables of the areas of the normal curve, 
we find a probability of slightly more than #0001 or one case in 
10,000 of so great a difference arising through sampling variation* 
Computing the variance ratio, P, where

P - greater variance estimate 
lesser variance estimate

we achieve a highly significant value at 1*95 (d*f*  ̂299, 299)#
By all the tests we conclude that sentence-length distributions



in Somadeva can by no means be regarded as homogeneous#
Turning to Gahgc^a, the quantiles are given in the following

table t

Table 5*5
/

Quantiles of the sentence-length distributions in Gafigê a*

Book 1 2 4

S. 5.97 6.21 5.50
Median 7.54 11.55 9# 96

11.69 17.92 15.43

d q 15.50 27.50 26,44

As we have previously remarked, there is a large difference 
between the distribution for Book 1, and those for Books 2 and 4* 
Chi-square for all three books is highly significant at 58*23 
with 12 degrees of freedom#

Means and variances are given in Table 5.4#

Table 5*4
Means and variances for sentence-length distributions in Gaftgê a#

Book 1 2 A

n 300 300 00K\

mean 8*52 13.67 12.42
variance 33.64 110*04 95.70



For Books 1 and 2 the means lie 3#09 standard errors apart, 
a highly significant divergence; and the F-test shows a highly 
significant divergence in the variances of the two hooks (F - 3*27> 

d.f. « 299, 299)#
Agreement between Books 2 and 4, on the other hand, is fairly 

good# The chi-square result for the grouped sentence-length distrib 
utions of Table 4*5 is 5.89 at 8 degrees of freedom# The means 
for the two books are 1#5 standard errors distant which, at about 
the 7% level is not too bad# The variance ratio is also non-signif
icant (F « 1.17)#

This should serve as a warning against too facile an accep
tance of sentence-length as a test of authorship in ancient texts# 
For it would be absurd to conclude that Samples 2 and 5 of Somadeva, 
for instance, have different authors, or that the author of GaAge^a 
Book 1, is different from the author of Books 2 and 4*

To determine the lengths of sentences we have simply counted 
the number of words between dandas# Bow the use of the da#da in 
verse was regularized before its use in prose, if indeed it can 
ever be said to have regularized in prose# The Girnar rescension 
of the Adokan edicts employ da#das very haphazardly, to separate 
phrases, but not throughout^ in the Gupta inscriptions dandas are

1fully established in verse and common but not obligatory in prose#

1* See Georg Btthler, Jndische Falaeographie, trans. Fleet, in 
IA 35 » Appendix#



A glance through Sircar1® Select Inscriptions shows that a modern
editor1 s view of where the dan<jas belong often conflict with the
person— whether the pradfastikara or the engraver— responsible for

flan<?as in epigraphs# The judgement of two different editors
may diverge to a considerable extents Kangle 1 s text of the Artha-
£astra, for example, contains about 2 2% fewer dandas than does

1the Jolly-Schmidt edition# Even the work of one editor may show 
inconsistencies from one end of a text to the other, and it is 
to this, coupled with the inconsistencies introduced by copyists 

and allowed to stand, that the divergences in sentence-length 
distributions noted in Somadeva and Gaflgê a are most probably to 
be attributed. If one consults the printed text of Gaftgê a, for 
instance, one will find that in Book 1 where a hypothetical construc
tion beginning with cet is rebutted with na, that na is more often 
than not regarded as a one-word sentence with dandas either side; 
whereas in Book 2 and the later books it is often treated as a 
phrase and enclosed in commas# Thus the dandas in Gaftgedu do not 
accurately reflect the natural periods of the prose; rather, they 
mask it#

1# Kangle, Part 3* P* 21s about 5370 fsfftras1 in his text, 6880 
in Jolly-Schmidt, including verses, where the position of the 
dandas is fixed by useage* so that the difference in the prose 
is even greater than calculated#



danda was the only mark of punctuation available to 
ancient Indian writers and so was called to serve a variety of 
purposes besides ending sentences. In the printed texts which 
have appeared in thelast two centuries, a few of the roman punc
tuation marks have been admitted with the wholly noble intent of 
making them easier to read. The unfortunate result for our type 
of study is that practices have not become standard, either with 
regard to the number of permitted marks, or their permitted func
tions. If the da#da were confined to the functions of the full- 
stop and were intelligently inserted by editors, the sentence- 
length test would be much easier to apply.

This does not wholly eliminate the problem, however, for 
even in classical texts which have been the subject of critical 
editorial attention for many generations, the practices of different 
editors may still show considerable divergence. In modem texts 
where we can be confident that the punctuation is the work of the 
autltor and not of copyists or editors, we have personal idosyncracy 
to cope with; only the foolhardy or the mad would attempt a study 
of sentence-length distributions in Tristram Shandy, for example.
In all studies of sentence-length, in any language, then, what 
constitutes a sentence must be given careful thought; and in many, 
editorial decisions will have to be made while making the counts 
or preparing the text for computer. This is unfortunate since it 
requires greater attention and time, and subjects the outcome of a 
sentence-length study to the skill and honesty of the scholar doing 
the counting, but it cannot be avoided*



We do not pursue sentence-length further, hut turn now to 
compound-length.

C onrpound-length
It is a matter of common knowledge among indologists that 

Sanskrit authors differ in the extent to which they use nominal 
compounds, and especially in the lengths of their compounds.
Some authors (and some genres of literature) will favour the 
crispness and directness of a style which uses only a few, short 
compounds, and will employ the common compound which scarcely 

seems a eoumpound, but will rarely coin a nonce-compound; 
others, preferring the ornate and convoluted, will build great 
compounds as easily as a hot summer*s day will pile up cumulous 
clouds. Sanskrit permits the writer enormous scope for compounding, 
perhaps more than any other language. And it is only reasonable 
to presume that if compounding can be measured, it may forma basis 
on which personal styles may be statistically distinguished.

In compiling tables of compound-length distributions, we have 
counted the number of separate words or •members1 in each nomi
nal compound; thus each compound has two or more members.
We have not distinguished nityasamasas such as artha-^astra from 
those made up for the occasion and never used a&ain; artha^astra 
is entered as a two-member compound along with the rest, though 
proper names are everywhere treated as simple words. We have 
analysed each compound into as many component members as it can 
be made to yield regarding, for example, itihasa as a three-member



compound consisting of the words itl + ha + &sa after the usual 
etymology, excepting only a-privative and the prefixes of verbal 
derivatives, and resolving compounds within compounds to their 
component parts# Compounds were not further classified by type, 
such as bahuvrxhit etc* If this procedure seems to ride roughshod 
over many nice grammatical distinctions, it seemed to us the only 
practical course, at least for a first attempt such as this* To 
follow any other would be to risk having the counting process get 
stuck in a morass of indecision#

Compound-length distributions for the five samples from 
Somadeva and the three from Gaftgê a are given in Table 5*5*



Q?able 5*5

Compound.*-length distributions in Somadeva and Gaflgeda.

(a) Somadeva

Members Sample 1 2 3 4* p

2 307 526 355 313 435
3 100 76 102 84* 97
/j. 28 30 32 18 26
5 12 12 7 9 13
6 4 4- 3 2 7
7 3 4- 5 3 8
8 2 3 1 1 -
9 1 1 1 **
10 1 2 1 fW* 1
11 - 1 M 1
• * • *
14 1 *** ** m

4-2 na* 1 w*

total 4-59 4-59 508 4*30 588
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Table 5*5 

(b) Gaftgê at

Members Bk* 1 2 4*

2 4-31 644 602

5 185 525 271
k TO 111 104

5 15 48 46
6 11 29 18

7 6 14 15
8 5 if

9 1 6 2
10 M 5 5
11 m 2 1
12 m 1
* * * *
16 ** 1

total 719 1186 1067

Agreement among the five samples of Somadeva as measured 
by chi-square is very good (X = 18*00, d*f. » 16); that within 
Gaftgeda is not so good, just reaching the 5% significance level 
(X2 - 18*75, d.f. - 10). The improvement over the sentence- 
length distributions, in any case, is enormous, and we have 
reason to be encouraged*



Comparison of means and variances, on the other hand, is 
distinctly discouraging*

Table 5*6

Means and variances for compound* 
and Gaiigê a*

-length distributions in Somadeva

(a) Somadeva n mean variance
Sample 1 45 9 2*57 1.391

2 459 2.63 4.750

3 508 2.50 1.120

* 430 2.41 .716
5 588 2.46 1.102

(b) Gahge^a
Book 1 719 2.63 .963

2 1086 2.74 1.798
4 1067 2.80 1.686

In Somadeva the extremes for both means and variances
are represented by Samples 2 and 4-* The means of these two 
samples lie 2*02 standard errors apart with a probability of 
about 4**5% (for two tails). The variance ratio is highly signif
icant at 6*61 (4*581 4-29 d*f*)* For Gaftgê a the means of the 
samples from Books 1 and 4- are 5*12 standard errors distant, 
with a probability of about two cases in a thousand* The variance



ratio for the two extremes, Books 1 and 2, is again significant, 
though not so large as that for Somadeva (F » 1*87, d*f* - 1085* 

718).
The reason for the differing verdicts h f the chi-square 

test and comparison of means and variances is not far to seek*
The compound™length distributions from time to time show outliers 
at a considerable distance from the body of the distribution, or, 
in other words, the occasional very long compound makes an appear
ance* They are in almost every case dvandvas» and one way of elim
inating this effect would be simply to exclude all compounds of 
this type* These outliers increase the means slightly and the 
variances a great deal* In the second sample from Somadeva, for 
instance, a single compound of 4-2 members contributes about 3*4- 
fo the total variance of 4-*7* The necessity for pooling where 
the expectation falls below 5 in chi-square testing damps down 
and indeed even eliminates the distorting effect of these outliers* 
In computing chi-square for Somadeva, compounds of six members or 
more were lumped together, in Gaflgê a compounds of seven members 
or more. It is usually judged that the need to pool and thus 
foreshorten the tails of distributions, making chi-square a less 
sensitive test, is a disadvantage; in this case, it is probably 
an improvement over other tests*

Clearly compound-length cannot be regarded as a safe discrim
inator without further investigation into its nature and without 
more testing in control material* We go on to consider compound- 
length in the Arthurstra with the understanding that it is not



to "be taken as sure or settled, and must be evaluated in conjunc
tion with the results of other kinds of tests.

The distributions may he found in Appendix Table 7*
Taking the three long books first and computing chi-square with
in and between books we arrive at the resultw shown in the follow
ing tables

Table 5»7

Chi-square results for compound-length distributions within 
and between Books 2, 3 and 7 of the Artha^gstra.

X2 d.f.

Book 2 33.41* 21
3 3.06 5
7 8.63 4
2 & 3 24.87** 8

2 & 7 32.81*** 6

3 & 7 9.14 6

1This agrees quite well with the results for word distributions, 
except that the four samples of Book 2 give a result just at the 
5% level, occasioned chiefly by a thick tail in 2a, and comparison 
of Books 3 and 7 yields a non-significant result. Book 2 in any 
cas# is very different from Books 3 and 7» supporting our conclu-

1. See above, Tables *f.!3 and A*l4



sion of difference in authorship*
The results comparing the long books singly with the

remaining ones are given in Table
How do these results affect our conclusions as to groups

of books within the Artha^astra * arrived at on the basis of word 
1distributions? In the first place the possible association of 

Books 1 and 2 looks less likely in view of a significant result 
for compound-length, though we may note that again the tail of 
the distribution is the seat of the trouble, if we may be pardoned 
the expression* The same cannot be said for the significant 
difference in compound-length between Books 3 4, on other
grounds the most hopeful of combinations, though 3 and 5 may be 
considered homogeneous. There is no change in the conclusions 
regarding Book 7* and in particular its association with Book 9 
is the most thoroughly tested in the Artha^gstra*

Compound-length may prove to be a useful test of authorship 
in Sanskrit, but as we say it needs more study.

1. See above, Table 4.16*



f l a b l o  5 * 8

Chi-square results for compound-length distributions, comparing 
each of Arthadastra Books 2, 5 and 7 with the remaining books*

(a) Book 2s
Bk. 1 V 5 6 8 9

X 2 20.02** 22.90** 6*99 2.81 1 6 .09 * 25.14***
d.f. 7 7 6 5 6 6

„ Bk. 10 11 12 13 IV
X“ 20.16** 2.11 9 * 60* 1 5 .2 3 ** 3 2 * 94* * *
d.f. 5 5 5 5

00 Book 3s

Bk. 1 5 6 8 9
X2 13.67* 19.50** 6.87 6.09 8.71 10.81
d.f. 6 6 5 3 3 5

Bk. 10 11 12 _13 IV
X 2 19.82** *2V 1*00 1 9 * 67* * 6 1 . 8V ** *
d.f. 5 2 3 5 5

(g) Book 7 s
Bk. 1 V __ 5 6 8 9

X2 18.20** 1 9 . 6V ** 1 0 . 03* 6 .86 7.0V 2 .6 9
d . f#  6 6 V 3 if if

Bk. 10 11 12 13 IV
X2 20.62*** .37 1*90 20 . 97 * * * 7 8 .3 6 * * *

4 2 V V if



CHAPTER 6 s THE ARTHAS&STRA, BHARUCI AND MEDHATITHI

In 1965 Dr# Dieter Schlingloff published an important study
of the parallel passages in the Arthadastra and one of the earliest

1extant commentators on Manu, Medhatithi# Schlingloff found altog
ether 19 passages common to the two texts, which he published in 
his article in parallel columns with a wealth of annotation giving 
variant readings and parallels in other works, such as the KSmanda-
kiya Hftisara and Somadeva1s Hltivakyamrta t thus completing the

2works begun by J# Jolly#
The importance of Schlingloff1 s study lies not so much in his:: 

conclusions regarding the relative purity of the textual tradition 
by which the Arthaggstra has been handed down to us, the corruptions 
to which the text of Medhatithi has been subject, and the Improved 
readings for Medhgtithi which a comparison with the Arthadastra 
affords, important as these ares it consists rather in the startling

1* "Arthadastra-Studien" in Wiener Zeitschrift fftr die Kunde 
Slid"- und Qstasiens £, 19&5, p* 1 ff *
2# “Kollektaneen zum Kau*JilIya Arthaggstra*' (ZDMG 68, 1914, p# 345 ff 
69t 1915> P# 369 ff#) gives extensive parallels in various works; 
the relation with Medhgtithi is noted in f,Textkritische Bemerkungen 
zum Kau-Jillya Artharfastra”, ZBMG 22* 193-6, pp* 547-54; 21* 1917* 
pp. 227-39. 4-14-28 5 22, 19X8, pp. 209-23«



conclusion he reaches concerning the relation of the two texts, 
namely, that Medh&tithi has not drawn on the Artha^astra itself, 
but from an earlier arthatfastra source on which the author of the 
Kau^iliya Arthatfgstra also drew. This proceeds from the assumption 
that citations tend to be word for word, or at least, when the 
author quotes from memory, he does not alter the sense of his 
original, much less contradict it* tReworkings1 (Bearbeitungen) 
such as those of Kamandaka and Somadeva are explicitly excluded 
from the jurisdiction of this assumption* Since, then, in the 
passages common to the Artha^&stra and Medh&tithi there are to be 
found differences of word order, juxtapositions of ideas, differ
ences of content and even contradictions, Medhatithi cannot have 
drawn from the Arthadastra itself, but rather from the tradition 
on which the latter depends* The similarities in the passages, 
however, show that the Artha^Sstra was constructed of the same

. 2materxals* Although he does not say so,, we must infer that 
Schlingloff views MedhStithi as preserving passages from this 
fArtha^astra-Quelle1 more or less in their original form and the 
author of the KautilX.va as having changed or reworked them, standing 
in a relation to it similar to Kamandaka or Somadeva1s relation to

1* Schlingloff, p* 25? "Zitate jedoch pflegen wBrtlich zu sein, 
Oder doch zumindest mm wenn der Autor aus dem Gedftchtnis zitiert —  

ihrem Sinne nach nicht von dem zitierten Text abzuweichen oder 
diesem gar zu widersprechen."
2* Schlingloff, p* 31*



the Artha^astra itself.
Hot long before Schlingloff1s article appeared Professor

J.D.M. Derrett published parallel passages from the Artha&astra,
Medhatithi and an earlier commentary on Manu, the Manuggstravivarana
of Bharuci, a manuscript of which had recently been discovered in
the University of Travancore, for the text of which Professor

1Derrett is preparing an edition and translation. Of the five
passages common to the three texts presented in this paper, four
corresponded to four passages of the 19 published by Schlingloff,
the other one having been overlooked by the latter since it has
inadvertently been omitted from Jha^ text of Medhatithi. It
appeared, then, that the picture was somewhat changed, for it is
certain that the Vivara^a is earlier than Medhatithifs Manubhagya#
and that the text of the Vi varan a which we have, fragmentary though
it is (it begins with the concluding parts of Manu, Book 6) , is the
same work which Medhatithi £ad before him and which he often drew

2from and sometimes named. But the picture was not greatly altered? 
if Medhatithi got some of his artha^astra material from Bharuci, 
the bulk of it came from elsewhere, or so it seemed when Schling-

1# "A Kewly-discovered Contact between Artha^astra and Dharma^astra 
the Role of BharueinH in ZDMG 115 > 19&5 * P* 3.34 ff.
2. Derrett, p. l4l, fn. 20: Professor Derrett has collected other
such references which will be included in the notes to the text and 
translation, to be published Iby the Centre du sud-est asiatique, 
University of Brussels.



loff appended a note to his article, taking into account the 
recently-published information of Derrett in the following stemmas^

artha^astra-source

Kau^illyaBhSruci

MedhStithi

It seemed to us strange that MedhStithi should draw some of 
his artha^Sstra material from BhSruci, hut not all* Accordingly, 
and thanks to the kind loan of a Roman transcript of BhSruci on 
Manu, Book 7> hy Professor Derrett, we searched for other Artha^astra- 
Bharuci-MedhStithi parallels*

The search was simple with the extensive work of Schlingloff 
before us; we quickly found that all hut six of Schlingloff1 s Artha- 
£astra-Medhatithi correspondences are also represented in BhSruci, 
and two more which Schlingloff had not found besides* The picture 
changes again.

We present below the twenty-one extracts, in order of their 
appearance in Bharuci and MedhStithi* For the Artharfastra we use 
Kangle*s text and his notes thereon in which D represents the 
recently discovered DevanSgari manuscript, G^ that on which Shama- 
sastry based his edition, G^ the transcript of a manuscript used

1* Schlingloff, p* 58.
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for the Jolly*"Schmidt edition (G * G^, Gg) , the manuscript
chiefly used by Ganapati Sastri for his text according to Kangle
(M == M^, Mg, M^) and !E a manuscript in Telegu characters, D is a
northern manuscript, the other southern; the various commentaries
are given as Cb, Cj, Cn, Cnn, Cp, and Cs, the last being Ganapati
Sastri*s Primula; the Jolly-Schmidt edition is referred to as ,p l*
Por Bharuci the text is Derrett^ Roman transcript of a DevanagarX
copy of the original in Malayalam script. For Medhftlthi the text

1is that of Ganganatha Jha with variants supplied from the editions
2 3of V.N. Mandalik (Mand.) and Jagannath R. Gharpure (Ghar,) and

Jhafs notes on Gharpure*s text which preceded his own edition of
the text (Jha (^otes)),^ We have not thought it necessary to
improve the readings, sandhi and punctuations of the text, the
latter showing how the editor, who appears to have made no serious
use of the Arthurs tra. has occasionally misconstrued his text.

1* Manu-Smyti with the 1 Manubhagya1 of Medhatithi (Bibl. Ind. no* 
256), vol. 2, Calcutta, 1959* Jha*s translation appeared earlier 
than the text (vol. 3, pt. 2, Calcutta, 1924).
2* Manava-Dharma-ifastra with the Commentaries of Medhatithi , 
Sarvajffanarayaqa . KullGka, Raghavananda. Nandana and Ramachandra. 
Bombay, 18Q6.
3* Collection of Hindu Law Texts, no. 9, 1920.
4. Manu-Smrti: Notes. Part 3L: Textual» Calcutta, 1924.



Only those variants in the Artha^astra and Medhatithi which throw 
some light on the relations of the texts are cited. We occasion
ally cite parallels from the KamandakiTya N3Ttisgra>(KB) and its 
commentator Sfaftkararya from the edition of T# Ganapati Sastri*** and

m  2Somadeva1s NItivakyamytajfrom that of Pt. Pannalala SonI with
v 3variants, where pertinent, from Jollyfs "Kollektaneen11.

We must say at once that in annotating these passages we 
have made full use of Schlingloff *s excellent notes, and have 
adopted his method of arrangement. At the same time, bringing 
Bharuci into the comparison has meant that some variants which had 
been of no interest in comparing the two texts became relevant 
when considering the inter-relations of the three, and so the 
whole ground had to be gone over, A few new passages from Kaman
daka and Somadeva have also been supplied.

1, TSS, no, 1%, Trivandrum 1912*
2# Manikacandra-Digambara-Jaina-GranthamalS, no, 22, Bombay, 
Samvat 1979 (A*D, 1925), Improved readings are contained in a 
second volume (no. 3^ of the series, Sa^vat 1989, A.D, 1935). 
References are to the first volume unless otherwise stated,
3, Cited above.



1. The Four Vices Born of Lust (Schlingloff 19? Derrett X)
XDrink (negative)

(Kaujilyat Drink wore© 
than women)
Arth# 8.5

p5nasa$pat-~s&mjf&n&4o 
1 nunmattasyonmattatvam 
apretasya pretatva^ 
kauplnadar^anaij druta- 
pra j0apr§$avit1ami tra- 
h5ni£ sadbhir viyogo 
•narthasaijyogas tantrl- 
gltanaipngye§u cartha- 
ghnegu prasafiga iti

/61/

(Manus Drink worse than gambling)

BhSr* 7*52 Medh. 7*52
(p£nadyfttayo$ panaiji (pSnadydtayolj. pSnaip
garlyafc /) garlyah /)
tatra hi sa^jfiapra^a- tatra hi sa^ jnapranarfal 
dafc/ anunmattaeyonmat- anunmattasyonmattatvam- 
tatva (lacuna) sya pret~ apretasya pretatvaij 
atva^ rfrutapra jnapra- kauplnaprakadanaqt, ivu« 
hSnaiji mitrahani^ sadbh- tapra jnaprahanaiji, 
ir viyoga^ asadbhid mitrahani^jsadbhir
ca prayoga£/ gltadi§u viyogafc, asadbhid ca
carthasvapne§u prasail- samprayogalj. , gltadi^v 
ga$/ rahasyamantrapra- drthaghne§u prasahgafcf
kSdasp. madavegenetl 
panado§a^/

ratamantraprakadanaij 
ca, mahino *py upahas- 
yata, gambhlraprakyter 
api yatkipoanavaditS 

w\a davegeneti, panado§S£y

1* Cf. KN 15*60-2: vamanagi vihvalatvaij ea eaijgnanado vivastrats/
bahvabaddhapr^lapttvam akasmad vyasana^ muhuh/ / pra^aglanilg. suhynngrfa} 
prajnSdrutamatibrahma^/ sadbhir viyogo 'sadbhid ca sa^yogo 'narthyssa^ 
gamal^// skhalanaiji vepathus tandrl nitanta^ strlnive§anam/ ity Sdi 
panavyasanam atyanta^ sadvigarhitam//



Gambling (positive)
231

(Pi^una: Hunting is
worse than gambling#)

b. dyftte tu jitam evakfa- dyCEte jitam evak^avidu- dyllte tu jitam evak-

tad eva vijitadravyam yena tadaiva jitadrav- yena tad eva jita]$

1# Cf. KH 15*^6, arthana&akriyava^yaiji nityaiji vairanubandhita/
saty apy arthe nira£atvam asaty api ca sa^ata// gHhanajji mUtra^ak^to 
lcsutpipasopapldanam/ ity adtiris tantraku^ala dyHtado§an pracak§ate// 
NV (2) 16# 10-13: dytttasaktasya kim apy akrtyaijt nasti/ matary api hi
m^tayain dlvyaty eva kitava^/ piî unalj sarve§.am avidrvasaijL ja,nayati/ 
divasvapah guptavyadhivySlanam utthapanadan<|a£ sakalakaryantaraya^ ca/ 
3* Kangle: "GMT vairabandharf ca, (Cn)#" BhSr., Medh* agree with
Kangle's text.

vidusga yatha Jayatsena- §a anak^ajfxasyapi 
Duryodhanabhyam iti / p£k§ikah parajayaJj. /

§avidu§&, anak§aj- 
jfrasy&pi pak§ikah 
parajaya^/

Gambling (negative)

(Kau$ilya: Gambling worse
than hunting)

(dyutas trTvyasanayo& (s trIdy&tavyasanayor
ca dytttaig. gariyah/ dyfttavyasanaqi

gariya^/

ami§ai$ vairanubandha^ ya£ tasyapi bhavati dravyam tasyapi vi§ai
ce? / kk/



sato frthasya viprati- tatha tannimitto 
pattir asasta£ carjanam vairanubandhali/ jayalj 
apratibhuktanSteo mfttra- sadhararia^ lcevala^ 
puri§adhara£abubhuk§a- par&jayah anubhalcta- 
dibhi£ ca vyadhilabha na£ah/

bhavati/
tathS ca tannimitto 
vairanubandha^ jayâ i 
sadhara#a£ kevala^ 
pareEjaya^, bhuktanS-

c
iti dytxtado§a^ / 45/ mUtrapurlsavegadharaijac €oty/ mtltrapurl§ave>- 
(Kaunapadantaj Gambling ca £artratantra£aithil>- gadhara^ac ca rfarlre
worse than women) 
satatyena hi ni£i 
pradipe matari ca 
m̂ tayaiji dlvyaty eva 
kitavah/ 48/ k^cchre

yaiji vyadhinidSnam aseva- ^aithilyaiji vyadhini- 
nena k§udradibhi£ ca danam eva/ tena
pt$ati£ayena/ matary 
api ca m̂ tayaiji divyaty 
eva/ kitavalj. krcchre-

ca pratipr^tah. kupyati/ ca p^cchyamanah

k§udradibhili svapl- 
^ati^ayat/ matary 
api ca m^tayam 
dXvyaty eva/ kytak:^

As>/ snh^dbhir api kupyatXti ye§u ca na suhrdbhir
dyt*tado§ah/ api k£§yate/ tapta- 

yasapi^davat paradra1 
ani pariharato na. 
pratyayate ca/ 
k§udhite durgate 
1nnadyupapat tyupekfgS 
vi§ayata sarvagu^as- 
aijpannasyapi t£$avadl 
avajfiayate/ iti 
dytitadojgah/

4. Ghar# v*l#, Jha (Hotes): vi§X bhavati, "as in U(andana)•M
5* Kangles "G^T dyCEtado^ah*" BhiJr*, Medh# agree with Kangle*s text#



233
Women (positive)

(Kaunapadantas Gambling 
worse than women)

&d# strivyasane tu snana- strlvyasane tv apatyo- 
pratikarmabhojanabhumi§u tpattih pratikarmabho- 
bhavaty eva dharmartha* janabhflyi§$ham anusava- 
paripra^nah/ 50/ siakya naig. dharmarthaparigra- 
oa strl rajahite niyok- hah/ liakta ca strl 
turn, upaij£uda$$ena rajahite niyoktum
vyadhina va vyavartay- apavahayituqi va/ 
itum avasravayituin va 
iti/ 51/

(Kau$ilyaj Drink 
worse than women)

strivyasane bhavaty 
apatyotpattir atmarak- 
§anaiji cantardare§u, 
viparyayo va bahye§u 
agamy e§u sarvocehit-
tiW  59/

strtvyasane tv apaty- 
otpattilj. pratikarma- 
bhoj anabMyi ̂ hanu- 
bhavanaiji dharmartha- 
partigrahah/ £akya. 
ca stri rajahite 
niyoktum apavahayi- 
tuiji va/

6. Kangle: "GT strlvyasaneigu tu.*' Bhar., Medh. agree with Sangle’s,
text.



7Y/omen (negative)

34

(Kau$ilya: Women worse
than gambling)

adar̂ anaiji karyanirve-
8 9da£ kalatipatepad

10anartho dharmalopa^
ca tantradaurbalyaiji 

11pSnanubandhad' ceti/

/ 5 V

(strim^gavyasanayo^ 
strlvyasanam gariya^/)

adar^anaig karya$aiji 
s t r ivya sanas aft ge §u 
rajakarye§u nirveda^/ 
kalatipatanaijt/ dharma- 
lopah/ panado^anuban- 
dha^/ arthaghne§u ca 
n^ttadi§u prasaiiga iti/

(s trlmrgayavyasana- 
yo^ strTvyasanajjt 
gariya^/)
adar̂ anaij. karyâ iaij , 
strlvyasanasa^gena 
rajakSrye$u ca 
nirvedafc, kSlStipS- 
tanaijL, dharmalopah, 
panado§anubandha^, 
arthaghne§u can^tS** 
di§u prasaftga iti/

7• Cf* KN 15.56: kalatipata^ karyanaiji dharmarthaparipldanam/
nityabhyantaravartitvat sadhuprakytikopanam//
8. Kangle: "G2T om. karyanivedafc.» Bhgr., Medh. support Kangle's 
text*
9« Kangles "T karyatipata-#11 Bhar* and Medh# agree with Kangle*a 
text*
10* Kangle: "GMT -danarthadharmalopa^ ca (em#)#11
11# Kangle: "T vasanubandhah*" Bhar# and Medh* agree with Kangle*s 
text*



1%Hunting (positive)

(Kautilya: Dice
worse than hunting)

n̂ gayayaiji tu vyayamah 
31e§maptttaniedahsveda- 
na£a£ cale sthite  ̂ ca 
k'Sye lak§aparicaya^L 
kopabhayasthanefu ca 
m^ganaij cittajnanam 
anityayanam ceti/ k6/

mrgayayaijt tu vyayama- 
pitta£le§mavadhah 
svedadina&a^/ cale sthi- 
re ca kaye lak§aparica- 
ya^/ praharanavai^ara- 
dyopajananena asanapari- 
cayaii ceti/

m^gayayaijL tu vyaya

mah pitta£le§maban- 

dhalj, medadina£a£,

cale sthire va kaye^
15lak§yaparicayah, 

prahara^e1^ vai^aradj 
yopajananaiji gramya- 
janapi rijaya£ ceti/

& _

12m Cf# KN 15.26* jitadramatvaijL vyayama amamedaljkephakigayalj/ 
calasthire§u lak§e§u banasiddhir anuttama// (See Schlingloff for 
copious references#)
13# Kangle: n3? sthire#*1 Bhar#, Medh# KN agrew with Q?
against Kangle *s text*
1*W So Jha (Notes) , ,(as in S(arvajHanaraya^a)*" Mand#, Ghar* kale# 
15* Mand* lak§aparicaya£, Ghar. lak$ah paricaya^.#
16* Mand# prahara^aiji#



2* fhe Ideal Minister*^ (Schlingloff 9)

Arth. 1,9 Bhar* 7*5^ Medh. 7*5^
janapado *bhfjatah tad yatha prajnah tad yatha prajfTali
svavagrahalj krta^ilpad1 suvigrahah. dharayi§#ur d^dhakarl dharayif- 
cak§u§man prajflo dharayi- d ak$o vagml pragalbhah ^ur dak§ah vagml 
§nur dak§o vagml pragal- pratipattiman utsahapra- prabala^ pratipatti- 
ghalj pratipattiman utsa- bhavagu^ayuktaty kle^asa- man utsShaprabhava- 
haprabhavayuktalj kle£a~ hah £ucir maitrah £Ila- yulctalj. klegasaha^i 
sahaty ducir maitr.o balarogyayuktastambhaca- £ucir dana^Ilah

18d£<Jhabhakti^ ^flabalaro- palahfno vaira (lacuna) yogy&satvayuktaiji
19gyasattvayukta^i ' stam- stai$bhacapalah2tna£
20bhacapalahlna^ sampri- priyo vairi^am

yo vaira$am akartety akarteti.
amatyasampat/ l/

17. O f. KN ^-.27-30s svavagraho janapadalj. kula^Ilabalanvitah/ vagml 
pragalbhah cak§u§man utsahl pratipattiman// stambhacapalahlrjia^ ca 
maitralj klehasahah huci^/ satyasattvadh^tisthairyaCP^abhavarogya- 
saijiyutâ // kijtahilpah ca daksgah ca prajKavan dhara^anvitah/ 
dy^habhaktir akartta ca vairanaijL sacivo bhavet// sm^tis tatparatar- 

the§u vitarko jnananihcaya^/ d£<Jhata mantraguptih ca mantrisaijipat 
prakfrtita//
18* Mand* -yuktastambha-*

19* Kangle: MGM -sattvasaIJlyukta^,l. Medh. and, partly, Bhar* agree 
with Kangle*s text*

20* Kangle: nGM -capalyavai jita£,!. Bhar., Medh.9KN agree with Kangl



U  13,Four 3?ests for a Minister (Schlingloff 14$ Derrett III)

Arth. 1.10 Bhar. 7*54 Medh. 7.54
a«mantripurohitasalchah (lacuna) parlk^ocyate/ •..dharmarthakama-

samanyeigv adhikarane§u bhayopadhabhih/
sthapayitvamatyan upad- seyaiji parIk§ocyate/
habhilj hodhayet/l /

bCl) purohitam ayajyayajana* 
dhyapane niyuktam 
am^fyamanajp rajavak- 
§ipet/ 2/ sa sattri- 
bhî i hapathapurvam 
ekaikam amatyam upaja- 
payet--fadharmiko *ya^ 
raja, sadhu dharmikam 
anyam asya tatkulfnam 
aparuddhaiji^ kulyam 
ekapragrahaiji samantam

purohita^ svalpe kSrye 
rajffa vya jenakigiptalj 
amy§yamSpal^ sahapatham 
ekaikam amatyam upaja- 
pet/ adharmiko 'yaiji 
raja/ sSdhu dhSrmikam 
ekaij kullnam avaruddham 
ekapragraham as£mant&m 
â avikaiji va pratipada- 
yamaij/ anyebyah ca 
mantribhya etad rocate/

22pur ohi ta^/e vakarye
rajfSa vyajenadhilcsgip
tah bahunS !rthasaj£-
pradanenaptapuru§air
ekaikam amatyam upaj.
pet rajavinahaya~-
fetac ca sarvamantri' 

23bho rocate, atha 
kathaip. bhavate* iti 
pratyakhyane f dharmo- 
padhahuddha^y ̂^

21, Quoted by jJaftkararya on KN 4.26,
22. Mand, Ghar., svalpakarye.
25. Mand., Ghar. sarvaig mantribhyo*
24, Kangle: f,GM avaruddhairtfn also ^afikararya* Bhar. agrees with
GM, SaAkararya against Kanglefs text.
25* Mand. arthopadhahuddhah.



ajavikam aupapadikaiji 
va pratipadayamalj, 
sarve§am etad r#«ate 
katha$ va tava1 iti/ 5/ 
pratyakhyane £uci£/ 
iti dhamnopadhg/ k/

bhavatas tu katham iti/ 
pratyakhyate dharmopadhg' 
£uddha£/

senapatir asatpragra-
he^gvakigiptalj sattri-
bhir ©kaikam amatyam
upajapayet lobhanX-
yenarthena raj avina- 

28£aya, * sarve^am etad 
rocate, lcathaiy, va tavaf 
iti/ 5/ pratyakhygne 
^ucih/ ity arthopadha

N

2 6 .

27.
28.

29.
50.
31.
32.
it is missing in Mand

senapatir asatpratigra- 
henavak^ipto rajha 
s armpra tyak§ am bahuna 
1rtha s a^pradanenapt a- 
puru^air ekaikam amaty
am upajaped rajavina- 
£aya/ etac ca sarvaman- 
tribhyo rocate 1tha 
kathaiji bhavata iti/ 
pratyakhyate *rthopadhg' 
i#uddha&/

senapati^ kenacid 
2 &apade^ena purvavad 

27adhik§iptaliL bhhuna
ca saijipradanenapta-
puru§air ekaikam 

29amatyam x upajapet
r g ja vina^aya-***e ta c
ca s arvaman tri bhyo
rocate, atha kathaiji
bhavate1̂  iti 

31pra tyakhyan e artho-
3 2padha^uddhaly 

with Kangle1s text.

Ghar. upade^ena.
Ghar. avak^ipta^*
Kangles ,fG^ -vina^anaya.11 Bhar., Medh. agree 
Ghar• ekaikamatyam *
Ghar. bhavata#
Ghar* ity akhyane.

Jha (text) gives this passage twice, the first time as dharmopadhg

., who gives the proceeding as arthopadha.



parivrgjika labdhavirf- 
vasantahpure kgtasatka- 
ra mahamatram ekaikam 
upajapet— *rajamahi§I 
tvaJji kamayate k^tasama- 
gamopaya, mahan artha£ 
ca te bhavi§yati* iti/7/ 
pratygkhygne ûcilj/ 
iti^* kamopadha/ 8/

pari vr g j ikant ahpure 
labdhavi^vasa ekaikam 
amatyam upajaped ra ja
mahi § I bhavataiji kamaya
te tatlqrtasamagamopgy- 

aco

parivrgjika antalj- 
33purex  ̂labdhavi£vasa 

ekaikam amatyam 
upajapet—  * sa raja- 
mahi§I bhavantaijL 
kgmayate krtasamg- 
gamopayeti1 pratyg- 
khyane *kamopadhg- 
£uddha£f/

33# Mand*, Ghar. parivrajikantahpure.
3̂ # Kanglei f,-ya mahanartha^ ca ... sucir iti missing in D.n 
Medh. agrees with I) against Kangle*s text*



240
(4) prahavaijanimittam eko ptapuru§ah ka^cid amaty- 

’ maty ah sarvan amatyan ye§u man tram avadra- 
avahayet/ 9/ tenodvege- vayed imaij pravadam 
na raja tan avarundhyat/ upa^rutya bhavataip.
10/ kapa^ikag catra nigraho rajfla dh^ta iti/ 
pUrvavarudhas te§£m te§am eva canyatamah.
arthamanavak§iptam ekai- k^tasaipvitkah pratyekain 
kam amatyam upajapet—  tan rajapatye§Htsahayet/ 

1asatprav^tto *yam raja, tatra ye pratyacak§ate 
sadhu enaiji hatvanyaij. te bhayopadha^uddhafy/ 
pratipadayamal^, sarve§am 
etad rocate, kathaiji va 
tava1 iti/ 11/ pratyakhyane 
£ucilj/ iti bhayopadha 

/12/

rajaprayukta eva
kecit puru§â t prava>
dam^ avi^kuryu^L,
fk:£tasamayair amatya
raja hanyata1 iti/

36upalabdhapravadah 

purohitasyapta^i 
ka£cid amatye§u 
mantrap ^ravayet—  
fima!£ pravadam upe,6~ 
rutya bhavata^ nigra 
rajfia kriyata* iti/ 
te^am eva canyatamalj 
purvam eva kiftasaiji- 
vitka£ pratyekaijL 
rajamatyesgtttsahayet/ 
tatra ye pratyacakiga 
te te !bhayopadha^ud 
dhSh.1 /

55* Mand. , Ghar. pramadam# 
36. Mand., Ghar. -pramadah.



*\e The Ideal Kingdom^  (Schlingloff 10)

Arth. 6*1 Bhar. 7*56 Medh. 7*56

(svamyamatyajanapada- (*..sthanam. * *./ tat (* *.sthanam/ tac
durgako^ada^amitrani pnna^ caturvidhaiji/ caturvidham, dan$a*
prak^taya^) /1/ dandako£apurara§”Jrani/) ko£apurara§£raiLi/)

37# Cf* KH ^*^9-5̂ : sasyakaravatl pa^yakhanidravyasamanvita/
gohita bhftrisalila pu^yair janapajdair v^ta// ramya sakufijaravana 
varisthalapathanvita/ adevamat^ka ceti ^asyate bhtlr vibhtttaye// 
sa£arkoro§apaigana satavl nityataskara/ rt3k§a saka$*Jakavana savyal§ 
ceti bhur abhu^// svajivo bhUgu^air yuktah s&ntLpaty parvata^raya^/ 
^udrakaruvanikprayo maharambhaky^Ivalal^// sanurSgo ripudveigl 
pl<jakarasahah p^thuh/ nanade^yaih samaklrî o dharmikah pa^uman 
dhanx// Idyg janapada^ £asto mCErkhavyasaninSyaka^i/ taij varddhayet 
prayatnena tasmat sarvaij pravarttate//.



(tatra da^o hastya^va- 
ra,thapadatayah/ te§ai]i 
prat ikarmapo§a$arak§ ana** 

di cintyani/ tatha ko^a- 
sya hemartlpyabahulyam 
ayavyayarak^anani ca 
cintyani/)

madhye cante ca sthana- 
van atmadhara^ah para- 
dharana^ capadi svarak- 
§al} svajlva^ ^atrudve^f 
^akyasamantah paflkapa- 
§ano§aravi§amaka^aka^-» 

renlvyalam^gatavihlna^ 
kantâ i sltalfoanidravya" 
hastivanavan gavyah 
pauru§eyo guptagocarah 
pa^uman adevamatyko

tatha ra§trasya dê fapa- 

ryayasya svajlvya 
atmasadharanah parasya- 
dharano na ca durarak- 
§yal} / pâ alyaij. £atru§ 
(lacuna) ak$t sltaprayo 
guptagocarah/ padtunan 
adevamat^ka^/ apadi 
da$<Jakarass,ha ity evam 
adi cintyaip/

(tatra dando hastya^ 
vara thapadat aya^/ 
tesaiji pratikarma 
po§a$arak^anadi 
cintyam^/ na hy

asamadhanaJji pradha-
/ 39nam/ tatha ko^a^ya

hemarupyabahulyai^
pracurarttpyatg ayavy

ayalak§a#ai$ ca/ ko£a
ya yani nyayasthanan
tani na vyayitavyani
na vilambanlyani
bh^tyanam/)
tatha ra§trasya de^a

paryayasya svajtva 
atm asaijidharâ aiji 

parasaiiidharaijena 
nadlvrk§ali pa^ava^ 
sXatrudvef&krSntapra- 
ya^ guptigocaralj, 
pa^uman adevamat^kah 
apadi ca dandakara- 
graha ity evam adi*

36. Mand*, Ghar. cintyapratikarma (?). 
39* Mand., Ghar. ca yatha*
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var i s thalapathabhyam 
upetalj saracitrabahupa^yo 
da$<|akarasaha£ karma^Ila- 
kar§ako fbali£asvamy 
ava r a va r n a pr ay o bhak-

ta^ucimamugya iti janapada- 
©a^pat/ 8/

40i Kangle: "daijgakara-*•*-var$aprayo missing in T*M Bhfir*,
Medh* attest dâ jlakara-#



5* Pacification of Recently Conquered Lands (Schlingloff 17)

4-1

Arth. 13.5

(labdhapra&amanam) 

sarvadevata£ramapujanai$ 

ca vidyavakyadharmatfSra^ 

puru^anaijL ca bhtXmidravya 

danapariharan karayet, 

s ar va”b andhanamok  ̂ ar^am 

anugrahaijt dfnanathavya- 

dhitanaip ca/ 11/

Bhar. 7*56

labdhapra^amanani 

deva^ramadyavatl^i dhar- 

mikanam ca ^uraijaijL ca 

danamanabhya yogalj 

ucitanaij cahhyanujfia- 

naipi sarvabandhanamok^ah/ 

anugraho dinanathavyadh- 

itan

Medh. 7*56

labdhapra^amanam ca
devata^ramavidyava-

42tam dharmikanSin 
ca manadanatyaga-

Zf5yogah uditanam 
cabhyanujnanain sarva 
bandhanamoksah/ 
anugraho dlnavyadhi- 
tanara/

catumasye§v ardhamasi- 
kam aghatam, paurnama- 
sf§u ca catiXratrikam, 
rajadeifanak^atresv 
aikaratrikam/ 12/ yoni- 
balavadhaij pmjistvopagha- 
taiji ca prati§edhayet/l3/

utsahan§il captirvi-tyaijt 

pra(lacuna)
utsavanam capurva- 

na^ pravarttanam/ 

prav^ttanam anuv^tti".

4l. Kangle: "G^ sarvata^rama-, T sarvatra^rama.11 Bhar., Medh.
support Kangle1s text.

42* Mand* samvidyavatam; Char, devatasamam vidyavataiji.
43# So Jha (Rotes) after H(andana); Mand., Ghar. avitanam*



y§,c ca ko^adan^opaghata- (lacuna) dandoghatakar-
kam adharmifjhaiji va 

45caritraijL manyeta tad
apanlya dharmyavyava- 

46 / /baram sthapayet /l4/

caritram ak^tam 
dharmyam 
krtaijL canyaih 
pravartayet/ 
pravartayen na 
cadharmyam 
krtam canyair 
nivartayet //24//

madhgrmikam va caritraiji 
tad apanlya dharma- 
vyavaharartbam stha- 
payet /

aba ca s
adharmacaritram 
ak^ta(lacuna) 
k:rtam c&nyaity 
(lacuna)

yac ca ko£ada$<|opa- 
dhikam adharmika,- 
caritram tad apanlya 
dharmavyavaharan 
sthapayet /

adharmacari tram 
akrtam anyasya 
kytam vanyaih 

pravarttayet / 
na

vadharma 
kytam cSnyair 
nivartayed iti /

44. Kangle: "GOT -ghatikam, (em*)".
45* Kangle: "M caritra^". Bhar. agrees with M, Medh. with Kangle^ 
text.

46. Kangle: f,GMT dharmavyava-, (Cs)M. Bhar., Medh. agree with 
the MSS. against Kangle1 s text and Ganapati Sg,stri*s commentary.



6* I1*1® Con struct ion of the Port (Schlingloff 5)

Arth. 2.3
vaprasyopari prakarain 
vi^kamhhadvigunotse- 

dham ais^akam dvada^a- 
hastad urdhvam ojam 
yugmam va a catur- 
vim^atihastad iti 
karayet, ra,thacarya- 

saipcaram talamulam 
murajakaih kapi£Ir§a- 
lcaî  cacitagram / j /  

prthu^ilasamhataiji va 
gailam karayet, na tv 
eva kasthamayam /8/

Bhar. 7*70 
prakarena vestitam 
viskambhadvigunotse*- 

dhenai^tikena £ailena 
va dvada^ahastocchri- 
tena talam&lena kapi- 
^Ir^atacitagrena drdha- 
vaprena pariskytam 

mahldurgam...

Medh. 7.70 
uktaprakare^ia dvi- 
gunotsedhenai§takena 

^ailena dvadarfa- 
hastad Urdhvam uddha 
tena talamulena lcapi 
£lrsacitagrena 
drdhapranalya 
parikrtam dhanur- 
durgam/



7. flhe Four Groups of Seducible Parties^  (Schlingloff ll)

Arth. 1.14
(l)samgrutyarthan vipra-

labdhah, tulyakarinoh
49s£ilpe vopalcare va

48

vimanitah, vallabhava-
50rud dhah,' s amahUya 

parajita£, pravasopa- 
taptah, krtva vyayam 
alabdhakaryah, svadhar- 
mad dayadyad voparuddhah, 
manadhikar&bhyam hhrastakt,

Bhar. 7.104
tatra vipralabdhas
tulyalcarinalj £ilpe
copacare ca vimanita
vallabhovaruddhah
pravasitabandhuh ma
(lacuna)

Medh, 7.104 

tatra yena krtam 
£ilpam kimcid upa- 
karo va dargitah, 
tau vipralabhyete 
prasadane niyojyete 
avamanyete va/ 
tad artho fpi tat- 
samanaty £ilpopakarl 
krudhyati, nasyas- 
madlyam £ilpam

47. Cf. Paficatantra (F. Edgert on, Q?he Fafioatantra Heconstructed ,
Vol. 1, p. 40): uktam ca: sammanitavimanitah, pratyakhyatah, kruddhah, 
lubdhah, pariltsinah svayam upagata& (chadmana pravarayitum gakyah). 
atyantasvakarabhinyastah, samahUya parajita£, tulyakari^ah, gilpopa- 
kare vimanitah, pravasopataptaii, tulyair antarhitah pratyahrtamanah 
tatha 1tyah^tavyavaharah tatkullna^aflsavah samavaye ca svadharman
na calanti, samantac copadhakrtyas ta iti.
48. Kangle: H3) tattulyakarinah, tulyadhikai’i^oh" *
49. Kangle: nD gilpe copakare ca". Bhar. supports I) against Kangle*s 
text •

50. Kangle: "D vallabhaparuddhah". Bhar. supports Kangle*s text.



kulyair antarhitah, 
prasabhabhimrsta- 
strlkah, karabhinyas- 
tah, paroktadan^itah, 
mithyacaravaritah, 

sarvasvam aharitah, 
bandhanapariklistabi, 
pr s/va s i t ab an dhuh - - 
iti kruddhavargabi /2/

upakaro vopayujyate/

tadr£a upajapasaha
bhavanti / tatha

vallabhyenopa&rhltah
pa^can manadhikara-
bhyaiji bhrastah, pra-
vas itabandhutadval- 

51labhah*̂  prasabham 
abhipUjya svlkrtah, 
sakulyair antarhitah 
sarvasvam aharitas 
tatsamanakarmavidyo 

'nyah pUjyate so 
!vadhlryate ity evam 
adih kruddhah /

5?

tah sakulyair antarhi- 
talj sarvasvaharita ity 

evam adi kruddha- 
vargah /

51. Mand. pravasitabandhus tad-.
52. Shama Sastri sarvasam aharito. Bhar. supports, Medh. agrees 
with, Kanglefs text.



(2) svayam upahatah
viprak:rtah, papakarma-
bhikhyata^, tulyado§a-
dan^enodvignah, parya-
ttabhumih, dan^eno-
panata^, sarvadhikara-
nastha^ sahasopaeitar- 

5 5thah, tatfĉ ulinopa- 
âijisuh, pradvi§to rajna, 
rajadvesi ca—  iti 
bhitavargah /^/

pajiakarma tulyado§a£ 

dandodvignaiji anantara- 
bhumidan<Jopanatasarva- 
dhikara^asthah sahaso- 
pacitartha ity evam 
adi bhltavarga^ /

kenacit krtai£ pai-
ûnyaiji tatsamana-
do§ebhyo dan^itam

amtarbhramadancja-
patah sarvadhikara*
sthah sahasopacit- 

53artha ity adi 
/5̂lubdhavargah f  '

(3) parik̂ iriah, anyatta- tataryo vyasat ity
svah, kadaryah, vyasa- evam adi lubdha- 

56nl, atyahitavyavaharasS vargah / 
ca—  iti lubdhavargah

N

parik^I^abt kadaryo 
vyasanl bahu £na 
ity adir bhlta- 
vargah

53* Mand. dan^inah tam sarvadhikar&sthah sahasopapatitartha.
5̂ * Jha (Notes): "for lubdhavarga^ read bhitavargah as in N(andana)11 
55* Kangle* sahasopacitarthah"♦ Bhar., Medh. agree with
KangleTs text.

56# Kangle: f,D kadaryo mtllaharasthadatviko vyasani". Medh*, and 
apparently Bhar., agree with Kangle1s text.

57* «fha (Notes): "for bhStavarga£ read lubdhavargah as in N(andana)"



( k ) atmasaijibhavitah,
manakamah, gatruptlja- 
mar§ita^, nicair 
upah&taty, tlkignah, 
sahasika^, bhogena- 
samtusgtah—  iti 
manitargah /5/

atma s ambhavi t ah 

£atrupujamar§ito nicair 
upahatas tlk§nah saha- 
siko bhogenasan- 
tusta ity evam adir 
manivargah /

atmasambhavitah

£atrupujam arthitah
nicair upahatah

tlk§nah sahasiko
58bhogenasamtusta 

ity evam adir 
avamanitavargah /

58. Mand* £atrupujarcanarathah tlksnasahasiko homenasamtusta ity*



8# Five-fold Counsel^  (Derrett IV)

Arth* 1*15

karma:$am arambhopayalj.
pur u§ ad ra vy a s ai£p ad

61de£akalavibhago 
vin ipat apr at £kar a3j 
karyasiddhir 
iti pancafigo mantrap 

/42/61

Bhar * 7 *1̂ 7 
pancaftgaqa mantrayeta/

tad yatha 
karmarambhopaya^ 
puru^adravyasanapad 
d e dakalavibhagal^ 
vi n i p&t apra t Ik ar alj. 
karyasiddhir iti/

Medh. 7*1^6 

mantrapancaftgaij
dardayi§yate/ 

imany ahgani 

lcarmanam Srambhop&ya 
puru^adravyasaijipat 
dedakalavibhagal^ 
vinipatapratlkarala 
kSryasiddhir iti/

59* ^he Medh. passage is found in Mand. 7*1^7 (om* mantrapancaftgam 
dardayi^yate) and Ghar. 7*1^8 (mantrapancangam dardayisyate in 7*1^7)♦ 
om* in Jhafstext but present in his trans. at 7 *1^6* Gf. Pah cat antra 
(Edgerton, op. cit.) 1*^67: dastre ca tbhihitalji pahcahgo mantrap*
tad yatha s karma^Lam arambhopaya^L, puru^adravyasaijipat, dedakalavibha- 
galj, vinipatapratlkara^, karyasiddhid ce Hi; and gV 10.25: karmâ Ein
arambhopayalj. puru§adravyasampad dedakalavibhago vinipatapratlk&raty 
karyasiddhid ceti paijicamgo mantralj/.

60. Kangle: "G^ -dravyasaI^lbandhadeda-*,, Bhar., Medh* agree with
Kanglefs' text*
6l* Kangle: f,D -vibhagau#n
62* Quoted by £ahkararya on KN 12.56.



thn elcaikadah p:£cchet tan ekaikada^ p^cchet athavS prarthanakalc
samastaijid ca/ k j /  samastaijid ca/ hetubhi^ natipatayet tatra
hetubhid cai§aig mati- sarve§ai$ matipravivekaiji dirgho mantrap syafy
pravivekan vidyat^/44/ vidyad/ avaptarthalj/ na tesaiji brhyat,
avaptarthah kalaiji kalaijL natipatayen na ca guptamantrad ca sy&l

6knatikramayet / k $ / dlrghamantrab; syat/ na
65na dftrghakalâ i mantra- ca te§ai$ pratyak^aman-

66yeta, na te§aiji pak§Xyair traiji mantrayet yesSm
ye^am apakuryat/ k 6 / apakurygt/ guptamantrad
tasmad rak§en mantram/ 12/ ca sy&t/

65# Kangle: "p hetubhid caikaikai$ mataiii pravided vidv&n.n Bhar* 
supports Kanglefs text against Jolly-Schmidt*
6k* Kangle: *'D kramet.”

65* Kangle: HGM ca te§aiji (M^ na ca)*n Bhar* agrees with

66. Kangle: ”^3^3 pakfair, G^ ca rak§ed, panak§yer, M. parak$yair
MgVl* pakigyair, p ca rakfged*'1
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9* Betrayal of Counsel by Animals^ (Schlingloff 5)

Arth. 1*15 Medh. 7*1^9

taduddedabi saî v̂ tah katha- 
nam anihdravT pak^ibhir 
apy analokyali syat/ 3/ 
druyate hi dukasarikabhir 
mantro bhinna^, dvabhir apy 
anyaid ca tiryagyotoibhir 
iti/ h f

yat ki^cit prSnija- 
tam tan mantrayama^c 
vidodhayet / tatalg. 
pradedad apadodhayel 
mantrabhedad ahkay a/ 
tiryagyoni§u ca 
dukasarikadayo 1 pi 
mantrap bhindanti/

67* Cf. NT 10.32-3: anayukto mamtrakale na ti^thet/ tatha ca
drhyate (Jolly: drhyate hi) dukasarikabhyam anyaid ca tiryagbhir
mamtrabheda^/



6810* The Training of Princes (Schlingloff 7)

Arth. 1.17 Bhar. 7*152 Medh. 7.152

mahadosam abuddhabodha- ♦..tava vayam ity evaig tava vayam ity evam
nam iti Kau^ilyaJa/ 50/ vadibhilj satribhir adibhir dharmam
navaij hi dravyaiji yena dharman arthafi ca arthaigi ca te graha-
yenarthajatenopadihyate grahayitavyaig/ navam yitavyah/ navaijt hi
tat tad actl̂ ati/ 31/ hi dravya^ yena yenar- dravyaiji yenarthaja-
evam ayairi navabuddhir ; thajatenopadi^yate tat tenopadi^yate tat
yad yad ucyate tat tac tad evacusati/ evam tada dtl^ayati/ evai
chastropade^am ivabhi- ayam na buddhir yad,yad asaijLslcriabuddhayo
janati/ 32/ tasmad ucyate tat tat prati** 69yad yad ucyate ta“

70dharmyam arthyaijr cas- padyate* tat prathamaig grhnaa
yopadi^en nadharmyam ti/ yadi asadbhil̂
anarthyaij ca/ 33/ eaijLŝ oyante tada te;

sattriijas tv ena^ svabhavas tê aiji
•tava snah* iti vadan- prapnoti/ te ca dul
taty palayeyu^/ 3̂ -/ saijLskaropadigdhah ns 

^akyante vyasanebho 
ni vartayi turn•

68. Cf. WV 5*70-15 gurujana^llam anusaranti prayena £isyah/ nave^u 
m^dbhajefiu lagna£ saijiskaro brahma$Hpy anyatha kartu^ na fekyate/
69* Mand., Ghar. ucyante*

70. Kangle: "D dharmyam artham, GM dharmam artham, (em.)* — GM nadhar- 
mam anartha^#1' Bhar., Medh. agree with the MSS*against Kangle1a emem- 
dation*



uktaiji ca— tnIlXrakt< 
vasasi kuijikumaijgara- 

go duradheya^1/

viragaî  vedayeyu^/ ko / 

priyam ekaputra î badhnl 
yat/ 1/ bahuputra^ 
pratyantam anyavi§ayai$ 
va presayed yatra gar- 
bhaty pâ yaip (Jimbho va 
na bhavet/ k2/ Stmasaip- 
pannajp. sainapatye yauva- 
rajye va sthapayet/

vyasanebhya^ cainam 
upayato nivartayeyur 
iti nitySnu^Ss&nSc ca 
kalena gugasampanna^ 
yauvarajye sthapayet/ 
nirgu^an anyan praty- 
ante§u nik§ipet/

tasmat te nityam 
anu£asanly&£/ tatrj 
pi ye gunavantas tai 
vardhayet/ itarani
mat sa^vibhajet/ 
je§$hai$ ma£agu#am 
amatsaraij* yauvarajy* 
tbhiigi^cet/



7111. The Assasination of Kings (Schlingloff 15; Derrett V)

Arth. 1.20 Bhar. 7.155 Jfedh. 7.155

72kak§yantaresv antar- kak^yantaresv antarvaiji- kakjg&ntare§v antar-
vaijî ikasainyaiji ti§£het £ikasaiyadhi§$hito vam^ikasainyadhis-Ji*
A V  antarg:rhagata£ ’ntâ puraiji pravi^et/ !ntahpuram pravi^ety
sthavirastrfpari^uddhain tatra sthavirastrfpari- tatra sthavirastriiji

71# Cf. M  7»^9-5^* snatanuliptah surabhili sragvS rucirabhHsanalj/ 
snataiji vitfuddhavasanaijL paî yed devlij subhu§a$am// na ca devlg^ha^i 
gacched atmiyat sannive^anat/ atyantain vallabho fsmTti visrambhain 
strx^u na vrajet// devTgrham gato bhrata Bhadrasenam amarayat/ 
matu£ rfayyantarallnaty Karu^am caurasalj. sutalj// lah£n visena 
saijiyojya madhuneti viloraya tam/ devl tu Ka£irajendram nijaghana 
rahogatam// vi§adigdhena Sauvlraijt mekhalamanina'i n^pam/ ntlpurena 
ca Yairupyaiji <Jaru§yai[i darpane$a ca// Venyaiji £astram samadhaya tatha 
capi Vi.<Jtirathani/ iti vrttairi pariharec chatrau cSpi prayojayet// 
Different examples in NV# See Schlingloff, p. 29> fn. 10k 9 for 
numerous parallels.

72. Kangle: nD kaksga-." Bhar., Medh. agree with Kangle*s text.
75. Kangle: "GM pa&yet, na kaijicid abhigacchet. u

deviiji pa^yet *y I k / ûddhaiji devfigt padfyen atî uddhairt deviî
napari £ud dhain paripa^yen napari^ut

dham



*(l) devlgyhe lino hi*^ 
bhrata B had rase naip. 
jaghana,

(2) matuljL tfayyantargatatf 
ca putralj Kar€tgam/l5/

devyS g^hanillno &i 
bhrgtS Candrasenaijt 
jaghgna
rngtulj ^ayanantargatai# 
oa putra-Karu tfaiji

(3) lajSn madhuneti vi§e$a 
paryasya devl Karfirajam

(4) vi^adighena nttpurena vi§adigdhena nffpure^a 
Vairantyaijt, Vairantajji jaghlna/

(5) mekhalama^ina S auvlraijt, mekhalama^inS SauvIraijL
(6) JalEtham adarrfena,

devliji/ gyhallno^ 
hi bhrata Bhadraseno

m&tulji rfayanantargatalji
76rajanaij jaghana / 

kupuru§a-

£aftkhavi§adigdhena
77ntlpure^avantyaj^ '

devl jaghSna 
70mekhalayS / Sauvlra^

74* Kangle: ,!D nillno (for lino hi)H* Medh* supports Kanglefs
text, Bhar* is in between*
75. Mand*, Char* grahalfno.
76* Mand*, Ghar* om* rajanam jaghSna^*
77* Schlingloff: MBs scheint sich hier urn keinen Schreifefehler,
sondern um eine echte Variant© zu handelmj im Har§acarita, ed* Caluutta 
I876, p* 160 findet sich die Namensform Vairg.iyam Avantidevam (ed* 
Bombay 1892, p* 224, 5* Vairantyaqn Rantidevam) s im Kommentar zu Kam. 
NItis*: AvantiraLiam Vairunyam*11
78* Mand*, Ghar. mekhalfiy5%.



vê yaijjt g1X<Jham âstraiji veijyaiji nigljdhena ^astre^a venyaiji gtujhena
k^tva devl VidHrathaiji^ Vi^Grathaij/ £astre$a Vidt!ratha?|i/
jaghana/ 16/

tasmat etany aspadani 
pariharet/ 17/

mun§ a j a$ i lakuhaka- 
pratisamsargaip. bahya- 
bhii£ ca daslbhih. 
prati^edhayet/ 18/

tasmad etany Spadalj. 
sthanani yatnata£ 
parlk§eta/

tasmad etani visram- 
bhasthanani yatnatal 
parlk§eta/

rnun̂ a j a$ i lakuhakapra « mun^a jalj i lalcuhaka-
tisâ Lsargaiji bahyabhi& pratisaijisargam bahys
ca daslbhir ant â. pur ad a- daslbhir anta^puradl
sinaij prati^edhayet/ sin&iji pratisgedhayat/

79. Kangle5 MGM 'Vi$,urathai£n * Bhar* agrees with GM, Medh* agrees 
with Kangle*s text*



12* The King1s Agents (Schlingloff 16; Derrett VI)

Arth. 1*11-12 Bhar. 7*15^ Medh. 7*15^

upadhabhilji ^uddhamatya- (lacuna)ncavargah/ pancavargah kapa$ik<
vargo gU^hapuru^an utpa- kapa^ikodasthitag^hapa- dasthitag^hapativai- 
dayet kapa^ikodasthita- tikavaidehakatapasavya- dehikatapasavyaHja-

Q  *Ĵ

g^hapatikavaidehakatapa- ficanah/ nah /
pasavyaftjanan^^ sattritl- 
kfiaarasadabhik^ukl^ ca/l/

paramarmajnah pragalhha^ paramarmajnah pragalbha^ paramadharmajHa£
8 2chatraii kapa^ikah/ 2/ chatra^ kapa^ika^i/ tad pragalbhacchatra^.

tam arthamanahhyaip. ar th am an ahhy am upas am- ‘kapatikah1/ tan
p X

protsahya mantri g^hya mantri bruyad ar th aman abhyam upas;
bruyat— * ra janaip. maqi rajanaiji mam ca pramanl- inĝ hya mantri br&ya'
ca pramâ ai|L k^tva yasya k^tya yatra yad akû alairt —  !rajanaiji maij ca

80. Of. KV 1^.8: kapatikodasthitagrhapativaidehikatapasa-*
81. Mand., Ghar. -g^hapatikavaidehika-.

82* Kangle: pragalbhacchatra^”* Bhar. and FV 1^.9 (Bombay
ed.) (paramarmajnah. pragalbha^ chatra£ kapa^ika) agree with Kangle*s 
text, Medh. and FV (jolly) with G ^ .

83* Kangle: 11GM -man abhy am utsahya. M



yad akudalaiji pa&yasi pa^y(lacuna)am tvayeti/ pramanajji k^tva yatr
tat tadanftm eva pratya- yad akudalaiji tat

8di^a1 iti/ 3/ tadanim evagravyam
tvayeti1/

pravi^ajyapratyavasitafp pravrajyayah pratyava- pravrajyayalj pratya
prajna^aucayukta tidas- sita udasthitah sa ca vasita 'udasthitah1 

86thitalj./ h / sa vartta- prajna^aucayuktaijL/ sa ca pra jna^aucayu
karmapradî tayaiji bhEmau sarvannapradanasamarth- ta£ sarvannapradana 
prabhutahiranyantevasl ayaja prabhutahirany- samar thayaiji bhftmau 
karma karayet/ 5/ antevasinaty karma kara- prabhfttahiranyaySiji -
karmaphalac ca sarvapra- yet/ k£§ika(lacuna) dasakarma karayet/
v«ajitanam grasaccha- vasathan pratividadh- krsikarmaphalaqi tac 
danavasathan pratividad- yat/ te§aiji ye v^ttikamas ca sarvapravrajita- 
hyat/ 6/ v£ttikamam£ tan upajapet evam etenai- naiji grasacchadana- 
copajapet— 'etenaiva va vrttena rajartha^ vasathan pratividad

8̂ f# Mand# , Ghar# evacchatavyaiju
85* Kangle: HD pravrajyaya^ pratyavasita^, MgVl* pravrajyapratya-
pasrta^.11 Bhar#, Medh# agree with D against Kangle*s text#
86. Cf# KY lA-.lO: yaiji kanicana samayam asthaya pratipannacarya-
bhi§ekâ i prabhutantevast prajnati^ayayukto rajaparikalpita v^ttir 
udasthitah/.



87vesena ' rajartha£ caritavyo hhalefavetana- hyat/ tesam ye
caritavyo hhaktavetanakale kale copasthatavyam v^ttikamas tan
copasthatavyam* iti/7/ iti/ sarvapravra (lacu* upajaped evam
sarvapravrajita£ ca svam. na)rgain upajapeyuh. etenaiva v^ttena
svam vargam evam^ raj£rtha£ caritavya
upajapeyufy/ 8/ / hhaktavetanakale

copasthatavyam iti/ 

sarvapravrajitaty 
svaig. svaip. karmopaja 
peyuli/

(3) karsgako v^ttik^I^iah karsako v̂ ttik̂ Iî alj
prajna^aucayukto prajna^aucayukto g^ha-
g^hapatikavyanjana^/9/ pativyanjanah sa krsi-
sa k£§ikarinapradi§tayanp. karma kuryat/ yathok-
hhumau—-iti samanaiji tayaiji hhCEmav iti/
purvena/ 10/

karsako v^ttik^tnah 
pra jna^aucayukto 
* grhapativyanjanah* 

sa kr̂ ika.rma kuryad 
yathoktayam bhumav 
iti/

87# Kangle; MG^ do^ena." Of* Meyer, Gesetzbuch und Purana 

(indische Porschungen 2.) > P* 18> n. 2: HSo verlockend auch die
Leseart vesena ftlr dogena sein mag, so scheint doch auch eva auf 
die Hichtiglceit des viel schwierigeren do^ena hinzuweisen.n 
88* Kangle: **GM om. evam",, Bhar. and Medh. agree with GM.



(̂•) vaijijako v̂ ttikigl̂ aii
prajha^aucayukto vaide- 
hakavyaKjanalj/ll/ sa 
va$ikkarma pra d i § t ayaiji 
bhumau— iti samanam 
p‘urvê .a/12/

(5) mundo ja^ilo va vytti-
karaas tapasavyafi janah; 

/13/ sa nagarabhya^e
prabhutamundaja^ilan-

90tevasl £akaig yavamus ~ 
91$ii£v va masadvimasSn- 

tarain praka^am a^nlyat 
gu^ham ±§*£am aharam/l^*/ 
vai dehakante vas ina£ 
cainai£ samiddhayogair 
arcayeyu^/15/ ^isya^ 
casyavedayeyuh— *1 asau 
siddhah samedhikah*

va^ijiko v̂ ttik̂ Î alj. va$ijiko v^ttik^ina. 
prajnadaucayukto vaideha-prajha^aucayukto 
kavyanjana^ sa vaâ ikkarma 1 vaidehikavyan^ana
kuryat vanikjpradis jjayaijf 
bhumav iti samanaiji pur
vey/

mun^o jatilo va vrttik- 
amas tapasavyaHjano 
nagarabhya^e prabhuta- 
ja$ilamun$antevasl 
(iakaiji yavasamu^iiji va 
masadvimasantaritah 
praka^am a^niyat/ dhar- 

mavyafijanagildhaî  ca 
yathes-fam aharam/ ta~ 
pasavyanjanantevasina^ 
cainaiii siddhayogair 
arcayeyuh £isya£ casyo- 
padideyuh/ ISbham

/ sa va^ikkarma kur, 

St pradifĝ ayâ i bhu
mav iti samanam/

mun^o ja^ilo va
v^ttikamabL *tapasa-
vy an j anah1 / as&

8 9nagarabhya&e 
prabMta ja$i lamu$da 
ntevasl Sakam yava- 
mu§-fiiE va masantari 
tam praka^am a^niya 
dharmavyajena gH<J- 
haiji yathe^ham 
fharaija/ tapasavyah 
janantevasinagf cai- 

nam prasiddhayogair

89. Mand., Ghar. sannagara-*
90. Kangle: t'DM̂ vl. prabhutaja^ila-*u
91. Kangle: "GM yavasamu§£iin." Bhar. agrees with GM, Medh. with



iti/l6/ samedhatfastib- 
hi£ cSbhigatanam aftga-

ntvidyaya 6i§yasai|Ljn§^bhi6 
ca karmany abhijane 
•vasitSny aditfet— -alpa- 
labham a gn id ah am cora- 
bhayaij dU^yavadhagi tu§- 
•Jidanaij. videdapravytti-

fjnanam, idam adya tfvo
va bhavi§yati, idaij 

92va rSjS kari§yati*
iti^^/17/ tasya gtt^

oZfha£ sattri^ag ca sa$~ 
paday eyul^ **/18 /

nidanaiji corabhayaiji 
du§ %avadhabandhana^ 
vide^apravyttim idam 
adya gvo vS bhavi§ya- 
tXdaqi va rSjS kari§ya- 
tlti/ tad aeya sattri- 
ĵ as tatprayuktaJj. sampi- 
dayeyur/

96ye capy asaijibandhino^
971vatfyabhartavyas 1 te 

lak§a$am aftgavidyaip 
jambhakavi dyaijt mayaga-

ye casya rajflo *vatfya^ 

bhartavyas te lak§a$a~ 

vidyam aftgavidylijL jam- 

bhakavidyam mayagatam

arthalabham agre 
rfi§ySrf eadigeyufc/ 
dahai£ caurabhayaij 
du§$avadhaiji ca 
vide^aprav^ttam, fidam 
adya tfvo vS bhavi§*- 
yatldaiji vS rgjS kari§- 
yati1 iti/ tasya 
gft<Jhamantri$as tat 
prayuktah saijpadayeyu^

ye casya rSjflo 
va^ffelak§ a$avi dy&j. 
saqigavidyaqi jgujbha- 
kavidya^ mSyagatam

92. Kangle: om* va1'* Bhar*, Medh* agree with Kangle*s texjp.
93* Kangle: "D om* iti11* Bhar*, Medh* agree with Kangle*s text*
9^* Kangle: nom. can* Bhar*, Medh* agree with Kanglefs text*
95* Kangle: sa^vadayeyu .̂11 * Bhar, Medh* agree with Kanglets text*
96. Kangle: flCbCj cSsya sa^bandhi-'1*
97* Kangle: "J) -varfyakartavyas11* Bhar* agrees with Kangle1 s text*



t&m Srframadharmaij 
98nimittanr antaracak* 

ram ity adhly£na£ 
sattri$a$^ saipsargavid- 
yaiji va/l/

tan r&d& svavi§aye
mantripurohitasenSpa*
tiyuvar&j adauvarikan-
tarvaijrfikaprarfastysa*
mahart:£sai|paidhStypra*
de§ $ ynayaka paura vyava-
har ikakarmant ikamarjti -
pari§adadhyakfjada$4a*

99durgantapgla-Javike^u^ 
rfraddheyaderfave§arfil« 
pabha§Sbhijanapaderfan 
hhaktitafc samarthyayo* 
gae capraearpayet/6/

$rframadharmaj| nimittaj* 
nanajj cSdhlyamanSJj. sat* 
tripa£ syu$./

Srframadharmai^ 
nimittajnSna^ 
eSdhlySna mantri^as

tafitrSjaitfifc paftcasaij" tatra r&jfi etat 
sthS ©tair mantribhi^ panca saifs t hay at air 
saha svavigaye paravifir- mantribhi^ svavif- 
ye cfivasthSpayet/ man* aye 1 vasthKpayet/ 
tripurohitasenSpatiyuva* mantripurohitasenS- 
rffjadauySrikantarva^rfi- patiyuvarajadauvS- 
kadi§u £raddheyadetfave§a*rikSntarverfikSdifu 
rfilpabhfigavido janapado* sadvyapaderfave^a- 
paderfena eattri^a^ Ban- £ilpabh§$5vido jana 
cSrayet/ padSpaderfena mantri

$â i saifdhSrayet/

98# Kanglet f,DG^ *dharmanimittam#>* Bhar# f Medh# agree with 
Kangle*s text#
99# Kangle: HJ) -senSdhipati-#" BhSr#, Medh# agree with Kangle*s



sddaralikasnSpakaeajp- 
vahakSstarakaka1paka- 
prasadhakodakaparica- 
rika rasadaty kubjava- 
manakirStamttkabadhira- 
jaflSndhacchadmgno100 
na$anartakagayanavS» 
dakavagj I vanakurfl la
va^ etriyarf cSbhyantair- 
aqi cara^ vidyu^/9/1̂

van© vanacargty102 
kgryalji drama^S’jjavikS- 
daya^®^/ paraprav^t* 
tijnanartha^. £lghr§rf 
oaraparaijpara^// 23//

tath§ kubjavSmanakira- 
tamtlkaja<Jabadhirandha- 
chadaano na^anartakagS- 
yanadayarf ca striyarf 
cSbhyantaracSraij. vidyu^/

vane vanacarS^i kSrySty 
£rami$S$avikadaya£ 
parapravytti jnfinSrthfi^ 
rftghrad cSrapara^parSh/

tathS kubjavSmanaki 
5tamdkaj ajabadhi- 
rSndhana-Janarttaka- 
gSyangdaya^i etriyad 
c£bhyantarac5ri$yo 
•Javya^

vane cara£ kgrya^ 
grSme gr SmXijakSd ay a 
/ puru$avyapSr£r~ 
thS^ evavySpfirapa- 
ra^parSlj//

100# Kangle: HD *badh±randhaja$a-#H
101# Cf# KN 13 #44* ja^amtXkSndhabadbiracohadmSnfi^ papgakSs tathS/
kirStavfimana^ kubjgs tadvidbS ye ca kfiravafc// and NV l4-#8 s 
-ja^amdkabadhirandhacchadmSnae9 etc#
102# Kangle: "B vane oar££#M
103# Kangle: MI) rfrava^a-#11



104-paraeya caite 
vyae

tadyrfair eva tad$££^/ 
cSrasa$oaripafc sa^stha 
gf2dhSd> eagddhasamjni-

t§̂ 105//2V/

faoddha- parasya oaite 
boddhavygs 

tSdyrfair eva tSd£&ty
cSrasaflcaripafc sajpsthS-

paraspara^L caite 
boddhavySe 

tSd^rfair eva t£d£« 
654/

gddhSrf cSgtlJhasEupjKitalj/ v5risaq>c6riijasthS
gfljhSrf ca gO$-

haea^jfiitSfc

/

1Q4-# Kangle: MG^ caike#" Bh£r#» Medh# agree with Kangle*s text# 
105* Kangle: ”3) cagu<}has aij jnaklty.« Bh&r#, Medh* agree with 
Kangle*8 text#
106# Mand# om# gdfhSg ca.



4

13* ffhe Four Elements of the Oirole of States

° 6 7

Arth* 6*2 
a* ra^a atmadravyapra- 

kYtisaijipanno nayasya- 
dhiffhanaiji vijigl- 
infr /13/109

Bhar. 7*155 
tatraitefam eva yo 
r£j£ prakytisaijipan- 
no 1 ham evemaij 
p^thiviij je§ya ity 
abhyuk^itS sa viji- 
gl§ur utsaha^akti- 
yogat /

Medh. 7*155
4- 4- 1°7tatra ca yo
rSja prakytisa^pan-
no *ham eva^vidhaij^
p^thivX^ vijye§ye"^®
1 bhyutthitaJ^ sa
vi;jigl§uij. utsSha-
iSaktiyogEt /

h(l) bhtlmyanantarah 
prakytyamitrafc,

(2) tulyabhijanah 
sahajaty,

(3) viruddho viro- 
dhayita va 
kytrimaty /l9/*^^

rfatrus trividhali /
(2) sahaja^

(3) kytrimo

(l) bhiimyanantara 
iti /

gatrus trividhali*
(2) eahajafc 

prak^taty
(3) kytrima^i /

(l) svabhUmyanantara 
iti

107* Mand* tatra e§a ca; Ghar. tatra e§a tayo#
108. Hand*, Ghar. vijye§ye.
109* Cf. O  8.6: sampannas tu prakytibhir mahotsShahi kytatframa^. / 
jetum e§a$a3Ilaif ca vijigl§ur iti smyta^ // MV 29*23: rSjatma- 
daivadravyaprakytisampanno nayavikramayor adhi§$hana^ vijigl§uh /
110. Cf. KV 29*35-4-: samabhijanah sahajatfatruh / viradho vir&dha- 
yita va kytipmalj. rfatrulj. /



arivijigl^vor 
bhumyanantarah sa^- 
hatasaijhatayor anu- 
grahasamartho ni- 
grahe cSsamhatayor 
madhyamala. /2l/*^*

madhyamo *nay or 
arivijigI§vor asah- 
gatayor nigraha- 
samarthal^ /

madhyama^ / anayor 
arivijigI§vor asaiji- 
hatayor nigrahasam- 
arthah na sa^hatayor

ari vi jigl^umadhya- 
nety bahi£ prakyti- 
bhyo balavattara^ 
saijhatasaijhatanam 
arivi jigX §umadhya- 
manam anugrahasam- 
artho nigrahe caBam- 
hatanam udaslnah 
/22/H2

udSsXno 'rivijigl- 
§umadhyaraSnam 
asaiiih&tSnSgL /

udasina^, arivijigX 
§umadhyamSnstyi asai£- 
hatanSip nigraha- 
samarthah, na tu 
saajihatangm /

111. Cf* KK 8*18: ared ca vijigI§orf ca madhyamo bhtlmyanantarah / 
anugrahe sa^hatayor yyastayor nigrahe prabhu^ // and WV 29*22* 
112* Cf. KN 8.19s ma#$alad bahir ete§Sqi udastno balSdhika^ / 
anugrahe saijhatanam vyastansuji oa vadhe prabhu^ // and NV 29*21: 
agratah pyfjhata^ ko$e va sannikyflfaqi va ma$$ale sthito madhyamS- 
dlnaiji vigrahitSnaiji nigrahe saijihit£nam anugrahe samartho 'pi kena 
cit kara^enanyaemin bhtlpau vijiglfumSne ya udaste sa udSsIna^ /



14. The Sixfold Policy (Schlingloff 18)

Arth. 7.1 
a(l) tatra pa^abandhah 

saijtdhih /6/

(2) apakaro 
vaj£raha£ /ij

( 3 ) upek§a$am 
asanam / Q /

(4) abhyuecayo yanam 

/ 9/
(5) pararpana 

sain6raya£ /lO/11^
(6) sanidhivigrahopa- 

danam dvaidhl- 
bhavah /ll/
iti §a$gu#ah /l2/

Bhar. 7*160
(1) atra hiranyadini- (l) 

bandhana ubhayanu- 
grahartha^ sandhih/

(2) tadviparlto (2)
vigrahaih /

(4) ekatarabtopiccayo (4)
y&nam /

( 3 ) upeksa$am ( 3 )

asanaij /
(6) sandhivi grahe (6)

(lacuna)
(5) rpanaiji saijiSrayah (5)

etan §aAgunam£ 
cintayet sada /

Medh. 7.160
tatra hirainLyadidano-
bhayanugraharthah
sandhis
tadviparlto

vigrahali /
ekantatagamanaia
yanam
upek§ayam asanam /

sandhivigrahopad anam 
dvaidhlbhava^ / 
parasyatmgr panam 
sa^^rayah /

ete §ad.gmjah /

113. Hand., Ghar. ekantata fpy ucyate.
114. Cf. FY 29.43«8: panabandhah sandhih / aparadho (Jollys apakaro^ 
vigraha^ / abhyudayo (Jolly: abhyuccayo) yanam / upeksanam asanam / 
parasyatmarpanam samtfrayah / ekena saha sandhayanyena saha vigraha- 
karaijam ekenaiva £atrau sandhanapGrvaiji vigraho dvaidhlbhgvah /
Also XJtpala on Yarahamihira, Yogayatra 13.4 (P.V. Kane, ABI 28, 1947 > 
p. 137 n.2): Canikya aha / pararpanam sam^rayah /



tefaiji yasmin va gu^e 
sthitah padyet 'iha- 
sthalj. dak§yami durga- 
setukarmava^ikpatha* 
dUnyani ve dakhan i d r a vy a - 
hastivanakarmany 
atmana& pravartayitu^, 
parasya caitani 
karmany upahantum* 
iti tam ati^thet /20/

etesam sannam yasmin 
gune vyavasthito 
manyetaham daksyami 
durgain karayituip 
hastino bandhayitum 
khaniif khanayituiji 

vanik (lacuna) 
rayitum kasln pra- 
yojayiturn daruvanaiji 
chedayitum adeyama- 
trani ca k§etrani 
bandhayitum ity evam 
adlni / parasya ca 
vyahantum vrddhivigha 
tartham tadgunam 
upeyat /

ete§am yasmin gû ie 
*vasthito manyetaham 
daksyami durgaijx 
karayituip, hasti- 
nlr bandhayitum , 
khanlh khanayitum, 

vanikpathaijL prayo- 
jayitum, jatuvanam 
chedayituip, adeva- 
mat^kadede k^etrani 
bandhayitum ity evam 
adlni, parasya vittani 
vyahartum, buddhi- 
vighatartham gunam 
upeyat/



15. Waiting or Marching after Making War or Peace (Schlingloff 13)

Arth. 7*^
a. atisamdhanakamayor115

ll6arivijiglsvor upa
hantum a^aktayor 
vig^hyasanam samdhaya 
va / h /

Bhar. 7.161
param atisandhatu-
kamayor arivi;} igI§vor
upagantum a^aktayoh
Qandh§ySsane^i vgyhya
v&

Medh. 7.16^

b(l) yada va padyet 'sva- 
da^air mitratavi- 
dan^air va samam jya- 
yamsam va kargayitum 
utsahe* iti tada k^ta- 
bahyabhyantarakytyo 
vig^hyaslta /5/

tatra yada padyet 
svabalenotsahe paraiji 
kartfayitum

svayaiji vigrahasya 
kalah yad avatfyaiji 
svabalenotsahate 
paraiji kar§ayitum

115. Kangle (on Arth. 7*^.3-^) 5 MGMB upek§anam iti ŝ nidhana-, 
£"em. MeyerJ J * %% Bhar* supports Meyer's emendation against the 
MSS.

116. Kangle: "0^ -kamayor api viji-1'. Bh§r. agrees with Kangle'a



(2) yada va pagyet
♦utsahayukta me pra-
kytayah sai$hata vivy-

117ddha£ svakarma^y 
avyahata^ carigyan
ti parasya va karmany 
upahanisyant i1 iti 

tada vig|*hyaslt% /6/

(5) yada va pa^yet
*parasyapacarita£ kgl 

lubdhah svacakra- 
stena'Javivyathita 
va prakytayah svayam 
upajapena va mam 
egyantis*..' iti 
paravyddhipratighat- 
arthaig. pratapartha^ 
ca vigyhyaslta /7/

utsahaya uktEE ca 

me prakytaya^ saiji- 
hatE vivrddhErf ca 
svakarmany avyahatatf 
earigyanti /

utsahayukta^, prak£- 
tayâ L saijihatE vivy- 
ddha£ ca svakarma- 
JkygyadiphalasampannEh 
parasyaitany apaha- 
rigyanti karmaJji,

parasya va prakr- 
tayo lubdha£ kglna£ 
ca / yata upajapena 
£akyas tE ami kartum 
ity evam Edi / tada 
vigrhyaslta /

lc§ Inalab dhapraky t i^ 
parah, Eakyas tat- 
prakytaya upajapen- 
EtmlyEbt karttuirt, sa 
svayaiji vigrahasya 
kalah/

117• Kangle: “G^MD svakarmani (for svakarmEni)*'• Bhar. agrees with 
GgMT against Kangle*s text.



c* vigyhyasanahetu- vigyjiyasanahetvabhave
118pratilomye saiiidha- sandhayaslta / 

yaslta /l3/

d(l) vigyhyasanahetubhir
abhjruccitah sarvasain- 
dohavar jaijt vig:£hya 
yayat / I k /

parasmad abhyutthitah 
s arvas andehavarj am 
svarastre k^taprati- 
vidhSno vigphya yayat/

(2) yada va paEyet 'vyasanl vyasane va parasya
para&; paakytivyasanaiji pratiksaye prakytikope
va fsya gegaprakr^ibhir va /
apratikaryam; svacakra-
plgita virakta v§ !sya
prakytayah karrfita nirut-
sahah parasparad va
bhinna^ £kkya lobhayitum;
agnyudakavyadhimaraka-
durbhikganimittam kglna-
yugyapuruganicayarakga-
vidhanah parafci1 iti tada
vigirhya yayat /l5/

118* Kangles **Ĝ  -sananetuprati-, T -sane tu prati-M* Bhar* agrees 
with Kangle * s text•



(3)yada va pa^yet ■mitram akrandasarabalad va / 
akranda£ oa me £€ira- 
v:fddhanuraktaprakrtih, 
viparltaprak^tih parah 
parsnigraha£ casara£ ca,
£ak§yarai mitren&saram 
akrandena parsnigraham 
va vigrhya yatum* iti 
tada vigyhya yayat /l6/

©• viparyaye samdhaya vig£hyaylnahetvabhgve
yayat /l8/ tu parfnigrahaijt sandhaya

yayat /

f. yada va pa£yet *na 
£akyam ekena yaturn 
ava^ya^ ea yatavyam* 
iti tada samahSnajya- 
yobh'ih samavayikaih 
sainbhuya yayat, ekatra 
nirdifJenaijL̂ ena, aneka- 
tranirdi§$ena^£ena /l9/

sambhttya va yatraphalaf^ 
ak^tasaaavitka ity evam 
adi samartho va tv ariiji 
par§nigraham ca yugapad 
vigrhya yayat /



16. The Four Types of Deserting and Returning Vassals (Schlingloff 12)

Arth. 7*6
tasyagi gatagatah catur- 
vidha^—  

a(l) karanad gatagato,
(2) viparltah,
(5) karanad gato 'karanad 

agato
( k ) viparltah eeti /2j/

Medh. 7.186 
sa caturvidha^L

karanad gatas tato 
viparlta 
1karanad agato

b(l) svamino do§e$a gato gu$en* 
agatâ . parasya gunena 
gato dosenagata iti 
karanad gatagatah sam- 
dheyah / 2 k /

yatha do§ena gatah 
punar agato

(2) svado^e^a gatagato gunam 
ubhayoh parityajya akara- 
$ad gatagatah calabuddhir 
asamdheyah /25/

gunam uhhayoh paritya* 
jya / *karanenSgata
iti yah sa tyajyo 
laghubuddhitvad yat- 
kimcitkarlti / punar 
asya pratyayas tu na 
karyah /



evamino do^e^a gatah 
parasmat svadosenagata 
iti karanad gato 'karanad 
agata£ tarkayitavyah 'para- 
prayuktah svena va do§en~ 
apakartukamah, parasyo- 
cehettaram amitram me 
jfiatva pratighatabhayad 
agatah, paraijt va mam ucohet 
tukama^ parityaoyanijplaiji- 
syad agatah1 iti /26/ 
jftatva kalyanabuddhiiji 
pSjayed, anyathabuddhim 
apakr§^am vasayet /27/

k&ra$ad gatah 'karanad 
119agatah yatha svami- 

dose$a gata£ paras
mat svadosena gata 
iti satkarttavyo yadi 
saftgitvad agatas tato 
grahyah / atha para- 
prayuktas tena vS 
d osenapakarttukama 
iti tato neti /

119* Mand. om. na karyah; Ghar. pratyaya® tu karanad gatah karan& 
gatah (v.l. karana agatah).
120. Mand• paras t at.



svado^e^a gatah parado^eii- 
Sgata ity akarartad gatah 
karanad agatah tarkayitavya^ 
'chidram me parayisyati 
uchito 'yarn asya vasah, 
paratrasya jano na ramate, 
mitrair me samhitalj, sJatru- 
bhir vigyhltaJj, lubdhakrtLrad 
avignâ i ilatrusainhitEd va 
parasmat' iti /28/ jfiatva 
yathabuddhy av§,sthapayitavyah

/29/



17* Marching Order ' (Schlingloff 6)

Arth. 10.2 
purastan n§yaka£, 
madhye kalatraqi svSml 
ca, par&vayor a£vsi 
bahtttsarah, cakrante- 

§u hastinafc prasara-
vpddhir va, pa£cat

122senapatir yayat 
nivi^eta f h j

Bhar. 7.187 
purastan nayakah 
pa^cat senapatih 
svaml ca madhye 
pargvayor hastinah 
tato '^vE ity esa 
samgrSmiko yana- 
vidhili /

Medh. 7*187 
purastad baladhyakso 
madhye raj5 patfcat 
senapatity, par^vayor 
hastinas tesaijL samipe 
f#vas tatah padataya 
ity e§a sarvata£ sama- 
v&yo dasgavyflho 1 tiryag 
hhavati /

121* Cf. KN 19• 4-5-7* nayaka^ purato yayat pravlrapuru^avptah /
madhye k&latraqj svaml ca kogalj phalgu ca yad halam // parrfvayor

ubhayor agva a£vanaigi partfvayo rathS£ / rath&nani pargvayor naga
nagana^ cSJavlbalam // pa^cat senapatilj. sarv&i£ puraskrtya kptl
svayam / yayat sannaddhasainyaughah khinnan a^vasayafl chanaih //
Also Gaii^e v̂ara, perhaps based on MedhStithi (Ra.ianlti-Ratngkarat
ed. K.P. Jayaswal, Calcutta 1924, p. 59)* vyfihamadhye padmavyUhastho
raj agre baladhyaksah vytfhapagcaife senaniti tatparfSvayor hastinah
tatsamlpe vyfihamadhye ' 3vah / tatsamlpe vyfihamadhye padatayah /
122. Kangle: "GMT read pa£cat senSpatir yayelt nivegeta after sam-
bhavya va gatih (s. 12), (Cs)1'.



18. Safety of the King in Battle12  ̂ (Sohlingloff 2)

Arth. 10.5

dve £ate dhanu§aqi
gatva

raja tisthet prati-
grahe

bhinnasamghatanam
125tasman J 

na yudhyetSprati- 

grahali //58//

Medh. 7.191 
samanatantrenoktam / 

dve gate dhanu§â i 
gatvS 

raja tifjhet prati- 
grahalj / 

bhinnasamghatanartha^ 
tu

na yudhyetaprati- 
grahah. //

125. For parallels see J.J. Meyer, op. cit. p. 87-
124. Kanglej "GMT tisthet pratigrahaljL, (Cn)". GMT and Medh. agree
with S&fikararya on KN 20.15, -grahah.
125* S&ftkararya loc. cit.: bhinnasa^dharanas tasman.
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19* Human Effort and (Schlingloff 8)

Arth. 6.2

manusani nayapanayau, 
daivam ayanayau /6/ 
daivamanu§aj$i hi karma 
lokaqi yapayati^^ /7/

Medh. 7*205 
samanatantre *pi 
fdaiva^ nayanayayor 
maims am karma lokam 
palayati1 iti /

126. Cf. WY 29*3-5* daivain dharmadharmau / manusani nayanayau / 
daivaiji manufa^ ca karma lokam yapayati /
127* Kangles yavati, T avati". Shama Sastri pavati. Jolly, 
ZDMG 71 p* t+ lk t "Vielleicht ist *palayati zu lesen, nach dem Zitat 
dieser Stelle Me(dhatithis) zu VII, 205.1*



20. The Effects of Poison on Birds^2^ (Schlingloff 4-)

Arth. 1.20
£uka£ sarika bh|*Agarajo 
vS sarpavisaiiafikayain 

kro^ati /7/ krauflco 
vi§a"bhya£e madyati, gla- 
yati j I vam^I vaka3j» mriyate 
mattakokilah, cakorasya- 
k§i$S virajyete / & /

Medh. 7*217
dar^anena mriyate yatra 
kokilah, glayati 
jlvamjlvakah, cakorasya- 

ksinl vina£yato visa^ 
pradar^yapi, bhavati 
muskasyavagraha^ 
sveda ity adi /

128. Cf. KB 7*11-13* bhpAgarajah &uka& caiva sarikS ceti pak§in&h / 
kro^anti bhpiiai|L udvigna vi§apannagadar£anat // cakorasya virajyete 
nayane visadar^anat / suvyaktam madyati krauRco mriyate mattakokilafc// 
jlvaRjlvasya ca glanir jayate vifadar^anat / tê aiji anyatamenapi 
samarfnlyat parlksitam // and Su&ruta, ICalpasth&na 1*30-25 bhinnarcis 
tlks$adhdma£ ca na cirac copa^amyati / cakorasyakfivairagyam 
jayate ksipram eva tu // dapgtvannaiji vi§asamsy§tain mriyante jlva- 
jlvakâ t / kokilah svaravaikptyam krauRcas tu madam ycchati // 
hpsyen maydra udvignah kro^atah ^ukasarike / hamsah ksve^ati 
catyartham bhphgarajas tu ktzjati //



21* Audiences (Schlingloff l)

Arth. 1.19
sarvam atyayikam karyam 
£r$uyan natipatayet /

krcchrasadhyam ati- 
krantam

asadhyam vapi jayate*^^ //30//

Medh. 7.223
yatha cotpaditam karyam 
sairipa£yen no bhita- 

payet / 
krcchrasadhyam ati- 

krantam 
asadhyam vapi jayate //

129* Kangle; "G^ va vijayate, vabhijayate, M va nijayate"•



Schlingloff*s observation that Medhatithi in the majority 
of cases supports Kangle*s text against the variants survives the 
introduction of Bharuci into the comparison* In some cases both
commentators support one or other of the variants against Bangle*s

1 2 text, in some casea Bharuci alone supports the variants, and in
five cases the texts of Bharuci and Medhatithi conflict, one agree
ing with Bangle*s readings while the other supporting a variant 
reading, most of these to be explained as textual corruptions in 
one or other of the commentators.^ Schlingloff is also right in 
saying that while Medhatithi attests the reliability of the textual

tradition of the Artha^astra, the opposite is the case for Medha

tithi himself* Ganganatha Jha has said of his text, "As regards 
the readings^ of the Bhag.ya + it would be a sheer waste of time to 
even note the freadings*, The MSS. are so hopelessly corrupt that
those 1readings* would, in ninety cases out of a hundred, be a mere

h.jumble of meaningless syllables.1' Similar circumstances prevailed
it seems, in the 14 th century when a northern Indian king had a 

m a d e
j.Trfloddhara texty^because the available manuscripts were faulty.

1* Above, notes 1J>, TO, 85.
2# Above, notes 24, 49, 65> 116*
5* Above, notes 45, 74, 79, 82, 91.
4, Jha (Botes), p. 1*

5* According to Jha, text vol. 5> PP« i-ii; 0. Btthler: The Laws
of Manu, Introd., pp. cxxiv-cxxv*



Schlingloff gives a list of readings which he considers certain
to he scribal errors, hut observes, uIn many cases one can he in
doubt whether one has before one a true variant or whether a
scribal error has been subsequently improved to the degree that in

1its present form it has the appearance of a true variant*1* It 
must remain to an editor of Medhatithi who takes the trouble to 
record the variants of many manuscripts, unrewarding as it may seem, 
to decide the readings at issue in the foregoing parallels*

The single Bharuci manuscript is clearly riddled with scribal 
errors, not to mention lacunae, but where there are parallels in 
the Artha^astra and Medhatithi, there need be no doubt as to the 
original wording* We list the readings which to us seem required 
or at least preferable; for the most part they are guaranteed by 
the agreement of the Artha£&stra and Medhatithi against Bharuci; 
in a few cases they are based upon partial agreement between BhSruci 
and one or the other of the two and the requirements of grammar or 
sense*

1* Schlingloff, p. 23 9 fn* 89* But in example 10 above (Sch. 7) 
-opadi£yate is found both in Bharuci and Medhatithi and must there
fore remain against Artha^Sstra -opadihyate (obviously altered 
under the influence of chastrapadi€en and cgEsyopadi^en) * In 7(2) 
and (3) above, lubdha- and bhltavargah should change places and in 
13#b(l) prakrtab should be omitted from MedhStithi*



Preferred Readings in BhUruci

7.52
lacunas ~m apreta~ (Derr*)
pretatvaij: pretatvaip kaupinadar^anam (Derr.)
c£rthasvapne§u: carthaghnesgu (Derr*)
dyCCte: dyfEte tu

tadaiva jitadravyaljs tad eva jitadravyaip 
tasyapi: tasyapi Smifaiji (Derr.)
d’akta: j£aky£
s trim^ga-s s trlmygayS- 
vyayama-s vyayama^ (Derr*)
-*vadhâ .: -medah- (Derr*)
«jananena asanaparicaya£: -jananaiji (?) gramya^anapar-

i caya£

7*5^
suvigraha^s (?) svavagraha^ (personal beauty a

quality of the ideal king, hut not minister)
-pr ahhlvaguriayuk t a£ s pr ahhavayuk ta^
-Srogyayukta**: -Srogyasattvayukta^
capalahlnos capalahlno saî priyo 
lacuna: -naiji akartety am&tyasaijjpat /

lacuna: dharmarthak amah hay opadhabhiht / seyaij 
asamantam: samantam (Derr#)
pratyakhyate; pratySkhySine (Derr*)



tatk£tasamagamopay8coptapuruigal2 (haplography)*
tatk^tasamagamopayeti pratyakhyane kamopadha- 
ûddhalj / rajaprayukta eva kecit puru§§L̂ . 

pravadam aviigkuryulj, k^tasamayair amatyai raja 
hanyata it / upalabdha pravSdalj. purohitasyap~ 
tapuru^a^

rajapatye^fttsahayet s ra jamatye§Hts£hayet 
7*56
svSjlvyas svajlva
pa^alya^ £atrus (lacuna) ak§£s pa^avya^ ^atrudve^i 
deva^ramadyavatars devata^ramavidyavataiiL 
lacunas pravartanam / prav^ttanam anuvytti^ / yac ca 

ko£a-
-dandoghata-: dandopaghata-
the last three feet can be supplied from Arth. 13#5*24, 

but it is difficult to rectify metre and sense 
of the first* Medh* plainly corrupt*

7.70

-tacitas -cita
dvada^ahastocchritenas dvada^ahastad tlrdhvam ucchritena 
7*104

copacare: copakare
ma (lacuna) tails (?) prasabhabhim^-JastrTkah (Arth*) 

or (?) prasabham abhiptijya svfk^ta^ (Medh.) 
which, however, appears corrupt, 

sarvasvaharita: sarvasvam aharitalj.



-bhumi-: -bMmir
~opanata-: -opanatah
ta'Jaryo vyasa^ (corrupt) s parik^E^ah kadaryo vyasanl 

bahv^a
7*1^7
karmaram-s karmanaiji aram-

7.152
grahayitavyam: (?) grahayitavy ah.

7.153
Candrasenams Bhadrasenam ((Derr*) 
gayanantargataiji: £ayanantargata£ (Berr*)
putra- Karu^am: putrah KarĤ aiji (Derr, Kar€L§aiji) 
Vairanta^s Vairantyaiji 

7.15^
lacuna: pa~
-vyancanah: -vyan janah 
tad: tam
prama^ik^tya: pramanaij kytva
pa£y (lacuna) ain: parfyasi tat tadanlm eva^rayam (Derr.)
-samarthayaja: samarthayaij bhumau
k^^ika (lacuna) vastan: k£§ikarmaphalac ca sarvapra-

vrajitanaiji grasacchadanavasthan (Derr,)

-pravra (lacuna) rgai$: -pravrajita^ ca svâ i svam vargai$
(Derr*) 

va$±k: om*

nagarabhya^e: sa nagarabhy££e



nidanai^: (?) agnidahaiji (Derr*)
e* £raiai£a-s ^ramana
13. 7.115
c* asaftyatayor i asaijihatayor
14. 7.160

a(5)~(6) -vigrahe (lacuna) rpâ aiji: -vigrahopadanaijL dvaidhlbha-
vafy / pararpâ aiji 

b* va$±k (lacuna) rayitujri ka§In: va^ikpathaip.
adeyamat^anis adevamat^kanl

15. 7.161
a* upagantum: upahantum

b.(2) utsahaya ukta£: utsahayukta^
(3) ta ami (corrupt)s tatprakytayah. Stmlyah
c * -he t vabhave: hetvabhave

4.(1) abhyut thi tali: abhyucci talj
sarvasandeha: sarvasandoha

e.(2) pratik§aye: (?) prak£tik§aye
-hetvabhave: -hetvabhave



Commentary

We now consider the examples singly to recall Schlinglofffs 
argument in greater detail and examine the bearing of Bharuci upon 
it# — In example (l) the introduction of Bharuci does not much 
change matters, and his text often stands in need of improvement 
from the other two. The passage deals with the four vices born 
of lust, which the Artha^gstra gives, in order of increasing gravity, 
as hunting, gambling, women and drink, Manu differing in that he 
regards gambling as a more serious vice than indulgence in women* 
(These categories and exposition of them through discussion of 
their relative gravity are quite common in Sankrit literature 5 see 
Schlingloff for a wealth of illustrations*) In their commentaries 
on Manu*s text, Bharuci and Medh&tithi take these vices in pairs, 
giving arguments against the graver of the first two and for the 
less grave, proceeding then to the second and third vices with 
negative and positive arguments, and so through the list. The 
Artha^astra also takes the vices in pairs, but the scheme is much 
more complex; The false argument is put into the mouth of one of 
Kautilyafs opponents (Pirfuna, Kaunapadanta, Vatavyadhi) thus: fof
A and B , A is worse1, followed by a negative argument for A and a 
positive argument for B; this Kau-Jilya rejects, giving a negative 
argument for Bj a positive for A, and so to the next pair. That 
we here have to deal with ”a free, poetic reworking”, scarcely

I,fbased on a set stock of arguments” may be freely granted. That

1* Schlingloff, p. 33*



the author of the Artha&astra composed this passage hy expanding
the materials as preserved in Bharuci and Medhatithi, rather
than the opposite, Schlingloff deduces from the fact that MedhE-
tithi (and BhEruci) cite the arguments of Kau$ilya*s opponents,
and Hai commentary could scarcely base its exposition on arguments

1which the authority it quoted had rejected as false opinions%
This seems to us a mistaken view of the natter* for Kau'Jilya 
does not contradict, he is simply not responsible for, the positive 
and negative arguments concerning these vices by his opponents; 
what he contradicts is their views as to the relative gravity of 
them# Thus Somadeva can with good conscience reproduce the argu
ment of Kaunapadanta against gambling (above, note 2)* We retunn 
to consider the more general argument, that commentators stick to 
their sources, at another point#

In regard to the passages concerning the ideal minister (2), 
the ideal kingdom (4) and the four groups of seducible parties 
(7)9 Schlingloff says they ”could be abbreviated citations from
the Kautiliya# if Medhatithi had not used an order of ideas

2which is not found in the Kautillya#11 In the first of these
three, Bharuci*s readings are closer to the Arthadastra than
Medhatithi, with only one word (suvigrahah , if indeed it corres**
ponds to svavagrahah) out of order# In the second Bharuci is only

1# Schlingloff, p* 34, 
2# Schlingloff, p# 26.



slightly closer and does indeed alter the ordering, hut the 
supposed difference from the order of ideas in the Artha^astra 
almost entirely disappears in the third of these passages. The 
juxtaposition of bhlta- and lubdhavarga in Medhatithi (7(2) and
(3)) is clearly a scribal error (or editorial) as Jhafs note and 
Bharuci*s text show. If in 7(l) it had appeared that Medhatithi 
was departing from the order of ideas in the Kautillya, it can 
now be seen that he is expanding and altering his source, Bharuci*
— In considering the four tests of a minister*s integrity Medha
tithi seems to have supplied the description of the *test of 
piety* (3#b(l)) partly from that of the *test of wealth* (%fc(2)), 
perhaps because his text of Bharuci, who follows the Artha^astra 
quite closely here, was defective. Schlingloff comments that 
Medhatithi agrees with the contents of the first three tests, but 
that in the *test of fear* there is no similarity between the two, 
and since Bharuci and Medhatithi here agree (so far as the former*s 
damaged text permits us to decide), no new light is thrown on the 
problem* But the difference between the Artha^gistra and Medhatithi 
has been exaggerated* The sense of the former is that the king 
feigns suspicion of conspiracy against them when his ministers 
gather at a party, and imprisons them. An agent previously 
*imprisoned* approaches them singly, inviting them to join a plot 
to kill the king, insinuating that all the others are agreed* If 
the minister rejects the idea, he is loyal* This is a perfectly 
good plan, but not well-suited to its titles Bharuci and Medhatithi



give us a much more appropriately named *test of fear*, according
to which the king has the rumour spread that a combination of
ministers is plotting his death, and agents warn the ministers.
that the king will punish them when he hears the rumour; another
agent urges them to take action, and those who refuse are proved
*pure1 by the test of fear*# In both of these a *plot* against
the king is the leading idea, and in both the object of the *plot*
is to kill the king* That Kautilya, in the verses which follow,
states that the acgryas approve the four tests, but gives it as
his own view that the "king must not make himself or the queen

1the target in determining the purity of ministers" and thus 
proscribes the ftest of fear* set out, and that Medhatithi (andi 
Bharuci) expresses a similar sentiment and thus contradicts him- 
self, is hardly proof that Medhatithi (or Bharuci) drew from a 
work of one of these teachers, not the Kauj?ilfya» as Schlingloff

1* Arth* 1*10*17s na tv eva kuryad atmanam devlm va lakeyam 
I£varah / ^aucahetor amatyan&n etat Kautilya-dar^anam // and 
generally vss* 16-20*
2* Medh. 7*5^s samuditaparfkga ca yokta rajavisaya rajamatyesfltsa- 
hanam iti, sa na yukteti manyante* e$a eva hi ^uddhibhaved amaty- 
anam* tasmgd anya kacit atrl sldhvl prayo.jya anyatf ca vinadavisaya 
udaharyafr* Cf* BhSr*, loc* cit* t iyam pariksS rajavigayad any at r a , 
na tu pgrvavat * itaratha hy etad eva buddhibhede he tub syat*



reasons. On the contrary, the fact that the contradiction is
1found in all three points in the other direction*

Schlingloff regards the passage on the pacification of recently 
5* conquered lands (5) as a short chapter with closing verse which 

the author of the Kautillya has expanded. Labdhapra£amana is 
indeed the title of a prakarana in the Artha^astra, but ifcs appear
ance in Medhatithi is due to the word labdhapra^amanani in Manu 
8*56, in which form it occurs in Bharuci and on which the Bharuci 
and Medhatithi passages are glosses. As glosses it is hardly 
reasonable to expect an extended quotation from the Artha^stra.

6. — Schlingloff believes that Medhatithi*s description of the construe 
tion of the fort goes back to a technical work which has not come 
down to usi "Medhatithi quotes a passage lacking in the Kau^illya 
about a ditch around the fort (dpdhapranal.ya parikrtam dhanur 
durgam)." In fact the * ditch1 is an error for Bharuci*s *rampart*
(drdhavaprena parigkrtam), corresponding to the vaprasya of the.

1# jfaftkararya on KN k»26 reproduces the passage, but not the 
disclaimer; but it would be absurd to deduce that he was not 
drawing from the Artharfastra.
2* Schlingloff, p. 25*



1Artha^astra* — The passage on the ’five-fold counsel1 (8) is 
missing in Jha's text and was overlooked by Schlingloff* It 
shows an excellent agreement between the Arthad’Sstra and Bharuci, 
Medhatithi abbreviating his source* — The betrayal of counsel 
by animals (9) is, as Schlingloff says, a well-known folklore 
motif, and Medhatithi (failing BhSruci here) could have got it 
most anywhere. — Bharuci’s text is considerably better than his 
colleague’s in the extract on the training of princes (10), and 
it becomes clear that Medhatithi has both inserted new material 
into a text from Bharuci (a) and reworded another (b); the 
order of ideas in the first part is of course still the opposites 
of that in the Artharfastra* — With regard to the assasination 
of kings (ll) , after laying it down that a queen should be inspec
ted by an old woman before the king makes love to her, and giving 
examples from legend of kings killed in the harem by their queens

1* Schlingloff rightly observes that dhanurdurga in Medh. represc
ents not fbow fort1 but dhanvanadurga. ’desert fort*, or rather, 
dhanva-. the word which is found in BhSruci’s text of Manu 7#70* 
Bhfruci, however, did not gloss dhanvadurgam, and the corresponding 
word has been wrongly inserted into Medh. (* * *dhanurdurgam mahldur- 
gam aghadena^rayanlyena codakena parivestitam durgam /) as comparison 
with Bhar. shows (* *.mahfdurgam / aggdhenaneC&ravanfyena codakena
parivestitam abdurgam A • Naturally it is the water-fort, not the. 

fKaf is
earth fortJsurrounded by water.



or through their agency (the passage in abbreviated and corrupt
form in Bharuci and Medhatithi), the Arthatfastra instruct® the
king to prohibit contact with various undesirable females including
slave girls from outside the harem* Schlingloff observes, HIn
the Kautilfya this prohibition is laid on the queen herself,
while in Medhatithi (and Bharuci) we find this addition, that it
applies to the concubines of the harem (das weibliche Personal
des Frauenhauses) "* The Artha^astra- passage however makes no
mention of the Mqueen herself”, and an Indian king is likely to
have several queens, devf, from whom the queen might be different

2tiated with the term mahadevl* But the objection surely must 
be that in supplying the prohibition of the Artha^Sstra^  cryptic 
text with an object Bharuci alters the presumed intention of his 
original only slightly by naming the concubines, with whom the 
king might be in the same danger*

The Bh&ruci and Medhatithi texts on the kingfs spies (12), 
which are practically identical, correspond to parts of two 
chapters in the Artha^astra* including two of the concluding 
verses of the second of these# Manu's verse (7*15*0 requires the 
king to reflect on the * eight-fold business*, the 1 group of five1, 
on good will and enmity, and the conduct of the man (Jala. Bharuci

1# Schlingloff, p* 29*
2# Kangle's translation presumes that several queens were intended*



(and, quoting him, Medhatithi) has come up with three different 
explanations of the ag'fravidhaift karma and the various commentators 
offer two for the pancavargam* Here we have Bharuci*s versions 
the * group of five* consists of five types of agents, which 
according to the Artha^Sstra are those with fixed dwellings, 
dealt with in chapter 11, (a)* Our Manu-commentators then go on, 
however, to describe roving spies, aattrins (b) and other material 
with correspondences in Arthatfastra 1*12, (c-e). Schlingloff 
asks why the passage about the sattrins and so forth has been 
cited (b-e), rather than, with ItuliEka and GovindarSja, the defin
ition of the five agents with permanent dwellings alone (a), as 
called for by the pajftca varga of Manu*s text* "The most natural 
explanation for this is that Medhatithi has quoted in full, 
including the closing verse, the chapter dealing with agents in 
his Artha^ast ra-source and that the author of the Kautilfya has 
incorporated just this artha{£gstra*»source into his work and has 
expanded the portion in q u e s t i o n . B u t  this in no way solves 
the problem, which is, why did Bharuci go beyond this * group of 
five* in his comment?— he was not bound to quote his source in 
full *

In commenting on the following verse in Manu, in which the 
four elements of the circle of states are named (conqueror, enemy, 
middle and neutral kings), BhSruci and, following him, Medhatithi

1* Schlingloff, p* 30*



have passages corresponding in condensed form to the definition 
in the Artha^astra of the twelve elements of the circle (13)* 
(Schlingloff does not cite these passages*) — In the next 

14** example, the six-fold policy (14-) , Bharuci takes us slightly 
closer to the wording of the Artha^gstra. though the order of 
the six is altered (as it is in Somadeva)* Schlingloff sees 
striking differences in wording and content in part (h), and 
Believes that a hit of text has been interpolated between the 
first and second passages in the Kautil£ya» rather than supposing 
that Bharuci here condenses his source***" — Medhatithi is capable 

15# of condensing and altering his source, Bharuci, as we see in the 
extract on waiting or marching after making war or peace (15)•
The example is instructive* What Schlingloff says is thiss 
nWe find (here) differences in content next to verbal correspon
dences; above all, the discussion in the Kautillya on waiting 
after making war (vigyhyaslta) is particular, while in Medh&tithi 
it refers in general to the three times for making war (vigrahasya 
kalab)*11 This is true, but Bh&ruci changes the picture enormous
ly* His comment is on Manu 7*161 which, like its immediate predec
essor, names the six policies; Bharuci explains waiting after

1* Schlingloff points out that the list of undertakings goes back 
to Medhatithifs (and BhSruci^) gloss, one of three, on the 
astavidhaJii karma of Manu 7*154*> a simiBar list being found in KN
5.77.
2* Schlingloff, p, 28.



making war, waiting after making peace, marching after making 
war, marching after making peace and confederacy in a manner 
which we can recognize as an abridgement of the Artha^astra 
discussion, with a verbal correspondence which is respectably 
close and which at one point offers the only textual support to 
an emendation, due to Meyer, in the Artha^astra (as see note 
115)♦ Medhatithi gives a briefer comment on Manu , but
draws upon BhSrucifs comment elsewhere, namely in dealing with 
Manu 7*164- on war in season (kale)* The example amply illustrates 
the effect of a change of context, and the willingness of MedhS- 
tithl to condense and alter the sense of his source here demon
strated must throw doubt on the assumption on which Schlingloff*s 
entire argument rests*

The next example (l6) is puzzling; the Medhltithi passage, 
as Schlingloff remarks, is very corrupt and defective, and it is 
the only longish correspondence between the Artha^astra and MedhE- 
tithi which is not found in our text of BhSruci* It deals with 
the four types of deserting and returning vassalss those who 
desert and return for good reason (l), those who do so without 
good reason (2), those who desert for good reason and return 
without good reason (5), and those who desert without good reason 
and return for good reason (4-)* The Artha^astra after naming 
these four classes then describes these in greater details In 
the first case the vassal is to be taken back, in the second, 
rejected, in the third and fourth cases the decision must depend 
upon the ground of his defection and return* Schlingloff notes



that in the third case, of the three grounds considered, the
second (which Schlingloff regards as not very logical, and which
Meyer proposed to change ) is missing from Medhatithi* "Also,
the differences in wording are here so characteristic that MedhS-
tithi cannot himself have simplified the text, hut must have

2used another source*" We do not see how so definite a conclu
sion can he reached ahout a text so obviously a victim of the 
jirnoddhara* a text which announces four classes and then only 
names three, and describes in detail only three--or perhaps two* 
But even granting that Medhatithi<s original wording in b(3) was 
roughly as we have it, the differences noted rest on the question
able assumption that a commentator takes few liberties with the 
authority he uses.

In dealing with marching order (17) we see Medhatithi (if 
his text is here correct) altering the wording and order of ideas 
of his original. Schlingloff remarks that in the Artha^astra the 
cavalry are on the sides, the elephants on the ends of the army, 
while in MedhStithi (and Bharuci) the elephants are on the sides 
and the cavalry next to them. It is by no means certain, however,

1* See Kangle, trans., on Artha^astra 7*6*26.
2. Schlingloff, p. 27# We abbreviate his discussion considerably*
3. We give the text as arranged and punctuated in Schlingloff* 
but it may be asked whether in b(l) Medhatithi*s yathg dogena 
gatah punar agato does not correspond to the Artha^Sstra1s 
svadosena gatagato of b(2)•



what the Artha^astra means here, or what the correct reading is, 
and the Kamandakiya puts all four ‘arms1 of the army on the sides,

; albeit in different order* — Of the passages concerning the kingfs
18, safety in battle (18) and audiences (21), neither of them found
21 in BhSruei, Schlingloff rightly remarks, "Self-contained didactic

verses need not have been drafted by the author of the Kautilf.va
219, nor have been taken from it by Medhatithi*11 — The remaining 

20 examples, concerning human effort and fate (19) and the effects
of poison on birds (20), are also absent from Bhgruci, and are
of a sort such that Medh&tithi could have found them practically
anywhere*

1. See Kangle*s long note, trans. , Artha^astra 10*2. f̂*
Cakrantesu is taken as "rear ends of the army11 on the authority 
of two commentaries, one of them Ganapati Sastri*s5 prasaravrddhi 
is carried out by horses (10.*Ul5); sarvatah, coming after
prasaravrddhir va is hived off and put in the following stltra 
because it does not accord with the sense adopted for cakrantegu; 

paiScat. ♦ .nive^eta is inserted from 10*2.12* In 10*2*5 (sarvatah 
vana.iivah pr as air a) , the first word may correspond to the tato of 
Bharuci, the second to the atavlbalam of KH 19*4-6 (cf. Meyerfs 
trans*). But the passage defies translation.
2. Schlingloff, p. 25*
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Conclusions

It is plain that by and large Schlingloff*s conclusions 
concerning Medhatithi apply rather to Bharuci, for it is unreas
onable to suppose that Medhatithi and his predecessor got substan
tially identical material independently of each other* We have 
given in our commentary on the parallel passages reasons to doubt 
the assumption that commentators usually follow the wording and 
sense of the authorities they quote? we will not belabour the
issue, but merely observe that the principal is not a universally

1recognized one# It might be argued that as Medh&tithi does not 
greatly alter Bharuci (apart from one striking example), the same 
must hold for Bharuci and his source* But Medhatithi was taking

1# Cf* Berrett*s conclusions (based, it is true, on less material) 
"Bhar# obviously used a version of Kau$# anterior to those known 
to some extent from records of surviving manuscript material of 
Kau’Jilya himself# His numerous deviations from Kau^* suit his 
purpose as a commentator on Manu; but one striking instance of 
a real distortion of ICau$# to suit the obviously different scheme 
of Manu (the raja-vyasanas) shows that he was master of his 
material#«.In numerous cases he merely alludes to Kau'j;# or borrows 
his vocabulary without copying the passage verbatim, and this too 
helps us to recognise where he is deliberately incorporating Kau$# 
as distinct from merely utilising him and his science#'1 (p* l4o)
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over material tailor-made for his purposes while BhSruci drew 
upon a different work, outside his ^astraywhich he therefore had 
to adapt to his peculiar needs#

We do not wish to give the impression that we. regard Schling- 
s well-argued thesis disproved# It may he the case that 

Bharuci drew upon a text which was a predecessor of the Artha^astra 
or related to it in some other way, reither than the Artha&astra 
itself# When heavenly bodies follow trajectories which do not 
accord with existing theories, it may be necessary to posit the 
existence of an unseen planet or star; but it would be unwise to 
do so without a clear necessity. We entirely agree with Schling- 
loff’s words when he says, "We must stand firm against the tempta
tion to see in the Artha^astra the conception of a single great 

1statesman*" But we must also be careful not to ’discover* the 
existence of imaginary lost texts# It is much simpler to regard 
the Artha^astra as Bharuci*s source, though not his only source in 
Book 7> for he also quotes some _£lokas, reproduced by Medhatithi,

pof the ’Au^anasas’*

Of those Artha^gstra-Medhatithi correspondences which Bharuci 
laiaks, only one, that concerning deserting and returning vassals, 
is of some length and importance# It is possible that a correspon
ding passage has dropped out of Bharuci; the discovery of mare

1* Schlingloff, p# 37*

2# 7*15^ in both commentators*



manuscripts of Bharuci could help us decide* On the whole, in
any case, the evidence that Medhatithi knew the ICaû illya is
slight, while there is other evidence that in addition to Bharuci
he had another artha^stra source* His references— not found in
Bharuci— to 1 those conversant with the books of Carjakya and others'
to 'the science of polity, composed by the Au^anasas and others',

*to a work, Barhaspatya* dealing v/ith economics do not take us very
far* nor does the teasing ascription of two non-Bharuci passages
to a 'similar work* (samgnatantra) *̂  All the greater, then, is
the importance of the two passages Medhatithi quotes from an
Adhyakgapracara * whose title is identical with that of Artha^astra» 

5Book 2# Here, we believe, we are entitled to look for a predeces
sor to the Artha&astra* a work on which the composer of the Artha-

6£astra may have drawn* In this far we are prepared to concede 
Schlingloff his point#

1* 7*^3• 0 anakyadi vi dbhyah
2# 7*2s artha^astram Au^anasadiprapitaift
3* 7*̂ -2: Barhaspatyena — varta (sics vartta) ; 9*326s Barhaspatye
varta (sic) samupadista*
4# Above, examples 18, 19*
5* Medh* 7*61 and 7*81? cited in ch* 7*
6* Schlingloff remarks that the very titles of chapters in the
Artha^astra appear to be traditional, with examples, p* 31? fn* 109



CHAPTER 7* THE AGES OP THE ARTHA&SSTRA

What Does It Mean?

A statistical study of a parallel work, Vatsy5yanafs KSma- 
sutra, will shed light on the nature of the result for the 
ArtharfSstra# since VStsySyana is much more candid about his 
sources than is the ArtharfSstra*

Taking the seven hooks of the Kamasfftra, omitting verses 
and removing from Book 1 the first chapter with its table of 
contents, we find for our five key words the distributions set 
out in Appendix Table 8# Books k and 7> with 920 and 860 words, 
are rather short for testing; but it is not they, but the long~ 
est books (Books 2 and 6) which contribute most to the great 
variability between the seven books which is shown below, Table 7«1«

Chi-square results for seven books of Vatsyayanafs KSmast*tra»

Table 7.1

eva 18.09**
evam

tatra
ca 5̂ .51*** 

2-3. 21***
18
6

18.6*f** 6
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We will not burden the reader with the results of a compar
ison of each of the 21 different pairs of bookss suffice it to 
state that a pattern emerged which showed that Books 2 and 6, and 
perhaps Book 7 (though this last was rather short for testing) f 
proved not only distinct from the remaining books but from each 
other* This leaves us with a homogeneous core consisting of 
Books l f 3f **■ and 3*

Table 7#2

Chi**square results in VStsySyana^ KamastXtra* Core » Bks* 1, 3* ^ > 5< 
Core Core & 2 Core & 6 Core & 7 2 & 6 2: & 7 6 & 7

eva
X
d*f*

evam
.2

vff

d*f*

x
d*f* «•

ca
X2 9.74
d.f. 9 

tatra 
X2 4,21
d.f. 3

4,21

3

8 .29

4

5.71
/f

9.85 
4

*

36.00**# 23.78* 
12 12

15.82** 4.35
4 4

15.49**
4

7.61
4

9.56^ .04 6.92**
1 1 1

28,63** 1.95 2.27 5.70
12 3 2 2

6 .96 7.38** 7.96** -
4 1 1 -

5.71 14.51*** .00 7.04*
4 2 1 2



These results are corroborated by the compound-length test*
Compound-length distributions for the prose portions of the seven 
books of the Kgmasfltra are given in Appendix Table 9; in Table 7*3 
the chi-square results may be found*

Table 7*3

Chi-square results for compound-length distributions in VStsyayana1s 
KSmasfltra*

X2 d.f.

All books 67.35*** 18
Core (Bks. 1, 3 , k, 3) 20.7* 9
Core & 2 29.61** 12

Core & 6 36.03*** 12

Core St 7 37.62*** 12

2 St 6 3.69 3
2 & 7 23.82*** 3
6 & 7 32.45*** 3

The chi-square result for the homogeneous core (Books 1, 5)
which we proposed above is rather high, bordering on the 1% level 
of significance with a chi-square of 20.7^ at nine degrees of free* 
dom* But this is very unevenly distributed over the contingency 
table, from which the calculation was made, over half (11*80) of 
the value for chi—square coming from one cell (Book compounds of 
five or more members)* Books 2 and 6 prove homogeneous in respect



of compound-length, hut a difference in authorship is sufficiently 
well*established by word distributions.

Our conclusion must be, then, that Books 1, 3, k and 5 of 
■k*16 Kamasutra are by a single author, presumably VatsySyana, 
whose name the work bears. This author was not responsible ibr
Books 2 and 6, and probably not for Book 7, which, however, is too
short to reach a firm decision} and these three books, or at least
Books 2 and 7> have different authors.

The Kgmastttra opens with an invocation to Bharma, Artha, and
Kama, f,for they are the subjects under discussion in this treatise;
and to the gcgryas who have explained them, for (this treatise) is
connected therewith,11 which the commentary elucidates as meaning
that the Kamastltra is an abridgement of the treatises of the 

2Scaryas. There follows a geneology of the £astra: after the
creation of beings Prajapati recited in 100,000 chapters the 
essence of the * group of three1; Svgya^bhuva Manu separated from this 
the part dealing with dharma, Byhaspati the part dealing with arthat 
while Nandin, attendant of MahSdeva, recited the Kgmastltra separ
ately in 1000 chapters. This AuddSlaki £vetaketu abridged (samcik- 
sepa) in 500 chapters, and Babhravya PSneSla in turn abridged 
Sfvetaketu's work to 150 chapters of seven books with titles corres-

ESB* 1.1.1-19. translation of K* Rangaswami Iyengar in 
English and the German-Latin translation of Richard Schmidt have 
been consulted.
2. tat-pranlta-tfgstra-saiyksepena hi ^gstrasya praaayangt.



ponding to those of VatsySyana^ work. 11 At the request of the 
courtezans of Pff$aliputra, Dattaka separated its sixth hook, Vaitfika.11 
In this manner seven separate treatises arose from different teachers*

(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7

Caraya$a on Sadharana 
Suvarqanabha on Samprayogika 
Gho^akamukha on Kanyae amprayuktaka 
Gonardlya on Bharyadikarika 
Go^ikaputra on PSradarika 
Dattaka on Vairfika
Kucumgra on Aupani gadika •

^astra, thus composed in parte hy many acaryas. almost became 
lost. Because the partial SSstras composed by Dattaka, etc. were 
fragmented, and because of the difficulty of studying that of 
Babhravya on account of its bulk, having abridged (them) , this Kama- 
sStra has been composed (containing) all the topics in a small book.11

Thus VatsySyana had Babhravyats treatise and seven monographs 
before him when he composed his Kama exit ra. We have in Jain sources 
independent testimony to the separate existence of two of these mono
graphs* in a sort of index of disapproved works appear the titles 
Ghoda(ya)muham. probably the work of Ghotakamukha on PSradarika (the
Artha^Sstra quotes the views of a Gho-j;amukha who may be the same

*|
person) and Vesiya« probably the VaiSika of Dattaka. VatsySyanafs

1. The list, which includes Kodillayam (Kautillyam) but not the KSma- 
sfltra of VatsySyana is found in the Kandlstltra and Anpry ogad vara. Prom 
the Introduction, The Wttaradhyayanastttrat ed* Jarl Charpentier, p. 29,
after Weber.



method was to abridge; characteristically of ancient Indian authors 
of scientific treatises, he asks no credit for orginality, but on 
the contrary, ascribes his knowledge to previous teachers, and ulti
mately to the Creator himself.

The statistical analysis of the KamaBfltra shows that in the 
homogeneous core, Books 1, 3t ^ and 5» VStsyayana has succeeded in 
imposing his own style on the material he has reworked, while for 
Books 2 and 6, and perhaps the shorter Book 7* be has incorporated 
the existing monographs of different authors without substantial 
reworking, at least as concerns style. It is significant that the 
original of one of these, Book 6, entitled Vairfika« is singled out 
for special mention by VatsySyana in the passage given above, and 
was sufficiently well-known to have come to the attention of Jain 
monks.

The Artharfastra devotes only a single passage to describing its 
relation to its predecessors, namely the opening passage of the work 
which we have discussed above (Chapter 5)* ‘‘This single Arthatfgstra 
has been made for the most part by drawing together (or condensing) 
as many arthadastras as have been composed by previous teachers for 
the acquisition and protection of the earth. 11 (1.1.l) This state
ment clearly means that not merely the quoted views of predecessors 
in the ArtharfSstra« but the bulk of the entire work is to be referred 
to previous treatises; that the Arthadastra (much like the KSmastttra) 
is a compendium of earlier treatises, whether in abridgement or in 
full.

There are a few scraps of evidence which tend to support the



view that the original of Book 2, the Adhyaksapraogra» once had a 
separate existence which extended some time after the composition 
(or shall we say, compilation) of the Arthatfgstra. In the first 
place, Vatsyayana, who certainly knew the Artharfastra more or less 
in its present form, defines artha as the acquisition and increase 
of learning, land, gold, cattle, corn, household utensils, friends, 
etc., and advises one to learn it from the Adhyaksauracara. those 
conversant with commercial matters and merchants. The commentator 
explains, "The Adhyaksapraogra is a treatise concerning the duties 
discharged by overseers.1* The author of this commentary which is 
called Jayamaftaalg. himself was no stranger to the Arthatfastra« since 
it is probably he who wrote commentaries o£ the same name not only 
on the Arthatfastra but on Karaandaka^ Nitisgra as well. It may not 
be justified to insist that a separate treatise is here meant, but, 
in the second place, Medhatithi, who, as we have seen in the previous 
chapter, also drew from the Artha^gstra in much its present form in 
whole or in major part through a predecessor, Bharuci, quotes two 
passages from an Adhyaksapraogra which have no counterparts in the 
Arthadastra or in Bharuci. The first deals with the qualities of a

1# KSm. l«2.10s *...adhyakggb pracaranty anenety Adhyakgapracarah 
rfgstrem.* Differently Schmidts **Wie die Aufseher auftreten, das bildet 
das^Auftreten der Aufseher*', whether because he had different readings 
before him or because in 1907 he had not seen the Artha^astra.
2. G. Harihara Sastri, Arthaastra-yyakhya Jayamaftgalg« introduction.



good minister (on Mann 7*61)*
uktam cadhyakgapracare i
buddhimgn# anurakta# ca yukto# dharmgr tha-kovidab/ 
tfucir, daks ah, kultnatf oa mantrl yasya sa ra.iyabhak// 
tasmin nikgipya karyani bhogasamgl na natfyati/ 
ra,1a-vatfya-vidhia tena dgngnugrahanair iti//

The second (on Manu 7#81) mentions the overseers of elephants, 
horses and cattles

yathoktam Adhyaksapra caret
te adhyaksSh sarvSni kSr.vani avekgerann anyeeSm 
tat sthgnopayogingm kSryani kurvatSm hastyadhyaksena 
hastipakafo atfvadhyaksena turahgamadyah gavSdhyakgena 
karganSdayah•

The first quotation is particularly interesting in that it deals 
mantrins. which are outside the scope of the Adhyaksapraogra 

as we now have it* mantrins and amgtyas are discussed in Book 1#
It is conceivable that the forbear of Book 2 was a work entitled 
Adhyaksapracara dealing with ministers as well as overseers, and 
that parts of it have contributed to ArtharfSstra Book 1, and parts 
were lost through abridgement#

We believe, then, that the various hands we have detected in 
the Arthatfastra belong to the pttrvacaryaB# the previous teachers 
whose works, in condensed form perhaps, were bound into a single 
work by a compiler who divided the work into chapters, added the 
terminal verses, composed the first and last chapters (and possibly 
one of the three long books), add! who may have added other original



material but did not rework his sources to the extent that their 
stylistic features were obscured#

The Ages of the Artha^astra

It being shown that the Arthatfastra has not one author but 
several, it follows that it is to be referred to not one date but 
to as many dates as it has authors# Each separate hand in the work, 
each of Books 2, and 7* has its proper age, and each (unless the 
compiler authored one of the three long books) precedes the age of 
the compilation of the Artharfgstra#

Our study cannot name any of the hands in the Artha£5stra» for 
presumably these authors left no other works to us which could form 
the basis for an identification# We can say with confidence that 
Kau^ilya cannot have been the author of the Arthatfaatra as a whole; 
but whether he wrote a part, and if so, which part, we cannot decide 
without appeal to evidence outside the statistical study we have 
conducted# Yet, although the conclusions werhave reached contain 
no implications for the dating of the Artha£gstra more specific than 
the one that there are several dates, and that the long books need 
not have been composed simultaneously, we would close with some 
consideration of the ages of the Artha£gstra in the light of our 
findings on the way it was composed#

The date of the compilation of the work must be bounded on one 
side by the dates of the books which betray a knowledge of the finished 
Artharfgstra« and on the other by the date of the latest monograph to
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be incorporated into it* The earliest works to refer to the Artha*"
tfastra are the Pancatantra» the Kgmastttra » the Mudrarakgasa♦ and
Aryatfftrats Jatakamala* Hertel originally put the Paficatantra in
c* 200 B*C*, on the basis of the ascription to Kaujilya of the work
it quotes, but the presence of the word dlnara (denarius) ensures
that it is at least post-Christian, when the Homan trade became
important; its upper limit is fixed by the Pahlavi translation in
the sixth century A*D*^ There is little by which the Kamasfltra may
be dated, except its reference to king SStav&hana, who accidentally
killed his queen Malayavatl in amorous sport with a pair of scissors,
thought to be Kuntala Satakar^i SStavShana, c* first century B«C*

2Sir R.G* Bhandarkar places VatsySyana in the first century A*B»,
zJolly in the fourth# The earliest date to which the MudrSrakgaeai 

may be assigned is the reign of Skanda Gupta (beginning of the 
century A*D*) or conceivably that of Candra Gupta II (last quarter 
of the 4-th) ♦***

For Ary^flra we have more precise information since work by 
someone of that name was translated into Chinese in A*B« and
this is probably the same as the author of the JStakamalS, which

1* Biscussion in F* Edgerton, The Pancatantra Reconstructed» vol#
2, p* 182*

^roo» Trans* of the First Oriental Conference, Poona, vol* 1, 
p# 25#
3* Introduction to Jolly-Schmidt, p* 29.

See Chapter 2*



makes oblique but certain reference to the Kautillya Arthatfgstra#
E#H* Johnston argues that JTryarfllra should be referred to the 4th
century, and the later limit for the compilation of the Artha^gstra
to c* A»D« 250? and if the Pali Jatakas can be presumed to refer to
the Kautillya (the evidence is not clear), the reference must have
existed in the original Jgtakaa from which the later works drew,
and the limit for the ArtharfSatra set back by perhaps a century#
But Atfvaghoga, who belongs to the second century A*D», betrays a
knowledge of arthatfgstra but not of the Kautillya* so that the work
cannot be put much earlier*

Let us provisionally accept the data of c# A*B# 250 for the
compilation of the Arthatfastra* What then is the earlier limit?
The only data within the work yielding fairly firm and precise dates

2are the place-names of Book 2* We believe that a date in the second 
century or possibly somewhat earlier would be consonant with all the 
features of Book 2, including the use of Sanskrit in royal edicts, 
the use of punch-mark coins (so long as it was not composed in the 
Northwest, where the lndo~Greek portrait coins had rendered them 
obsolete), and the rest, given that it incorporates some material 
of a greater antiquity* In particular the geographical data would 
place no obstacles to such a date (Ctna and the silk~trade with 
China, Tamrapariji as a river and Pgrasamudra as Ceylon, the red

1* See the excellent article of E*H* Johnston, "Two Studies in the 
ArthatfSatra of Kau$ilya" in JRAS, 1929, P. 77 ff#
2* See above, Chapter 5*



coral of Alakanda/Alexandria), save the supposed reference to the 
Httyas (Hdrahdraka, 2#25*25) which could scarcely predate the latter 
part of the fourth century# We do not see how mention of the Hildas 
could be reconciled with the evidence of Aryarfdra; but it may be 
observed that to a degree the reference to Alexandria and to the 
Hd$as conflict; for as the Hunnish tide rose the Homan trade with 
India died and the Byzantine diminished# The other reference to 
the Hd$as occurs in Book 5 where the manuscripts read
Prajjd$aka and one of the commentators gives the reading Pragghdijaka, 
•Eastern Huns*. Since this people is mentioned with those of Gandha- 
ra in the Northwest, it is reasonable to suppose that the Hd$as are 
indeed meant, though again this ill accords with the testimony of 
Arya^dra*

In any case there is no necessity for so late a date for the 
legal books (5 and 4), and good reason to suppose that they antedate 
the Ya.ifiavalkya Smyti* and perhaps the evolution of the Pharma Smrtis 
as a whole*

Book 7 and its affiliates offer no chronological data at all;
the only reason to hesitate from assigning it a very early date is
the degree to which its doctrines have been elaborated# Yet the
manflala doctrine, at least, seems to have been carried further in
other artha^astras« to judge from the references to them in the 

1Kamandaklyas and some of the typical arthatfSstra categories (the

1* Chapter 8* See above, Chapter 3*



four-fold army, the concept of bheda or fsowing dissension1) may 
he found in the Pali canon#

If the Kautillya Artharfgstra in its present form is not so 
old as it pretends, the gastra itself is certainly old, predating 
the dharma smrtis#^ Manu, the earliest of the smrtis, draws freely 
on material proper to the older dharma sfftras (except in his first 
and last chapters, which contain the 1 frame1, philosophical matters:, 
and the phalaatuti)# This material is the source for 42 to 55% of 
chapters 2 to 6 and 10 to 11 (or 50 to 6l%, if the Mahabhgrata be 
regarded as a source of Manu)$ but in chapters 7 through 9 these 
figures drop to 14 to 22% (or 22 to 29%, including the Mahgbhgrata) # 
For the figures see Table 7#4*

Chapters 7, 8 and 9 of Manu (to 9*325) form a treatise on 
ra.iadharma. of which chapter 7 is chiefly devoted to kingly affaire 
proper and chapter 8 and the greater part of 9 deal with the eighteen 
titles of the law which make their appearance first in Manu among 
the metrical smrtis# While some of the material in these chapters 
must of course be original to the composer of the smyti, it is 
certain that for some he draws on arthatfSstra* In 7*154, for example, 
Manu advises the king to reflect on the eight-fold business (agtavi- 
dham karma) and the 1 group of five' (pancavarga) which would be 
incomprehensible without reference to artharfastras and we have seen

1# For the argument which follows we are Indebted to an idea in 
Prof* Dwivedi1s "The Age of Kautilya", p# 15 ff*



ifafria. U t

Verses in Manu with correspondences in the dharma stitras (Gautama, 
Baudhayana, Apastamba and Vasif-Jha) or in th^ dharma stitras and the 
Mahabharata (chiefly parvans 1,5,12 and 13)• Brawn from the 
concordance appended to Btlhler’s translation of Manu (SBE vol# 25)•

Dharma stitras Dharma stitras & Mahabharata

Manu 1 1.7* 24.4%
Manu 2 53 .4% 58.7%
Manu 3 46.9% 52.8%
Manu 4 48.5% 57.3%
Manu 5 47.3% 49.6%
Manu 6 55.7% 60.8%
Manu 7 15.7% 22.1%
Manu 8 21.9% 22.6%
Manu 9 22.3% 29.2%
Manu 10 42.0% 58.0%
Manu 11 45.9% 53.8%
Manu 12 5.6% 8.7%

1. The gyhya stitras could well have been included, but they do 
not affect the figures mucfr, and the conclusion drawn not at all.



that Bharuci goes to great lengths to elucidate from artharfSstra 
sources. Btihler himself was sensible to this indebtedness much 
before the publication of the Kautilfya; for in 7*155-6 where the 
four elements of the circle of states are named (middle-most, 
conqueror, neutral, foe), he translated! "These (four) constituents 
(prakriti# form), briefly (speaking), the foundation of the circle 
(of neighbours) ; besides.; eight others are enumerated (in The Insti- 
tutes of Polity) and (thus) the (total) is declared to be twelve."
As Manu does not trouble to specify the "eight others" we are 
obliged to look for them in artha^astra. Even more striking is the 
case of the eighteen titles of the law; for here is the very core 
of the smytis % and yet it is scarcely represented in the older dharma 
stitras. It represents, then, not an evolution from the stXtra rules 
with their orientation to brahmanical ritual and custom, but either 
the creation of the author of the Manu Smyti or the adaptation of 
material from a different source. And it is at least possible that 
the law of transactions (vyavahara) organized into 18 titles devel
oped asfc the court among the king*s legal advisors, where, too, the 
theory of administration and foreign affairs, in short, the artha- 
rfastra, developed.

1. Our italics.



The Authority of the Arthatfgstra

We have argued that the Kautilfya Artha^gstra while composed: 
hy a single person, has no one creator. And in this it is no 
different from any number of ancient Indian scientific treatises, 

whether the KaaastCtra ôr the Manu Smyti, or the Caraka Samhita.
In the absense of the works of their predecessors it is difficult 
to assess the achievement of any individual author of antiquity.
We believe it true to say that the * author* of the Artha^Sstra is 
his predecessors, and that his personality as inferred from the 
work is a composite picture to which three or four different indiv
iduals have contributed, one a nose, another the hair, another the 
eyes.

To judge the Artharfgstra the less for being the work of many, 
however, would be to weigh it in the scales of our own notions of 
creativity and genius, themselves the creation of Romanticism*
What the Artharfastra loses by way of individuality it gains by 
being seen as representative of the best of generations of thinkers. 
In its impersonal and abstract way it sums up the ancient Indian 
beliefs about the state with an authority which no individual 
creation could possess.



320
APPENDIX* STATISTICAL TABLES 

Appendix Table 3.

Distribution of particles in Kalha^a, in all verses 
and omtiing dialogue#

(a) All Verses

1# atas
Bk.l 3 5 6 7 8

0 296 299 Z W  300 299 300 298

1 2 1 1 - 1 - 2

2# atra
Bk.i 3 ^ 5 6 7 8

0 295 296 295 300 298 300  300

1 5  2 5 -  2 -  -

3# atha
Bk*l 3 ^ 5 6 7 8

0 2JS 256 287 285 276 290 286
1 22 Vf- 13 15 2k 10 I k



9 9 1*3 .A
Appendix ITaTsle 1 •

4« api
Bk. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2kQ 25A 253 267 264 2k$ 233
1 50 4-5 38 28 52 53 57
2 1 3 9 5 4 1 9
5 X - tm «■* 1 X

5. iti
Bk* 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 280 256 275 277 268 292 276
X 19 *frl 2k 20 31 8 23
2 1 3 1 3 1 *» 1

6* iva

Bk* 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 278 270 258 2 7 k 279 282 267
1 21 29 ^1 23 19 18 32
2 1 1 1 3 2 « • 1

?• ika

Bk* X 3 3 6 7 8

o 299 500 500 300 500 298 300
X X *■> fm 2 mm



o o o

eva 
Bk* 1

Appendix 

3 k

TabXe 1

5 6 7 8

o ro CD KX 21k 273 273 273 286 273
1 X*f 25 27 27 23 13 25
2 1 X Offr “ k 1 2

evam
Bk* 1 5 6 7 8

0 293 291 292 293 295 29k 29^
1 7 9 8 7 5 6 6

khalu
Bk. 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 300 299 300 300> 300 300 300
X ■* X - « KM «* te»

t ca
Bk. X 3 4 5 6 y 8

0 272 253 261 270 267 266 265
1 2k ko 25 29 31 26 3k

2 k 7 1 2 5 1
3 3 X ** ~ 2 tew
k AM X



9 0 0O o

12# cet 
Bk* 1

Appendix Table

3 ^

1 • •  *  #

5 6 7 8

0 500 298 298 500 299 300 298
1 *"• 2 2 tw 1 tt* 2

13« tatas
Bk, 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 280 2?8 21k 286 281 273 283

0C
M

eH 22 26 Ik 19 27 16
2 - am «*» 1

ikm tatra
Bk, 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 291 289 278 291 293 287 29^
1 9 11 21 8 7 13 6
2 - 1 1 - Mtt *y*

19* tatM
Bk, 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 29 5 297 291 29^ 288 297 291
1 5 5 9 6  12 5 9



Appendix gable 1 • •••

ID t 0,(31 a#
Bk. 1 3 4- 5 6 7 8

0 289 296 298 298 292 297 294-
1 11 4* 2 2 8 3 6

17 <i tavat

Bk. 1 3 4- 5 6 7 8

0 299 298 299 297 296 295 299
1 1 2 1 3 4- 5 1

18* tu
Bk* 1 3 4- 5 6 7 8

o 290 293 291 293 289 293 285
1 10 7 9 7 10 7 15
2 **• « - 1 -

19# na
Bk. 1 3 4* 5 6 7 8

0 271 24-2 265 277 273 275 250
1 27 4.9 27 19 24- 25 4-7
2 2 6 4- 3 3 «*» 1
3 1 1 1 2
^ |*  mm 1 2 m «n» mm

5 1* * 1 » « mm

6 - m* CM n

7 - 1 - - —



20• nanu 
Bk. 1

Appendix Table 

5 4

1 * * * *

5 6 7 8

oofO
v

o 500 299 500 500 500 500
1 ■» 1 fen* - «■ -

21* nama
Bk* 1 5 A 6 7 8

0 295 297 295 298 299 295 295
1 7 5 5 2 1 7 5

22* punar
Bk.* 1 5 4 5 6 7 8

0 292 295 295 297 292 287 295
1 8 5 5 2 8 12 4
2 to* 1 *■*?*£ 1

25* yatas
Bk. 1 5 4 5 6 7 8

ooN\o 299 299 299 299 500 500
1 W* 1 1 1 1 *** * *



Appendix Table 1 ** * •

2k* yatra
Bk* 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 289 3 0 0 29^ 297 297 299 299
1 11 
2

* * 6
wr*

2
1

3 1 1
IM

25* yatha
Bk. 1 3 4* 5 6 7 8

0 29^ 2 9k 297 294 293 298 293
1 6 6 3 6 7 2 5

26. y&da
Bk. 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 295 298 299 500 298 500 297
l 5 2 1 * * 2 3

27* yadi
Bk. 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 296 297 298 300 299 300 299
1 k 3 2 •M 1 tom 1



O n  fyo fCi &
Appendix Table 1 •• . ♦

28* yavat
Bk. 1 3 ^ 5 6 7 8

0 299 297 299 298 297 297 299
1 1 3 1 2 3 3 1

29* va
Bk* 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 297 288 292 297 297 299 295
1 3 11 6 3 3 1 5
2 ** 1 2 m «■* -

30* vai
Bk. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 300
1 •"»

300 V
>! O

I 
O 2 99 

1
300 300 300

31. ha
Bk. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 298 299 300 300 300 300 300
1  2 1 mm M mm
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Appendix Table 1 • • • »

32* hi
Bk* 1 3 if 5 6 7 8

0 294 297 294 298 297 298 289

2 : 6 5 6 2 3 2  11



329
Appendix Table I#*.# 

(*) Without Dialogue

3 . atha
Bk. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 239 129 199 250 242 279 259
1 22 36 11 14 20 10 14

4. api

i-S•

P3 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 21? 140 184 239 252 236 210
1 42 24 21 22 26 51 54
2 1 1 5 3 4 1 8

5 1 #** #to *» « 1 1

5. iti
Bk. 1 5 4 3 6 7 8

0 24a 144 191 246 257 284 256
1
2

15
to*

21
#4

18

1
18

•i*

25
«B>

5 1?

6. iva
Bk. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 241 145 175 240 241 271
1 19 19 34 21 19 18
2 1 1 1 5 2 toft



3 3 0
j&ppendix Table 1 • «•«

8* Bva
Bk* 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 250 153 196 2kk 258 277 2^8
1 10 12 I k 20 21 11 23
2 1 «N - - 3 1 2

9. evam
Bk. 1 3 5 6 7 8

0 256 161 205 258 259 283 269
1 5 k 5 6 3 6 k

11* ca
Bk. 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 237 139 182 238 231 253 243
1 20 22 21 25 30 26 30
2 ij. 2 6 1 1 5 •**

3 to* 2 1 •to 2 M

k tot tot - 1 -

13. tatas
Bk. 1 3 5 6 7 8

0 2^2 1^9 191 251 24-8 262 259
1 19 16 19 13 14 27 l * f



331
Appendix Table _1 **.»

1̂ *. tatra
Bk# 1 5 4* 5 6 7 8

0 252 157 197 255 256 277 267
1
2

9 8 13 8
1

6 12 6
M

15. tatha
Bk. 1 5 k 5 6 7 8

0 258 16^ 203 259 251 286 267
1 5 1

7
5 11 3 6

16. tada
Bk, 1 3 A 5 6 7 8

0 251 I63 209 262 255 286 268
1 10 2 1 2 7 3 5

18. tu
Bk. 1 3 k 5 6 7 8

0 252 163 205 259 256 28 261
1 9 2 5 5 5 5 12
2 Mr *9 INI l mm aM



Appendix Table 1 ....

19. na
Bk* 1 5 /f 5 6 7 8

0 259 142 195 250 256 267 226
1 22 18 12 12 22 22 44
2 3 2 2 2 fctt 1

5 1 m M* 2
if am 1 ** mm - -

5 1 - ~ -

punar
Bk. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 255 161 208 261 256 276 269
1 6 4 2 2 6 12 3
2 *-* •*n 1 mm 1 1

yathsi
Bk. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 256 164- 208 260 256 287 270
1 5 1 2 4 - 6  2 3



333
Appendix Table Jl •..<

29. vS
Bk, 1 5 4 5 6 7 8

0 259 160 207 262 259 288 268
1 2 4 2 2 3 1 5  

2 - 1 1 - - - -



33
Appendix gable 2 

Distribution of particles in Jonaraja and the MSnasollasa.

Jonaraja Mgnasolleisa

1# atas
Sample 1 2 3

0 298 295 300
1 2 5 M

2. atra
Sample 1 2 3

0 297 300 295
1 3 ** 4
2 - 1

3# atha
Sample 1 2 3

0 259 270 276
1 *fl 30 22
2 «•» a

Bk. 2 3 ** 5

300 0 
1

0N\ 298
2

300

Bk# 1 3 k 5

29^
6

300 299
1

300
*■*

tm

Bk. 1 3 k 5

297
3

296
h

295
5

297
3



0
1
2

3

0
1
2

0
1
2
3
jLj.

0
1

3 3 5

k9 api 
Sample 1

Appendix Table 2 .... 

2 5 Bk# 2 3 k 5
271 256 250 278 287 280 285
2k 39 k& 19 13 20 13
5 5 2 2 w* 2
mm tm *** 1

5* iti
Sample 1 2 5_ Bk. 2 3 k 3

287 273 286 288 292 292 294
13 27 15 10 8 8 6

«£» X 2 «** • **

6# iva
Sample 1 2 5 . Bk. 2 3 A 5

251 2*K) 246 298 299 295 28*f
kk 52 50 2 1 5 1^
5 6 3 tm **» - 2
tm 1 1 mm m «n» «*

tm 1 W* - tm IW» 0»#

7* ilia
Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 3 4 5

500 500 300 300 300 300 V_
M O O

m *■* tm m *W M m



0
1
2

0
1
2

0
1

0
1
2

k

5

Appendix Table 2 • • • •

8# eva
Sample 1 2  5 Bk* 2

277 268 279 286 277 279
25 51 20 12 21 19
1M X 1 2 2 2

9* evam
Sample 1____2____ 3 Bk* 2

10* khalu

Sample 1 2  5 Bk* 2

11# ca
Sample 1 2  3 Bk* 2

295 296 295 291 283 289
5 4 7 9 14- 11

«N* *4 1 ft#

300 300 300 300 300  300

273 265 277 214 222 0k
\

C
M

22 32 22 60 57 58
4- 3 20 15 7
1 m tMH 5 6 5
mm * * <M*ft m <MC

1 1



0
1
2
3

0
1
2
3

0
1

0
1
2

12* cet 
Sample 1 2

Appendix Table 2 *«*♦ 

5 Bk* 2 3 /f 5
300 299 297 298 298 291 300

#HH 1 3 2 2 8 tczf

** M M mm * M9ft

M 4## It** Iff# (#1 1 -

13# tatas
Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 3 .. 4

280 278 282 288 266 289 272

19 22 17 11 31 11 28
1 m # 4 1 3 a * mm

m X mm m mm

14* tatra
Sample 1 2 Bk« 2 3 4 3

293 291 286 292 294 298 292
7 9 14 8 6 2 8

15# tathS
Sample 1 2 3 Bk* 2 . .. .3.. 4 pj

297 292 294 280 272 264 274
3 8 6 20 25 34 25
« * IB* 3 2 1



Appendix Table 2 •

Jonaraja MSnaeoIl&sa
16# tadS

Sample 1 2  5 Bk# 2 5______ft______§,
0 289 289 288 297 300 299 297
1
2

10
1

11
mm

12
mm

3
mm

mm

m

1
mm

3

17 * tavat
Sample 1 2 3 Bk* 2 . . . .  1 ... . 4 5

0 295 296 299 298 297 300 300
1 5 4 1 2 5 -

18* tu
Sample 1 2 ...... 3 Bk* 2 3 4 5

0 291 285 289 275 267 271 290
1 8 14 11 23 32 26 9
2 1 3 mm 2 1 3 1

19* na
Sample 1 2 5 Bk* 2 3 4 ?

0 267 254 2 66 293 292 295 296
1 25 43 29 7 7 5 3
2 7 3 «av mm m 1
3 1 m «** 1 m mm

4 **• mm 1 ■n m mm m



Appendix TableM M M t a M B H M i n  P M M K H I I W M i

Jonar&ja 
20* nanu
Sample 1 2  3

0 300 300 298
1 *•* 2

21• nama
Sample 1 2 ... 3

0 297 300 300
1 5 m ##

22* punar
Sample 1 2 3

0 297 297 2 9 k

1 2 2 6
2 1 1 M

23# yatas
Sample 1 2 3

0 300 297 300
1 3 tm-

Mgnasollgsa

Bk* 2 3 4 5__
300

Dot

300
m

300 0 
1 

0K\
I

Bk* 2 5 ...5
299 298 289 299

1 2 11 1

Bk. 2 _5 if _ 5.
298 297 295 299
1 3 3 1
1 « 2 festf

Bk* 2 ..3 if . 5
300 300 297 300

WA 3 *S*



3 4 0

A p p e n d ix  T a b le  2  .•* *

Jonaraja Manasollasa
2*+* yatrai
Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 3 k

0 297 299 29^ 298 299 289 500
1 3 1 6 2 1 10 «*#

2 ft*

25* yatha

«# tm «Nt «* 1

Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 3 k 5
0 299 295 292 298 295 298 297
1 1

26# yada

5 8 2 5 2 3

Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 3 k _ 5 _
0 299 500 299 ootOv 299 2 99 298
1 1

27* yadi

*. 1 .* 1 1 2

Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 ..3... 5
0 500 295 500 298 299 298 300
1 m 5 w 2 1 2 ft*



Appendix Table 2 • .««

Jonara j a Manas oil asav.
28* yavat
Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 3 4 ?.

0 299 300 299 299 289 299 298
1 1

29* va

mm 1 1 11 1 2

Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 3 k 3
0 297 292 29^ 290 28? 287 283
1 3 7 k 6 9 12 12
2 - 1 2 3 3 1 3
5 1 Raft

k ** an# mm mm mm 2
5 M B*® « mm -
6

30« vai

mm •M 1 mm

Sample 1 2 3 Bk. 2 3 k 3
0 300 300 500 300 300 300 300
1 mm

31* ha

•*» Ml Ml DM ma

Sample 1 2 ? Bk. 2 3 4 3
0 300 300 500 300 500 $00 300
1 M M M m mm w



Table 2 »#•#
342

0
1
2

Jonaraja
32# hi 
Sample 1____2

29'+
6

288
11

JL

291
9

Bk. 2

Manasollasm

1 .
294

6

29*4
6

297
3

300



Appendix Table 3J P V a m N M N M M *  a4«*

DiSt&ibUtibft of particles in 20-word blocks in Somadeva and 
Gaftge^au

Somadeva Gaftgefe
It atas
Sample 1 2 3 4 5 Bk* 1 2 if

0 92 91 104 101 109 109 180 160
1 — 1 2 MR «W 17 23 22
total 92 92 106 101 109 126 203 182

2o atra
Sample 1 2 3 4 5 H

i*

P=l 2 4
0 92 92 106 101 108 120 183 157
1 ** Ml - 1 6 17 19
2 trm ** +m ** 2 6
3 *•* rm m PM *W 1

3« atha
Sample 1 2 . 3 4 5 Bk. 1 2 4

0 91 92 105 101 109 120 187 166
1 1 *i* 1 Ml «#P 6 16 16



0
1
2
5
4

0

1

2
5
4

0
1
2

3
4
5

Appendix Table 3

4, api 
Sam-pie 1

Somadeva 

_ 2 3 4 5
53 53 58 61 69
29 32 33 31 32
9 5 13 8 6
1 2 2 1 2
mm m ft* -

5# iti
Sample 1 2 3 4 5

81 82 83 89 89
8 10 18 11 17
3 - 3 1 2
m *«• 2 Aft 1
- m ft* «*

6, iva
Sample 1 2 3 4 5

70 66 87 92 82
18 20 16 9 21
if 2 1 m 6

«•* 2 m

a* 3 Aft ** -
m 1 m ft*

Ga&ge^a 

Bk, 1 2
53 105
53 68
15 26
5 4

Bk, 1 2

38 73
62 92
23 32
3 6

Bk, 1 2
121 198

5 5



0
1
2

0
1
2
5
/f

0
1
2
5

Appendix Table * • • •

7 • iba
Sample 1 2  5 ^ 5  Bk. 1____ 2__

91 91 106 100 108 122 200 

. 1 1 1 k 5

8* eva
Sample 1 2 3 5 Bk. 1 2

75 75 90 85 91 62 120
17 19 16 15 12 A5 56
•* 1 h 1^ 25
ft* em ftft 2 A k

- «■* - - « 1 -

9* evam
Sample 1 2 3 9 Bk. 1 2

92 92 106 101 109 116 178
** cat tea 9 22

- - - ** 1 2
** •*» ft# «* 1



- . 3 4 6
Appendix Table jj. •• • •

Somadeva Ga&ge^a
XO• khalu
Sample 1 2 3 4 5 Bk* 1 2 ij.

0 74 82 100 96 105 125 205 18;
1 18 10 4 4 3 1 «m

2 •** ** 2 1 1 ** 1

11* ca
Sample 1 2 3 4 5 Bk. 1 2 4

0 60 57 59 62 67 44 64 62
1 21 50 56 30 56 50 85 77
2 9 5 10 8 6 25 38 35
5 2 CM 1 1 - 7 13 8
if C M a* *# act •*» ** 3 2

12* cet
Sample 1 2 ______ 5______4 5

0 92 91 106 1011 108
1 * * * 1  W* •* •*

2 «s» »■» «  «a am

Bk, 1 2  ^
101 171 159
25 32 bo

1 - 3



Appendix Table j5• • ..

9 A '9 d l /

13 • tatas 
Sample 1

Somadeva

2 3 4 5

Gaftgega 

Bk.l 2 4

0 91 91 104 101 109 125 200 172
1 1 1 1 - - 1 2 10
2 - - - - - - 1 -

5

14. tatra

1

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 Bk.l 2 /f

0 91 90 104 100 104- 105 166 159
i 1 2 2 1 5 18 30 22
2

15# tatha

3 7 1

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 Bk.l 2 4

0 91 87 103 97 107 100 162 163
1 1 5 3 4 2 25 34 18
2 apt - - 1 6 1
3 — _ - — « — 1 «*



3 4 8

16. tada
Sample 1 2

Appendix

Somadeva

3

Table 3 

if

#  #  ♦  #

5 .

Graftgê a 

Bk. 1 2 4
0 92 91 105 101 109 120 197 176
1 1 1 - Mt 6 5 6
2

17 o tavat

*** tm* M *M 1 mm

Sample 1 2 3 Zj. 5 Bk. 1 2 4
0 92 91 104 101 104 124 199 176
1 - 1 2 CM 5 2 4 4
2 «aH mm w mm - - 1
3

18 .  tu

(Ml BHl mm 1

Sample 1 2 3 if 5 Bk. 1 2 4
0 88 91 101 93 106 93 147 129
1 4 1 5 8 3 50 50 48
2 m CM CM 3 6 5



0
1
2
5
4
5

0
1

0
1
2

0
1

Appendix Table jj. «• • • 

Somadeva
19# na
Sample 1 2 .. 3 4 5

A*6 31 50 21 k6

26 42 30 ifA 3k

17 14 20 2k 22

3 5 k 8 7
«* - 2 2 *•*
m 0m 2

20 * natm
Sample 1 2 3 4 5

92 92 106 101 109

21* nama
Sample 1 2  5 A 5

83 86 96 92 103
8 k 9 9 6
1 2 1 H

22* punar
Sample 1 2____  5 A  Jj

65 65 97 9̂  102
7 7 9 7 7

Gaflge^a

Bk* 1 2
32 -̂8
k6 66
28 63
19 25
1 1

Bk* 1 2

115 195
13 8

Bk. 1 2
J.26 202

*• 1

Bk. 1 2
126 203



Appendix TaBle J5 • • • •

Somadeva Ga&ge£a
23* yatas
Sample 1 2  3 4 5 Bk, 1 2_____ Jf

0 86 91 X03 101 109 125 203 181
1 6 1 mt Mi 1 - 1

24. yaira
Sample X 2 _..3 . . 4 3 Blc. 1 2 4

0 79 91 XOI 87 104 121 193 174
1 13 «ci 5 9 4 3 8 8
2 « w 1 m 3 X 2 2 mm

3 - - am 2 rnm m* mm mm

25* yath£
Sample I 2 3 4 .. 3 .. Bk. 1 2 if

0 91 8? 102 99 10? 1X6 185 177
X X 4 2 2 9 15 5
2 tm - - mm X 3 C M

26* yada
SampXe X 2 - 3 4 5 Bk. X 2 if

0 92 92 105 10X 109 125 202 182
X «* **• X «■* 4*4 1 1 **



0
1
2

0
1
2

0
1
2
5
4

0
1

j&ppendix ffable •#**

Somadeva Gaftge^a
27• yadi
Sample 1 2  5 ^ 5 Bk* 1

91 87 105 98 101 191 195
1 k 1 5 6 6 8
M 1 w* 9m 2 1 *

28« yavat
S ample 1 2 3 k 5 Bk. 1 2

92 91 105 101 104- 124- 200
1 1 - 2 5

4M 9m tm 1 «* 44*

29* vfc
Sample 1 2  5 ^ 5  Bk* 1 2

72 63 87 76 86 102 161
19 23 18 16 20 18 33

5 1 8 3 k 8
im 1 1 mm 2 1
1 •»» w  «* **»

30* vai
Sample 1 2  5 4 - 5  Bk* 1 2

91 91 106 101 109 126 203
1 1 M  m» *■» 4M
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Somadeva GaAge^a
31# ha
Sample 1 2 3 4 _ 5_ Bk* 1 2 4

0 70 70 92 90 89 126 203 182
1 21 12 13 10 20
2 1 2 1 1 *a - «*»

32, hi
Sample 1 2 3 4 5 Bk. 1 2 k

0 70 78 92 90 89 119 159 168
1 21 12 13 10 20 7 42 13
2 1 2 1 1 «* 2 1



Appendlx Table 4

o c; oO O  O1

Distribution of five particles in five authors* Figures for
Kalhana are 

eva

Kalhana

without dialogue# 

JonarSja Manasollasa Somadeva Gahge^a

0 160 6 824 1124 4l4 235
1 111 74 .69 75 162
2 7 2 7 9 49
3 utm « * 2 11
4 mm m 2

evam
Kalhana JonarSja Manasoll&sa Somadeva Gaftge^a

o 1691 884 1156 500 463
1 33 16 43 M 42
2 •* 1 « 5

1



ca
KaXha^a

Appendix Table k »••• 

J onaraj a Manasollasa Somadeva Gaftge^a
0 1535 8X5 880 305 170
X 17*1- 76 2̂ *2 153 212
2 X9 7 52 38 96
5 5 X 25 k 20
k I « mm 5
5 X X mm m+

tatra
KaXha^a Jonaraja M&nasollasa Somadeva Gaftge^a

0 X66X 870 XX 76 4-89 4-30
X 62 30 2^ 11 70
2 X am «** XX

vg
Kalha^a J onaraja Manasollasa Somadeva Gaftge^a

0 1703 883 11^7 364- 4-0?
X 19 Ik 39 96 sk

2 2 3 XO 17 16
3 m 1 2 k

k *«9 2 X M

5 H *■* •** M

6 M «4 1 •*#
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Appendix Table

Distribution of particles in 20-word blocks in three books of 
the Arthadastra#

1 * e va
Bk# 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 7a 7b

0 96 81 77 98 86 105 121 110
1 7 8 5 3 15 18 Ik 10
2 1 « «M •Ml - -

total 103 
2. evam

90 82 101 101 123 135 120

Bk. 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 7a 7b

0 102 89 81 9̂ f 99 122 128 113
1 1 1 1 7 2 1 7 7

3* ca
Bk* 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 7a 7b

0 34- 27 23 22 5*f 51 86 69
1 kl 31 25 37 30 4-3 3k 28
2 18 20 19 22 13 21 13 17
3 10 10 8 12 k 5 1 5
/{. _ 2 7 7 ~ 3 1 1
5 — «9 1 *a*



tatra

ix 0?able #*.#
o  O

Bk# 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 7a 7b

0 91 88 82 99 99 119 131 1X4
1 9 2 Ml 2 2 4 4 6
2 3 Ml Ml M - M

5# va
Bk# 2a 2b 2c 2d 3ai 3b 7a 7b

0 63 46 45 37 ^3 50 36 52
X 28 23 24 34 38 46 44 35
2 9 13 9 9 13 16 28 18

2 6 4 1 5 9 22 6
4 1 1 . «■» 2 1 4 9
5 M* 1 •» DM «. 1 1
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Appendix Table 6 

Distribution of particles in 20-word blocks in the Artha^astra*

1* eva
Bk* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

o -p- CO 352 191 129 Ik 19 231
1 10 25 33 17 18 2 2k

2 1 2 1 -

total 158 376 224 148 93 21 255

2 * evam
Bk * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 14? 566 221 145 84 18 241
1 9 10 3 3 7 3 14
2 «*a mm 2 mm —
3 2 mm - turn - m $ -

3* £a
Bk* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 57 10 6 10*f 64 46 12 115
1 51 154 73 58 23 7 62
2 27 79 3k 22 14 2 30
3 19 40 9 4 8 «** 6
ZjL 4 16 3 2 *•* 2
 ̂ — 1 mm «*» trt mm Cttft
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1* eva 
Bk, 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

0 73 118 61 22 68 75 4-9
1 4 10 5 mm 3 8 4-
2 X mm 1 mm 1 1

total 70 128 67 22 72 84 53

2a evam
Bk, 8 9 10 11 12 13

o -j CD 124 60 19 68 85 52
1 4 7 2 3 1 1
2 wm *** 1 1 - Ml

5a ca
Bk. 8 9 10 11 12 15 14

0 28 70 33 14- 39 46 j / j .

1 27 4-2 19 5 19 18 16
2 Ik 9 8 2 10 rj 2
5 8 6 i | 1 3 10 1
4- 1 1 2 - 1 2 -
5 «* 1 mm 1 «■*
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4. tatra
Bk. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 151 360 218 146 89 20 2k$

1
2

7
<**

13

3

6 2
teat

4 1 10
fNt

5* va
Bk* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 105 211 93 56 27 12 88
1 31 109 84 46 32 6 79
2 17 40 29 26 16 1 46

5 2 13 14 15 15 1 28
4 2 2 3 4 1 1 13
5 1 1 1 1 2 UN X



Appendix Table 6 ••»•

4* tatra 
Bk* 8 9 10 ii 12 13 14

0 77 120 65 22 69 8k 51
1 1 8 2 3 ter 2

5. va
Bk* 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

0 51 50 33 3 19 22 24
1 23 32 20 10 13 24 18
2 2 29 11 7 21 26 8
3 2 14 3 1 8 9 3
4 H 3 tm - 7 3 M B

5 « • « « 1 4
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Compound-length distributions in the Artha^Sstra*
(a) Books 2, 3* 7

Members Bk* 2a 2b 2o 2d . 5a 3b 7a 7b
2 475 4-51 409 582 424 460 46*f 439
3 130 109 127 131 9 6 123 97 121

57 31 22 52 32 45 32 38
5 20 15 18 23 7 9 9 18
6 13 7 10 14 6 11 3 4
7 8 4 9 12 3 5 2 6
8 7 6 6 5 5 1 2 1
9 2 2 6 5 to* 4 - 2

10 3 1 2 6 1 1 ■ M to*

11 1 2 tm «** 1 % Mat

12 2 2 2 1 1 f!!M 1 1
13 2 m * 1 m mm mm - ■CM

14 M 1 2 m « M M to.

15 1 1 If 2 * M - M to*

16 to* 1 M M C M toe

17 « 1 - 1 M l M l to*

18 ** urn tof to# - M M 1
19 * M mm * 4 1 Ml M to* to*

20 to* mm ton 1 «** CB» eto

21 ## « M l 1 M M M# toe mm

22 M* 4MI m* - Mf M M c m mm

23 1 mm 1 M l » * M pee mm

24 •art mm M* M M M M to* toe mm

25 rm to* 2 M M M M •to -

26
07

mm to* - • M



5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
15
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
25
24
25
26

27
28

3G2
Appendix gjable £ • • • • 

(B) All Books

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
535 1917 884 593 330 108 905
184 497 219 206 101 33 218
47 162 fj y 54 33 5 70
21 76 16 ' 27 9 4 27
Ik 44 17 11 4 1 7
7 35 8 12 4 3 8
5 24 6 7 2 2 3
4MO 15 4 2 1 2
3 12 2 « M 1 1 M M

3 1 1 1 6** M M

mm 7 1 mm m « - 2
mm 3 mm - 4 M » -

im 3 mm MM «•» mm M M

mm 8 mm CM «m -
mm 1 mm rat - M * M M

mm 2 - * * cm M -

mm mm m mm Bb» M f 1
mm 1 - mm - M M M M

mm 1 « - MM

m 1 mm MM - MM

mm AH mm cm «w - M M

mm 2 - MM M M AMI »

«* #* mm «!» M M MM
*■ 2 CM* IM m

mm mm M * mm mm M M m e

1 1 *M M M mm M M cm
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(b) All Books *««,

Members Bk* 8 9 10 11 12 15 14

2 344 435 263 75 234 272 219
5 114 123 99 21 52 98 89
4 32 29 38 6 17 56 55
5 15 12 14 5 4 16 18
6 6 1 6 1 6 7 14

7 4 5 3 p* 2 2 5
8 1 - 2 1 5 9
9 2 1 1 mm 1 6

10 •a * 1 1 pp 2 2
11 to * mm - HP 2 2
12 mm « 1 to* MM - -

15 M* tott to* M * P

14 M* 1 PM m » . to* -

15 mm mm MM mm MMfl to*

16 to* to* « — PM 1



Appendix Table 8

Distribution of particles in 20-word blocks in VStsy^yana^s 
Kamastitra.

!• eva
Bk. 1 2 3 A 5 6 7

0 51 99 70 ifO 82 100 28
1 15 37 16 if 29 17 15
2 5 9 2 2 3 - Ha

5 _ - 1 -

total 69 14 S' 88 he 115 117 45

2* evam
Bk. 1 2 3 _ k 6

0 66 l4l 85 if 6 110 115 42
1 3 if 5 f M 5 2 1

3* ca
Bk. 1 2 3 4 3.._ 6 7

0 17 52 1? 8 25 4l 16
1 21 54 20 14 35 56 20

2 15 25 26 9 36 26 5

3 12 12 17 7 17 9 2

4 4 1 8 7 2 4 -
5 1 0 # 1 a d 1 tan



Appendix Table 8

tatra
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Appendix Table 9
b iA iiiA i i  . m u ......................  rf&w

Compound-length distributions in the Kamasff.tra*

Members Bk. 1 2 5 4 5 6 7
2 272 555 254 145 4l4 421 144
5 62 m i 68 55 108 72 38
4 10 25 12 9 21 11 19
5 15 7 2 8 9 5 7
6 1 4 1 4 1 « 4
7 “ 1 1 1 2 1 1
8 1 ito* 1 5 Met «Rl *■*
9 2 1 5 - 1 1 1
10 - tarn *. m 2 2
ll u» 1 - 5
12 ft*t 2 1
13 ** 1
14
15 1

* * *

20
21
22
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